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ࢶപ͇͛έ ٺ2994 ѐд˝ᐷыՒ࣎˘ЩࠎņғႬ̋Ň
۞̈̋૯˯јϲĂд࿅Ν 241 ѐࠎࢶപξϔЧࠧ೩ֻ͇ঈă
ಡॡăгۏநڇ۞ચĂ̙ᕝᄃॡ֭ซăჟৈՐჟĄ༊̚
ᔵ˵གྷ።˞̙͌ࢲܥĂҭԧࣇ۞݈ዅͽિላ۞هܫຽ۞ჟ
ৠĂҹႽ̎ЇĂֹ͇͛έ̙ᕝࡼӴјܜĄ
ԧԓ୕ᖣᇉৡ͇͛έ 241 ѐ̝ᅫĂΞͽᄃЧҜаᜪ࿅ـ
അགྷዎ࿃͇۞זխĂ߇҃ۢາĂдБঈ࣏ត̼ΞਕֽՀк
ໂბ͇ঈ۞ᔌ๕˭Ă̙Ԟઇр֨խഴխ̍ү۞ࢦࢋّĄТॡĂԧ
ࣇϺΞͽаקଂТְူҡ۞˾̚ăඊ˭ࠡෳͯٙएएֽ
۞͇͛έᕇֱႍ˘ᔿࠎˠۢ۞߇ְĂֱֹะវаጸΞͽ็ٚ
˭ΝĄ
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˘Ѻˬ˩ѐ࠹၆ˠ۞˘Ϡ࠻ҬܜޝĂҭдˠᙷ።Ϋ۞߸߹
̚ĂΪߏঔ˘ඒĄ҃Ăԧࣇޝᇉضਕ࿅ࢶപ͇͛έ˘
ĶඒķĂ๗ჸ˞˘·႕ሤྕٺٚፉ۞ТְĂкѐֽᄃ̙Т
۞̶۰ăጯ۰ТҖޙϲ˞։р۞ူҡᙯܼஎ̓ݓኖĄ̂छ
˘ࢲܥТྮĂϒрणϯ˞ώ३۞ᗟĮࢲܥˠมĈѣቡ࠹
ჸįĄ͇͛έ۞ڇચѣ̫͟۞јಶĂ၁ѣᏥிˠٙ;۞Ӆ˧˘
ᕇ˘ႍ᎕҃јĄனᖰᖣѩ፟ົਾ͕ຏᔁЧҜĂ֭ԓ୕ᄃ̂छᚶ
ᜈᛸ͘ЪүĂࠎࢶപͽҌ͵ࠧՀ࡚р۞ϏֽүՀ̂Ӆ˧Ċ

ࢶപ͇͛έέܜ

ԏംځ
3124 ѐ͵ࠧঈ෪͟
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Foreword
The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) was established in
1883 on a small hill named “Mount Elgin” in Tsim Sha Tsui,
Kowloon. Throughout the past 130 years, the Observatory
provides services in weather, time, geophysics and other areas,
always evolving with time and striving for excellence. Although
there were stormy times, the Observatory has continuously
grown strong, thanks to the professionalism, perseverance and
commitment of our predecessors.
While celebrating the 130th anniversary of the Observatory,
I hope we could all take a moment to look back on the weather
disasters in the past and reflect on how we could learn from
history. With the probable trend of more frequent extreme
weather brought by global climate change, we should not
forget the importance of disaster prevention and mitigation
work. At the same time, through the valuable reminiscences
and memorable photographs of our colleagues and partners,
previously untold stories and bits and pieces of the Observatory
could be recollected, and such collective memories could be
preserved for the future generations.
130 years is not short compared with a human lifetime, but
from the perspective of human history, it is just a drop in the
ocean. We are glad that through this “drop” of the Observatory,
many generations of colleagues with passion and commitment
have come together and built up good partnership and friendship
with stakeholders, scholars and counterparts. Together we
have worked hand in hand through rain or shine, thus the theme

v

of this book – “Weathering the Storms : Under the Same Sky”.
The Observatory could not have grown and developed to what
it is today without the cumulative efforts. I would like to take
this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to everyone,
and I look forward to continuing to work together with you in the
years to come for the betterment of Hong Kong and the world.

Shun Chi-ming
Director of the Hong Kong Observatory
World Meteorological Day 2013
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ᜮʨ̵ݯϛαᙶЇ̵́༞Ⴉ
ूࠗಋʨʼ̎  ̎ۺ՚α
ዑ઼ЍĂ઼̚ঈ෪ԊԊܜ
[ifoh!Hvp.hvboh-!Benjojtusbups!pg!
Dijob!Nfufpspmphjdbm!Benjojtusbujpo
Dr. Zheng Guo-guang, Administrator of China
Meteorological Administration (CMA), congratulates the
Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) on its 130th anniversary.
He witnesses the developments and achievements of the
Observatory, building on its culture of science, service and
innovation. What Dr. Zheng cherishes most is the longterm co-operation between CMA and HKO in a wide range
of areas, including exchange of meteorological information,
meteorological research and technologies, climate change as
well as training and experience sharing. He looks forward to
further enhancing the mutual cooperation between CMA and
HKO in areas like public weather services, disaster prevention
and mitigation, for the betterment of the society and the wellbeing of the public.
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дࢶപ͇͛έޙέ 241 ѐ̝ᅫĂԧᖰ઼ܑ̚ঈ෪Ԋܑϯ
Ϥਾ۞ৡĊ
241 ѐϥ̄аĂᓟͫ࠹็ć241 ѐ߽྿͇෪ĂࠎപࠎϔĄ
ࢶപ͇͛έೀঈ෪Т̥ۧٚņͽࡊጯܲᅪ̂ிщБĂޙన࡚р
ۤົĂፘϲ͵ࠧሀቑŇ۞நຐĂ՚ࢲᑯܥĂᚶـฟֽĂѺкѐֽĂ
م၁֍ᙋ˞̄̋˭ăჯкӀֲപ۞ঈ෪༱˼Ăࢲำត͑Ą
ჹؕ ٺ2994 ѐ۞ࢶപ͇͛έĂଂ۞ܐϫീᖎࢩ៍ീր
Ă൴णזᖬᄏঔౙ۩۞кன̼៍ീ߱͘ćଂ่ѣ۞ᖎಏঈ
෪ಡĂ൴णࠧ͵זᅳА۞ಡᛋڇચវրćଂ۞ܐೀҜ
౹ຽ۰Ă൴णזೀѺዶˠ۞ࡊԫჟࡻဥฤĂࢶപ͇͛έ֕࿅˞Ѝ
ၷͷ̙π˲۞።Ąࢶപ͇͛έೀঈ෪Т̥ॲࡊጯăະຽฟ
٤Ăд͇ঈঈ࣏ăॡăгዩăঔ߶͇͛ඈᅳા̙ᕝ౹າநهĂ
ڇચ̳ிĂдݱξঈ෪խचಡᛋᅳાፘ˘ᆽĂдᇴࣃಡ
ሀёฟ൴ᑕϡඈ͞ࢬ۞ຽᒻΞΞᕇĂপҾߏͽ̳Вঈ෪ڇચࠎ
͔ᅳĂдঈ෪ᛋཱིܫăംᇊঈ෪ڇચඈᅳાฟ౹АګĂ̷၁ፉ
˞ņ೩ֻ၁ϡѣड़۞ঈ෪ڇચŇ۞ֹĄ
241 ѐֽĂࢶപ͇͛έᑓ֖ࠡෳ۞ঈ෪ྤफ़ࠎ઼̚˜ҌБ
۞ঈ෪ಡڇચࡊጯࡁտ೩ֻໂѣᆊࣃ۞ᚥĄҡᐌࢶപଂ
̈۞͟ټႢՅ൴णࠎ̚Ҙおපăк̮ВᏉă߿˧መു۞઼ᅫ̂ౌ
ົĂдņҋϤฟٸăՐמă᎕ໂซפăٺ౹າăᐹኳϠ߿Ň
ࢶപ८͕ᆊࣃ៍ᅳ˭Ăॲങࢶٺപݱξ͛҃ځԛј۞ņฟځฟ
ٸăՐৌՐາăະຽሄຽăី߿ซפăк̮ЪүăะޥᇃৈŇ۞
ࢶപঈ෪ˠჟৠهܫĂϺјࠎࢶപ̼͛Ѝ֊ሮᒘă̙Ξٕ۞
јొ̶Ąࢶപ͇͛έ่̙дБঈ෪ࡊጯᅳાᅳ˘ᆽĂ҃ͷд
̼͛็ٚăޙᘹఙăڇચநهඈ͞ࢬՀপҒĂࠎࢶപܕன
ࡊጯ̼͛൴णซ᎕˞ᚗෳੑಱĄ
4
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য়઼̰гᄃࢶപгቡღዐăঔౙ̂ঈ࠹఼Ăгঈ෪Т̥д
̳Вঈ෪ڇચঈ෪֨խഴխඈᅳાٙࢬᓜ۞યᗟ߄ጼ࠹ҬĄ
ҋ 2:86 ѐޙϲΔִ . ࢶപঈ෪ྮăϒёϹೱঈ෪ྤफ़ͽֽĂ
઼̚ঈ෪Ԋᄃࢶപ͇͛έАޢᘪཌ˞Įঈ෪ࡊԫܜഇЪүኗྋ౯
ԞᐂįăĮঈ෪ࡊԫܜഇЪүщଵįඈםᛉĂдঈ෪ଣീăঈ෪
఼ܫă͇ঈಡᛋಡăঈ෪ڇચăঈ࣏ត̼ăˠ̢ࣶణăࡊጯࡁ
տࡊጯྏរăିֈᄃૈඈᅳાฟण˞ᇃھϹ߹ЪүĂВޙঈ
෪៍ീ৭შăВϡঈ෪ଣീྤफ़ăВፉ͇ঈಡᛋ̝యĂВથ
ᑕ၆ঈ࣏ត̼̝ඉĄԧࣇౌ̙ົԞĂ̰гᄃࢶപ۞ঈ෪ࡊԫˠ
ࣶдΔִྻঈ෪ڇચă˯ঔ͵౾ঈ෪ڇચăപ፫̂ޙనඈ
ঈ෪ڇચ̚۞̷ЪүĄԧࣇౌ̙ົԞĂ̰гᄃࢶപдણᄃ͵
ࠧঈ෪ᖐĞXNPğă߆عมঈ࣏ត̼ົࣶ؎ܝĞJQDDğăᅵ
ࢲ؎ࣶົඈ઼ᅫડાЪү࿅̚Ă࠹̢͚೯ă࠹̢੨ЪĂᓑЪ
൴೭˞᎕ໂүϡĄаᜪ̰гࢶപঈ෪ְຽϹ߹Ъүăᐹ๕̢ྃă
ВТ൴ण۞።ΫĂԧࣇТຏڟᇐᄃҋᄹĄ

ዑ઼ЍԊ͇͛ * ̚ ) ܜέέܜԏം ) ځΠ˘ * д 3118 ѐ 4
ֲ͡߷ડਝ۩ঈ෪ڇચშຽચྻҖᆇё
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ࢶപ͇͛έјϲ 241 ѐĂ˵ߏ઼̚ঈ෪ְຽ൴णΫ˯۞˘
Іְ̂ĄणனࢶപѺѐঈ෪ࡊԫซՎдݱξ൴ण̚۞ࢦࢋүϡĂ
णϯࢶപд̳Вঈ෪ڇચăঈ෪֨խഴխᑕ၆ঈ࣏ត̼ඈ͞ࢬ
۞АซԫఙநهĂण୕ࢶപᄃ̰гঈ෪Ϲ߹Ъү۞࡚р݈ഀĂ
ޝѣυࢋĂᇆᜩஎᅈĄԧஎܫĂ̰гࢶപঈ෪ࠧυᚶᜈڻ
ᐹ๕̢ྃăЪүᗕᛏăВТ൴ण۞͞ШĂ̙ᕝஎ̼Б͞Ҝăкᆸ
Ѩă፟۞̼טঈ෪Ϲ߹ЪүĂซ˘Վ൴೭̳Вڇચă֨խഴխă
᜕ҦϔϠ۞ࢦࢋүϡĂซ˘ՎᆧซгˠϔВТࡅĄৡࢶപ͇
͛έว͞Ă݈ЍځĊৡځ͞ڌࢶപ۞ົ͇ځՀрĊ
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Air Traffic Control
Operations Under Adverse
Weather Situations
ᘲૣ͛Ăϔਝܜ
Mp!Tivoh.nbo-!Opsnbo-!Ejsfdups.Hfofsbm!pg!
Djwjm!Bwjbujpo!
͇ঈன෪тᇷăാ߹ăࢲ̷ត̈́˭ᑝᇷ߹ඈ၆ࢳҖ
щБၹјᇆᜩĄᅵࢲഇมĂਝ̂кפঐٕᖼࢳг͞Ą
ᘲૣ͛ܜд͛̚ୃૻᅵࢲࢮপ ٺ3123 ѐ 8 ͡ 34 ͟
പ۞ֽޢೋК͇ঈтңᇆᜩਝ۩Ϲ఼გ̈́ט፟ಞྻүĂՀ
ྎϔਝдਝგ͞ࢬ۞ᑕ၆ନ߉Ąࢲ̷តാ߹ᛋր
൴۞ᛋ၆ࢳҖщБ൴೭˞ࢦࢋ۞үϡĄ͇͛έ۞ቁਝ
۩ঈ෪ീăΞያኳ৵ڇચĂࠎϔਝࢶٺപࢳҖଐಡ
ડ̰೩ֻ۞ਝ۩Ϲ఼გڇטચү˞̙Ξٕ۞͚೯Ą
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Weather testifies the power of nature to mankind. Weather
phenomena such as thunderstorms, turbulence, windshear
and microbursts etc. can induce significant safety impacts to
air traffic control (ATC), airport and airline operations. Accurate
meteorological forecasts and timely delivery of weather
information to aviation organizations and pilots by the Hong
Kong Observatory (HKO) are essential in assisting the Civil
Aviation Department (CAD) in the provision of safe and efficient
ATC service to aircraft in flight and to ensure flight safety for the
travelling public.
CAD provides ATC service to all flights operating within
the Hong Kong Flight Information Region (HKFIR) including
flights departing from and arriving at Hong Kong International
Airport (HKIA) and overflights transiting our airspace. It extends
over the South China Sea covering an area of 276,000 km².
Unquestionably, tropical cyclone during summer months is a
prominent weather phenomenon which can seriously affect
ATC operations. It is not uncommon for flights to be cancelled
or diverted to other destinations during the passage of typhoon.
Traffic recovery after the passage of a typhoon is always a
highly demanding task which requires the concerted efforts from
airport stakeholders and neighbouring ATC units in clearing the
post typhoon traffic backlog.
Recently Typhoon Vicente struck Hong Kong on 23 July
2012. Hurricane Signal No.10 was issued at 0045 HKT on 24
July 2012. Thirty-six flights carried out missed approaches
and 50 flights diverted to other airports. The Windshear
and Turbulence Warning System (WTWS) of HKO provided
microburst, windshear and turbulence alert in good time to ATC
8
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who would then be able to pass on the vital weather information
to pilots and other aviation stakeholders. The prompt delivery of
such important weather information by ATC is indeed critical to
flight safety.
With surface wind blowing at 090 degrees, 50 to 60 knots
and with occasional microburst at 35 knots magnitude on the
departure path, no flight departed from HKIA on the night of 23
July for almost 9 hours until the first flight departed in the early
morning on the following day.
With a low departure rate on 24 July 2012 from early
morning to early afternoon (altogether 68 departures), this had
resulted in parking bays not being able to be released in time for
arriving aircraft. ATC had initiated the HKIA Contingency Aircraft
Parking Arrangement in the late morning on 24 July 2012 and
lasted until late afternoon on the next day. Landed aircraft had
to be held on several taxiways waiting for parking bays. At its
peak, 30 arrival aircraft were holding on taxiways waiting for
parking bays.
In addition, ATC had to slow down the landing rate, at the
expense of enroute holding, in order to contain the number
of arrivals holding on taxiways, with a view to minimizing
disruptions and hazards to ground traffic and airport operations.
Facing the shortage of parking bays, ATC had also
implemented the Ground Departure Holding Procedure on 25
July to speed up the release of parking bays. A maximum of 24
departing flights were assigned to queue up on taxiways before
they were actually released for departure in order to vacate
parking bays as soon as possible to facilitate bay parking for
arrivals.
9

During the passage of Typhoon Vicente, CAD had
maintained close liaison with HKO, Airport Authority Hong
Kong, and between Hong Kong and neighbouring ATC units so
as to guard against overloading on ATC operations. Air traffic
operations eventually resumed normal in the late evening on 25
July 2012.
CAD is very honoured to maintaining a close and
collaborative working relationship with HKO over the past
years. Accurate and timely weather forecasts require great
skill, experience and professional judgement. The consistently
reliable and high quality of service provided by HKO has
rendered immense support to our provision of ATC service
within the HKFIR.

Air Traﬃc
Control Centre

The Air Traﬃc Control Tower provides round-the-clock air traﬃc
control services to aircraft operating at the Airport.
10
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35 Years of Partnering for
Slope Safety
ೆֽĂ˿˧̍ઘܜ
Qboh!Qvj.mpj-!Sjdibse-!Efqvuz!Ifbe!pg!Hfpufdiojdbm!
Fohjoffsjoh!Pggjdf
ࢶപг͌̋кĂ҃ͷ̋๕ੲथĄ֨ᇷ้ڪ̋ܥᕫٙ
͔൴۞խचĂߏ߆̍ࢋࢦعү̝˘ĄೆֽАϠᇤ͛ೡᘱ˿
˧̍ᄃ͇͛έ 46 ѐֽд֨᎔͇խ͞ࢬ۞ВТӅ˧Ăଂ҃
ԯ้̋ڪᕫࢲᐍࢫҲĄѩγĂϺͽဦͯᄲ߇ְĂܑࢶപ
ᖞ͟˘ֱԧࣇࢋ͔ͽࠎᝥ۞͇խĄ
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The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) provides world-class
meteorological services to the public. It has been a strategic
partner of the Geotechnical Engineering Office (GEO), Civil
Engineering and Development Department during the past 35
years in tackling the landslide problem in Hong Kong.
Hong Kong has a hilly terrain with a substantial portion of
urban development located on or near hillsides. Coupled with
torrential summer rainfall, landslide is a long-standing problem
that Hong Kong people have to face. Many of us can still
remember the disastrous landslides in the 1970s, which resulted
in a large number of fatalities (Figures 1, 2 & 3). The GEO was
set up in 1977. Since then, the GEO has set up a comprehensive
slope safety system to manage landslide risk.

Figure 1: Landslide at
Po Shan Road in 1972
(67 fatalities)

Figure 2: Landslide at Sau Mau
Ping in 1972 (71 fatalities)
12
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Figure 3: Landslide at
Sau Mau Ping in 1976
(18 fatalities)

An early warning system plays an important part in Hong
Kong’s slope safety system. In this regard, the GEO has been
operating a Landslip Warning System since 1977 in conjunction
with the HKO, to forewarn the public of landslide risk during
periods of heavy rainfall.

Figure 4: Real-time rainfall data is
transmitted to GEO and HKO for
use in the Landslip Warning System

Over the years, the HKO has provided expert input in the
development of rainfall data collection and nowcasting, for
improving the performance of the Landslip Warning System
(Figures 4 & 5). The current system is recognized as among
the most advanced systems of the kind in the world. Also,
Hong Kong has developed an automatic raingauge system with
probably the highest density of automatic raingauges amongst
the populated cities in the world, starting from 67 raingauges in
1985 and increased to 110 raingauges since 1999.
13

Figure 5: Locations of GEO raingauges and HKO raingauges in
Hong Kong

HKO not only plays a vital part in developing the Landslip
Warning System but also in the decision-making process on
the issue and cancellation of the Landslip Warning each time.
Such a decision has wide-spread impact on the community. It
requires state-of-the-art and considerable judgment in rainfall
nowcasting and prediction of landslide occurrence, and
therefore close liaison between the HKO and GEO.
There is ample record of frequent consultations between
the Head of GEO and senior management of the HKO including
throughout the nights before the Landslip Warning is issued
or cancelled. The ex-Head of GEO, Mr Raymond Chan,
in summing up his experience during an interview with the
Commercial Radio Hong Kong before his retirement in 2011,
said that times of typhoon and rainstorm were particularly
14
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demanding. Although about three to five Landslip Warnings
are issued in a normal year, the need for consultations
between GEO and HKO round the clock far exceeds this
frequency (Figure 6). He said that HKO has provided excellent
professional support to the GEO in our work.

Figure 6: Number of times of mobilization of the GEO Emergency
Control Centre (ECC)

The issue of the Landslip Warning triggers the mobilization
of the emergency system and Emergency Control Centre in the
GEO and other government departments to deal with reported
landslides and any aftermaths arising.
A review of the landslide statistics since 1985 has indicated
that more than 90% of the fatal landslides occurred when the
Landslip Warning was in force. This indicates that the Landslip
Warning is a reliable means in giving forewarnings of potential
landslide danger to the public.
15

The effectiveness of the Landslip Warning System depends
on members of the public taking the necessary personal
precautions when the warning is in force. The GEO has joined
force with the HKO and others to launch a range of public
education activities. These include a year-long major public
education campaign "Safer Living - Reducing Natural Disasters"
in 2005 and the “Safer Slopes Safer Living Fiesta” in 2010
(Figure 7). The objectives are to promote public awareness on
slope safety and natural disasters, and to encourage members
of the public to take
appropriate precautionary
measures during periods
of heavy rainfall.

Figure 7: Upper photo: Mr Lam Chiu-ying (centre), former Director
of the HKO giving an opening speech in “Safer Living - Reducing
Natural Disasters” Campaign in 2005 and lower photo: Dr Lee Boonying (far left), former Director of the HKO and Mr Raymond Chan,
former Head of GEO (far right) with other oﬃciating guests at “Safer
Slopes Safer Living Fiesta” in 2010 to promote public awareness on
slope safety and personal precautionary measures against natural
disasters
16
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Regular liaison meetings between the senior management
of the HKO and GEO are held to review the performance of
the Landslip Warning System and to strengthen collaborations
on areas of common interests (Figure 8). Studies are being
undertaken by the GEO in conjunction with the HKO to update
the current estimate of the Probable Maximum Precipitation for
Hong Kong, with a view
to further enhancing our
landslide emergency
preparedness planning.

Figure 8: Upper photo: Members of the Slope Safety Technical
Review Board (front row) received by Mr Lai Sau-tak, Edwin and Mr
Chan Ying-wa (third and fourth from the left in the back row) at the
HKO in 2007 and lower photo: Delegation of GEO headed by Mr John
Massey (fourth from the left) at the annual liaison meeting between
GEO and HKO in 2009 with Mr Wai Hon-gor, Mrs Lam Kwong Si-lin,
Hilda and Mr Leung Yin-kong (fifth, sixth and ninth from the left) of
HKO. First on the left is the author.
17

Following the 7 June 2008 rainstorm which triggered
widespread natural terrain landslides on Lantau, the GEO has
further improved the landslip warning algorithm. Its operation
relies on expert input from the HKO on rainfall nowcasting. The
GEO has also collaborated with the HKO to undertake studies
on rainfall patterns under a range of climate change scenarios
for assessing the impact of extreme weather events on slope
safety (Figure 9).

Figure 9: 7 June 2008 natural terrain landslides in Tai O

Today, the landslide risk in Hong Kong has been reduced
to an as low as reasonably practicable level. This achievement
owes much to the excellent support and dedication of the staff
of the HKO. In this regard, the GEO would like to take this
opportunity to express sincere gratitude to all the staff in the
HKO for their contribution in providing Hong Kong with a better
living environment. The GEO looks forward to continuing the
close partnership with the HKO in the years to come, to further
enhance slope safety in Hong Kong.
18
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The Observatory and the
Government Flying Servicea Partnership in Aviation Services
රϖሄ፟ܜĂ߆ࢳعҖڇચฤ
Dbqubjo!Ive!Wpxfmm-!Hpwfsonfou!Gmzjoh!Tfswjdf
රϖሄ፟ܜҋ 91 ѐ̏ܐ࿅ୁᇇ፟ಞঈ෪ٙ۞ਝ۩
ಡࣶᒔפٙᅮ۞ਝ۩ঈ෪ྤੈĂଂѩ͇͛έޙϲ˞ଊ˳۞
ူҡᙯܼĄරϖሄ፟ܜдώ̶ֳ͛߆ࢳعҖڇચฤ͇͛έ
дк͞ࢬ۞ЪүĂΒ߁ࢲ̷តാ߹ࡁտĂሤঈ۞ঈ෪
ᇴፂќะĂͽ̈́ᏬडႾീĂϺण୕ϏֽՀк౹ຍ۞Ъү፟
ົĄ
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In common with many aviators in Hong Kong, I have
for a long time been a satisfied customer of the Aviation
Meteorological Services provided by the Hong Kong
Observatory (HKO).
In my first post as an Air Traffic Controller at the old airport
at Kai Tak, starting in 1982, I was able to visit the Briefing Office
just one floor below our operations centre at the western end of
the passenger terminal building.
When I began flying with the Royal Hong Kong Auxiliary Air
Force in 1984, it was always a pleasure to turn up at the Briefing
Office and have the carefully prepared briefing pack ready and
waiting, followed up by a thorough verbal briefing from the duty
forecaster.
Ahhh......those were the days of conversation and face to
face contact.
I am still flying with the Government Flying Service and I
still rely on the services of the HKO Airport Met Office, but now
it is all via internet connections and web sites.
Just a couple of months ago I was privileged to visit the
Airport Met Office in the Control Tower building at Chek Lap
Kok (CLK). It was no surprise to once again observe the
professionalism and dedication of this small group of staff,
still going about their business of providing Hong Kong’s
aviation community with all the necessary up to the minute
meteorological information.
The real point of my story though is to tell how in more
recent times, the Government Flying Service (GFS) has been
able to work even more closely with the HKO, not so much as a
user of the HKO information, but more as a provider of a variety
of services with its helicopter and fixed wing fleets.
20
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Specific tasks which the GFS have carried out include
radiation monitoring flights, low level windshear and turbulence
investigation, tropical cyclone data collection and the use of
helicopters to transport HKO personnel to and from some of
their remote equipment sites.
All the data and information
gathered from the hundreds
of flights over the years has
contributed to the overall
accuracy and efficiency of the
service being provided by the
HKO.
GFS helicopter over the Victoria Harbour

The GFS helicopters can carry an Aerial Monitoring System
provided by the HKO which can measure the ambient radiation
levels at the surface and at various altitudes over the territory
of Hong Kong. These survey flights are carried out at regular
intervals and in differing weather conditions, and the data
collected is used to provide background values for assessment
purposes in the case of any accidental release of radiation from
the nuclear power stations in Daya Bay to the northeast of Hong
Kong.
In the unlikely event of such a release, a GFS helicopter will
be required to assist in detecting and locating any radioactive
plume which may have entered Hong Kong territory, and to
measure the ground contamination after the plume has passed.
Obviously, the GFS will also be involved in the subsequent post
incident/accident operations, for instance, evacuation operations
at certain remote sites and villages.
21

At the very early construction stage of the current airport
at CLK, the GFS fixed wing aircraft flew hundreds of hours
of evaluation flights recording the strength of windshear and
turbulence over the airport platform and around Lantau Island.
There were no electronic data collection tools in those early
days, just a clip board and a pen and a subjective assessment
by the crew members on board. “What do you think about that…
maybe moderate…maybe severe?” However, the information
gathered certainly confirmed what was already predicted; that
Lantau Island would provide
some very interesting
and potentially hazardous
windshear conditions to
the operators at the “new”
airport.
GFS Jetstream 41 aircraft
with a specially designed
data collection probe.

As the technology of ground based monitoring equipment
developed, so too did the airborne equipment, and in July 2009, a
specially designed data collection probe was fitted to the wingtip
of one of the GFS Jetstream 41 aircraft. Initially, up to 6 flights
per week, mornings and evenings, were dedicated to this task
of collecting windshear and turbulence data on the approach
and departure paths of the two runways at Chek Lap Kok. The
meteorological data including air density, pressure, temperature
etc. when combined with the navigation inputs from the aircraft
systems, have enabled the HKO to make comparisons with
computer models and more accurately assess and predict the
occurrence of windshear and turbulence at CLK.
22
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A more recent innovation from HKO has seen the same
data probe equipped Jetstream aircraft flying out to meet
some of the tropical storms as they enter the South China
Sea. These flights involve flying two tangential lines across the
approaching face of the storm at 10,000 and 3,000 feet above
mean sea level (amsl). The collected data is then analysed
and used to more accurately predict the potential severity of
the storm and its projected track. The same technology has
also helped in determining the intensity of heavy rainfall areas
as they approach Hong Kong,
and this has helped with better
predictions and timely warnings
about such events.
GFS will take delivery of the new
Bombardier Challenger 605 jet
aircraft in 2013.

In November 2013, GFS
will take delivery of the first of
two new Bombardier Challenger
605 jet aircraft. These aircraft
will not only significantly boost
the Search and Rescue range
of the GFS but will also provide
the platform for more advanced
meteorological data collection.
The aircraft will be fitted with
tubes which allow the dispensing
of a series of dropsonde data
collection and transmitting
devices.
23

Up to four lightweight dropsondes can be launched in one
go from the aircraft, each with its own parachute will descend
through the atmosphere measuring air pressure, temperature,
relative humidity and wind direction and speed several times
per second. From the aircraft’s maximum operating altitude,
the dropsondes will be able to measure approximately 13
minutes of data, and will transmit this data back to receiving
equipment installed on board the aircraft. It is proposed that the
radiosondes will be dropped into and along the leading edge of
tropical storms and the data will be made available to the HKO
to assist in more accurately predicting the direction and strength
of the storms.
With the cooperation of neighboring countries, it may also
be possible to extend the area of operation into their airspace,
thereby improving the accuracy of the tropical storm information
and enhancing the early warning capabilities of their respective
meteorological services.
In summary, the relationship between the HKO and GFS
has always been one of mutual cooperation, and GFS, in keeping
with its motto “Semper Paratus” will always be ready to further
enhance and carry this cooperation forward with the introduction
and development of new equipment and technology.
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ࠓچϷ
ధϖ⻪Ăᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪ԊԊܜ
Yv!Zpoh.lf-!Ejsfdups.Hfofsbm!pg!Hvbohepoh!
Nfufpspmphjdbm!Cvsfbv
Mr. Xu Yong-ke, Director-General of Guangdong
Meteorological Bureau, gives an account of the cooperation
with the Observatory in information exchange and research.
He particularly highlights that cooperation between
Guangdong and Hong Kong in strengthening public safety has
set a good example of regional meteorological cooperation in
China.
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̋ͪ࠹ాĂঈि࠹఼Ăགപгѣ̷҃எ۞ݓгቡăᏐ
ቡ͛ቡᙯܼĂஎˢ۞Ъүᇃ۞ھϹ߹Ăឰгঈ෪ˠޙϲ˞
ৌᇞ۞̓ኖĄ
ଂ˯͵ࡔˣ˩ѐͽֽĂѣధкࢶപ͇͛έТְזᇃ࠷ڌ
ঈ෪ԊϹ߹ణયĂ఼࿅ࣇᐹฮ۞֏ኘᓝͤĂឰԧ၆ࢶപ͇͛έ
ѣ˞࡚р۞О෪Ă˵ឰԧଂѩ̙ᕝгᙯࢶڦപ͇͛έĂ࠻ࢶപ
ෛέ͇ঈ༼ϫăᕱᜓ͇͛έშࢱă˭ྶņԧ۞͇͛έŇ፟͘ϡ͗
ბĀĀԧഅ̙ͤ˘Ѩг၆ԧ۞ТְᓾĂࢋШࢶപ͇͛έ۞ТҖጯ
௫Ăጯ௫ࢶപТҖͽˠࠎώ۞ڇચநهă̝ͽޮ۞ࡁ൴ჟৠă
ჟৈՐჟ۞ઇְၗޘăᏘԣሄ۞̍үڤಛĄ
ᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪Ԋࢶപ͇͛έ۞ЪүϹ߹˩̶ᐛᓄĂܕѐֽĂ
ᗕ͞۞఼ЪүՀΐ̷Ą
дྤफ़۞Ϲೱ͞ࢬĂ̏ଂࢲ۞ܐᄃᇷྤཱིܫܥफ़۞ӈॡ
ϹೱăЪޙঔफҋજ৭ྤफ़۞ϹೱĂֽޢז൴णזٙѣҋજ৭შ
၁ॡྤफ़ă྿၁ॡྤफ़۞Ϲೱă͎̚ޘሀёயݡϹೱăࢲ၏ቢ
ྤफ़۞Ϲೱăࢲ؞Ⴞീࢲ؞ᘕ൴͟ഇඈܫि۞ϹೱඈඈĄྤफ़
۞็Ꮾ͞ё˵Ϥ۞ܐቢ็Ꮾ͞ё൴णࢍזზ፟შྮٕથຽ
ߐ఼͞۞ܫёĂனдՀкгӀϡܮӀ۞̢ᓑშซҖྤफ़ϹೱĄ
ԧࣇᗕ͞Тॡ൴ण֭ΐૻ˞дࡊࡁᅳા۞ЪүĂΒ߁ྤफ̶़
ژրăྤफ़Т̼ԫఙඈ͞ࢬ۞ЪүĂ͎̚ޘᇴࣃ͇ঈಡࡁտ
۞ЪүĂࢲ؞Ⴞീ̈́ಡԫఙ۞ЪүĂޙన͎̚ྤޘफ़ऱ۞ЪүĂ
ঈ෪྿ᑕϡ̈́ࡁտ۞ЪүඈඈĄܕѐֽĂԧࣇдгኳխचăѷ
ᝨĞᔷğăᖬᄏѯˬ֎߷۞੯ؠҜშྮඈ͞ࢬ۞Ъү˵ܐ
֍јड़Ą
дˠࣶ۞Ϲ߹͞ࢬĂԧࣇ˵˘ࠁ̢ܐቢ۞ಡăീಡăࡊ
ࡁຽચˠࣶซҖൺഇ۞Ϲ߹ጯ௫Ă൴णࠁ̢זຽચăგநˠࣶ۞
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˟ѐགപ፫̚
͎ޘᇴࣃሀёົᛉ

ጯ௫Ϲ߹Ă၆Аซ۞ঈ෪ಡăࡊࡁăڇચგநඈЧ͞ࢬซҖ
ྃܜפൺĄ
д˘ֱࢦ̂߿જ̚Ăԧࣇᗕ͞۞Ъү˵מѣјड़ĂּтĈ
ྻঈ෪ڇચܲᅪăֲྻঈ෪ڇચܲᅪăஎв̂ྻົঈ෪ڇચܲᅪ
ඈඈĄ
གപЪү̏јࠎ઼̚ડાঈ෪Ъү۞ܪᕇĄགപᇹк͞Ҝ
۞ຽચЪүĂ่̙೩˞ᗕ͞ঈ෪ಡڇચਕ˧Ă˵̂̂೩
˞ᗕ͞ڇચώгۤົགྷᑻщБܲᅪਕ˧Ą
̫ѐĂߏࢶപ͇͛έޙέ 241 ѐĂឰԧࣇࢲܥТҖĂჟྕ
ЪүĂВТ೩གപঈ෪ಡͪπĂӅ˧ౄг༱˼ѺؖĄ

˟αѐ
ѯˬ֎߷ҋજ
ঈ෪৭Ъү
˟˩ѐᄫᇉ
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˟˛ѐགപ፫Ъޙڌ
੯ؠҜ৭རјᆇё!

3122 ѐ 7 ͡ 8 ͟Ăࢶപ͇͛έέܜԏംځдᇃ࠷ڌԊܜధϖ⻪
۞ౖТ˭ᒢྋᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪౾ڇચଐڶ

ԏ έ ܜĞ ν ğ  ٺᇃ ڌ
࠷ঈ෪Ԋਖ਼ࡔݡه
̟ధϖ⻪Ԋܜ
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The Pilot’s Viewpoint
ៀ༱֧፟ܜĂ઼ᅫਝ۩̳ΦࢳҖࣶົם
Dbqubjo!Csjbo!Hsffwft-!Joufsobujpobm!Gfefsbujpo!pg!
Bjsmjof!Qjmput(!Bttpdjbujpot!)JGBMQB*
ៀ༱֧፟ܜഅࠎ઼ᅫਝ۩̳ΦࢳҖࣶົםĞJGBMQBğ۞
ܑĂЇ઼ᅫϔਝᖐĞJDBPğҲ۩ࢲ̷ត̈́ാ߹ࡁտјࣶć
Ϻഅܜഇڇચࢶٺപ઼ᅫ፟ಞາ፟ಞщБ؎ࣶົă፟ಞຽચ
щБ؎ࣶົăࢲ̷ត̈́ാ߹̍үਝ۩ঈ෪ᓑඛĄд
ਝ۩ࠧᒔ̙͌ረีĂΒ߁઼ᅫਝ۩̳ΦࢳҖࣶົםረ
ี̈́ࡻ઼࠱छࢳҖࣶ̈́ጱਝܜົົםረีĄៀ༱֧னॡاؠ
፫߷Ăᚶᜈࠎ፫߷ঈ෪Ԋ̈́к࣎ਝ۩ᖐ೩ֻщБ̈́ԫఙᜪ
ય͚೯Ą
ៀ༱֧፟ܜᄃ͇͛έВТࠎώപਝ۩ঈ෪ڇચ۞൴णĂ
Ъү˞ 31 кѐĂͽ፟र۞֎֍ޘᙋ˞͇͛έдਝ۩ঈ෪Ч
͞ࢬ۞Ӆ˧ăຽڇચޙፘć༊̚Ϻྎ ٺ3121 ѐय
͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐĶਝ۩ঈ෪؎ࣶົķ۞ଐڶĂ֭֍ᙋ˞ԏംځ
АϠĞனЇέܜğ༊Ᏼࠎ؎ࣶົयĄ
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Captain Brian Greeves was the IFALPA (International
Federation of Airline Pilots’ Associations) representative to the
ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization) Low Level Wind
shear Study Group. He has served on the HKIA (Hong Kong
International Airport) New Airport Safety Committee throughout
its tenure and was, until recently, a member of the Airport
Operational Safety Committee, the WTWS WG (Windshear and
Turbulence Warning System Working Group) and the Liaison
Group on Aviation Weather Services. He has received several
awards, including the CN SAYEN Award, the International
Federation of Airline Pilots Associations’ highest award, and
the Guild of Air Pilots and Air Navigators Master’s Award for
the Hong Kong Region, for his contribution to aviation safety
and technical matters. He now lives mostly in Australia where
he continues to provide safety and technical advice to various
aviation organisations, including the Bureau of Meteorology.
I remember having a very pleasant lunch with one of
the previous directors of the Hong Kong Observatory
(HKO), just after he took up his post. He asked me
what the HKO could do to help the pilots. I answered
very simply, “Please give us accurate forecasts”. I
was not trying to be facetious or even rude, but to
emphasise how important it is to the pilot to know what
the weather will really be like. I subsequently made a
presentation called the “Anatomy of a Flight” to some
of the forecasters and HKO staff. In this presentation,
I tried to explain each stage of the flight from planning
to making the approach and landing; and even getting
home in a typhoon.
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I know when I used to look out of my study window,
when I lived in Hong Kong, at the rain coming
down the Lamma Channel, how difficult it is to
get it absolutely right. The Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region is a very small land area and
is very susceptible to small changes in the weather.
Despite this very real challenge, over the years the
HKO (and before 1997, its predecessor the Royal
Observatory [RO]) has worked continuously to
improve the meteorological services delivered to the
aviation industry and the community as a whole. I
have been privileged to be part of that process by
my participation as a pilot representative in various
working groups. This essay reflects on a few of the
highlights, as part of the celebration of the HKO 130
years of existence.

Wind shear and Turbulence
During the last few decades, the International Federation
of Airline Pilots Associations [IFALPA] and the local pilot
association (Hong Kong Aircrew Officers Association [HKAOA];
later the Hong Kong Airline Pilots Association [HKALPA]) have
been actively involved with the Observatory in working groups
with the objective of making the Hong Kong airport safer and
more operationally efficient by developing systems that are able
to provide real time information on wind shear and turbulence to
the pilots, enabling the crews to make the necessary operational
decisions, whether it be to continue the approach or to carry out
a go-around; or to delay the take-off.
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Operational Windshear and Warning System - The Beginning
The Hong Kong Observatory (and its predecessor, the Royal
Observatory) has been involved in low level wind shear and
turbulence warning systems (WTWS) for 30 years, previously
at Kai Tak and subsequently at the HKIA. Hong Kong can now
“boast” one of the most sophisticated ground-based WTWS
in the world. This has come about through the cooperation of
the various members of the WTWS WG, previously called the
Operational Windshear and Warning System (OWWS) Working
Group. I remember the first meeting of the OWWS WG. It was
held in a room in the then HKCAD building and I know that I
had difficulty finding it. The meeting was chaired by Captain
Jim Adams, who I had met before, when he worked for Danair,
an airline sadly no longer in existence. Amongst the members
of this new WG, was a quietly spoken scientific officer from
the RO: Sharon Lau. This was my introduction to Sharon,
who I quickly realized was an incredibly knowledgeable and
passionate person, despite her external demeanor. [Later I was
to meet CM Shun, CM Cheng, PW Li, Olivia Lee, BL Choy, PW
Chan, Sandy Song and others, all of whom showed that same
quiet determination coupled with the intellectual capacity, to
make the system a “world beater” and to provide pilots with
“real-time” warnings.]
At that time, my knowledge level was reasonably low,
though I knew something about windshear and turbulence
through my experience, as a pilot, and through my participation
in the IFALPA Aircraft Design and Operations (ADO) Committee.
My mentor there was an American pilot called Bill Melvin.
Bill knew more about wind shear and turbulence than any
other pilot I have ever met; and probably more than a lot of
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the “experts”. Whilst I will never be able to emulate Bill, his
guidance and the education that I received as part of the WTWS
(OWWS) and from my friends in the HKO, ensured that I was
able to contribute as the IFALPA representative to the ICAO
Low Level Wind shear and Turbulence Study Group [ICAOWIST
SG] and help in rewriting the ICAO Manual on Wind shear and
Turbulence.
Our task in the OWWS WG was to consider the proposed
system for the installation of a wind shear and turbulence
warning system for the new airport to be built at Chek Lap Kok;
then a small island off the north shore of Lantau Island. The
trials flown by RHKAAF (Royal Hong Kong Auxilary Air Force,
now GFS) and the observations by the LIDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) and other sensors confirmed that windshear and
turbulence would be experienced, as a result of the terrain
coupled with greater exposure to thunderstorms and to other
phenomena. The original system was designed by the US
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), which I
later visited in its HQs in Boulder, Colorado. It was to consist of
a Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) (a proven detection
system for wind shear associated with convective activity) and
a diagnostic system based on algorithms and sensors. Whilst
the TDWR was proven technology, this was the first time that
it was to be used over a “marine environment”, which posed
problems in terms of interference. I was very optimistic about
this system, which probably showed my lack of knowledge at
that time. The other decision made by the WG was to use the
“FAA Phraseology” and the “maximum intensity-first encounter”
logic for the alerts.
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The WTWS is born
Sometime later (and I cannot remember exactly when),
Captain Mike Davis succeeded Jim Adams as the chair and the
WG was, in time, renamed the WTWS WG. Mike brought a new
pragmatism to the WG and under his chairmanship, the WTWS
evolved into the system it is today.
Developments and Enhancements
Along the way, there have been some major developments
introduced by the HKO. The capability for the TDWR to operate
in a marine environment; the siting of additional anemometers
on weather buoys in the waters around HKIA to provide better
sensing coupled with algorithms (developed by the HKO) to
integrate this information into the WTWS; and in association
with the LIDAR, making it possible to see shear lines forming
and to predict wind shear on the approach/departure of the
individual runways; the use of the first operational Doppler
LIDAR in the world to detect windshear and turbulence in clear
air; and subsequently a dedicated LIDAR for each of the north
and south runways.

Captain Brian Greeves (left) and Mr. H.G. Wai
of HKO (right) at the HKO Media Briefing on the
World's first LIDAR Windshear Alerting System
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Promotion and Recognition
I was happy to help promote the development and
enhancement of the system both within the WTWS and also
in submissions to the government, press conferences and on
television and radio. I was especially pleased when the HKO
won the top award at the Hong Kong Information Technology
and Communications Award Ceremony in 2010 against 680
competitors. As well as winning the Grand Award for the
Best Innovation, it also won the "Award of the Year", the
grand overall award, against very stiff competition. This was
a tremendous accolade and reflected the outstanding world
leading technological innovation that has helped to provide real
time windshear and turbulence alerts to pilots landing or taking
off at the HKIA.
Phraseology
We also made a decision to change the WTWS Alert
Phraseology. It became evident that the “FAA Phraseology”
was confusing, especially to pilots that had English as a second
language. After surveying various pilots that flew into Hong
Kong, we proposed that the “Maximum intensity-first location”
should be changed to give a more general location i.e. runway,
approach or departure; whilst the word “Caution” should be
used before each alert to heightened the pilots’ awareness that
this was important safety information. There was a lot of debate
and resistance from the US, but this phraseology has now been
adopted by ICAO as an alternative to the “FAA Phraseology”.
It is interesting that it is now some of the US pilots that are
confused!
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Education
One of the greatest difficulties was educating pilots and
air traffic controllers on the capabilities and the limitations of
the WTWS. There was a perception that probably exists today
amongst some of the users, that the system over warns and
provides incorrect information. As far as possible, each of
the issues have been addressed by the WTWS WG and the
results show that the overall probability of detection (POD) has
increased, whilst the false alarm rate (FAR) has been reduced.
We produced, in many cases jointly, an extensive amount
of educational and briefing material, including a “Booklet” which
is now into its 3rd edition, a number of articles in international
and local aviation magazines, including excellent contributions
in “Flyleaf” [the magazine for (the Cathay Pacific) Aircrew Officer
Association] by CM Shun (now the director), PW Chan and PW
Li on the development and enhancement of the windshear and
turbulence warning service at the HKIA.
Pilot Reports and Flight Data Monitoring
Despite some doubters, the education process did
succeed, as was demonstrated by the filing of pilots’ reports
and the return of survey questionnaires. These were essential
means of verifying that wind shear and/or turbulence is present.
It is just as important to report when it is forecast/alerted and
not there, as when it is a confirming its presence. I cannot
emphasise how important this was to enable us achieve our
overall aim of improving the POD and reducing the FAR.
I was also able, as the Association’s representative to
write and have agreed a variation to the CX/AOA Flight Data
Monitoring agreement that allowed the HKO to use the FDM
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(Flight Data Management) data to help verify the performance
of the WTWS by comparing the aircraft recorded data with the
alerts from the system. I also helped with some of the analysis
as the Airbus Fleet FDM Team Leader.
World Beater
As I have stated previously, “The development of the
windshear detection technique by the HKO is world beating
technology and places Hong Kong as a centre of excellence
within the aviation meteorological community.”
In the Bulletin of the World Meteorological Organization, it
was stated that “The warning of low-level windshear at the Hong
Kong International Airport was delivered “using a combination of
science, high-end technologies and user education”.
IFALPA was instrumental in not only supporting the
acquisition of the LIDARs, but also in helping to develop and
fine tune their usage to provide alerts for pilots. In recognition
of the Federation’s role and of my personal involvement, since
the project’s inception, I was invited to attend the several official
ceremonies along with Captain Mike Davis, who was chairman
of the Hong Kong Civil Aviation Department’s Windshear and
Turbulence Warning System Working Group, until he left the
HKCAD to join the private sector.
Summary
The WTWS will never be perfect. The transient nature of
some of the events coupled with the limitation of elements of
the system will always lead to some real or perceived “False
Alarms”. Nevertheless, the WTWS, as an overall system,
does have a very high “Probability of Detection” and this is no
small way due to the enhancements implemented by HKO in
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conjunction with the stakeholders. The WTWS WG was an
extremely effective forum and it was with great disappointment
that I learnt that the HKCAD had decided to dissolve it.

Liaison Group on Aviation Weather Services
I attended the first meeting of the Liaison Group on Aviation
Meteorological Services (later renamed the Liaison Group on
Aviation Weather Services [LGAWS]) in 1993. [One question
I never was able to answer is why we keep changing names!]
The director at that time was P Sham, who explained the
objectives and then handed over to CY Lam. CY, apart from
being a meteorologist, is a renowned ornithologist and is the
co-author of the “Birds of Hong Kong”, a book that I have used
often in my attempt to identify a bird sighted on one of my hikes
around the SAR. Robert Wong (Luthansa) was also a founding
member on the Liaison Group on Aviation Weather Services
and I believe that we were the longest serving members,
though, since moving to Australia, Robert must now deserve
that distinction on his own.
The LGAWS became a forum for the Observatory to
display its wares and to showcase some of its new products and
services. There was perhaps a little bit of skepticism from time
to time with the “satisfaction surveys”, but what is indisputable is
the determination to enhance aviation weather services.
Over the 34 meetings that I attended, there have been a
significant number of new products and services, including
a. Customized SIGWX charts with more “user friendly”
access.
b. Upper air temperature charts for North Pole.
c. China composite radar image, using the China
Meteorological Administration products.
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d. Different SIGMETs will have different icon illustrating
the source of the warning e.g. typhoons, volcanic ash
etc.
e. Aerodrome landing minima chart, based on TAF, that
makes it very easy to select alternatives; which can
be tailored for airlines and can include crosswind and
tailwind limits.
f.

Local Met includes the ATIS (Automatic Terminal
Information Service) on AMIDS (Aviation
Meteorological Information Dissemination System) +
web cam images at various locations.

g. A new product of Tropical Cyclone/Strong Monsoon
Signal showing an icon on the AMIDS, which can
then be clicked for further information. A number of
additional icons were developed, including one for
lightning warnings.
h. Introduction of broadband internet access to replace
“dial up” access.
i.

“What’s New?” page placed on the AMIDS.

j.

SMS (mobile service - short message service)

k. The developments and enhancements to the WTWS.

The Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM)
The 14th Session of the World Meteorological
Organization’s Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
(CAeM) was held in Hong Kong, China, from February 3rd
to 10th, 2010. As I was living in Hong Kong, I was asked by
IFALPA to attend, along with Lucy Tsui (HKALPA Techncial
Secretary) as the official Federation’s representatives. The
CAeM meets every four years normally in Montreal or Geneva,
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so it was a real honour for the HKO to host it in Hong Kong.
As the organizer of the 1994 IFALPA Annual Conference
held in Hong Kong, I understand the scale of task required to
make a major international event successful. The HKO achieved
this and witnessed first-hand by the positive feedback from “Met
experts”, who came from all over the world.
Sometimes conferences are “talk fests”. This was not one
of them; it was a serious technical conference in which many
important issues affecting the provision of aviation weather
services were discussed. There is a difficult “marriage” at times
between meeting the requirements of the WMO, which sets the
standards for forecasters, training and Met offices in general,
and ICAO, which sets out the Standards and Recommended
Practices (SARPS) for aviation.
In some ways, Hong Kong “punches above its weight”,
but it also supports its big brother “China” by providing the
international expertise and “savoir-faire”. This was reflected in
the number of HKO personnel that were appointed or elected
to the various task forces, as well as to the presentations
made by them on “TAF Validation” and other topics. Of course,
the highlight was the election of CM Shun as the new CAeM
president. I was pleased to make the following statement in
plenary:

“Mr President, I would ask your indulgence, so that I may
make a brief statement on behalf of IFALPA.
IFALPA would like to congratulate Mr CM Shun on
his election as chair of the Commission for Aeronautical
Meteorology. In congratulating Mr Shun, IFALPA would like to
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acknowledge the outstanding contribution made by the retiring
chairman, Mr Carr McLeod, especially in his endeavours to
make aviation meteorological services more efficient and
effective both during his time, as president, and in his legacy, as
evidenced by the strategic plan and by the development of the
New Terminal Forecast.
If I may remove my IFALPA hat for a moment, I would like
to say that as a permanent resident of the Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China, I
am extremely proud to see someone from the Hong Kong
Observatory be elected to this prestigious and important post.
On an individual note, I have worked closely with CM over many
years and admire him professionally and like him personally.
In electing Mr CM Shun, you as members of the
Commission have shown wisdom in selecting a person that
has the tact and diplomacy, as well as the resolve to lead the
Commission, with the support of the management group and
you, the members, through (and I will not say “interesting times”,
as this is a Chinese curse), rather challenging and innovative
times.
I have been extremely impressed by the presentations,
discussions and papers that have been presented at this
meeting; and by the level of the intellectual, scientific and
pragmatic debates that have taken place. I never thought that I
would say it; but I have actually enjoyed listening to proceedings
on aviation meteorological topics.
Although there are a few days to go, I would like to wish
you all a Happy and Prosperous Year of the Tiger; this is an
especially important year for me, as I am a Tiger, as is the
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CAeM having also been “born” in 1950. For those of you,
who are also tigers, let me tell you that the forecast for us is
extremely good with mostly CAVOK conditions (if I may still use
that terminology) and very few SIGMETs on the horizon (where
they are still issued).
Kung Hei Fat Choi!
Thank you!”

The Future
I emigrated to Australia in 2011 and am now a permanent
resident, though I also return to Hong Kong on a fairly regular
basis, as I still have many friends and business interests there.
More especially, after 24 years, it still feels like home. What
expertise and knowledge I now possess in terms of aviation
meteorology, over and above that learnt as pilot, is directly
attributable to the HKO and from the IFALPA “Met experts” in
the ATS Committee. I am glad that I am still able to use this in
my discussions with the Australian Bureau of Meteorology and
participation in its aviation industry groups.

Summary
I have worked with the director, CM Shun and his
colleagues for over 20 years and have a great deal of respect
for them, both as meteorologists and as people intent on
providing the best service for the airport users.
It has been a privilege to collaborate on a number of major
projects. Let me just end my essay by thanking CM and all of
you in the HKO, on behalf of the pilots, for your efforts in helping
to make our job safer and more efficient.
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ʹ৽ԷϬ৽dಲԷ
τcӮᖬ ࣩോؿೕࢄ
༄ᝋĂ፫ܝгۏநၱঈ෪ԊԊܜ
Gpoh!Tpj.lvo-!Ejsfdups!pg!Nbdbp!Nfufpspmphjdbm!
boe!Hfpqiztjdbm!Cvsfbv
Dr. Fong Soi Kun, Director of Macao Meteorological and
Geophysical Bureau, congratulates the 130th anniversary of
the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) and the 25th anniversary
of the Hong Kong Meteorological Society, both taking place
in 2013. He recalls his personal experience during his
meteorological career in the past three decades, witnessing
the evolution of meteorological monitoring instruments,
advancement of weather analysis and forecasting as well as
improvement of weather services in the region.
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̫ѐߏࢶപ͇͛έјϲ˘Ѻˬ˩ฉѐĂԧҜଂˣ˩ѐܐ
Ը֗ঈ෪Җຽ۞ˠࣶĂజᔛኛࠎώࡔهΏۏᆷ˘ቔቇĂ၁ຏၷ
ضĄаຐԧдঈ෪Җຽ̏̚གྷˬ˩кѐĂҭ࠹ͧࢶപ۞ঈ෪
።ΫΪߏ˘ᒠม۞ְଐĂ҃ԧٙགྷ።۞ϺΪߏ۞ܕঈ෪൴णې
ڶĂኘ̙˯ঈ෪።Ϋ۞аᜪĂТॡ˵Ϊߏԧ࣎ˠд፫ܝঈ෪Ԋ̚
ٙវົֱ˘۞זགྷ።Ą
ଂ͘જזҋજăଂזѣĂ֍ᙋ ঈ෪۞൴ण
дˬ˩ѐ݈۞˘࣎ߋ༼ޢĂԧซˢঈ෪Ԋ༊ጯࣶĂ֤ॡԧ၆
Ԋ̰۞Чᆇጡౌ፧۞ݓᎸĂּтٸд៍ീ۞˯Чᆇ
ܑᅮࢋՏ̈ॡซҖ៍၅ćд఼ੈٸ̰ވཉ۞ቢ็ৌ፟Ă̙ઃ
гତќχОЧг็ֽ۞͇ঈੈिĂઊϤ͇ٺঈ۞ត఼̼ੈ
צᇆᜩĂᔘᅮࢋᇝቅԯੈिᖙᛌֽćдಡ̰ވТְԧ
ౌдѓٺဦ൪ဦĂٙѣ۞͇ঈಡӮߏૄֱ͇ٺঈဦซҖ
៍̶ژಡ۞Ą҃ԧຏᎸ۞ߏٸд͇έ۞͟ᆇĂдγ
˯ݭιੵ˞ߏ˘࣎˫˫̂۞ͪγĂᔘਕૉԯ͟ॡมд৽
୧˯˭ஶྫĄ
னॡд៍ീ˯ઊᔘਕ࠻ֱזᆇܑĂ૱జჍࠎ็ᆇ
ጡĂனдߏ۞̝҃פБҋજ۞ঈ෪៍ീ৭Ąд఼ੈ۞̰ވត̼
ՀࠎځពĂ࿅Ν̰ވిާזဢᗔ۞χфᓏĂன̏ត˘ͯှᐖĄ
ֱ֤ᖞё็ৌ፟ౌঐε˞Ăೱ˯۞ߏЧཝੈ఼შඛĄ
дಡ̚ވՀ˞ॲώ˯۞ԼតĄͽـٙѣ۞ಡӮߏૄٺ
ˠٙ͘൪۞͇ঈဦĂιࣇΪܑ࿅Ν۞͇ঈڶېĂ҃ಡ̍ү
ΪਕБጴགྷរΝซҖĄனॡĂಡ̚ވӮనѣЧ࣎ಡ͕̚۞ᇴ
ࣃಡሀёயݡĂಡॡड़ѣֱк྿˛͇ͽ˯ĂΞࠎಡࣶүࠎ
ણ҂Ą
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ѩγĂдᅌീԫఙ˯˵۞̂ࢦפซՎĄঈ෪Ԋଂ 2:96 ѐ
ฟؕдώડତќᐖͤঈ෪ߐ۞ำဦĂᐌॡ۞ซՎĂౙౙᜈ
ᜈன˞͇ঈ྿ăࢲ၏ቢᆇඈన౯Ăֹܳঈ෪ಡ۞֖ܜז
൴णĄ

͇͛έέܜԏം ) ځνˬ *ă፫ܝгۏநၱঈ෪ԊԊܜ༄ᝋ ) Π
ˬ * ᄃᗕܑ͞ኢΐૻЪүϹ߹

ϒࣃࢶപ͇͛έјϲ˘Ѻˬ˩ѐࢶപঈ෪ጯົјϲ 36 ѐ
̝ᅫĂώˠᖰ၆ࢶപ͇͛έࢶപঈ෪ጯົٙ۞פᖳჇјڍү
ሤধ۞ৡෲĂܑ֭፫ܝঈ෪ԊБវᦲˠৡᙸࢶപТҖдϏֽ
פՀ̂۞൴णĂְຽᄐᄐ͟˯Ċ
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ਿဃพکވሦ
ۚ۽ʼͱ́
Ղ઼អ
Mff!Lxpl.mvo!
Mr. KL Lee, Scientific Officer, visited Mr. Keung Yin-man,
President of the Hong Kong Fishery Alliance. As a fisherman
for most of his life, Mr. Keung appreciates the importance of
weather to the safety and livelihood of the fishing community.
He shares with us his interest in the weather and the wisdom
of traditional Chinese sayings in predicting the weather. He
also treasures the weather services for fishermen provided by
the Hong Kong Observatory which greatly facilitate their fishing
operations and route planning.
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ኼซࢶപͿࢶപႢຽᓑ༖۞ົӬĂ˘֍࠻ܮҜჟৠ۞ݴݴҁ
ˠछ͛ޜݹАϠ ) ˠჍ * ץݹдᝌܓԧࣇĄົӬ۞ᒒጨ˯Ăଭ
႕۞ႽߏလధېĂͽ̈́ץݹдତצလధॡᄃءЩˠ۞ЪĂᇾ
ᄫҜ˘ϠڇચႢຽࠧ۞ҁ݈ዅٙᒔ۞ᄮТĄ
ѐ ب81 к໐۞̙ץݹಏߏĶࢶപႢຽᓑ༖ķĶࢶപႢຽ
ᓁથົķ۞यĂТॡᔘፉЇ።بĶപ˝ͪ˯ႢϔӀܳซົķ
۞நְܜĄϤߏץݹٺႢຽࠧ۞ࢋܑĂ߇кѐֽᄃ͇͛έᙯ
̷ܼĂ̈́ᛳົග̟͇͛έధкᚗෳ۞ຍ֍ĂឰԧࣇՀਕࠎ
ࢶപႢϔ೩̷ֻЪঔ˯үຽ۞͇ঈྤੈĄ
ࣧᖣֽ̋ߏץݹ۞ڌҋႢϔछलĂҋ̈ྫྷܮछˠঔĂ
ੵ˞ጯົॏ౦ԫఙγĂຏᎸ۞ಶߏྫྷܜዅጯ௫៍၅͇෪ֽ
ീ͇ঈĄܑϯቁ۞͇ঈീ၆Ⴂϔֽᄲߏܧ૱ࢦࢋĂЯࠎ
͇ঈрᗼੵ˞ᇆᜩႢᒔγĂՀົۡତᇆᜩႢϔ۞ϠщБĄץݹ
ጸ͟ټᔘ֭՟ѣАซᆇጡ఼̈́ੈࡊԫĂႢϔࢋያҋ̎۞གྷ
រĂ៍͇෪̈́ણ҂௺˯ᖎಏ۞ͪᅙ੫ĞĈঈᑅࢍğĂГ੨ЪĮ఼
౼įֽീ͇ঈ̈́ሗѱႚੜଐڶĄ
Տ༊ኘ͇זঈĂץݹಶົᎸጬֽĂ၆።Ⴂϔয়А߹็˭
ֽ۞ಡ˾థՀ˯˾Ăּтņ͇˯ᗰ౦ำĂг˯ڪဧŇă
ņΔ੯ࢲݑĂҘ੯͟ᐝࡓĂݑ੯ࢦࢦܥĂڌ੯χ̂ࢲŇăņܐ
ˬă˩ˣĂѣ߹Ⴝ൴ćܐˣă͒ˬĂॣ୍߹ܔŇඈඈĂᔘѣ
˾థϏਕ˘˘ႽᐂĄႢϔӀϡֱ˾థĂጴ၆͇ҒĂำณำă
ࢲШࢲ๕ă੯ଐ߹ͪ̈́ڶඈ៍၅Ăֽീ͇ঈໄ̈́ڶᔌ๕Ąݹ
ץனд̪૱ԯֱ˾థଭдᙝĂԓ୕ᄃѐ˘ܦዅ۞ႢϔĂࠤҌ
۞̶ֳ̓ڈགྷរ̈́Ꮠ֗གྷ።Ă҃ன۞Ⴂϔ̂ౌࣅያ͇
͛έ൴۞͇ঈಡ͇̈́ঈྤੈĂᑖྻϡֱ็˾థ۞ˠ̏
ֽ͌Ą
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ץݹᄲᔵ̫͇̏͌ޝˠົͽ็˾థֽീ͇ঈĂҭ͇͛
έዋॡ೩ֻගႢϔ۞͇ঈಡ̈́ྤੈĂ၆ঔ˯үຽ۞Ⴂϔдඉထ
ਝĂٕზңॡаപᔖࢲඈҖજ˯Ăѣం̂۞ᑒӄĄૻአ
͇ঈߏႢϔ̷֗۞યᗟĂቁ۞͇ঈಡਕܲᅪࣇ۞Ϡ̈́
ੑயĄܑץݹϯ˩̶ະ͇͛έ۞̍үĂጔ୕͇͛έᄃႢϔਕ
ѣՀк۞఼ĂࠎႢϔ೩ֻՀЪዋ۞͇ঈڇચĄ

ץݹдϯቑтңͽႢϔ็ംᇊಡ͇ঈ
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҈ၤؿ
ࠗಋʨʼ̎ফઠነ
˚˘๗ି!!
Qspgfttps!Ejoh!Zj.ivj
Professor Ding is the special consultant of the China
Meteorological Administration on Climate Change and an
Academician of the Chinese Academy of Engineering. He
is a world renowned scientist and has made important
contributions in many international programmes and
organizations, including the past four Assessment Reports
of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
Professor Ding is currently a scientific advisor of the
Observatory and his long association with the Observatory
dates back to the early 1980s. In this article, Professor
Ding recalls conducting specialized training courses
three times over the years for Observatory colleagues, on
tropical cyclones, climate forecasting and climate change
respectively. The training interactions provided also the
opportunity for developing friendship and cooperation with
the Observatory.
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2:92 ѐغĂԧүࠎణયጯ۰ଂ઼࡚ᕩֽགྷࢶപĂ͇͛έ
щଵԧઇ˞˘࣎ᙯٺᅵࢲࡁտ۞ಡӘĂјࠎԧ၆ࢶപ͇͛έ۞
ௐ˘ѨణયĄಡӘгᕇಶдဦ३ᐡ̰۞˘࣎̈ົᛉވĄ֤ॡ͇͛
έ۞̍үᄬ֏ߏࡻ͛Ăٙͽԧ۞ಡӘ˵ϡࡻ͛Ąٯപ༊Ă༊ॡ
۞͇͛έέ ܜQfbdpdl АϠӄநέܜԏߦĞQbusjdl!TibnğАϠ
дҁ࡚ᚊර੧ظजኛ˞ԧĄयมĂࣇӘ̝Ăԣࢶֽܓപ͇͛
έޙέ 211 ѐĂԓ୕ԧਕણΐࣇ۞ᇉৡົጯఙಡӘົĄԧ
ڟТຍĄ̈́Ҍ 2:94 ѐĂԧдࢶപ͇͛έ۞Ѻѐົ˯ಡӘ˞
ԧд઼࡚ 3 ѐణયഇม۞ొ̶ࡁտјڍĂᛚ˞Ҙ͉π߶кᅵࢲ
͌ᅵࢲ̂ঈᒖ߹୧Іਕณќ͚۞̙ТĄົᛉഇมĂཌந͇͛
έέܜԏߦАϠăՂمӄநέڒܜࡻ৺ࡊጯЇᔛኛԧ
ᄃྐ֏АϠֽപࠎ͇͛έ۞ТְኝĄԧ༊ӈࢵۺĄ
2:96 ѐ 2 ͡ĂԧᄃАϠтࡗֽࢶזപ͇͛έĂԏߦέܜă
Ղمӄநέڒܜࡻ৺ࡊጯЇࠎԧࣇᓝҖ˞ᝌܓजĄ
यมĂԧࣇۢ࿅Ν͇͛έ۞ૈ̍үౌߏдࡻ઼ซҖ۞Ă˘ਠ
ᇴ͡Ă˵ѣܜ྿ 2.3 ѐ۞Ąҭ̫ޢкᔛኛ઼̰छֽപኝĄ
࿅Νдࡻ઼۞ૈĂࢋጯ௫˘ਠࣧநڱ͞Ăּ࣎၁௫̰ट
̂кߏለ߷۞Ăனдኛ઼̰ጯ۰ኝΞۡତඕЪ઼̚၁ᅫĂՀѣ
၁ϡᆊࣃĄᇹĂԧАϠಶјࠎࢵѨણᄃ͇͛έᖚ̍ૈି
ጯ۞઼̰छĄԧజᔛኛᓾᅵࢲĂАϠᓾᇷܥĄԧຐĂ
Ξਕᄃԧࣇд઼̰۞ۍώ३ѣᙯĄ˘ώߏԧᄃౘᓑုЪ
۞ĮҘ͉π߶ᅵࢲໄኢįĂ˘ώߏАϠበ۞Į઼̚ᇷܥįĄ
ώ३ӮϤ઼̚ࡊጯۤۍۍĂࣇ۞ז࠻ົؠۺĄኝ۞щ
ଵĂੵฉ̱ă͟γĂԧࣇՏ͇Чᓾኝ˘̈ॡĂБέˠࣶੵࣃγ
ౌֽኝĄᓾኝгᕇಶдາ̂ޙሁ۞кΑਕះĄᓾኝ̝ዶĂԧࣇ
ᐌॡаඍયᗟγĂࢋߏ౯ኝĄ֤ॡĂٙᓾ̰टဦౌࢋ൪д
ځቱ˯ۍĄԧ่̙ĮҘ͉π߶ໄኢį۞ࢋ̰टᓾྋ˞ᅵࢲϠ
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јă൴णྮशăૻޘត̼ăᇆᜩăಡĂᔘܝᆧΐ˞ԧд઼࡚
3 ѐ၆ᅵࢲঈ࣏ጯ۞ࡁտјڍĂтᅵࢲ۞ॡ۩ཏ൴ّĂᄃֲ߷؞
ࢲ۞ᙯܼĂᅵࢲតّඕၹඈ̰टĄАϠ၆ᇷ۞ܥᓾྋ˵˩̶
БࢬĄॲፂ࿅Ν 61 ѐᇆᜩ઼̚ᇷ۞ܥ።Ϋּ࣎Ăт 2:42ă
2:46 ̈́ 2:65 ѐܜѯপ̂ᇷژ̶ͪ߸ܥᛚ˞ᇷܥԛј۞͎̂
ޘă͎̚ޘ୧ІĂᇷܥརડಡĂͽ̈́ࢦ̂ᇷְܥІ۞ᇆᜩඈĄ
д̝݈Ăࢶപ͇͛έ۞ૈߏϡࡻ͛ᓾĂ˘ѨĂ͇͛
έ೩ĂтڍԧࣇᙸຍĂΞͽϡ͛̚ᓾĄԧࣇڟТຍĂЯࠎ
ᇹߊ͞˫ܮѣड़தĄฟᐝೀኝĂϤٺԧ۞г͞˾ࢰ̙ࢦĂ̂
ొ̶͇͛έТ̥ౌᑖ˞Ăͅߍᔘ̙ĄАϠЯྵࢰ˾͞ݑ
ࢦĂֽѣֱӧᙱĄޘిၙٸߏٺĂڍड़̂ڍѣԼචĄ
༊ॡయຽચૈ۞ߏୖၷڠăႶၷቂҜАϠĂࣇჟ͕
щଵ˞ԧࣇ۞Ϡ߿ĄฟؕĂԧࣇҝ࡚ᚊර੧ظĂ˘͟ˬᐠ˵д֤
ĄֽޢԧࣇࢋՐՀೱזҁ࡚ᚊර੧ظĂ֤ ҝآܮధкĂ̚
̾ᄃ͇͛έТְࣇТЫγਖ਼۞̾ᐠĂΪѣ 9 ̮പ။Ą֤ॡ̂ౙጯ
۰۞̍ྤᔘ̙ĂтѩщଵĂԧࣇߊ༼ࡗ˞ฟ͚Ă˫ΞͽӀϡ̾
ᐠॡมࢶപ͇͛έ۞Тְࣇ˘௭͇Ą༊ॡԏέڒܜ৺ࡊ
ጯЇ˵дࢴૅ˘ϡܮᐠĂ̂छ˩̶ᏉࠀĄ
ߋ༼݈ĂԧࣇԆј˞ܜ྿˘࣎͡۞ૈЇચĂ˵ᒢྋ˞͇͛
έ۞ຽચଐڶĂՀᄃ͇͛έ۞Т̥ࣇඕ˭˞̓۞˳ܜኖĄт̫Ă
ᔵ̂ొ̶Т̥̏གྷੜЃĂҭ̪ѣ३ֽـܫĂઊѣ֍ࢬ˩̶Ꮠ̷Ą
ௐ˟Ѩૈߏд 3112 ѐܐआĂࢶപ͇͛έࠎ˞ޙϲঈ࣏
ಡຽચĞ࿅Ν͇͛έΪѣ͇ঈຽચğĂᔛኛԧϡ˘۞ॡมࠎ͇
͛έТ̥ࣇᓾঈ࣏ീયᗟĄ༊ॡĂࢶപ͇͛έإϏޙϲજ˧
ঈ࣏ሀёĂᅮࢋᒢྋଳ̦פᆃᇹ۞ሀёրĞপҾߏડાঈ࣏ሀ
ёğĂֽઇࢶപ۞ঈ࣏ീĄԧࢦᕇᓾ˞ FOTP ְІͽ̈́ಡᑕ
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ϡĂ၆઼̚۞ᇆᜩĂͽ̈́ᅵࢲ۞ঈ࣏ಡĂᔘপҾࢦᕇᓾྋ˞Ӏ
ϡડાঈ࣏ሀёᄦү͡ă؞ঈ࣏ಡયᗟĄϤࢶٺപࢬ᎕ѣࢨĂ
ࢦᕇߏޙϲҋ̎۞ડાঈ࣏ሀёĂᙝࠧϡБሀё۞Ꮾ
Ą˘Ѩ۞ிࢋߏјϲ۞ঈ࣏Т̥ͽ̈́ѣᙯ۞ТְĂ
ࢶപѣᙯੰ७۞रϠ˵ણΐ˞य़Ąԧ˘ਠ˯̾ᓾǭ̈ॡĂ೩ય
Η̈ॡĂ˭̾ᄃঈ࣏̈۞ૺ͛ᚡАϠăధ̂ઈАϠăՔሒሪ
̈ؓඈܝኢវયᗟĂপҾߏሀё۞ၹޙăྻҖྤफ़ඈય
ᗟĄ֤ॡ͇͛έ۞ຽચдᕖणĂ၆ঈ࣏ត̼યᗟ˵ฟؕᙯڦĄঈ
࣏̈۞Т̥ࣇ၆ࢶപ༊гͪࢫޘඈត̼ซҖ˞̶ژĂ֭
ඕڍઇ˞ಡӘĄ༊ॡԧ၆ࢶപ۞ঈ࣏ڶېѣᕇஎגО෪Ĉ˘ߏ
ࢶപ۞Ѻѐͽ˯ѡቢܑځᆧ˵ߏځព۞Ă˟ߏݱξ̼۞ᇆᜩĄ
ࢶപ۞ሤफड़ᑕځޝពĂࡗҫፋ࣎̿۞ 41& νΠĞ઼̰ࢋ
ݱξҫ 31.36& ̝มğĄ఼࿅ѨᓾኝĂ͇͛έՙؠଳϡ ODFQ
Бሀёᄃ Tdsjqqt ঔ߶ࡁտٙ۞ડાঈ࣏ሀёಷइྻზĂᏮࢶ
പгડ۞ಡඕڍĂ఼࿅аಡಡྏរड़ڍᔘ̙Ąԧ
˘јڍϤૺ͛ᚡАϠඈ൴ܑд XNP ˘Ѩ࠹ᙯົᛉ۞͛ะ̚Ą
!

˚˘๗ି!)! Πဦ!*!  ٺ3112
ѐд͇͛έ!)!νဦ!*!ᓾঈ࣏
ീ
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ᐌঈ࣏ត̼યᗟ͟ৈ͔߆عăࡊԫ̳ࠧி۞ᙯڦĂ
311: ѐ 3 ͡ࢶപ͇͛έࠎฟण͞ࢬ۞ࡁտຽચĂͽ̈́ᒢྋ
઼̰γซणĂᔛኛԧࠎ͇͛έઇ˘۞ᓾĂ֭дࢶപࡊጯᐡщ
ଵ˞˘ѨࡊᓾळĄѨᄃԧ˘ТപϹ߹۞ᔘѣ઼छঈ࣏͕̚
۞ग᎖౾̀ૺᐅ̃̀Ą
͇͛έ၆ѨϹ߹߿જү˞ჟ͕щଵĄ25 ͟˯̾Ăԧдࢶ
പࡊጯᐡү˞ņгঈ࣏۞࿅ΝăனдϏֽŇࡊႊᓾĂࢶപ
Ч̳ࠧி݈ـᓾĄົޢĂ˘ֱሤ͕ி൴ֽ̄ฎІĂᄃԧ
ኢٕኛି࠹ᙯયᗟĄഅкѨణય઼छঈ࣏͕̚۞ࢶപ͇͛έੜЃ
৺ࡊጯЇૺ͛ᚡАϠᔛኛԧࣇזछ̚ઇމĂВୃ̓ଐĄ
ѨૈĂВщଵ˞ 8 ࣎ᓾळĄՏ͟˯ă˭̾Ч 4 ̈ॡĄ̰
टΒ߁ĈБঈ࣏րćঈ࣏જ˧ጯćঈ࣏ീĈΒ߁ࣧநڱ͞Ă
ะЪঈ࣏ಡրĂͽֽ̈́۞Լซćঈ࣏ត̼ĈΒ߁៍ീְ၁Ă
ീ၆ඉĄੵࢶപ͇͛έ۞छγĂֽҋ፫ܝгۏநঈ෪
Ԋͽ̈́പ፫ೀٙ̂ጯ۞रϠ˵݈ـᓾĄጯࣶͅߍĂᓾळஎˢ
Ă˩̶၁ϡĄ̙͌Тܑ̥ϯѩᓾळќᘥ̂ޝĂྋՙ˞ࣇд
̍ү̚кѐ՟ѣԘ۞યᗟĄԧჟ͕౯˞ѨᓾळĂੵࡊಡ
Ә 8 ࣎ᓾळ۞ QQU γĂᔘ౯˞ 6 ࣎ܢᐂĂ೩ֻ˞˘ቔˬܕ༱
ф۞યᗟྋඍĂаඍ˞Бঈ࣏ត̼۞˘ֱࢦࢋયᗟĄдԧ۞ᓾ
ळ̝ޢĂ͇͛έТҖࣇ˵ઇ˞ጯఙಡӘĂԧࣇВТኢĄԧаඍ
˞͇͛έТҖࣇ೩۞ధкᙯٺડાঈ࣏ሀёͽ̈́ঈ࣏ត̼ࡁտ
યᗟĄௐ˟͇˘ѝಶࢋᗓฟĂ༊ 23 ᕇĂ৺ࡊጯЇႶၷቂ
АϠᔘχྖᄃԧኢĄ͇͛έТҖࣇ۞ະຽჟৠᚑᖰၗ΄ޘ
ԧᄃТҖ۞ҜТְ˩̶ຏજĄ
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дപഇมĂՏ͇Ӯѣ͇͛έТְሤଐजኛĄڒࡻέܜ
ܝᄃԧኢ˞ঈ࣏ត̼۞̙ቁّؠᄃࢶപϫ݈ฟणঈ࣏ീ۞
शĄԧޙᛉĈଂ֨խഴխˢ͘Ăᙯڦঈ࣏ត̼ࢶപгડ۞ঈ࣏
ീĂ൴ण˘इ̂ݱξ۞ᓀᅩ̼ಡրĄ֤ॡĂڒέܜӈ
ੜЃĂҭܑϯ˘ົؠᚶᜈܳซ઼̚ঈ෪Ԋᄃࢶപ͇͛έ۞։
рЪүᙯܼĄ
4 ѨപᓾኝĂගԧ˭எגО෪Ą఼࿅ࡊጯࡁտຽચགྷ
រ۞Ϲ߹Ă̂ౙछࢶപ͇͛έ۞Т̥ࣇ࠹̢ܳซĂ྿˞זВ
Т൴ण۞ϫᇾĄିᄃጯߏ࠹۞ܜĂԧଂ̚˵ጯ˞זధкѣϡ۞ۢ
ᙊĂତᛈ˞ధкАซԫఙĂࢶപТ̥ࣇ˵ࣄѩ፟ົᒢྋ˞̂ౙጯ
۰۞̍үਕ˧Ąүࠎয়઼۞˘छˠĂԧࣇซ˘Վΐஎ˞Ꮠ۞
̓ኖĄ
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ࢶപаᕩޢĂ͇͛έ۞̂ొ̶ૈӮщଵд઼̰Ăੵᔛኛ̂
ౙጯ۰പᓾጯγĂ̙͌छ˵ֽזර̂ጯăࡊጯੰ̂ঈٙ
̍ੈྤִݑ̂ጯඈੰ७ࡁࡊ፟ၹણΐૈĂֱૈТᇹќ
ࠤזҌ࿅˞࿅Νдለ࡚ૈ۞ड़ڍĄ3114 ѐдࢶപ͇͛έј
ϲ 231 ѐ̝ᅫĂԧᄃᆒछᅛăӓ઼ฯăૺംΔᆒฮౢαҜТ
ְᒔņ઼ᅫරˠጯ۰ŇၷჍཱིĄ3116 ѐڒࡻέܜདኛԧ
ፉЇ͇͛έࡊጯᜪયĂЇഇ 6 ѐĞ3119.3124 ѐğĄԧڟତצĂ
Тॡஎຏᚥࠤ͌Ăԓ୕ਕࠎࢶപ͇͛έઇՀк۞ְଐĄ

έڒܜࡻ ) ν *  ٺ3114 ѐдঈ෪۰ࡊᓾळᏭޢШ˚˘๗
ି ) Π * ਖ਼ࡔݡه
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даᜪ͇͛έૈ߿જ̝ᅫĂԧ˵ᘃஎ̷۞ຏ፬̝ଐຐ
˞ࢶപТ̥ࣇ၆ԧă၆̂ౙࡊጯ̍ү۞͚Ăຐ˞ࣇ
۞̍үᚥĄࢶപ͇͛έ۞ᅵࢲಡͪπޝĂд઼̰γֳѣ
Ąੵ઼࡚ᙯफγĂ˲ಡҘ͉π߶ᅵࢲĂ̂кણ҂ࢶപ͇͛
έ۞ಡĄՀᙱԞ۞ߏ 2::8 ѐ 7 ͡ࠎ˞ᖐݑঔྏࢲ؞រĂࢶ
പ͇͛έপҾщଵΡฟ˞ݑঔྏࢲ؞រ઼ᅫࡊጯ؎ࣶົົᛉĂྎ
ኢЧણᄃ઼۞ࡊጯࢍ൪щଵĄ2::9 ѐĂд͇͛έᑒӄ˭
Sjdibse!Kpiotpo!ିдࢶപࡊԫ̂ጯޙϲ˞ݑঔྏࢲ؞រ̶͕̚Ă
͇͛έ˵ٚፉ˞ྏរ̚྿ଣ۩ăҋજ৭۞ΐ៍ീĄྏរഇ
มĂࢶപ͇͛έ۞ТҖࣇᔘӀϡ၁រ 4 ཱིࡊ҂௺۞ྃ̚ගઃ
പഇมซҖࡊ۞ܝ็ކણ៍߿જĄֱ߿જֹௐ˘ѨϤ̚
઼ࡊጯछ۞̂ݭঈ෪ࡊጯྏរயϠ˞ࢦࢋᇆᜩĄ
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ࠗಋੱᇂ
ͳ̖۾
Xboh!Dbj.gboh
Mr. Wang Cai Fang, Executive Deputy Director of the
WMO Nanjing Regional Training Center, recalls his close
partnership with HKO during his career in international
meteorological cooperation in the past 40 years, including
the establishment of the automatic weather station at
Huangmao Zhou in the early 1980s, which was the first
station jointly set up by the Mainland and Hong Kong. Mr.
Wang treasures the friendship developed with various
directors and staff of the Observatory and the close
cooperation in the international meteorological arena.
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2:83 ѐ͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐޭೇ̚රˠϔВ઼д͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐ
۞ЪڱयҜ˳̙ޢĂԧଂ̚δঈ෪Ԋࡁտٙአˢγְొܜܝഇଂ
઼ְᅫঈ෪Ъү̍үĄ3112 ѐ 4 ̰͟͡Ϟ͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐ )XNP*
৪३Ї৺γొᙯܼءҌ 311: ѐ 7 ͡ੜЃĄа઼˫ޢд͵ࠧ
ঈ෪ᖐִݑડાૈ͕̍̚үˬѐĄд ܕ51 ѐ۞઼ᅫঈ෪Ъ
үְચ̚Ăԧᄃࢶപ͇͛έ።بέܜĂ͍ߏԏߦăᆒԠธăڒ
ᕃⳍăڒࡻăՂώㅤԏം̈́ځధкТְඕ˭˞எ̓۞ݓኖ
ଐຏĄ
2:86 ѐ : ͡ԧࢵѨᐌॡЇ̚δঈ෪Ԋయˠ࿊ᚮᄋयд
֧ᜋΙᓝҖ۞͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐௐ˟Ğֲ߷ğડົبםĄԧᄃТְ
дࢵ݈ົبАણΐ˞ડםঈ෪఼ੈ̍үົᛉĄྍ̍үົᛉߏ
઼̚ޭೇयҜࢵ۞ޢѨֲ߷̍үົᛉĄԧࣇ၆ྍ̍үົᛉ۞
።Ϋăё̈́ࢋኢᛉᗟඈ̝ۢࠤ͌Ąᄃົ۞ࢶപ͇͛έࡊጯ
Ї૫छᓏАϠග˞ԧޝкᑒӄጱĄᐌޢೀѐ˫кѨд઼ᅫົ
ᛉޙϲΔִęࢶപঈ෪ྮ࿅̚ᄃ૫АϠ˫૱֍ࢬĄѣ۞
ߏĂࡶ̒ѐޢ૫АϠд፫̂Ӏֲঈ෪Ԋ˫ፉЇ˞γְგĂԧࣂ
˫д˘ણᄃᗕᙝ઼ᅫְચ̚Вְᇴ˩ѐۡҌ 3119 ѐ૫АϠ
ੜЃĄ
2:89 ѐ 4 ͡Ăԧາΐय˞ XNP!˟ 0 ̣ડםঈ෪఼ੈ
םአົᛉޢдࢶപүൺᇶઃĄѩॡϒμϤ઼̚ࡊጯੰྐ֏ੰ
̀ăͳ͵πăս៝ј۞઼̚ঈ෪ܑဥयдහޠᄼΡฟ۞
XNP ̂ঈࡊጯ؎ࣶົ˵ޢົبдࢶപઃĂ֭ѣضᄃАϠඈ
ࢶצപय XNP ̂ঈࡊጯ؎ࣶົڒ۞ົبࡻАϠ۞ᔛኛణય
ࢶപ͇͛έĄྍѨణયࢶപ͇͛έගԧ˭˞ໂஎ۞גО෪Ă
О෪Հஎ۞ߏڒࡻАϠྋᛖפЩࡻņࡻ઼Ň۞ӴԠฯ͕
எຏഢׂĄдᐌ˩ˬ۞ޢѐ̚Ăԧᄃ̈֍ົڒѨᇴࠤкĂ͍ߏ
дፉЇ XNP ֲ߷ડםઘयഇมĂд઼ᅫְચ̢̚ӄ͚೯੨
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Ъ͍ࠎᐵݵĂੵ̍үᙯܼγĂռˠϹ˵ـஎ൘тΈԙĄ̈ڒέܜ
311: ѐੜЃ̝ᅫĂԧഅᆷχྐڵĈ
࠹ᙊˬ˩ྶĂଐኖஎҬঔĄ
៍ำീ͇Т؇ᚥĂܫ̓ڈ႕̣߷Ą
͕ᆵវઉዳ͇ѐĂЃย៍౧ഫαঔĄ
̙ߏৠ΅Ă౼Ҭৠ΅Ą
˯͵ࡔ 91 ѐܐĂࢶപ͇͛έࠎ೩͇ঈಡͪπࢍထд
ᇃڌเࡱ߷फޙϲҋજঈ෪৭Ąߏௐ˘̰࣎гᄃࢶപЪүޙϲ
۞ঈ෪৭ĄЯྍгঘְ̈́გᔑĂᅮགྷ̚δ؎ᆶ८ԲࣞĄགྷܕ
ѐ۞Ӆ˧ĂᇃڌડᓁણᏖొԲࣞдྍफޙϲҋજঈ෪৭Ą
གྷ઼̚ঈ෪Ԋăᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪Ԋᄃࢶപ͇͛έથؠĂᗕ͞ࠁࣶ൳
फ၁г҂၅ĄϤ઼̚ঔ೩ֻᚻĄ2:94 ѐĂԧѣضүࠎ઼̚
ঈ෪Ԋܑᇃڌঔᄃࢶപ͇͛έܑՂمஎăڒᕃⳍАϠซ
˘ՎથЪү˯फְآĞ̰гણΐ۞ᔘѣॡЇᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪Ԋૺ
ڗؼઘԊܜĂᏱ̳̈́ވঔঈ෪ԊˠࣶğĄԧࣇ˘̂ѝࢷঔࠔ
ཟࡗ 4 ̈ॡٯ྿เࡱ߷फĄྍफ႕फܜ˘ˠк۞ਨĂ՟ѣ
ྮΞ֕ĂБጴԧࣇҋ̎Աྮ˯ΝĂ˯̋ள૱ᓞᙱĂѝ൳˯फ
۞ࡗ ܅51 ̶ᛗĄ̂छזޢĂ͕ଐள૱፬જĂ˵ధߏ઼̚
ˠௐ˘Ѩ൳˯ྍफĄ˯ࢬѣ˘࠹၆ྵ̂ྵࠎπፋ۞˿гĄᗕ͞
˘ᄮࠎޝዋЪҋજ৭۞щ྅Ă֭˞ֱͯĂ˭फٺޢ౭а
זঔĄᐌ͇ޢᗕ͞ಶ˿гπፋăϦኛۡ̿፟൳फ۞˘րЕְ
آซҖ˞ుีኢĄྍҋજঈ෪৭۞ޙϲĂࠎ೩͇ঈಡ˞
ܧ૱ࢦࢋ۞үϡĄаຐѨ൳फְ̝͍ຏڟᇐĂтѣ୧ІഇޞГ
˯फ࠻࠻Ą
˯͵ࡔ 91 ѐ̚Ҍ :1 ѐϐĂдણ디ࢲ؎ࣶົ۞߿જ
̚Ă͍ߏдᅵࢲ؎ࣶົᙯٺᅵࢲຽચྏរᖼШྏរഇมĂ
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ᄃԏߦăᆒԠธڒᕃⳍέܜତᛈࠤкĂଂ҃ΐૻ˞̰гᄃࢶപ
дխच͇ঈ͞ࢬ۞Ъүᄃ͚ĂצৈࣥĄপҾࢋ೩̈́۞ߏڒ
ࡻд 2::8 ѐܑࢶപ͇͛έд˯ົب೩ᅵࢲ۞Щᑕֹϡֲ
͉гડপҒ۞ЩфЩആ࿅ΝϤ઼࡚͞ࠎҘΔ͉π߶ᅵࢲ
ЩĂ˘೩ᛉזᅵࢲ؎ࣶົБវјࣶ۞᎕ໂ͚ĂԼត֭౹ౄ
˞።ΫĄ
2::9 ѐ 6 ͡ԧᐌҹࣣԊ઼̚ͽܜঈ෪ጯົణયέ៉̝ᅫ
གྷࢶപĂ၆͇͛έซҖ˞ణયĂѩॡϒࣃࢶപາ፟ಞୁϡ݈́Ă
ԧࣇણ៍˞፟ಞਝ۩ঈ෪͕̚ĂѩАซ۞న߉̈́ಡˠࣶ۞ະຽ
ჟৠ˭˞எ۞גО෪ĄҌ̫Ăࢶപ͇͛έέܜԏംځАϠፉЇ
͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐਝ۩ঈ෪ጯ؎ࣶົयĂд઼ᅫਝ۩ঈ෪ࠧ൴೭˞
ࢦࢋүϡĂ·̶វன˞ࢶപ͇͛έਝ۩ঈ෪۞ຽᒻд઼ᅫਝ۩
ঈ෪ࠧ۞ᇆᜩĄ
3115 ѐ 23 ͡Ă͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐௐ˟Ğֲ߷ğડົبםдࢶപ
ᓝҖĂڒࡻፉЇડםઘयĄԧѣضүࠎ XNP ৺γొᙯܼ
ౖءТ৪३ܜฮᘲАϠణયࢶപણΐົبฟ၌ᆇё֭ణયࢶപ͇
͛έĂ͍ߏણΐ˞Ϥࢶപ͇͛έٚᏱ۞͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐ͇ঈྤੈ
ڇચშ೩ֻБௐ 2111 ࣎ݱξ͇ঈಡ۞ᇉ߿જĄҌ̫ྍშ
৭̏ࠎБࡗ 281 ࣎ົࣶ೩ֻ˞࿅ 2711 ࣎ݱξ۞͇ঈಡ
ঈ࣏ྤੈĄྍშ৭̈́Бխच͇ঈშ̏ࠎБΞᜈ൴णү˞
ࢦ̂ᚥĄྍშ৭дБ̈́Чгડ۞ᄮΞᒔ۞ధкঅၷĂវ
ன˞઼ᅫۤົ၆ࢶപ͇͛έ̍ү۞ᄮΞĄѩγĂࢶപ͇͛έкب
έܜĂтϞপ̀ 2ăԏߦăڒᕃⳍڒࡻӮഅፉЇ࿅͵ࠧঈ෪
ᖐௐ˟Ğֲ߷ğડםઘयĂࠎֲ߷ડ۞םঈ෪ְຽ̈́ώгડ
ۤົᘦؠགྷᑻ۞൴णү˞ྵ̂ᚥĄ
2
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311: ѐ 7 ͡ଂ XNP ੜЃޢĂԧฟؕд͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐִݑડ
ાૈ͕̍̚үĂГѨᄃࢶപ͇͛έඕቡĄ၁ᅫ˯Ăࢶപ͇͛έ
ଂ˯͵ࡔ :1 ѐ̚ಶ̙ᕝࠁֽࣶྍ͕̚ซҖᇴ͡۞ঈ෪ಡࣶ
ຽૈણΐ઼ᅫঈ෪ૈኝĂֱጯࣶࡴגᄮৌ۞ጯ
௫ჟৠගԧ˭˞எ۞גО෪Ą͍ߏдܕೀѐĂԧ͕̚۞кี
ૈ̍үࢶ˞זപ͇͛έ۞̂˧͚ĂপҾߏࠁྤஎछֽԧ
͕̚ኝĂт 3121ă3122 ѐֽྍ͕̚ᓾጯ۞ಶѣՂώㅤέܜĂ
ڒ㈜ڸቷୖၷ˟ڠҜӄநέܜĂͽ̈́ೆԠઉАϠඈ৺छĂ
ࠎ೩ྍ͕̚۞ૈኳณү˞ᚥĄ3123 ѐĂЯ፫ܝঈ෪Ԋ
ᔛኛĂྍ͕̚ࠁିࣶཬᄬ઼छĂኜтంॹҾҹăҢ֎ޓڌ
զඈ઼ซҖਝ۩ঈ෪ૈĄд͞ࢬĂ˫˞זԏംځέܜăᆒ
ِ͕ӄநέם˧̂۞ܜӄ͚ĄдѩĂԧᖰܑ XNP ִݑડ
ાૈ͕̚၆ࢶപ͇͛έкѐֽ၆ִݑડાૈ͕̚۞͚೯ГѨ
ܑϯਾ͕۞ຏᔁĊ
ࣃѩࢶപ͇͛έ 241 ѐέᇉ̝ᅫĂᖰͽѩ͛ৡෲࢶപ͇͛
έܜഇͽֽמ۞פјಶ̈́၆ࢶപۤົ˜Ҍֲ߷̈́БΞᜈ
൴णٙઇ۞ᚥĄਾ͕ৡᙸࢶപ͇͛έϏֽઇՀрĂՀ
ĂՀૻĊࠎࢶപ۞ᜈ൴ण઼̈́ᅫঈ෪ְຽүՀ̂ᚥĊ

2:89 ѐ 4 ͡ణયࢶപ͇͛έᄃέᅳጱЪᇆ ) ᔨ઼ഏέ̚ ) ܜม *ă
ઘέ ) ܜΠα *ăԏߦ ) Πˬ *ăڒࡻ ) ν˘ *!ăͳ̖ ) ۾Π˘ **
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2:94 ѐдเࡱ߷۞Ъᇆ!) ڒ
ᕃ ⳍĞ ν ˘ ğă Ղ  مஎĞ ν
ˬğăͳ̖۾ĞΠ˘ğ*!

2::9 ѐ 6 ͡ᐌҹࣣԊึܜ
ణ ࢶ പ ͇ ͛ έ!)  ҹ ࣣ Ԋ ܜ
) ݈ଵν˟ *ăڒᕃⳍέ݈ ) ܜ
ଵΠ˟ *ăڒࡻ ) ݈ଵν˘ *ă
ͳ̖ޢ ) ۾ଵν˘ **

3115 ѐ 23 ͡ XNP ৪३ܜฮᘲ ) ݈
ଵν * ᄃ͇͛έέڒܜࡻ ) ݈ଵ
Π * д˟ડ݈ົبםᘪཌᓝᏱົب
 )!ؠםௐ˟ଵ̚Ĉͳ̖* ۾

3121 ѐ 6 ͡ࢶപ͇͛έέ
ܜՂώㅤ౾̀ ) ݈ଵ̚ *
ᑕᔛࠎִݑડાૈ͕̚
ኝᄃొ̶ጯࣶдज
˯Ъᇆ ) ݈ଵΠ ;!ͳ̖* ۾
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My Close-to-Four-Decades
Association with the Observatory
ౘЅ։ି
Qspgfttps!Dibo!Divoh.mfvoh-!Kpiooz
ౘЅ։ିᔘдࡁտϠॡഇĂܐ࿃ࣘЇ̂ੰ७ࡊࡁЪ
үีϫᜪય۞͇͛έέܜᔨ઼ഏĞHpsepo!CfmmğĂٚᔨ઼
ഏέߏܜдঈ෪ጯ۞ୁᄋҁरĂ҃۞Ⴧ̀ኢ͛၁រĂϺ
д͇͛έซҖĄౘି ٺ2:97 ѐΐˢ͇͛έڇચξϔĂᇴ
ѐޢᛳຍкүጯఙࡁտĂԸШ̂ੰ७үֈࡻ̖Ąкѐֽ
ౘି͇͛έТְ۞ࡊࡁЪүมĂ֭ᒔᔛኛЇ͇͛έ
ඉரᏙྙ؎ࣶĄౘିனЇࢶപݱξ̂ጯਕ̈́ᒖဩጯੰੰ
ܜĂјಶĄ
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Days with Mr. Gordon Bell
In May 1974, the Physics Department, University of Hong
Kong, organized a seminar for its students graduating that
year on possible topics for studying the Master of Philosophy
or Doctor of Philosophy and I was one of them. During the
seminar, each of the professors of the department presented
their research topics but none aroused my interest. Then, a
gentleman with grey curly hair, who was obviously not one of
our professors, stepped to the front of the room and introduced
himself and his topics. He was Mr. Gordon Bell, the Director
of the Royal Observatory Hong Kong (ROHK), and Mr. Bell
said that he had a joint project with the Physics Department
on measuring the sizes of raindrops and finding their number
distribution. That immediately triggered my interest. He then
explained the importance of such distribution as its relationship
with the radar echoes could give an estimate of the rainfall.
This was absolutely fascinating to me and signed on almost
immediately.
This encounter with Mr. Bell literally changed my life and
I was initiated into the field of meteorology. For the next two
years, I visited ROHK numerous times. In the beginning, Mr.
Bell would take me to the radar room and explain to me how to
interpret the radar pictures, and to the central forecasting office
to tell me all about weather forecasting. He also taught me basic
meteorology and took me to Tate’s Cairn to see the radar site. In
relation to the project, he enthusiastically showed me the pan of
flour that he used to catch raindrops, the sieve that he used to
measure the pellets of flour formed from the raindrops, and the
pictures he took of the pellets. The distrometer (an instrument
that measures raindrop size) that I designed was of a different
66
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kind, which was based on light scattering with the counting done
by a spectral pulse-height analyzer.
After I had constructed the distrometer in the laboratory
of the Physics Department and calibrated the signals, it was
transported to ROHK and was put on the grass lawn outside
the straw shed that today still houses the dry- and wet-bulb
thermometers. The signal cable went from the distrometer to the
little white stone hut near the back gate of ROHK and I had the
data collection equipment inside the hut. This hut was where
the earthquake charts were located and Mr. Peter Li and Mr. Lui
Yau Lok were the two staff manning the place, so I became very
well acquainted with them. In fact, both of them gave me lots of
advice on the electronic instrumentation.

Photograph of
distrometer device

On rainy days, I would go to the hut and took data,
sometimes staying overnight, sleeping occasionally on a nylon
bed. I remember also going to the radar room and watched the
radar echoes of a tropical cyclone, with Mr. Bell explaining to
me everything. I was really thrilled.
My two-year association with ROHK ended with the
completion of my Master of Philosophy thesis and my
subsequent pursuit of my Ph.D. in the US in August 1976.
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I learned a great deal not only from Mr. Bell but from many
colleagues of ROHK, including Mr. C Y Lam, who just started
out as a Scientific Officer at the time. They taught me so much
that I decided to take on the career as a meteorologist, which I
have been since then.
I had only seen Mr. Bell once more in 1978 when I came
back from the US in the summer. I told him I was going to
move from studying cloud physics to doing research on
tropical cyclones, and he strongly supported my move. It was
unfortunate that he passed away soon after his retirement in
1981.
Days as a Scientific Officer
Since my student days with Mr. Bell, I had long aspired
to be part of ROHK. So almost exactly ten years after I left
ROHK, I returned from the US and joined ROHK as a Scientific
Officer in April 1986. Because I have a Ph.D. in atmospheric
science, I was told that I should know enough meteorology to
begin forecasting duty. So my double-up period was a total of
three days. I was then put right in the front line of operational
forecasting, learning as I moved along. While I did know a bit
about weather forecasting, none of it was operational, that is,
with severe time constraints. Furthermore, my training was more
on mid-latitude rather than tropical systems, especially those in
East Asia. Characteristics of the Mei-Yu trough and cold surges
were relatively new to me so the senior scientific officers at the
time, including H K Lam, Fong Sai Wing, C Y Lam, Edwin Ginn,
W M Leung, C M Tam, and others, all taught me a lot, especially
on the empirical operational forecasting techniques. I am still
grateful today to them for all the things they have taught me.
This operational training helped me realize the limits of weather
68
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forecasting, which is useful in my subsequent research. I can
also proudly tease those academics who spend their entire
career in academia without putting themselves on the line that
they really don’t know what is going on in the real world!
Sixteen months later, I was transferred out of the Central
Forecasting Office to the Tropical Cyclone Section, and worked
under Mrs. Elaine Koo. This was great for me because I could
spend more time on my favourite subject – tropical cyclone.
Although my Senior Experimental Officer, Mr. K P Wong, did
much of the analyses of past tracks, I had many enlightening
discussions with him on some doubtful positions to come up
with the “best tracks”. Elaine was also great because she
encouraged me and supported my initiative to do research on
past cyclones, and I published a paper in Monthly Weather
Review with Hilda Lam on the erratic track of Typhoon Wayne of
1986. Because the Tropical Cyclone Section was responsible for
writing not only the Annual Tropical Cyclone Report of ROHK,
we also had to write reports for the ESCAP/WMO Typhoon
Committee Annual Tropical Cyclone Report. Both tasks forced
me to understand the genesis, intensification and track of every
tropical cyclone in the western North Pacific, which gave me
great insights into these processes.
In July 1989, I got an offer from the City Polytechnic of
Hong Kong as a Senior Lecturer to teach atmospheric physics.
Mr. Patrick Sham, who was the ROHK Director at the time,
tried to persuade me to stay. However, I reckoned that with my
knowledge in meteorology, I could contribute more to Hong
Kong by being an academic. So I left ROHK in October 1989,
ending my second association with ROHK, during which I
learned many things from my colleagues, some of whom have
become good friends.
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Two decades as an academic
Even though I left ROHK, I always feel that I am part of
it. For the last two decades or so, I have visited ROHK/HKO
numerous times, attending seminars of HKO and meetings
of the Hong Kong Meteorological Society, meeting with
Observatory colleagues to discuss collaboration between City
University of Hong Kong and HKO, bringing students to visit the
Observatory, etc. Every time I step back on the premises of the
Observatory, I feel like I am going “home”, to my once-stomping
ground and one of the places that shaped me as what I am
today. I am really honored to be bestowed the title “Distinguished
Meteorologist of the Hong Kong
Observatory” by the then Director,
Mr. C Y Lam during the 120th
anniversary of the Observatory. I
am also grateful to be invited to the
retirement parties of the last four
Directors of HKO.
To conclude, the day in 1974
changed my life from being a
potential physicist to a professional
meteorologist, and I must express my
sincere gratitude to Mr. Gordon Bell
and all the Observatory colleagues,
past and present, who have helped
me all along. Without their support and
encouragement, I would not have been
what I am today. So thank you all and I
wish the Observatory a great success in
the years and decades to come. Happy
130th anniversary!
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Professor Chan
(lef t) receiving the
c e r t i f i c a te a f te r a
se mina r from L a m
Chiu-ying (right),
Director of the Hong
Kong Observatory
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The Vampire Proposal of 1995
Es/!Ofjm!Hpsepo
Ofjm!Hpsepo! ౾̀ߏਝ۩ঈ෪ࠧ۞ᝋރˠ̀Ă ٺ2:99 ѐ
јࠎ৸Ҙᜋঈ෪Ԋ۞ᆸგநˠࣶĄ ٺޢ2::: ѐҌ 3117
ѐፉЇ͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐĶਝ۩ঈ෪ጯ؎ࣶົķ)DBfN* ۞यĄ
ҋ 2::6 ѐฟؕםӄࢶപ͇͛έඉထ֔ ֎າ፟ಞ۞ຽચ
ࢲ̷តᛋӘրĂ! ೩ֻܧ૱ຽѣᅈ֍۞ޙᛉ̈́ຍ֍Ă
ޖ̚ᐵгϡĶӛҕ⾩ގķĞWBNQJSFğֽͧಔˠࢳ፟
ĞVBWğĂീֽިᇹΞͽӀϡ࣎າԫఙ၁ॡณ̷ࢲޘ
តᇴፂĄ̫͇ˠࢳ፟۞൴ण̏јࠎᔌ๕ĂҭΞਕ̪ᅮࢋགྷ
࿅кѐ۞Ӆ˧̖ਕдࢲ̷តଣീᑕϡĂΞ֍ Hpsepo! ౾̀˩
кѐ݈͇Җ۩۞ຐڱ၁ໂᅈ֍Ą
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In 1995 I had the honour of joining a three-member Panel
of Independent Experts to provide independent advice on the
Operational Windshear Warning System (OWWS), which was
being developed for the new international airport at Chek Lap
Kok (CLK). My position at the time was the General Manager
(GM) National Weather Services for the Meteorological
Service of New Zealand, and vice president of Commission for
Aeronautical Meteorology (CAeM). The other two members of
the Panel were John Kastelein from the Netherlands, a former
president of CAeM, and Mike Eilts, at the time an Assistant
Director at the US National Severe Storms Laboratory.
We reviewed copious material and spoke with many people.
We were provided with excellent hospitality and cooperation by
friends and colleagues from the Observatory and from Weather
Information Technologies Inc. (WITI) in Boulder, Colorado, who
were developing the system.
Our report was finalised and delivered during a visit to Hong
Kong in October 1995. In general we concluded that “ … good
progress has been made on the substantial meteorological,
feasibility and design issues …” and that “ ..the development of
the project should continue …” while taking into account some
recommendations that we thought would enhance the success
of the OWWS.
Subsequently, of course, the OWWS was successfully
implemented at CLK, and the overall system was later enhanced
by the addition of LIght Detection And Ranging (LIDAR) – an
impressive world first for a real-time airport system implemented
by a small team of the Observatory’s scientists.
One of our recommendations was that additional in-situ
data on turbulence from aircraft be obtained and used to both
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tune the system and to verify its performance. I referred to this
at the time as providing “sky truth”.
After so much hard work on the review we couldn’t resist
having a bit of fun, so I added an appendix to the report with
a novel proposal for providing more “sky truth”. The proposal
wasn’t pursued at the time, but, given rapid advances in
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology, maybe something
like this could be implemented in future? The proposal was as
follows:
APPENDIX - VAMPIRE PROPOSAL
We propose that the Royal Observatory of Hong Kong
(as the Hong Kong Observatory was known then) consider
implementing an additional component for the Operational
Windshear Warning System (OWWS), providing an infusion of
particularly valuable data.
These data would come from instrumented pilotless aircraft
flying continuous circuits with missed approaches into Chek
Lap Kok. We call this component of the OWWS Velocity and
Acceleration Measurements using Pilotless Inflights Routinely
Executed, or VAMPIRE.
VAMPIRE would employ a new miniature aircraft being
marketed by Bloodline Aviation of Transylvania - the BAT-11.
This aircraft has a 3 m wingspan and a low-level cruise speed of
120 kt. It carries onboard sensors and an innovative Ultrasonic
Positioning System (UPS). The BAT-11 can measure and
automatically downlink continuous measurements of position,
velocity, and acceleration, thereby providing in-situ data on
wind, wind shear and turbulence intensity.
We suggest the continuous deployment of two BAT-11s,
with each doing a complete circuit every ten minutes. This two73

pronged approach means that each point on the approach and
departure corridors would be sampled on average every five
minutes. We can imagine the scientists from WITI really getting
their teeth into VAMPIRE data as a vital additional input for the
OWWS.
There would, of course, be grave implications if there
were an in-flight collision between the BAT-11 and another
aircraft. Fortunately, the UPS is so accurate and the BAT-11 so
manoeuvrable, that the BAT-11 has perfect collision avoidance,
and can automatically interleave with the operational traffic.
The same systems allow the BAT-11 to conduct automatic
in-flight refuelling and operate indefinitely. When running low on
fuel, it is able to position itself just over the wing of an incoming
747, inject two very fine probes into the fuel tank, and extract
sufficient fuel to allow it to continue operating. The holes from
the probes are usually self-sealing, although there can be a
small amount of fuel bleeding. The amount of fuel extracted is
quite small, and should not be of concern to the airlines.
To date, the OWWS development has been lacking in
nocturnal information. VAMPIRE would address this, with
the BAT-11 flying both day and night. In fact, its unique
characteristics mean that it operates best at night. In the
daytime, sunshine can interfere with some of the delicate
sensors. However, without sticking our necks out too far, we
don’t believe this will be a problem.
The crux of the OWWS issue is to provide alerts which
match pilot observations. With its unique capability for providing
in-situ data, the implementation of VAMPIRE would be another
nail in the coffin of those who doubt the feasibility of the OWWS.
We would stake our reputation on the success of VAMPIRE,
and urge its full-blooded implementation.
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Glimpses of My Interactions
with the Observatory in the
Past Decades
ᆒฮౢି
Qspgfttps!Mbv!Ohbs.difvoh
ᆒฮౢିߏЩঈ࣏ࡊጯछĂனॡߏ઼઼࡚छঔ߶̂
ঈგநԊгۏந߹វજ˧ጯ၁រވঈ̶࣏ࢍژထࢵयࡊጯ
छĂϺߏڒ̂ጯିĄ۞ࢋࡁտቑಛΒ߁̂ঈᒖ
߹ăሤᒖ߹րă͎̂ޘঔঈ࠹̢үϡ̶Ᏸதঈ࣏ሀ
ёඈк࣎ᅳાĄώ͛ᓾᄃ͇͛έೀܕα˩ѐᅈ߹۞ܜ
ֽـĂాௐ˘ދĶ࠱छࢶപ͇͛έķ൴۞ႊᓾᔛኛבϺ
̟ͽܲхĄᆒฮౢഅ̳ฟຏᔁࢶപග̟۞ିֈ፟ົྤĂ
࿅˧םଯજࢶപጯఙ൴णࡊጯ̈́Ăͽа㒝ۤົĂ͇
͛έϺଂ̚ѣٙᄧৈĄ
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My attention was first drawn to the work of the Observatory
while I was a secondary school student in Hong Kong during
the 1960s. At that time my school received regular mailings
of an Observatory publication containing daily weather charts
and various meteorological records for the Hong Kong region.
I served as an officer of the Geography Club of the school,
and was in charge of filing issues of this publication in their
proper chronological order. In doing so, I noticed the day-today changes in the circulation patterns appearing in the weather
charts, and tried to match such developments with the actual
atmospheric conditions in Hong Kong on the corresponding
dates. The most exciting events were, of course, associated
with the approach of typhoons to our territory. I was fascinated
by the crowded isobars surrounding the eye of these storms.
Indeed, my decision to pursue a career in weather and
climate research owes in no small part to this early exposure
to meteorological data as depicted in those synoptic charts
compiled by the Observatory.
My first ‘official’ contact with the Observatory dated back
to 1974. I had just finished my course work at the Chinese
University, and was admitted to the postgraduate program
in atmospheric sciences at the University of Washington in
Seattle. A few months before my departure from Hong Kong, I
wrote a courtesy letter to the Observatory, in which I described
my study plan, and also expressed my interest in serving Hong
Kong society upon the completion of my academic training
abroad. Since I did not know anyone at the Observatory at that
time, I simply sent my letter to the attention of ‘the Director’,
without expecting a reply. To my pleasant surprise, the Director
had apparently passed on my letter to a senior member of
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his scientific staff, Dr. P.C. Chin, who in turn took the trouble
of composing a friendly note to me. Dr. Chin wished me the
best in my future endeavours, and asked me to keep in touch
with the meteorological community in Hong Kong. Almost forty
years later, I remain deeply grateful for these simple words of
encouragement.
I concluded my thesis research work in 1978. After
considering my intellectual interests and the opportunities
available at that time, I have decided to follow an academic
professional path focusing on research and teaching. I took
a position at a climate research laboratory on the campus of
Princeton University, and have stayed in this institution in the
past 34 years. Despite this career choice, I still have strong
yearnings to contribute whatever I can to meteorological
research and education in Hong Kong. A few years after I settled
down in Princeton, in early 1985, I took the initiative of sending
a letter to C.Y. Lam, who was then a senior scientific officer at
the Observatory. I offered to give a seminar presentation to the
Observatory staff, so as to introduce my research interests, and
to facilitate further discussions on possible future collaborations.
C.Y. replied to my letter almost instantly, and extended to me a
warm welcome to visit the Observatory in my next trip to Hong
Kong (Fig. 1). This simple exchange of correspondence marks
the beginning of my relationship with the Observatory lasting for
almost thirty years.
For the first time in my life, I set foot on the grounds of the
Observatory Headquarters on a spring day in 1985, to give a
seminar summarizing my work on wintertime cold air outbreaks
over East Asia. This inaugural visit was to be followed by many
77

Fig. 1. Letter from C.Y. Lam inviting me to give a seminar at the
Observatory. Note his practice of signing his letters in Chinese, and
the efficiency with which he conducted his correspondence (our
letters to each other were dated only 8 days apart).

more in the years to come. I returned to Hong Kong on an
almost yearly basis, to see members of my family as well as
close friends, and to participate in activities organized by local
universities. I also frequently passed through Hong Kong on my
way to various scientific meetings in East Asia, especially China
and Taiwan. I invariably made an effort to spend some time at
the Observatory during each of these stopovers. Such visits
typically took the form of a presentation on a research topic in
which I was actively engaged at the time (Fig. 2), followed by
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broad-ranging discussions with the staff on progress of different
projects that are of high priority on the Observatory agenda. Of
the many areas covered by such presentations and discussions,
perhaps the most recurrent theme is the impact of El Niño
and projected climate change on the weather and climate of
Hong Kong. In the course of these scientific interactions, I was
privileged to develop close and enduring friendships with many
members of the Observatory staff, and to make acquaintance
with a succession of very capable and far-sighted directors. I
should also mention that, at each of my visit to the Observatory,
my gracious hosts always treated me to a delightful lunch at
various neighbourhood restaurants. I had thoroughly enjoyed
both the conversation and the delicious food on such occasions.

Fig. 2. Seminar presentation to the Observatory staﬀ on 3 October
2008. C.Y. Lam, the then Director, was seated at a back row just next
to a door on the right. W.M. Leung was seated at the extreme right
of the front row. Other members of the audience included assistant
directors and scientific oﬃcers.
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Beyond the seminars and discussions, I have served
as a scientific advisor of the Observatory since 1996, and
have offered assistance in the projection of temperature and
precipitation trends in Hong Kong in the 21st century. My
appointment as a scientific advisor had allowed me to observe
the activities of the Observatory at close range. A particularly
memorable experience in this regard is a study tour of the
meteorological facilities at the new Chek Lap Kok airport. This
tour was organized specifically for the scientific advisors by the
Observatory in 1996, when the airport was still under active
construction. We made our first stop at Tai Lam Chung, where a
state-of-the-art doppler radar for detecting wind shear was being
assembled. We then took a boat ride to the bustling airport
construction site at Chek Lap Kok itself. The core structure
of the new airport control tower was already erected at that
time. We were taken to the floor level where all future aviation
weather operations are to be conducted. Our stroll around the
outer perimeter of the tower, at a considerable elevation above
the ground level and with meager protective fencing available
at that time, was quite nerve-wreaking, especially for someone
with acrophobia like myself. Nonetheless, the visitors were
rewarded with a bird’s eye view of a world-class airport taking
shape at a frantic pace.
During the 1990s, I also had the opportunity of contributing
to the Observatory through other channels. At that time,
Professor Kenneth Young at the physics department of the
Chinese University was interested in various meteorological
problems with potential applications to local weather, such as
atmospheric factors favouring the intrusion of cold air masses to
southern China during winter, and the diurnal driving of the land80
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and sea-breeze circulation patterns in the Hong Kong region.
Much of this research was conducted by several graduate
students working under the supervision of Professor Young. I
met three of these students—K.L. Lee, Y.C. Cheng and W.K.
Wong—during my visits to Hong Kong, and discussed with
them various scientific issues related to their projects. I also
had the great fortune of serving as the external examiner for
their M. Phil. dissertations. It is most gratifying to me that, upon
their graduation from the Chinese University, all three budding
meteorologists were offered appointments at the Observatory,
and have remained as valued members of the Observatory staff
up to the present day.
Another activity that I was engaged in during the past two
decades has to do with the communication of knowledge on our
changing climate system to the general public. At the invitation
and encouragement of my former mentor at the Chinese
University, Dr. F.C. Chen, I have composed several Chinese
articles aimed at introducing various environmental issues to
the general readership of a bimonthly publication named ‘21st
Century’. Dr. Chen was a principal editor of this scholarly journal
in its formative years, and a strong advocate for incorporating
scientific knowledge as a critical component of Chinese culture.
My essays were all written using non-technical language, and
covered various topics ranging from global climate change
and ozone hole to air-sea interaction and El Niño. The staff
of the Observatory has played an active role in publishing
the English version of some of these articles in the Bulletin
of the Hong Kong Meteorological Society. The Observatory
has also arranged for the inclusion of the Chinese version of
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these articles in its popular website (http://www.weather.gov.
hk/education/edu01met/edu01_climatechange_e.htm). These
gallant efforts were extremely helpful for informing the Hong
Kong community of the current status of climate research.
My attempts to reach out to the public sector were given
a tremendous boast in 2003, on the occasion of the 120th
anniversary of the Observatory. In commemoration of this
significant milestone, the Observatory has organized a series of
popular scientific lectures at the Hong Kong Science Museum.
I was deeply honoured to be asked to start this series with
a talk on El Niño (Fig. 3). My principal contact person at the
Observatory for this event, W.M. Leung, happens to be my
fellow classmate at the physics department of the Chinese
University in the 1970s. He has acquired a very good reputation
as a weather announcer at local television stations. It was
therefore tremendous fun collaborating with him after taking
rather distinct career tracks in the preceding thirty years. As it
turned out, the public interest in my talk exceeded my wildest
dream. A long queue formed in front of the lecture hall long before
the appointed hour. The 300-seat hall was filled to capacity,
and the overflow crowd had to be accommodated in a nearby
meeting room with live broadcast facilities. The audience (which
included my former calculus teacher at secondary school, and
former classmates at the Chinese University) was exceptionally
attentive and engaging. Several young students stayed after the
talk, and asked incisive questions on an individual basis. This
experience has affirmed to me the eagerness of the general
public in learning about cogent environmental issues, and the
importance of knowledge transfer from the scientific community
to the broader society. The enthusiasm shown by the audience
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at the Science Museum has motivated me to redouble my
efforts to break out of the ivory tower of Princeton and to inform
the public of the advances in climate science.

Fig. 3. Receiving a honourific certificate from Mr. K.H. Yeung,
Assistant Director, on 18 October 2003, in the Science Museum
auditorium, at the lecture celebrating the 120th anniversary of the
Observatory.

At the conclusion of the 120th anniversary lecture series,
W.M. has written an interesting article for the newsletter
published by the ‘Friends of the Observatory’ (April 2004
issue), in which he shared reminiscences of his interactions
with various guest speakers, including myself. At my request,
W.M. has mailed a copy of this newsletter to my mother in
Hong Kong. He was so kind as to attach a warm personal
note describing our previous relationship as fellow classmates.
Prior to this correspondence, my mother had already known
W.M. through his appearances in numerous weather reports
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on television. She was therefore overjoyed at receiving a handwritten note from such a celebrity. To this day, she remains
impressed by the fact that her son is a friend of this handsome
‘Mr. Weather’, and has sufficient ‘clout’ at the Observatory
to arrange for a letter from a government official/television
personality to be sent to her.
At this 130th anniversary of the Observatory, may I humbly
offer my heartfelt appreciation and gratitude for the warmth
and professionalism of its dedicated staff. Throughout the
years, the Observatory has served as a hospitable base for my
professional activities during numerous visits to Hong Kong. Its
scientific personnel have selflessly shared with me their insights
on the practical implications of my mostly academic pursuits.
The Observatory has also offered me logistical and moral
support for my efforts to popularize climate-related issues within
the community in Hong Kong. Such generous provision of its
institutional resources has always been made in a spirit of trust
and cooperation, and with minimal administrative formalities. In
many ways, I am indebted to the Observatory for nurturing and
maintaining my roots in Hong Kong. It is my fervent wish that
these roots will continue to run deep and strong in the future.
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Air Ventilation Assessment at
Tseung Kwan O
ӓाᏉି
Qspgfttps!Oh!Zbo.zvoh-!Fexbse
ӓाᏉିߏЩޙरĂЇିࢶٺപ͛̂̚ጯޙጯ
րĄ۞ࢋࡁտቑಛΒ߁ݱξঈ࣏ᄃఢထ̈́ᒖဩᄃΞᜈ
నࢍĄӓିд͛̚ኘ̈́ࢶപ߆عдˣ˩ѐ൴ण፫ࠎ
າξᗉ۞ᚯထ̍үĄϤٺ༊̚ঘ̈́ঔݱξఢထĂ͇͛έ
˝˘ٺˣαѐࠎྍડซҖ˞۩ঈ߹જ۞ࡁտĄޢĂఢထᜪ
યૄ࠹ٺᙯࡁտඕࠎڍ፫ᙊҾ୧ࢲ୧ઘࢲ
Ă΄͇۞ࢲΞͽ߹ซྍડĄ͇͛έ༊ѐ۞ঈ෪ࡁտΞᄲ
ߏఢထཌܕѐ᎕ໂଯҖ۞۩ঈ߹఼ෞҤր۞АᜭĄ
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Conceptualised in the 80s, Tseung Kwan O was planned
as a new town by the then Territory Development Department
of the Hong Kong Government to accommodate some four
hundred thousand inhabitants.
Due to the existing topographic constraints, land had to be
reclaimed from the waterfront on the south to accommodate the
new town. This increase the “urban thickness” (the distance
wind needs to pass to reach from one side of the urban area
to the other side) of the new town. As such, based on findings
of the Final Report of Meteorological Studies of the Junk Bay
Air Shed by the then Royal Observatory in 1984, the planning
consultants of Tseung Kwan O incorporated two major and 2
minor breezeways into the plan. The report (dated 1990) of the
planning consultant had this to say:
Breezeway

Two major breezeways of 100m wide, one along Road
P2 and one along the town park and lakes, as well
as a minor breezeway of 75m wide along the central
pedestrian spine are provided to channel natural air
flows such as valley winds, off slope and sea breezes
and seasonal prevailing winds. Development within
breezeways are[sic] restricted to low rise (maximum 6
storeys) so as to allow the prevailing of sea-winds, and
off shore breezes. The designation of breezeways
coincides with other design concerns such as building
set black along primary road, provision of landscape
features such as parks and lakes and the restriction to
low rise structures at the GIC zones.
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Breezeways of Tseung Kwan O identified in the 1984 study

Town block layout of Tseung Kwan O in 1990
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A lot later in 2006, 3 years after Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome outbreak, Planning Department promulgated the Air
Ventilation Assessment System (AVAS). A set of guidelines
were also incorporated into Hong Kong Planning Standard and
Guidelines (HKPSG) to inform planners how to plan better.
Breezeways, air paths, non-building areas, setback and open
spaces have all been mentioned. In hindsight, we can see
that the meteorological studies carried out by the Observatory
in 1984 to better inform planning should be regarded as the
forerunner of the AVAS. It is however sad that the practice
had not been repeated in other new towns or major new
developments in the meantime.
W i t h t h e d e v e l o p m e n t o f t h e AVA S t o i n t e g r a t e
meteorological considerations in urban planning, I am hopeful
that a better urban living environment may be charted. I look
forward to the next 130 years of the Observatory continuous
contribution to the well-being in lives of people in Hong Kong.
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The Hong Kong Observatory
and its World-Class Weather
Services
ԏߦĞέܜĈ2:95.2::6ğ
Tibn!Qbl-!QbusjdlĞEjsfdupsĈ2:95.2::6ğ
ࢵҜරˠέܜԏߦАϠᇤᆷ۞аጸᐂஉᄏ˞ҋٺ
2:69 ѐΐˢ͇͛έ۞ޢˠְăੑ߆ăԫఙă̈́д઼ᅫᄅέ
˯۞ซĄԏАϠᚥ։кĂΒ߁д 2:86 ѐᄃ༊ॡ۞͇͛
έέܜᔨ઼ഏ̈́̂ڌಡԊ C/!Npvm ݈ـΔִથޙϲࢶപ
ᄃΔִ̝ม۞ঈ෪ੈშඛĂࠎঈ෪ྤफ़Ϲೱ۞ѣड़็ਖ਼ಧ
˭ૄϮĄԏАϠ ٺ2:85 ѐᅈ႕гΞĞ̫ჍᄋপӀႬğણ
ΐ˘࣎ਝ۩ঈ෪ᓑयົᛉĂᒔᏴࠎ̍үयĄͽ̍ү
यăപܑ͞ăࡻ͞Ğᜪયğܑˬࢦ̶֗Ăᅳጱྍ̍ү
Гਨᑢ̈́Ԇј˘Њ઼ᅫϔਝᖐఢგਝ۩ঈ෪ڇચ۞ᇾ
͛ІĂม۞གྷ።̈́;۞͕ҕĂҌ̫ᙱԞĄ
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The Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) will be celebrating its
130th Anniversary in 2013. An anniversary publication will be
issued and I have been invited to contribute an article. Having
had behind me some 37 years of active service (including 11
years of directorship (1984-1995)) with the institute, I feel it as
an honour, and an obligation too, to accept the invitation and
write this short memoir.
I joined the Observatory in August 1958 as a scientific
officer in the government departmental professional grade. The
department then had a total staff of about 80, there were only
a few professional officers who were all university graduates.
In the year 1995, when I retired, the total number of staff had
grown to about 300, a number which had steadied till now.
However, the number of scientific officers (SO) had increased
significantly to 58, and the number of technical officers (name
later changed to 'experimental officer' (EO)) increased from 9 to
46.

A group photograph of Mr. Sham Pak (middle, first row) and
colleagues of the Hong Kong Observatory.
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The directorate now consists of 1 director and 4 assistant
directors, compared with 1 director and I deputy director in
1960.

From left to right (first
row): CY Lam, Robert
Lau, Patrick Sham (the
then Director), HK Lam
and Elaine Koo in the
1990s.

The staff increase was essential in order to cope with the
ever-increasing expansion of aviation, maritime and coastal
installations, shipping and the general public. Also, over the
years, the Observatory has taken on new functions like the
monitoring of radiation in relation to the Daya Bay Nuclear
Power Station.
After an 8-month-long intensive training course in the U.K.
Meteorological Office, I returned to Hong Kong and immediately
started learning how to be a weather forecaster.
A newcomer with no practical experience, I must say that I
still found the basic facilities and the general working conditions
in the Observatory forecasting office somewhat lacking when
compared with what I saw in the U.K.
The duty forecaster's job was to analyze all incoming data
from land observing stations in Southeast Asia and reports from
ships in the South China Sea and the Western Pacific. He then
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applied known forecasting techniques to arrive at a prediction. If
the prediction indicated any adverse weather conditions which
might affect Hong Kong or any sea or air routes, he should alert
those concerned without delay.
Scanty incoming observational data defy useful analysis.
Hong Kong's poor (but costly!) communications then were
to be blamed and the situation needed to be improved. I had
often heard people say: "Telecommunication is the lifeline of
meteorology!"
Aside from his forecasting shift duties, a scientific officer,
for his future career, had to be put in charge of a technical
section such as instrument section, seismology section,
telecommunication section, etc. It was when I headed the
telecommunication section that I discovered the existence of
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)'s plan for a
Global Telecommunication System (GTS). The GTS required
Hong Kong to be linked to Tokyo and Bangkok by point-topoint communication circuits. A working group named the
WMO RAII1 Regional Working Group on Telecommunication
had been formed to oversee the implementation of the regional
plan. Membership of the group included U.S.S.R. (chairman),
India, Japan, Thailand, Pakistan and WMO experts. I saw the
immediate and long term benefits to HKO if Hong Kong joined
the Group. With the Director's approval, I represented Hong
Kong at a couple of the Group's sessions in the mid-60s.
Parallel to the progress of the Group's work, the Hong Kong
Observatory entered into bilateral discussions with Peking's

1 RAII, one out of six WMO regional associations, is responsible for the co-ordination of
meterological, hydrological and related activities wthin Asia.
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(the name later corrected to 'Beijing') Central Forecasting Office
on the setting up of a direct data link between the two places,
Peking and Hong Kong. Following a formal visit2 to China by
a Hong Kong delegation (Observatory Director G.J. Bell, B.
Moul of Cable & Wireless and myself) in October 1975, an
agreement was signed to establish the link. I was pleased that
the link could be in place as early as 1979.
Meanwhile, the Hong Kong-Tokyo point-to-point link
was rented from Cable & Wireless. The submarine cable
encompassing this link was later replaced by a more efficient
optical fibre cable.
The Hong Kong-Bangkok circuit suffered a series of delays.
A senior experimental officer from HKO had to be seconded
to Thailand for several months to help out with standardizing
computer hardware and software of the terminal equipment.
As expected, the large amount of data from the three
circuits was too much and too fast to be handled by the human
plotter in real time. Appropriate computer software was
therefore introduced to do the plotting, but the actual analyses
were retained and performed by the duty forecaster as the
vital basis of his prediction. Computer-generated analyses and
prognoses continued to serve as useful references.
By now, masses of basic and processed observational
data of Hong Kong and the region are accumulated and kept in
HKO's library. They are available for research3, especially for
climatological studies.

2 See Attachment – episode 1
3 See Attachment – episode 2
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The last quarter of the twentieth century saw significant
advances of many technologies. What benefited meteorology
most were remote-sensing, digitizing, computer and information.
Examples are meteorological radars and meteorological
satellites for tracking storms, typhoons and detecting clear-air
wind shear and turbulence, high-speed computers for numerical
prediction up to a few days ahead, modelling and display of
storm surges, etc.
Over the years HKO was able to keep abreast of these
advances.
Siting of out-door weather sensors over a small but hilly
area like Hong Kong can be tricky, but we managed to find
suitable sites for a dense network of wind, temperature and
rainfall stations. Information on the variation of weather over
different parts of the territory is most welcome by the general
public. Nowadays, it would be rare for any citizen not to hear
the weather broadcast of this information immediately before or
after the news.
It is worth mentioning here the three important occasions in
the history of Hong Kong's aviation when the Observatory was
heavily involved:
(a) 1954 - New runway at Kai Tak on a promontory into
Kowloon Bay
(b) 1975 - Extension of Kai Tak runway (from 2529 m to
3390 m) to meet long haul operating requirements
(c) 1998 - Operation of the New Hong Kong International
Airport at Chek Lap Kok
Prior to each occasion and to suit the new environment,
new and replacement equipment/systems were purchased
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and installed. Siting of new airport radars at times presented
difficulties which were almost insurmountable.
The HKO took pride in having on its staff teams of experts4
to look after the maintenance and development of system
hardware and computer software. The 24-hour standby
arrangement helped to cut down the 'down' time of important
equipment such as radar and satellite receivers, especially on
weekends and holidays.
The beginning of the 1980s saw the completion of a
new 9-storey building next to the old 1883 Building and the
modernized and well-equipped Central Forecasting Office (CFO)
thus fulfilling DHKO's promise of a better working environment
to the forecasting staff. Some shift workers even said the
atmosphere within the office was 'inspiring'.
The quality and usefulness of a weather forecasting/
warning depends ultimately on the forecaster's skills and
experience. Refresher training courses/seminars were regularly
organized to update staff's meteorological know-how.
For years, senior experienced division heads were
encouraged to adjust their daily schedules to enable them to
attend the morning and afternoon weather briefing sessions
conducted by the duty forecaster. In tricky situations, their
experiences were pooled together and brought into play. The
Director himself took all decisions on the issuing and timing of
local tropical cyclone warnings for the general public.
One of the perennial problems facing the directorate,
particularly at budget estimates time, was to find additional
office space for the staff. For many years during the 1960s and
4 See Attachment – episode 3
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1970s, measures were taken to ease the problem, e.g. turning
some veranda space into small offices, extending the already
small radar display room adjacent to the forecast office on the
ground floor of the 1883 historic building onto the driveway at
the back, relocation of the library, renting of offices in the nearby
Tsim Sha Tsui commercial area, etc. But these measures were
mostly temporary and make-shift. New recruits and admission
of female staff made the situation even more critical. The
crowded forecast office and its noisy telephone background
were just not conducive to accurate weather forecasting.
There was no hope for a long term improvement and
solution until Central Government approved the construction
of a 9-storey building next to the old 1883 building. It took the
most of 1970's to complete
the project! (There was even
a two-year suspension of
building work due to financial
constraint.)

New building under
construction

From left to right:
Patrick Sham, HRH
Princess Anne, Sir
Edward Youde and
Lady Pamela Youde
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By the end of 1981, all
operational divisions were
moved into the new building
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(now more conveniently called the Centenary Building). It was
officially opened by HRH Princess Anne on 30 April 1983 (see
photograph).
Over my 37-year-long career with the Observatory, I think I
had attended more international meteorological meetings than
anyone of my colleagues in the Department. The experience5
is simply unique and most valuable. Exposure to international
meteorology is both challenging and enlightening. It helps one
to understand, at the forefront, problems related to the provision
of reliable weather and warning services to avoid danger and
loss of lives and property.
Let me quote an old saying:
"Everybody talks about the weather, but nobody does
anything about it."
But we do! The Hong Kong Observatory and the world
meteorological community do! Weather is now a global issue,
we are doing everything possible about it.

Attachment

Episode 1 - Visit to the Peking Weather Centre - 1975
At short notice, I was instructed to join a Hong Kong
delegation to the Mainland to discuss detailed arrangements for
a meteorological data link between Hong Kong and Beijing. In
October, the weather in Beijing was not cold and quite pleasant.
I was thrilled and full of expectations since this would be my first
visit to the Mainland.

5 See Attachment – episode 4
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The other two members in the Hong Kong delegation were
G. J. Bell (Director HKO) and B. Moul (Cable & Wireless), both
European. We arrived at Beijing on a Sunday evening.
The next morning, I was shocked to find that our
Beijing counterparts were not prepared to use English in our
deliberations, probably with the misunderstanding that I could
also take up the role of an interpreter. Moul did not know
Chinese, Bell spoke some Cantonese, and my Putonghua was
hopelessly limited.
I had to struggle through the next four days in order to
finish the agenda in good time. The 3-way interpretation
(English-Cantonese-Putonghua) within and outside the meeting
often gave rise to amusing moments, but there was no denial
that I was a sub-standard interpreter.

Episode 2 - Research
As the Hong Kong Observatory is essentially a Government
service department, very few pure research projects are
carried out. However, applied research that has results
applicable to the improvement of the service . for example,
typhoon forecasting, is given priority in expending departmental
resources.
In 1988, together with a few HKO colleagues, I founded the
Hong Kong Meteorological Society to provide extra opportunities
for meteorologists and academics on related scientific fields to
meet. Since then, the Society has produced annual bulletins in
which news and research papers were published.
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Episode 3 - Detection of clear-air turbulence (CAT) and
windshear (WS) in Hong Kong
The Department began to study this weather phenomenon
in the 1970's because of its significance to aircraft in flight and
particularly in the landing and take-off phases. There had been
serious accidents at the time and many investigation reports
concluded that these accidents could have been avoided had
there been early or real-time alert/warning of the occurrence of
CAT/WS. Lidar (or laser radar) technology was thought of as
the best tool for developing a viable system.
In 2005, a team of HKO experts, headed by C.M. Shun
Senior Scientific Officer, now director (2011), after series of
trial-and-error tests and failures, made a breakthrough and
successfully built a prototype lidar windshear detection system
for use in the Hong Kong International Airport. The system was
the first of its kind in the world. Instant CAT and WS occurrence
at Chek Lap Kok can now be detected by this 'state-of-the-art'
system.
I was proud to witness HKO's expertise and dedication to
science!

Episode 4 - A delegate wearing 3 hats!
Hong Kong is a member of the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO), and is represented in most of its Technical
Commissions. These Commissions hold conferences/meetings
every 3 to 4 years, usually at the WMO Headquarters in
Geneva, Switzerland.
DHKO attends all WMO Congresses as the Permanent
Representative (PR) of Hong Kong with WMO, and designates
senior officers to attend meetings of the Technical Commissions.
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I n t e r n a t i o n a l C i v i l Av i a t i o n O r g a n i z a t i o n ( I C A O )
headquarters is in Montreal, Canada. Hong Kong is not a
member of ICAO and HKO's interest in aviation is covered by
including an 'advisor' in the U.K. (PRC since 1997) delegation.
Due to shortage of senior staff, the Hong Kong Delegation
to meetings overseas was usually a one-man delegation. In
1974, a WMO CAeM 6/ICAO MET DIVISION extraordinary
conjoint meeting was held in Montreal. At that meeting I was
elected chairman of a working group to complete a redraft of the
ICAO regulatory publication - "Annex 3". Several evening/night
sessions had to be held that made me "A delegate wearing 3
hats" :(i) Head of Hong Kong Delegation
(ii) MET (advisor) of U.K. Delegation
(iii) Chairman of Working Group
I did find the workload a bit 'heavy' especially after a long,
multiple-flight (Hong Kong - Tokyo - Vancouver - Toronto Montreal ) journey!

6 CAeM is Commission for Aeronautical Meteorology
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ʨʼ̎ᒨ
ڒᕃⳍĞέܜĈ2::7.3114ğ
Mbn!Ivoh.lxboĞEjsfdupsĈ2::7.3114ğ
Dr. HK Lam recalls the old days in his early career
at the Observatory including his recruitment into the
Observatory, establishment of the seismological network
in the 1970s, automation of weather stations and his
first landing on the uninhabited Huangmao Zhou in the
1980s. His stories about the pioneering and innovative
technological development and rare photos of colleagues
and partners form an invaluable part of the collective
memory of the Observatory.
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2:81 ѐ 6 ͡ 9 ͟۞ݑරѝಡΏ˘̳߱ચࣶ٢དᇃӘ ) ဦ
˘ *Ă ༊ ѐ ۞ ࠱ छ ࢶ പ ͇ ͛ έ )Spzbm!Pctfswbupsz* ٢ ད ࡊ ጯ ء
)Tdjfoujgjd!Pggjdfs*Ąߏ͇͛έкѐͽֽࢵѨ൳ಡ٢དࡊጯءĂࣣ
рԧϒдࢶപ̂ጯಶপҾநጯ̀ኝ۞˘ޢѐĂॡม੨Ъ
͇җᓀĂ˯ᅍϹϦኛܑĂགྷ࿅ࡻᄬඊྏĂ࣎к͡ޢᑕᔛ
यࢬ֍Ă༊ॡВѣ 6 Ҝˠ̀ତ֍Ăੵొܝ৪३γĂᔘΒ߁έ
 ܜHpsepo!CfmmĂ৺ࡊጯءۧߵĂGsbol!Bqqt!̈́ Qfufs!QfufstpoĂ
ΐ˯ઘέ ܜKpio!QfbdpdlĂߏ༊ѐ͇͛έፋ࣎გநลᆸĄ

IPOH!LPOH!HPWFSONFOU!WBDBODJFT
The following vacancies exist in the Public Service:1. SCIENTIFIC OFFICERS (Male), the Royal
Observatory (pensionable for local candidates
who would be on probation for 2 years in the first
instance).
2. Qualifications: Candidates should (i) preferably
be under 35 years of age; (ii) have a good Special
Honours degree in Physics or Mathematics or an
appropriate science subject from a Hong Kong or
British University or equivalent; (iii) have one year's
post graduate experience in an appropriate scientific
field; (iv) preferably have post graduate experience in
a relevant Geophysical science such as meteorology.
…

ဦ˘!!2:81 ѐ͇͛έࡊጯء٢དᇃӘ

ࢬ֍ޢϮՕ̂ঔĂۡҌम̙к˘ѐޢĂќܝొז৪३ 2:82
ѐ 8 ͡ 6 ͟۞ֽפܫᐂĂϒёฟؕ 43 ѐ۞͇͛έϠĄ
࠻༊ѐ۞٢དᇃӘĂ٢ད۞ᖚҜߏ Tdjfoujgjd!Pggjdfst!)Nbmf*Ă
ֽࣧ༊ॡ̳ચࣶѣֱᖚҜࡇࣞշّЇᖚẴّቡયߺĂಶზ˘
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ֱշẵّౌΞЇᖚ۞ᖚҜẴّᖚࣶ۞ᓟܛϺͧշّᖚࣶҲѺ
Њ̝˟˩νΠĂ֍Т˘͟۞ᇃӘּ̄ ) ဦ˟ *Ą
IPOH!LPOH!HPWFSONFOU!WBDBODJFT
The following vacancies exist in the Public Service:1. INTERPRETER / TRANSLATOR CLASS II in
various Government departments pensionable (on
probation for two years in the first instance) by
examination.
2. Salary: Male : $1,316 - $2,421) p.m.
Fema1e : $1,082 - $2,046) p.m.
by 13 annual increments with prospects of promotion
to Class I.
Candidates possessing a Hong Kong University
degree or equivalent may be allowed to enter the scale
at $1,741 p.m. (male) or $1,421 p.m. (female), an
allowance of $60 a month is also payable to interpreters
for knowledge of each approved dialect in excess of one,
subject to their Passing the prescribed examination.
…
PUBLIC SERVICES COMMISSION

ဦ˟!!̳ચࣶ٢དᇃӘពϯ༊ѐّ̃ᓟྵܛշّҲ
ဦ
̳ચࣶ٢དᇃӘព ༊ѐّ̃ᓟྵܛշّҲ

! ༊ѐ͇͛έБέ۞ొܝᖚࣶ )efqbsunfoubm!tubgg* БߏշّĂ
Ξზߏໂბּ̝̄˘Ă࣎ଐۡڶҌ 2:81 ѐ̚ഇ̖ѣԼචĄ
༊ॡࠎᚯ౯ତৼّ̃Тְ҃̂ౢĂ̍ี˘̚үߏд
ᓁొ̈́Ч࣎γ৭ΐ̃ޙೂ̈́̃ЃिވĂЯᓁొ̈́Ч࣎γ৭г͞ѣ
ࢨĂдྤࢨ˭טĂี̍үࢋϤઘέܜᏐҋ༛ጱăᚯםአ
ԆјĄͽԧ˘࣎າˢᖚ۞̳ચֽࣶᄲĂΞຏ̍ีזүߏ༊ॡ͇
͛έྵ̂ޙ۞ݭన̝˘ĂΞਕϺߏ፬൴͇͛έֽޢΐޙѺฉѐࡔ
̂هሁໄ࣎˘̚۞هЯ৵Ą͇͛έௐ˘Ҝّ̃Тְߏధ̈ؓĂ
ྵࠎˠሢᙊ۞ჍᏜߏΟ͉ٕ Nst!Fmbjof!LppĄ
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Г ࠻ ༊ ѐ ۞ ٢ ད ᇃ ӘĂ ᖚ ચ )Evujft* ี ˭ ᆷ ˯ ˘
ήĈ”Successful applicants with an active interest in electronics
will have the opportunity of working in this field.” ༊ॡ͇͛έإ
ϏБࢬ̼ٕ̄ᇴቅ̼Ă˘۞̄ᆇጡߏ˘ొ Qmfttfz!54T ঈ෪
྿̈́˘ొ 4.dn!Efddb!52! ঔְ྿ĂҌٺତќߐဦͯĂϤ
˘ొԼ྅۞็ࠤᐛ )WIG* ќࢰ፟ΐ˯ҋᄦ͇ቢፉЇĄଂᇃӘ
̚Ξ֍༊ॡგநᆸ۞ᖀᅈ៘Ą
ˢ ᖚ ௐ ˘ ͇ ֍ ઘ έ  ܜJohn PeacockĂ  ࠁ ˭ ֽ ௐ ˘ І ̍
ү ߏ Ϧ ኛ ᜕ Ă ˘ ࣎ ͡  ֗ ̏ ޢд ࡻ ઼ Խ  ૈ  ኝ Ă ੵ ૱ ఢ
ঈ෪ኝγĂ༊ѐయૈ̍ү۞ઘέܜপҾщଵ The Royal
Greenwich Observatory at Herstmonceux ೩ ֻ ˬ ࣎ ͡ ۞ г Ⴣ
(Geomagnetism) дᖚૈĄ2:83 ѐаപ఼ޢ࿅˞͇͛έ۞дᖚ
ঈ෪ቚޢĂజࠁგгዩĂయгዩă͇͛ăॡ̈́ଂࢶപ
̂ጯۏநրତќгჃณ̍۞ޘүĄ
 ѝ ͔ ൴  ̄ ̼ ̈́ ҋ જ ̼ ۞ ໄ  ז ֍ ߏ هᘱ ဦ )!ވQmpuujoh!
Pggjdf* ̰۞༊ࣃТְࢋϡ˾͞ёಡॡĂߤྙ۞ੵ̳ிγĂϺΒ
߁ᅮࢋቁॡม۞ેڱ፟ၹĂтᛋฤĂঔְĂϔਝඈඈĄ
༊ ॡ ̂  ݭะ ј  ྮ (Large-scale Integration (LSI) Integrated
Circuits) ࣣࣣශ܂ĂдՂم۞͔ᅳ̈́ӕ̓ሄ۞̙ጻЪү˭Ăౄ
˘ొᄃ͇͛έॡᇾТՎ۞̄ॡᛗĂщ྅дᘱဦ̰ވĂ֭
Ξдྖ̰൴ĶυķᓏಡॡĄ
2:87 ѐ઼࣫̋̚ 8/9 ৺̂гዩĂ͔̳ி၆ࢶപဩ̰̈́ዐܕ
гડгዩࢲᐍ۞ᙯڦĂ͇͛έѩ፟ົᄃᇃ࠷ڌгዩԊ઼઼̈́̚
छгዩԊฟणЪүᙯܼĂϺฟؕၹޥдဩ̰ޙౄҋજгዩ৭შĂ
֭ӈॡྤफ़็ਖ਼Ҍ͇͛έᓁొү̶ژĄߏԧௐ˘Ѩઇրన
ࢍĂੵ˞ࢋ྿זԫఙϫᇾγĂϺࢋႽณഴҲౄᆊĄ༊ॡֱ˘ז
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઼ᅫ፟ၹ۞םӄĂࣄֽ˘इΞᛸгዩᆇĂԧୖॎ̚ăӕ̓ሄă
ୖӖჇඈˠ ٺ2:88 ѐआࡌ࿆֕؞പ˝າࠧᗓफĂԱವዋЪޙ৭
۞гᕇ ) ဦˬ *Ą༊ॡԧ၆ࢋՐᇥഠ۞གྷរ̙֖ĂࡇࢋՐᇥഠᔉ
෴гዩႾീᆇጡ̈́ྤੈ̶ژրĂౣ՟ѣࢋՐᇥഠޙ৭̈́ᆧనჯ
࣒ˠࣶĂضрᄃ༊ॡ۞̍ચԊ (Public Works Department) ۞ޙ
रથޢĂϤ̍ચԊ೩ֻဦăޙՄफ़̈́ޙरႾ༛ĂԱז
༊ॡ۞ႾႯཌ ) னॡ۞ᘂିཌ * ϲีޙ৭Ąჯ࣒͞ࢬϺࢋгዩ
۞ТְཌྷঈĂᄲ̙ؠΞਕϺјಶࣇ̝ޢд̄̍ү˯۞јڍĄ

ဦˬ!!͇͛έᖚࣶವԱޙϲгዩ৭შ۞гᕇ

 इ ҋ જ г ዩ ৭ შ ј ώ ड़ ৈ Ă ᓑ Ъ ઼ ۞ ି ࡊ ͛  ᖐ
)VOFTDP* ϺᄮТĂ2:89 ѐՀᔛኛԧፉЇᜪયĂШΐٛ߆ع೩
ֻຍ֍ĂԼචР̂പгዩ៍ീ৭۞ᆇጡ̈́న߉Ą
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81 ѐ۞ࡊጯޢ ) ءԼჍࡊጯЇ *Ăౌߏ˘֗ࣘᖚĂ
ੵგ˘࣎ొγĂϺࢋ༊ಡՀĂࢲॡߏ BN Հ ) ӈ˭̾
Հ̈́ѝՀ *Ăѣࢲࢋΐ˯ O Հ ) ӈ؆Հ *Ăԧˢ͇͛έॡࡇѣ
7 ҜࡊጯЇĂπӮՏ͡ࢋ༊ 6.7 ࣎ BN ՀĄ༊ՀॡѣӧᙱౌԱ
ᘱဦ۞ވ༊ࣃĶବԯķ)Evuz!Tvqfswjtps* ᑒѓྋՙĂᓁ༛ጱ )Dijfg!
Tvqfswjtps* ၐࠏૈ̈́۞ֽޢ૫ᇃăӕ̓ሄඈՀߏԧдಡ̍ү˯
ࣅᏥ۞͚ߗĄ
ԧˢҖઇঈ෪̍үॡĂ͇͛έࡇѣ 6 ࣎ঈ෪៍ീ৭Ă೩ֻ၁
ॡྤफ़ĂБొͽˠ͘ፆү៍ീ̈́็ਖ਼Ăੵ͇͛έᓁొγĂᔘѣִ
̀ߦଣ۩৭Ăୁᇇ፟ಞঈ෪ٙĂా࣯̈́߷ܜҊ֎ਝ۩ঈ෪৭Ąᅌ
ຏྤफ़ѣ Qmfttfz!54T ̈́ Efddb!52 ೩ֻ۞྿ྤफ़Ă̈́Տ͇ 2.3
Ѩ̙ؠॡќ۞זໂঈ෪ߐ )Qpmbs.pscjujoh!Tbufmmjuf* ็ৌྤफ़Ą
༊ॡາࠧ۞າξᗉޙనࣣՎĂՒϣາξᗉనࢍޙనтͫт
ఊĂҭາࠧ۞ঈ෪ྤफ़ԆБͣ؇Ăүࠎಡࣶ۞ԧĂຏᛇࢋගາ
ξᗉ೩ֻঈ෪ڇચѣ˘ؠӧᙱĂΐ็ޙঈ෪৭ѣྤ̈́გந˯
۞ࢨטĂᝥٺҋજгዩ৭შ۞јΑĂᎸҋજঈ෪৭۞ໄهĄ
̙ ࿅  А જ ͘ న ࢍ ۞ ߏ ҋ જ  ܥณ ৭Ă ְ ቡ ˿ ˧ ̍  
)Hfpufdiojdbm!Fohjoffsjoh!Pggjdf* ᄃ͇͛έЪүШξϔ೩ֻ้̋ڪᕫ
ᛋӘĂᅮࢋБപ۞၁ॡܥณྤफ़Ă2:89 ѐ 9 ͡ĂՂم
ԧЪүĂӀϡ˘࣎ᖙ͜ёܥඌ̈́˘࣎ DBOPO ࢍᇴ፟Ăనࢍᜭજ
ቢྮĂд˘̰࣎͡јΑౄௐ˘࣎ҋજܥณ৭ĂдгዩТְ̂
˧Ъү˭Ăд 89 ѐ؞ܥԆඕ݈щ྅˞ 31 ࣎৭Ăྤफ़၁ॡ็ਖ਼ז
˿˧̍Ą
አЇᆇጡგޢĂᚶᜈ݈ЇੜЃგౘ໒໊дҲ۩ࢲ̷ត
Ⴞീր۞ޙన̍үĂᄃՂҹਕ̈́ӕ̓ሄЪүĂܐѨତᛈזਝ۩
ঈ෪ႾീĂޙనࢲ˧̈́ঈ෪ᇴፂႾീ৭Ă̈́Ӏϡݭཝଠ
טർЇ́ӈॡந̶̈́ྤژफ़۞ԫఙĄ
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ҋજঈ෪৭۞నࢍ͞॰ဦ႙႙ԆјĂᆇጡ۞Тְయޙ৭
ᏴӬ̈́щ྅ঈ෪ᆇጡĂ྿፟ୠरฤЁయ̄ർЇ́హІ۞̍
నࢍ̈́ޙౄĂௐ˘Բҋજঈ෪৭ ٺ2:95 ѐдՒϣಞ͇̈́͛
έᓁొฟؕྻүĂ̝ޢГΐ˯֔ ֎ă߹ঙ̋̈́χခᑏĄ
൴णҋજঈ෪৭۞Ω˘֧༫ߏ 2:94 ѐĂᄃᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪Ԋ
྿јܐՎЪүםᛉĂೢᏴݑঔ˘ঔफޙϲҋજঈ෪৭Ăᇃ࠷ڌঈ
෪Ԋయޙ৭۞˿͇̍҃͛͢έయ೩ֻᆇጡăჯ࣒̈́ྤफ़ќ
൴Ą2:94 ѐ 23 ͡ 7 ͟ՂمԧĂд઼઼̚छঈ෪Ԋăᇃ࠷ڌ
ঈ෪Ԋ̈́ঔξঈ෪Ԋ۞ˠౖࣶТ˭ĂࢵѨࢷӱ઼̚ঔ۞൳ౙ
ཟ൳˯เࡱ߷फ ) ဦα *ĂᏴؠ৭Ӭ۞Ҝཉ ) ဦ̣ * ̈́үቢ఼
ੈീྏĄЧˠវរ࿅௺۞ࢲĂ൳ౙॡ۞Пᐍ̈́̋˯ۊ۞ᓞ
֙Ă˘Тຍޙϲۡ̿፟ಞĂүܔـϹ఼̝ϡĄϒё۞Ъүםᛉ
 ٺ2:95 ѐϤέ ܜKpio!Qfbdpdl ᘪཌĂߏҋ 2:86 ѐࢶപ . Δִঈ
෪఼ੈቢྮםᛉᘪཌͽֽࢵѨᄃ̰гঈ෪ಏҜᘪཌםᛉĄ

ဦα!!ࢵѨ൳˯เࡱ߷फ۞ଐڶ
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ဦ̣!!เࡱ߷৭۞ᏴؠҜཉ

ᝥٺफ˯۞ೋКᒖဩĂаֽޢТְࣇᚶᎸăӓޙዂ̈́ᖃ
િඈҋજ৭۞హർІࢦາనࢍĂຏᑕ̮ІϺүࢦ࣒̂ԼĂͽ
྿ҌҲਈณ̈́Һჯ࣒۞ࢋՐĂϺࢵѨᑕϡ͉วਕѰֻڕĂ
щ྅͞ࢬϺ҂ᇋ˞ঔͪჺᄞăγᒖဩ̈́ޘត̼ඈᇆᜩĄֱ
నࢍܧ૱јΑĂเࡱ߷ঈ෪৭ҋ 2:96 ѐͽྻүĂՏѐ˯फ
Ѩઇّ֨ჯ࣒Ă3113 ѐ 5 ͡ 22 ͟ԧௐ˘Ѩࢦາ˯फ ) ဦ̱ *Ă
֍ᙋТְࣇ۞јڍĄเࡱ߷۞నࢍۡତᇆᜩঈ෪৭۞నࢍ
щ྅Ă೩ፋ࣎৭შ۞ྻүड़தĂ಼̈́̂ഴ͌˞ჯ࣒̍үĂϺౄ
ಶ˞ͽޢᄃᇃ࠷ڌঈ෪ԊЪүΐޙঔफ৭Ą

ဦ̱!!ඊ۰ ) ν
ˬ *  ٺ3113 ѐ
ࢦᓜเࡱ߷
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81 ѐϐഇĂ͇͛έฟण֔ ֎үࠎາ፟ಞ۞ঈ෪ࡁտĂԧ
Ϻѣضણᄃޙన֔ ֎ঈ෪৭Ăຩะྤफ़Ă࣎৭ߏˠ͘ፆүĂ
ࣧЯߏޝкਝ۩ᅮࢋϡ۞ঈ
෪ᇴፂႾീ༊ॡإϏਕҋજ
̼Ą ̙ ࿅ Ϻ ѣ ፟ ົ វ រ ˘
ֱ༊ॡАซ۞ҋજႾീ
ᆇጡĂтਕ֍ޘᆇ )Wjtjcjmjuz!
Nfufs* ̈́፬Ѝำጕᆇ )Mbtfs!
Dfjmpnfufs* ඈ ) ဦ˛ *Ą

ဦ˛!!˯͵ࡔ˛˩ѐϐഇ۞֔ ֎ঈ
෪৭ĂΠ˘ࠎᔨ઼ഏέܜĂ̚มࠎඊ۰

Ωγͽ˭ೀૺѣࡔ۞ّهͯĂԓ୕ᄃ̂छ̶ֳ ;

д Qfufs!Qfufstpo!2:93 ѐ 5 ͡
ੜЃज˯

2:92 ѐ 3 ͡ٮᛷ۞ဥវĂ̰ѣ 6 Ҝ݈͇͛έέܜ
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2:94 ѐ 22 ͡ٮᛷ۞ဥវĂ̰ѣ 7 Ҝ݈͇͛έέܜ

2::: ѐ : ͡ 27 ͟Яᑕᅵ
ࢲࡗҹ൴۞ 21 ཱིࢲĂ
ߏ 27 ѐͽֽࢵѨ ) ၆˯˘
Ѩ ߏ 2:94 ѐ : ͡ : ͟ ᅵ
ࢲຑࣖ *

ՂمĞ݈̚ğ
3115! ѐ 2! ͡ 9!
͟ᄃ͇͛έТְ
࠹ჸĄՂمٺ
2:92 Ҍ 2::3 ѐ
Ї͇͛έӄந
έܜ
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ʨʼ̎ᔵኙ
ڒࡻĞέܜĈ3114.311:ğ
Mbn!Dijv.zjohĞEjsfdupsĈ3114.311:ğ
In a light-hearted way, Mr. CY Lam reminisces about
interesting times in his early career with the Observatory. He
describes his personal experience as a weather forecaster,
and the background of the Observatory’s issuance of a pre-8
announcement about two hours ahead of the No. 8. Mr. Lam
also recounts the Chinese liquor culture during his duty visits
to the Mainland in the 1980s and 1990s, and his “trick” to avoid
being over treated.
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2:85 ѐԧΐˢ͇͛έĂௐ˘Њ̍үߏ۞ಡࣶĂ̍ү
ࢋߏͽ 4C ࿖ඊ൪͇ঈဦĂΐ˯˘ֱͽᒅ৽็ৌ፟χО۞ߐ
ำဦĞனд۞ಡࣶؠۺᄮࠎሀቘᙱᏰ୮ϡğĂޢइ˯
ঈ෪۞நኢ͇͛έ݈ዅ۞གྷរĂ͇͇ځঈ۞ҤზĂԧϡĶҤ
ზķ࣎ෟĂЯࠎ࠻ྤफ़ͽநኢΝޥ҂ĂߏĶზķ۞˘ԛёĂ
ĶҤķߍͅ༊ѐ็ྤफ़ళͻĂநኢкр˵ࢍΞ߉Ăീ˵
ಶᙱҺ̙͉ቁؠĂΞߏॡࢨ˘זĂҋ̎୮ԯ೪˵υืԯീ൴
ҶΝĂརඊ̝ॡڱᔖҺĶҤķ۞јЊĂ֤ॡ͇͛έ͇ঈീ
ĶҤķ۞ּͧ̂ޝĂனдࢋͽĶზķࠎૄᖂĄ

ڒࡻ͟ټд͇͛έᘱᄦ͇ঈဦ

ԧдࡻ઼ጯ௫ঈ෪ጯĂᕩപॡҋԧຏᛇ։рĂͽࠎ̂ጯјᒻ
̙Ăঈ෪நኢ˫ጯम̙кĂᑕྍ֖ͽᑕ;͇͛έ͇ঈಡࣶ
۞̍үĂ̙࿅ன၁ߏണᅖ۞ĂϤٺᇴፂᆇጡ۞ࢨטĂԧ۞͇ঈ
ീ̙ਕᄲ͌ĂฟؕځϨࠎࠤᆃѝѐࢶപξϔͽĶ͟ώጂᛗ
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ᦗॡķ2 ԛट͇͛έ۞ീĂ˫ѣ߹Җ৯ྖᄲĈĶ͇͛έീ
ѣܥಶࣳዺዌķĄ˘Ѩ˯̚Ă̈͐˯̂މࢷזቩ݈˘͇
ീ̙ቁĂྖᄲޝᙱĂضр̙ۢീߏԧ൴۞Ăӎ
ז֍ົܮԧ۞႕ࢬᑌԉĄ༊˞ಡࣶăˬ࣎͡Ăޝԣܮጯ
ᑖઇˠυืᓽĂ͍ߏдҋࠧࢬ݈Ą
д͇ঈീᓁొ )Central Forecasting Office* ̍үĂѣޝк
ᗓ؈َኚ۞ְĄߙѨᅵࢲപĂԧ༊؆Ăஎ؆ॡЊĂТְᖼ˞
˘࣎ྖߤྙගԧநĂ၆͞ߏᓾࡻᄬ۞̃̀Ăฟؕॡય˞˘ֱ
ᅵࢲ۞ଐڶĂྖֽޢᗟ˘ᖼᓾс˘࣎ˠдപफݑડ۞छĂࢲܥ
̚ຏ؝̶˩זĂֽࣧχྖֽ͇͛έ၁ߏຐԱˠྫྷс้ኘྋ
್ĂϤٺ՟ѣ̍үд͘Ăр֏рᄬྫྷсኘ˞˘˭Ăឰс͕щ˘ֱĂ
ޢсຏᛇྵрॡҋҖќቢĄְ࣎І΄ԧຐזĂ͇͛έ۞̍үĂ
̙ࡇߏࡊጯĂᔘѣឰξϔщ͕۞˘ࢬĄ
Ωγ˘ѨᅵࢲപĂ˵ߏஎ؆ॡЊĂТְӘ෦ԧѣ˘࣎߶ˠ
ᄲྖ̵ޝĂޢԯྖᖼගԧĂฟؕॡቁߏ̂ᓏӵೋĂኘ˞ή
ࢋܮՐᄃ৺۞ࣶءኘྖĂ༊ॡԧࡇߏຽᖚրૄᆸ۞ࡊጯ
ЇĂҭߏᒖᜪαĂ˫ቁߏдಞ۞Ķ৺ࣶءķĂٙͽԧܮ
аඍᄲĈĶԧಶߏ৺۞ࣶءķĂ˵ధ༊ॡаപ̙˳Ăࡻ͛˾
ᄬᔘΞͽĂĶ৺ࣶءķᅟᐝ˫൴೭˘ֱүϡĂ၆͞ӈॡត
˩̶މঈĂኘ˞̙˳યᗟܮྋՙ˞Ă˵ಶᝌᝌಈಈгᔁќቢĄ
Тְ৯ԧр̂۞ᓙ̄ҋᄮĶ৺ࣶءķĂ̙࿅ԧຐߊ༊ࣃಶ
ࢋૉᓙٚፉĂᙱְ̂̈ౌԱέܜĉ
͇ঈീᓁొ۞ࡊጯӄநТְĂߏତγࠧྖߤྙ۞ௐ˘
ቢˠࣶĂࣇаඍયᗟБያ̏གྷ൴Ҷ۞ീĂ۞͇ځീ՟ѣӧ
ᙱĂҭߏ఼૱χྖ͇͛זέ۞ˠĂــຐۢೀ͇͇۞ޢঈ
2/!˯͵ࡔ 61ă71 ѐ͟ώ̍ຽՎ̙˳Ăயݡኳ৵ͧࡻă࡚யྵݡमĄ
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ീĂֱྖܮᖼගԧତĂᇴϫкॡ̒ޝᕘԧ۞ϒఢ͇ঈ̶ژ
ീ̍үĂᇆᜩീ۞ኳ৵Ăֽޢԧຐ˞˘࣎ᏱڱĂдϐ
ഇ݈ೀ͇Ăдൾѣԯ೪۞ଐ˭ڶĂᑢ࣎˘ؠᇴ͇ീĂᆷдф
୧˯Ăගࡊጯӄநࣇүࠎаඍξϔߤྙ۞ֶፂĂߊഴ͌ԧ۞̍ү
ณĂ˫ឰӄநࣇᛇҋ̎аඍߤྙޝѣώְĂߏξϔăТְԧ
۞ˬᛏ͞९ĄаຐֽĂ༊ѐԧቁߏ̂ᓙ˞˘ֱĂЯࠎԧଂ՟Ш
˯৺ኛϯĂܮҋҖેҖ˞ఢౢ྆՟ѣ۞ԔĂ̙࿅ԧࣇ۞хдߏ
ࠎ˞ڇચξϔĂᑕྍႽ˧ගࣇٙࢋ۞ܫिĂٙͽ˵ಶυื̙ॡ
ฟ٤າ۞ڇચԛёĂ̙ਕԯҋ̎ӧдఢౢ̝̰҃ٙүࠎĄ
2:97 ѐԧࣄአזο߆ΦཌགྷᑻࡊĞ࠹༊ٺனд۞થચ̈́གྷ
ᑻ൴णԊğΗѐĂд̚ᒖ˯Ăѣ˘͇˭̾Ă͇͛έଭˣཱིࢲ
Ăٙѣ̚ᒖˠౌࢶപ۞௫ၚᗓฟ̳ΦаछĂԧ˵ྫྷ ̂ฤ
ซ˞̚ᒖгᜠ৭Ăᇴˠд͡έඈ࣏Е֘Ăԧдᑟ࿀̙ಝ۞ˠཏ
̚જᇅ̙Ăୗ̙ᕝԯࢷމਖ਼͡זέĂԧຏֽ็ޢࡦזˠଯˠ
۞ᑅ˧Ă˫ݒυืҝ̙Ш݈֕Ăُԯ৭д͡έᙝቡ۞ˠଯ˭ᜠ
 3Ăଐٍऻ̶˩ڶĂдଐ˭ڶ՟ѣ๋˸Ξͽზߏ؈ᖹĂ
ҭߏԧຐԧࣇ̙ΞਕϖᅈྻضĂυืᄮৌநາॡ۞າયᗟĄ
၁ҋଂะវྻᏮրனޢĂ͇͛έܮฟؕڦຍזଭˣ
ཱིࢲ˘۞ޢາଐڶĂӈߏ̂ཏࢷމдໂൺॡม̰Ăཻയזг
ᜠ৭̰ౄјᑟ࿀ĂܐॡБۤົౌϏዋᑕ࿅ֽĂ՟ຍᙊזгᜠֽ
͞˵ܮТॡֽາ۞યᗟĂ2:97 ѐ۞ˣཱིࢲੵ˞ගԧᏐᓜ
ဩ۞၁ဩିֈĂ˵͔ٺБݱᙯڦĂѨѐ͇͛έܮଯ˞າନ
߉Ăдଭˣཱིࢲ݈൴̈࣎ॡ۞ᛋĂ߆عᐝଳࣶפ
̍ଐ̶ڶԲ˭۞щଵĂ˫ခᐽ፟ၹྫྷᐌĂΐ˯Ϲ఼ྻᏮҖ
ຽ࠹ᑕ੨ЪĂͽֽ̈́ޢΐ˞͡έ၌ܝĂĶྻضķͽؼᜈ͇̫זĂ
3/!гᜠ྅న͡έ၌ޝߏܝкѐְ۞ޢĄ
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̙࿅͇͛έдྻүࢲޘטॡĂГ˵̙ਕ̙҂ᇋࢲώ֗Ξਕౄ
ј۞ሕд୭๋˧Ą
91 ѐ :1 ѐ͇͛έᄃ̰г۞Ϲـ႙ᔌᐛᓄĂҭ̙ߏٙ
ѣТְౌಈᝌ͕̚ࣇזᄮࠎར۞ޢг͞Ăԧᛇܔа̰гѣ
̙ᕝ۞າ൴னĂ၆̰זг̳՟ѣԩ١Ăඕڍԧ̰זгम۞Ѩ
ᇴͧྵкĄ̰זгम۞̂౫ߏ੧̼͛Ăࢶപˠ͌੧Ă
̰гѣͽ੧ܓᄼ۞็ĂӅ˧ᚍ੧Ăѣ˘ѨౖТ˯Φ̰זгĂ
дࢵ࣎זణ۞ݱξĂˠన˞ᝌܓजĂԧो˾ఠ྆۞ᘽ˱Ă
ྋᛖڇҘᘽ̙ਕಅ੧ĂˠߏٺᖼொШ˯Φᚍ੧ĂΞ؉ң̝˭Ă
ඕڍಅ˞˘ֱĄ˘ޢ͇ԧࣇᖼـΩ˘ݱξĂ˯ೈּనजഠ
ޞĂ˯Φጯ֮˞Ăдԧଶᘽ˱̝݈ĂАଶ۞ᘽ˱Ăඕڍ༊
۞੧ಶϤԧಅ˭Ν˞Ċضрགྷ࿅кѐ᎐ЪĂֽޢԧࣇ̰זг̳
ĂˠГ̙މૻݍˠಅ੧Ă̂छ˵ಶ̙ᅮࢋԣԯᘽ˱ଶֽĄ
д͇͛έ̍үˬ˩кѐĂΞ۞ႲְࠤкĂੜЃ̙˳ĂАᆷ
ѐͧྵ˳ᅈ۞߇ְĂֽѣ፟ົĂГԯᙡᐝٛזĶܕķቪĄ
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उऑПКÐαผᘪΑኙ
ՂώㅤĞέܜĈ311:.3122ğ
Mff!Cppo.zjohĞEjsfdupsĈ!311:.3122ğ
During the 2008 World Meteorological Organization
Regional Association II (Asia) meeting in Uzbekistan, the
Hong Kong Observatory proposed three pilot projects,
respectively on numerical weather prediction, cooperation on meteorological satellite, and management
of meteorological observational data. These projects
may have far-reaching effects in respect of the Region’s
future meteorological development. Dr. BY Lee recounts
in the article the background leading to the proposals, the
approval processes they have gone through, as well as
tidbits of interest to the general reader.
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3119 ѐ˩˟͡Ăέڒܜࡻ؎ࠁԧӄநέܜԏംځĦன
Їέܜħय͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐௐ˟ડાĞֲ߷ğົםαѐ˘ົ۞ޘ
ᛉĄࢶപ͇͛έдົ˯ޙᛉ˞ˬ࣎ྏរࢍထĂቑᘞ̶Ҿߏᇴࣃ͇
ঈಡĂঈ෪ߐᇴፂăயૈ̈́ݡĂͽ̈́гࢬă۩̈́ঈ࣏៍
ീᇴፂ۞ኳณგநĂӮΞ၆ડ̰ࠤҌБঈ෪ጯѣܜᅈᇆᜩĄԧ
࠹ܫέ྆έγົѣᎸְۢଐ۞ࡦഀ࿅Ą
дᓑЪ઼͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐ!)Xpsme!Nfufpspmphjdbm!Pshboj{bujpo*! ߛ
ၹ˭ĂБ̶ࠎ̱ડĄௐ˟ડஉᄏֲ߷̂ొ̶઼छĂВ 46 Ҝ
ົࣶĂ಼ࣶᇃĂˠ˾ϺкĄົᛉгᕇߏ̦̒ )Ubtilfou*Ă
ߏ઼ֲ̚छনরҾҹ۞ࢵعĄ
ᐌ ྍડ˩ܕă˟˩ѐֽགྷᑻާᆐ൴णĂፋវ˯ঈ෪ΑਕϺ
ుՎ೩̿Ą͇͛έ̰ొ۞ԫఙּົѝ̏ڦຍזᔌ๕Ą˘͞ࢬߏ
ᛇڟಈĂΩ˘͞ࢬߏѣຏડ̰߆ڼă።ΫඈࣧЯĂдՀ
ღЪүВТ൴ण˯ֶѣ۩۞̂ޝมĄ
ـ᎕ໂ۞˘ᙝຐĂϒߏЯࠎ͇ঈ઼ࠧĂтڍਕૉܳซડ̰
ঈ෪ጯ۞ซ˘ՎЪүĂ၆ࢶപăώડࠤҌБӮѣᄧৈĄᓝ˘࣎
ᖎಏּ̄Ăтਕૉᑒӄ˘г͞ၔغԼච៍ീĂ่̙၆ྍг
̈́ዐܕг͞۞ঈ෪ຽચѣᑒӄĂ၆ன̫к࣎Бಡཝሀё۞
ܑனϺົѣϒࢬᇆᜩĄ
ᄲ  זБ   ಡ  ཝ ሀ ёĂ ன ̫ ͵ ˯ ி к ሀ ё ̚Ă ͽ ለ
߷ ̚ ഇ  ಡ ̚ ͕!)Fvspqfbo!Dfousf!gps!Nfejvn.Sbohf!Xfbuifs!
GpsfdbtutĂᖎჍ FDNXG*!ܑனΚោᐝĂ҃ડ̰͟ώঈ෪ះ!)Kbqbo!
Nfufpspmphjdbm!Bhfodz*!۞ሀёϺЩЕ݈ࡱĄੵ͟ώγĂֲ߷͞ࢬܕ
ѐֽ̚ăᔹඈϺ̂˧ଯજĂૈֈ˞̙͌ˠ̖ĄѩγĂડ̰ཝన
߉Ϻͧડ̙࿇кឰĄ͇͛έٺᇴࣃಡᑕϡ۞གྷរ̏ѣ͒к
ѐĂ̙ॡᄃ͟ώ઼̈́̂̚ౙඈ࠹̢Ϲ߹Ą҃ٺέ̰ะ˯ົޥϺഅ
ಶޙၹ˘ٙĦᑢħֲ߷ᇴࣃ͇ঈಡᓑЪវ!)Btjbo!Dpotpsujvn!
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gps!Ovnfsjdbm!Gpsfdbtut!.!BDOG*! үኢĄдଯજ BDOG ˯Ăࢶപ
͇͛έ۞ᐹ๕дٺঔγᓏĂͷᓑඛЧ͞۞ਕ˧Ą
ঈ෪ߐ͞ࢬĂ˟ડ̰ѣ൴णѩਕ˧۞ົ઼ࣶ྿̣࣎Ĉ
͟ăܻă̚ăӦ́ޘᔹ઼ħĂᇴϫ˯ߏࢵ˘ئĦለ߷۞ঈ෪
ߐࢋߏҘለк઼Ъү۞ඕڍħĄΞͽ࠻זĂтਕдߐᇴፂă
யݡඈ൴ण˯ΐૻፋЪĂ၆ડ̰۞ঈ෪៍ീăಡăഴխࠤҌБ
ঈ࣏Ⴞീඈк࣎ቑᘞౌѣৈĄ
ૄ۞˯ͽٺ҂ᇋĂ͇͛έдົᛉฟؕॡܮᏙྙк࣎ົࣶĂ
Β߁̚ă͟ăᔹăͽֽ̈́ҋ̚ڌăࣶົ۞ֲݑڌĂ۞זа
ᑕౌߏϒࢬ۞ĂѣֱՀܑϯ͇͛έ۞ຐڱᄲ˞ࣇ۞͕ᓏĄ
̚Հѣົࣶ೩ᑕдгࢬă۩̈́ঈ࣏ᇴፂ۞ኳณგந˯ΐૻ̍
үĂͽซ˘Վᆧૻડ̰ͽҌБঈ෪ڇચ̈́ঈ࣏Ⴞീ۞ਕ˧Ą၆
ٺѩ೩ᛉĂԧࣇநྋีٺ˭ّ̙ࢋࢦזĦӈᇴࣃಡ̈́
ঈ෪ߐħĂ͍ߏϤٺБঈ࣏ត̼ܕѐᇃצᙯڦĄ
͇͛ߏٺέ༊˭ܮၹྏีˬ˞ޥរࢍထ!)qjmpu!qspkfdu*!;
)b*! ᇴࣃ͇ঈಡሀёЪүĂΒ߁Ϥ̚ೀ࣎ົࣶ೩ֻ˘ֱ
टֹٽϡăΞྻҖٺ߹ཝπέĂΒ߁࣎ˠཝ۞ᇴ
ࣃ͇ঈಡሀёĂ֭˘ֱಡயࠤݡҌሀёహІ۞
ቅ˯ྶҌ BDOG ۞შ৭ֻົ̶ֳࣶĄ
)c*! ঈ෪ߐᇴፂăயૈ̈́ݡĂΒ߁ԫఙϹ߹Ă֭˘ֱ
ຽચᇴፂ̈́ய̢ྶ˯ݡᓑშֻົ̶ֳࣶĄ
)d*! гࢬă۩̈́ঈ࣏៍ീᇴፂ۞ኳณგநĂΒ߁ԫఙϹ
߹Ă֭ѣᙯᇴፂ̈́ய̢ྶ˯ݡᓑშֻົ̶ֳࣶĄ
Ϥࢋืٺᇤᆷࢍထ३Ăԧԏംځˠ͟ͽᚶ؆ĂચՐࢨٺ
ഇ̰ԆјĄߏٺĂࠤҌдົᛉഇ̰˘࣎ϐĂົ͞щଵౌ߇זᇩ
Ⴌց!)Tbnbslboe*!҂၅۞˘͇Ăԧࣇ˵дͫ֘ॠ˯ᅁ̍Ą
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ኢˬีࢍထ۞ֽ̄͟ٺᓜĄԧᘃ ጼጼဏဏ۞͕ଐĂ
дέ˯ү˞̬ĄົಞͅᑕͧഇрĂкҜܑܑϯ͚Ą˟ડ
यă͐ڒঈ෪ԊԊ ܜNbkffe!Jtb Հ̙ዶ˧Ăέ݈၌˧̂ޢଯ
̬Ą̂ົ྾఼࿅БొˬีࢍထĂ֭ՙᛉЧࢍထ۞๊̈́јࣶ
̶ҾࠎĈ
)b*! ᔹ઼઼̈́̚ࢶപ!ĦјࣶĈ͐ڒă઼̚ăОޘă͟ώă
ݣᖠҹăࡊރপăРႬРăᄋΟăܠતă͐
ૄăܻᘲᓑ֣ă઼ăনਬҾҹ̈́ݑħ
)c*! ͟ώ̈́ᔹ઼!ĦјࣶĈ͐ڒă઼̚ă઼̚ࢶപăОޘă
РႬР!ăႬ͈ăܠતă͐ૄăܻᘲ
ᓑ֣ăনਬҾҹăݑĂ̈́үࠎ៍၅јࣶ۞ለ߷ঈ
෪ߐ͕̚ħ
)d*! ͟ώ!ĦјࣶĈ͐ڒăߚं၂ă઼̚ă઼̚ࢶപă
ОޘăݣᖠҹăࡊރপăРႬРăᄋΟăܠતă
͐ૄăᔹ઼ăܻᘲᓑ֣ăনਬҾҹ̈́ݑħ
ᄲֽĂNbkffe! ԧΞზߏĶТጯķĄԧѝ ٺ2:8: ѐдࡻ
઼ঈ෪Ԋጯੰ!)Nfufpspmphjdbm!Pggjdf!Dpmmfhf*! ಶॡᄃඕᙊĂᔵ
̂छ̙ТĄୃᖞॡĂ̂छౌֱ֤ѐ˘χϵ϶ࢰەሄ
۞̄͟Ą˚ᕇᙯܼĂͽ͇̈́͛έிкົࣶкѐ۞ღЪүĂ
ٕкٕ͌ࠎࢍထึӀ఼࿅೩ֻ˞ѣӀ۞୧ІĄ
࣎ˠ၆ˬีࢍထ൴ण۞ሕ˧ٱϒࢬၗޘĄϤ 3119 ѐҌ̫Ă
дѣᙯົࣶӅ˧˭Ăൺൺᇴѐ̏གྷன˞˘۞ؠјڍĄிົࣶன
дਕૉٺშ˯ᕱᜓ̈́ᒔֱ˘פѣᙯயࡁ̈́ݡտඕڍĂֻຽચ̝
ϡĄ̚ăܜഇ࠻ĂĶֲ߷ᇴࣃ͇ঈಡ͕̚ķ̈́Ķֲ߷ঈ෪ߐ
̂ᓑ༖ķඈᙸഀĂலౣ̙ߏ˘ഈ˘́۞ְĂ˟ăˬ˩ѐ̙ࠎΑĄ
ᐌ ડ̰གྷᑻ̈́ˠ˧ྤซ˘Վ൴णĂͽ̈́Ҳޘ൴ण઼၆ঈ෪̍
үҋᛇ೩Ăፋវְଐߏሄ៍۞Ą
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ဦ˘!!!3119 ѐᓑЪ઼͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐ!)XNP*!˟ડົᛉᄃົ۰ЪĄ݈ଵ
̚ࠎ XNP ৪३ܜĂΠ̱ࠎ˟ડयĂν˘ࠎඊ۰Ăௐˬଵναࠎԏം
ځĄ

ᇩႬցҜΟකྮ̚มĂర఼̚ҘĂѣ˟˼кѐ።ΫĄԧ
ࣇણ៍˞ξ͕̚۞ SfhjtuboĂگᄬ˘ͯՒгĂϤˬळି؟ጯ
ੰјĄဦ̚νࢬ˘ळܐࡔ͵̣˩ٺޙĂͽ༊ॡઈ͇̂͛ጯछ̈́
Ӗ Vmvhi!Cfh!)24:5.255:*! ЩĄCfh д༊гТॡޙౄ˞༊ॡ
̂۞͇෪έĂҭԆј
˳̙ޢӈజܲି؟ч๕
˧ᗼĄ̙Βट۞ᔌ
๕ĂԶड᎗ࡊڒԫ
˭ĂޢـᇴѺѐ˘ᙖ
̙ॎĄтԧࣇ၆ࡊጯ
̙ଳפฟٸၗޘĂڍޢ
ಶߏࢦᔏᖬᖽĂҋϟར
ޢĄ
ဦ˟!!! ᇩႬց͕̚ഀᕇ SfhjtuboĄνࢬࠎ
Vmvhi!Cfh!ି؟ጯੰĄ
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ࣂͮࠧ ݚαx

ୀՈࠗಋʨʼ̎ዃ̌ؿᒨ

ԏംځĞέܜĈ3122.ğ
Tivo!Dij.njohĞEjsfdupsĈ3122.ğ
Mr. CM Shun, the current Director of the Hong
Kong Observatory, takes a journey into the past of the
Observatory through visiting ex-Director John Peacock,
meeting an old lady who personally met ex-Director
Benjamin Evans during the Second World War internment,
and attending a talk by Professor P. Kevin MacKeown
who wrote a book on the early history of the Observatory.
Mr. Shun realizes from these historical recounts that the
mission, values and pioneering work of the Observatory in
its early days had been succeeded through the generations.
He fully appreciates what his secondary school principal
told him before: “History is important, learn from it!”
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ԧдጯϠѐĂ̙֭ࠤಈຑ።Ϋ˘ࡊĄ̚ጯॡ۞ԧᏴ
ፄળநࡊĂͧྵಈᝌᇴጯăۏநгநĄΞਕ̏གྷः˭˞ԧޢ
ֽซˢࢶപ͇͛έ̍ү۞̄ĄԧഅགྷШ̚ጯ७ࢋܜՐநࡊϠд
̚ጯົ҂̙҂።ΫࡊĂͽܮะ̚ჟ˧ᑕ;ࡊ۞ϫĂҭ֭՟
ѣԲࣞĂᔘְଐᖼӘԧϓᏐĈĶ።Ϋߏࢦࢋ۞Ă̙Ξ̙Ċķ
༊ॡԧৼ್Ă͕ຐ७ܜҋ̎ߏି።Ϋࡊ۞Ă༊ᄮࠎ።Ϋࡊࢦࢋ
ધĊ̫͇ԧ۞៍هٺ൴Ϡ˞ԼតĄࠎ̦ᆃĉϒᄃ͇͛έ۞
።Ϋѣం̂ᙯܼĄ
д 3123 ѐĂ͇͛έТְฟؕᚯ౯௩ѐ͇͛έ 241 ѐ۞ᇉ
ৡ߿જĂԧ˵ฟؕຩะ።Ϋྤफ़Ăԓ୕Ξͽдனॡԧࣇٙۢ۞
ૄᖂ˯Гүྃ·Ąдྤफ़ຩะ࿅̚Ăԧᄮᙊ˞ೀҜ၆ࢶപ።
Ϋᛝѣࡁտ۞̓ڈጯ۰ࣇĂ҃ͷՀѣ፟ົᄃкҜੜЃ̏˳۞ᖞ
Тְ֍ࢬĄΒ߁ԧͽ݈ಶ۞ࢶപ̂ጯ۞ۏநጯି౪ᖘำ 2
) Qspgfttps!Q/!Lfwjo!NbdLfpxo *ę ٺ3123 ѐ 9 ͡ 35 ͟ᑕᔛז
ణ ͇ ͛ έĂ ᄃ ԧ ࣇ ̶ ֳ  ࡁ
տ͇͛έѝഇ።Ϋ۞͕Ăֹ
ԧࣇᄮᙊ͇͛זέ۞౹ϲᄃд
2985 ѐ൴ϠΫჍĶϥіࢲխķ
۞ ᅵ ࢲ ѣ ᅲ ̂ ۞ ᙯ ܼć ˵ ឰ
ԧࣇ˞ྋࢵזЇέ ܜXjmmjbn!
Epcfsdl ౾̀ Gsfefsjdl!Gjhh А
Ϡ۞ְᖹĂ! ͧт Epcfsdl έܜ
ЯࠎϏਕᛋ 2:17 ѐ խ!!ᙱ ّ
 ҁέܜᄃ͈ˠ Ejbof дࡻ઼
͐ĞCbuiğ۞ҝш݈ܝЪĄ

۞ ᅵ ࢲ ҃   ੜ Ѓ ᗓ ฟ ͇͛
έĄ҃ԧд 3123 ѐ 22 ͡ௐ ˘

2!౪ᖘำϺߏ #Fbsmz!Dijob!Dpbtu!Nfufpspmphz;!uif!Spmf!pg!Ipoh!Lpoh# ˘३۞ү۰Ą
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Ѩତᛈ۞ҁέܜ

ĞKpio!QfbdpdlğАϠĂϺឰԧ˞ྋ˘ֱᔿ

ࠎˠۢ۞͇͛έְـĄ
 АϠߏࢶപ͇͛έ˘ޢҜֽҋࡻ઼۞έܜĂд 2:61
ѐซˢ͇͛έĂ2:92 ѐତആᔨ઼ഏĞHpsepo!CfmmğАϠјࠎέܜĂ
2:95 ѐੜЃĄԧ ٺ3123 ѐ 21 ͡غણΐд̰͟ϞᓝҖ۞͵ࠧঈ
෪̂ົޢĂึдࡻ઼ઃ͇үЃĂপг͐זĞCbuiğଣ
୕Ąᔵ̏གྷ 96 ໐Ăҭ֗វ̪ܧ૱ӴઉĂᔘᄃ͉͉ Ejbof
ዼֽ֘ͫ֘৭ତԧĂ΄ԧ˩̶ຏજĄԧזణछॡĂ˘Тᖙዦ˞
ࠡᖟ۞ᖞͯĂԧ˘ࢬ࠻Ă˘ࢬᓾྋĂтᇴछࠡĊᔵֽΝ
ΓΓĂԧႽณѩᙱ۞፟ົᐂ˞˘ֱѣ۞ְᖹĂᄃ̂छ̶
ֳĄ
ࢵАĂԧ൴ன

ҁέܜΞਕߏܕέ̚ܜଭ˩ཱིࢲ

к۞έܜĊ 2:79 ѐ۞ౠᚊă2:82 ѐ۞ᜨකă2:8: ѐ۞ఈ֓
2:94 ۞ຑࣖ۞˩ཱིࢲౌߏͽཌநέٕܜέ֗ܜЊந۞Ă
ᔘࠡᖟ˞к಼ఈ֓ຑֽࣖᗼ۞ͯĄ

2:94 ѐᅵࢲຑࣖപĂ͇͛έᓁొ۞̂ፘࣆ˭Ăᐍֱᑅд
ܑޘഝ˯ࢬĄ
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 ҁέ࠹۞ܜᘨᔘѣޝкѣ۞ͯĂԧд྆Ꮽᐂ˞˘
ֱᄃ̂छ̶ֳĄ
ଂ͇͛έ୕ШҘ͞ݑШ۞ѝഇͯĈ
νࢬߏᏚ̀Ңέ۞ሁцĂ҃Π˭ࢬ
ன۞ԛඕၹĂϤٺѐ˳ᅈĂ
Ҍ̫̪Ϗਕд͇͛έ۞ᐂԱזĄ

ѝഇ۞ТְჸົĈĞଂν
ҌΠğDpmjo!Sbnbhf 3-!Gsbol!
Bqqt-!࠱छঔΦ΄ Efoojt!
Spxf-!Kpio!QfbdpdlĄ

ѝഇჯ࣒ࢲిࢍ۞ԫఙˠࣶĞࡻ͛
Ⴭࠎ sjhhfsğ۞۩̍үĂညᑚ
ဥ۩̚ࢳˠ۞ܑႊĄ
ѝഇ͇͛έТְଂ௺൳˯ፖᚡफ̍
үѣॡᅮࢋࢷӱУᚰĂᅲࠎមᐍĄ
3!Sbnbhf ϺߏŇNpotppo!NfufpspmphzŇĞĶࢲ؞ঈ෪ጯķğ˘३۞ү۰Ą
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ᔘӘ෦ԧೀҜ݈έ۞ܜѣְᖹĄ
ᔨ઼ഏέܜზߏڇܕચ͇͛έѐഇ۞ܜέܜĞ2:76.
2:92ğĂߏ έ݈۞ܜЇĄֽࣧࣇˠТд 2:61 ѐ݈ޢΐ
ˢ͇͛έĂ҃

Ϊߏͧᔨ઼ഏᏵ˞ೀ࣎͡Ąᔨ઼ഏέܜΞᏜ

Ķঔăౙă۩ķ̙ٙਕĊĶঔķę! ̂छଂͽ݈۞͛ౢΞਕ̏
གྷۢ ౌሤຑюঔĂྼ࿆ࢶപЧ۞ঔثᗓफࢲ
ЍĂՀഅᄱᗐ̰гঔાćҌٺĶౙķę!! ᔨ઼ഏֽࣧՀѣֽᐝĈ
ຐ̙זഅགྷણΐд 2:65 ѐᓝҖ۞ࢵب፫ॾܝᜋ٣̂ڼᔈ֘Ă
҃༊ѐα̶˩˟ࡋ۞ԣిࡔᐂϒߏϤౄֽĊ፫ॾܝᜋ
٣̂ڼᔈ֘۞͞ءშ৭̫͇̪ྶ˞߱።Ϋ 4ĄޢĶ۩ķಶ
Հΐჟ૾! ę! ᔨ઼ഏੵ˞അགྷ༊࿅࠱छࢶപᅃӄ۩Ğன̫۞߆
ࢳعҖڇચฤğ۞ၷΦ΄ĂՀഅགྷࢷӱᅃӄ۩۞ Jtmboefs
ᗕ͔ᑜࢳ፟д 2:84 ѐࢳซሤࢲᇷᕊའĞEpuğ۞͕̚Ăᄃ઼࡚
۩۞ IfsdvmftĞ̂˧̀ğXD.241 ྻᏮ፟ซҖТՎ៍ീĄߏࢶ
പ۞ࢳ፟ˠࣶௐ˘Ѩࢳซᅵࢲќะঈ෪ᇴፂĄΞଓ༊ॡ֭՟ѣ
˭ٮͯĂҭ༊ έܜගԧ࠻઼࡚̂˧̀ྻᏮ፟д 2:8: ѐٺ
઼̚ݑঔࢳซᅵࢲ ĞTbsbiğࢲீॡֱࠡ˘۞˭ٮෳͯĂԧ
ᔘߏᛇܧ૱ᎸጬĊаຐ̫͇ԧࣇᄃ߆ࢳعҖڇચฤЪүࢳซݑ

ଂ઼࡚۩۞̂˧̀ྻᏮ፟ĞΠğ۞זٮᅵࢲ ࢲீᓒ۞ீጨำဥ
ĞνğĂܧ૱Ӵ៍Ą
!4!iuuq;00xxx/nbdbv/hsboeqsjy/hpw/np0nhqd0tvcqbhf/qiq@je>638'mboh>do
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઼̚ঔ۞ᅵࢲќะঈ෪ᇴፂĂ၁ߏдؼᜈᔨ઼ഏέ˩ˬܜкѐ
݈۞౹ᓝĊ

Ifzxppe έܜĞ݈ଵν̱ğд 2:67 ѐੜЃॡᄃТְ͇͛ٺέЪᇆĄ

ኘ͇͛۞ـͽזέέܜĂ̙̙೩ Hsbibn!Ifzxppe АϠĂ
ߏௐ˟Ѩ͵ࠧ̂ጼޢௐ˘ҜέܜĂ˵ߏௐ˘Բజིܵ͟۞͇
͛έˠࣶĄ

Ә෦ԧ Ifzxppe ۞छពᄿĈֽࣧߏࡻॾᜋ

Ꮪતͳഈ۞ฟ౹۰ރຆ˘͵ĞϺჍĶڇف۰ރຆķĞXjmmjbn!uif!
Dporvfsps5ğğ۞ޢĊ
 έܜ၆дௐ˟Ѩ͵ࠧ̂ጼజིܵ۞έ ܜCfokbnjo!Fwbot
АϠ˵ѣ˘ֱࡁտĈֽࣧ Fwbot  ٺ2998 ѐдОޘϠĂ
۞Έ࠰ܜഅдࡻ઼ॾ͇͛ڼރڒέፉЇĶࢍზࣶķĞdpnqvufsğĄ
೩ Fwbot έܜĂ΄ˠߺߺሄ۞ߏдௐ˟Ѩ͵ࠧ̂ጼ֔ߗ
ะ̚ᒉॡ̪ҹႽ̎ЇĂдܧ૱ᓞᙱ۞Ϡ߿ᒖဩ˭Ğּтѣ˘ֱ
5!!iuuq;00fo/xjljqfejb/psh0xjlj0Xjmmjbn`uif`Dporvfsps
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ጼܵЯᒉዳ̙։՟ѣᘽ҃ۏдะ̚ᒉѪ˸ğĂ̪ͽ่ѣ۞ࢶ
Β྅৽۞ࡦࢬᐂ˞ 2:53.2:56 ѐ۞͇ঈڶېĂ·̶វன͇͛
έˠࣶ۞ຽჟৠͧላ˧Ą
ֽࣧ Fwbot ᔘѣΩγ˘࣎જˠ۞߇ְĈĶ˘࣎౭Ă˘Ҝֽ
ҋ࠱छ͇͛έ 6 ۞ Fwbot АϠдޏගԧࣇү˞˘࣎ᙯ۞ߐߐٺ
ᓾळĄķ߇ְֽҋ˘Ҝ̏གྷ :4 ໐к۞ҁ͉͉ Cbscbsb!Botmpx ۞
͟ᘨĄԧѣזضԧͽ݈ಶ۞̚ጯ۞ઘ७ ܜ7 ̬Ăѣ፟ົ
дࡻ઼ଣ୕сĄсྫྷԧᄲĂд 2:52 ѐࢶപౝॡсΪѣ 33 ໐Ă
ώֽд߆عᓁొ۞г˭̍ވүĂҭ˘؆มតј˞ล˭βĄдᙯ
ซ֔ߗะ̚ᒉ̝݈ĂֽࣧсˠࢵАజਖ਼̚זᒖ۞˘ֱٙᏜ
Ķ੧ظķĞҭ၁ߏӿੰğ۞г͞Ă߱˘˞ޞॡมĄсᄃ Fwbot
έܜТߏజᙯซ˞Ķ̂៍੧ظķ8ĄĶ੧ظķѣˬҌαᆸĂՏᆸ
ѣкม̈ٗมĂٗมܧ૱ᖎࢩ̈́ᅻᝯĂΪΞͽटϲ˘ૺԖ࣎˘
߾͘࠴҃̏Ăҭࢋــೀ࣎βϚВϡ˘มٗĂاҝᒖဩ۞ೋКΞ
ຐ҃ۢĊԧࣇ۞ҁέ̙ܜಏ՟ѣזצਗ਼ဩ۞ᇆᜩ҃តڷಉĂͅ
҃ԃԃ̙ࢽгࠎώֽЧ̙ᄮᙊҭݒТঽ࠹ᇔ۞Ķጼ̓ķ˯˞͇͛
۞˘ኝĄFwbot έܜдਗ਼ဩ̚൴೭ϒਕณĂຏߖಛ۞ˠΝ᎕ໂ
ࢬ၆ਗ਼ဩĂ̙ҭ΄ˠະׂĂ˵ࣃԧࣇ͕аקጯ௫ĊΪΞଓ
Cbscbsb дᙯซ˞֔ߗะ̚ᒉ̏ޢགྷГ՟ѣ፟ົ֍ זFwbot έܜĂ
ӎؠ˘ΞͽࠎԧࣇՀкѣᙯ۞જˠ߇ְĄҭኢтңĂ
࿅ώֽ৵ϏᏖࢬ۞ CbscbsbĂԧрညਕᏐ֗ຏᛇ זFwbot έܜ༊
ѐ۞ࢲܚĂѣ˘ᕇညᇆĶॡЍࣆ߹˛˩ѐķ۞ຏᛇ!˘!̙ߏĉ
дޏᓾߐߐ۞˘၌۞ቁߏд˛˩ѐ݈۞˘࣎˯൴Ϡ۞બĊ
6!!ӈனॡ۞ࢶപ͇͛έĄ
7!!HD!Fnfstpo!ė!ϺߏņIpoh!Lpoh!Joufsonfou-!2:53.2:56;!Mjgf!jo!uif!Kbqboftf!Djwjmjbo!!
! Dbnq!bu!TubomfzŇ˘३۞ү۰Ą
8!!ፂࢶപ።Ϋүछ̈́ќᖟछዑᚗᕃАϠ೩ֻ۞ྤफ़Ă༊ॡ۞Ķ̂៍੧ظķҜ̚ٺᒖᇇᅃ!
! ̚ :1 ཱིĂӈ݈̚ᒖූξ۞၆ࢬĄ
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Evans έܜѐᅅॡ۞
ͯĞhttp://www.
genealogy.com/ğĄ
ඊ۰ᄃ Barbara Anslow ̃̀дс۞छ̚ЪᇆĄ
Barbara Anslow ̃̀ 2:53
ѐ 2 ͡۞͟ĂᆷĈ“One
evening, a Mr Evans from
the Royal Observatory gave
us a lecture on the stars,
on the roof.”ĞϤ Barbara
Anslow ̃̀೩ֻğĄ

ௐ˟Ѩ͵ࠧ̂ጼॡ۞ࢶപગಡĂ
Ξͽ࠻זβ༰઼࡚ጼܵ۞
Ķ੧ظķγᄻĂಡጱԛटĶ੧ظķ
̰۞ᒖဩϠܧ૱ೋКĞગಡ
Ϥ Barbara Anslow ̃̀೩ֻğĄ
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ԧѣ፟ົд 3123 ѐ 22 ͡ణય˯ঔঈ෪ԊĂ༊ॡዋెߏ˯
ঔषछ๗៍෪έ 251 ѐ۞ᇉĂԧણ៍˞ѣᙯ۞።ΫणᜓĂ
൴ன̚ण۞˘಼ͯĂᐂ˞ ٺ2:41 ѐдࢶപᓝҖ۞ࢵب
Ķֲڌгડঈ෪ԊົܜᛉķĂ༊̚Β߁˞ࢶപ͇͛έௐˬЇέܜ
Uipnbt!Dmbyupo АϠ˯ঔषछ๗៍෪έௐˬЇέ ܜMpvjt!Gspd ৠ
ͭĄྍົᛉՙ˞ؠ൴ሤঈᛋӘॡٙϡ۞ ཱཱིི̈́ܫ9Ą
࣎ົᛉͧĶ͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐķ۞јϲ֖֖ѝ˞ 31 ѐĄ҃Հࣃ˘
೩۞ߏĂд 2:41 ۞ົᛉޢĂࢶപ͇͛έдડાঈ෪Ъүᚶᜈ൴
೭ᇆᜩ˧Ą2:45 ѐĂௐαЇ͇͛έέ ܜDibsmft!Kfggsjft АϠᄃष
छ๗៍෪έ۞ Fsoftup!Hifs{j ৠͭ˘Т݈ـහޠᄼĂᄃκٛঈ
෪ԊЪ˧ؠטሤঈᛋӘ۞ԔĂјࠎ༊ॡ۞ડાᇾĄሤ
ঈᛋӘᇾ̼д̫͇̪ߏࢶപ͇͛έд઼ᅫঈ෪ᄅέ˯᎕
ໂଯજ۞ᛉᗟĂΞ֍͇͛έ̙གྷ̙ᛇгᚶᜈٚ็።Ϋගԧࣇ۞Ї
ચĄ

2:41 ѐ 5 ͡ 39 ͟дࢶപᓝҖ۞ࢵبĶֲڌгડঈ෪ԊົܜᛉķĞᄃົ
۰Β߁ௐˬЇࢶപ͇͛έέ ܜDmbyupoĞν̣ğăௐˬЇषछ๗៍෪έέ
 ܜGspd ৠͭĞναğăܦफ៍෪έέܜቼʹĞΠ˟ğăڌՒঈ෪έέ
ܜՔѣૄĞΠ˘ğܑ۫Ξໆ۞ՔԂખĞΠαğğĄ
9!!!ኛણ҂͇͛έ።ΫΏۏņOpo.mpdbm!Tupsn!Tjhobm!Dpef!Sfdpnnfoefe!gps!Vtf!jo!uif!Gbs!Fbtu!bu!b!
Dpogfsfodf!pg!Ejsfdupst!pg!Gbs!Fbtufso!Xfbuifs!Tfswjdft-!Ifme!bu!Ipoh!Lpoh!jo!uif!Zfbs!2:41ŇĄ
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ΞਕЯࠎ Kfggsjft έܜдડાЪү˯ᚥ։кĂд 2:49 ѐ
ЇĶ઼ᅫঈ෪ᖐķĞĶ͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐķ۞݈֗ğ۞Ķᅈڌડ
ા؎ࣶົķयĄҭΞଓ Kfggsjft έܜдЇ̰Я͕ঽĂд 2:52
ѐ 7 ͡ࡎᗓ͵Ă۞វֽޢщཨдг۞ࢶപᆨಞĄ
ଂ౪ᖘำି̶ֳ၆ࢵЇέ ܜEpcfsdl ౾̀ Gjhh АϠ
۞ְᖹĂז൴ன˯ঔषछ๗៍෪έᄃ Dmbyupo  Kfggsjft έܜдሤ
ঈᛋӘ۞Ъү።Ϋćଂҁ͉͉ Cbscbsb!Botmpx ۞ٙ͟ᄮᙊ
۞ Fwbot έܜĂז έ˾ܜѣᙯ FwbotăIfzxppe ᔨ઼ഏέ
۞ܜϠπฅְĂֹԧஎஎ۞ຏࢶזצപ͇͛έ 241 ѐ።Ϋ۞ٚ
็ăֹهܫĄ˵ֹԧՀځϨࠎ̦ᆃԧ۞̚ጯ७ܜ༊ѐᄲĈ
Ķ።Ϋߏࢦࢋ۞Ă̙Ξ̙Ċķ
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Peterson’s Nose
Qfufs!Qfufstpo
Peter Peterson А Ϡ 1956! ѐ జ ད ࠎ ͇ ͛ έ ۞ ࡊ ጯ 
ЇĄጸ ٺ2:5: ѐдࡻ઼࠱छጯੰ David Brunt ᒑ̀
Shepherd ିٙᓾ۞̂ঈ͞ёĂϡͽᄲځ༊д͇͛
έ̶͇ژঈဦॡ൴னଂέ៉ঔदҩؼҌࢶപব۞ܜᑅਖĂ
ࠎңТְჍүĶPeterson ۞ᆄ̄ķĄ
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I visited the HK Observatory in 1998 and a young forecaster
said that he had never met me but he had heard of "Peterson’s
nose" and I feel that some explanation is in order. In 1949, when
I was at the Imperial College Sir David Brunt and Professor
Shepherd spent a lot of time teaching us the equation of motion
of the atmosphere. I have forgotten the equation but I remember
some of the forces involved. In those days computers were not
powerful enough to provide useful numerical solutions so we
had to approximate.
The first and dominant term was the Coriolis force. This is
caused by the rotation of the Earth. Everything moving freely in
the northern hemisphere turns to the right. This is well illustrated
by the Foucault pendulum. It also applies to shells fired at long
range although the time of flight is too short to make much
difference. This force is dependent on latitude as it includes
sin φ (where φ is the latitude). The Earth also acts as a giant
centrifuge, whereby depressions tend to drift to higher latitudes
while anticyclones move towards the equator.
In winter there is a huge dome of cold air over Asia which
causes high pressure at the surface and low pressure at high
altitudes. Corresponding to this setting, westerly winds prevail
at high altitudes which reach their peak in the jet stream which
average about 200 knots at 40 000 ft over Japan.
These westerlies can fluctuate from southwest to
northwest. If they have a southerly component at about 5 000
feet they are blowing up the cold dome and produce rain in
Hong Kong. If they have a northerly component the subsidence
produces brilliantly fine weather.
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Mr. Peterson (rightmost) at his
birthday party at the Squire’s Halt
Restaurant on the Hog’s Back in
England in 2009

Another term in the equation was the centripetal force. This
is only important when the isobars are very sharply bent. Round
depressions it opposes the pressure gradient and very near the
centre of typhoons it reduces the wind speed and accounts for
a relatively calm eye. Normal anticyclones are too big for the
isobars to be sharply bent.
In winter, anticyclones often break away from Asia and
move southeastward causing extreme cold in Korea and
northerly gales over the East China Sea. These cold north or
northeasterly gales are funneled through the Taiwan Straits
into the South China Sea. When I analysed one of these
weather charts, there was a long cold nose of high pressure
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pointing towards Hong Kong, which one of my colleagues called
“Peterson’s nose”. The end of the nose was sharply curved
so that the centrifugal force increased the wind speed. There
is another item in the equation called the isallobaric term. The
sharp rise in pressure caused by the cold air also strengthens
the wind. One other term in the equation was the frictional term.
When the atmosphere is in a steady state the energy lost to
friction must balance the energy gained by cross isobar flow.
The effect is that over the open sea the wind blows at about 15
degrees to the isobars while over China which is mountainous
the surface winds are very light and blow almost at right angles
to the isobars from high to low pressure.

Mr. Peterson (second from left, first row), Mr. Gordon Bell (middle,
first row), Director of the Royal Observatory and Mrs. Bell (5th from
right, first row) together with other colleagues of the Observatory

Friendship of colleagues – Mr. Peterson
met Mrs. Kaia Bell at the Squire’s Halt
Restaurant on the Hog’s Back in 2009
on his eightieth birthday
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Dr. P.C. Chin's Snapshots
of the Royal Observatory
ӕϖăڒ㈜ڸቷ
Mvj!Xjoh.ipoh-!Mbn!Lxpoh!Tj.mjo-!Ijmeb
ۧߵ౾̀ )Es/!DIJO!Qjoh.divfo* ˘̣˝˘ٺѐΐˢ༊
ॡ۞࠱छࢶപ͇͛έĂፉЇጯवࡊጯ˘ءᖚĂ̱˩ѐॢ̿
ࠎ৺ࡊጯءĂ˩˛ٺѐޢഇੜЃĂߏώέࢵҜරˠࡊጯ
ءĄ˟ٺ˘˟ѐ˛͡ଣణ͇͛έĂШ͇͛έТְᓾ
д͇͛έ̍ү۞ᚗෳᕇႍĂ̚Β߁д͇͛έܐഇިᇹᓞ
֙г̍үĂ༊ॡ۞̍үᒖဩ̈́ଐڶĄ౾̀۞үᅲкăࡁ
տቑᘞᇃĂдк࣎ᅳાࠎ͇͛έಧ˭ૄϮĂּ̄Β߁ਝ۩ঈ
෪̶ژăರሗ۞ീăΞਕ̂ࢫͪෞҤăሤঈঈ࣏ྤ
फ़ඈඈĄ
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In 1951, Dr. P.C. Chin joined the then Royal Observatory.
He is the first ever Chinese Scientific Officer of the Observatory.
Dr. Chin has broad experience in various areas of work of
the Observatory, including aviation meteorological services,
forecasting of cold surges, assessment of probable maximum
precipitation and tropical cyclone analysis. His book, “Tropical
Cyclone Climatology for the China Seas and Western Pacific
from 1884 to 1970”, is an important reference on the climatology
of tropical cyclones in the region. Dr. Chin was seconded to
the World Meteorological Organization for five months in 1976,
when he was appointed as the United Nations Chief Technical
Advisor to WMO/ESCAP Panel on Tropical Cyclones in New
Delhi, reflecting his reputation as a tropical cyclone expert in the
international arena.
Mr. Graham Heywood (Director of the Royal Observatory
1946-1956) was the Director at the time when Dr. Chin joined
the Observatory. Mr. Heywood originally opposed to the idea
of employing local Chinese to take up the post of Scientific
Officers. Fortunately, with the strong backing of Mr. Leonard
Starbuck, who was the Assistant Director at that time, Dr. Chin
joined the Observatory’s family as Apprentice Scientific Officer
in 1951. He was sent to England to have his meteorological
training at Imperial College for a year. Dr. Chin did very well
in the College and was offered to stay on there for a year
for research. Unfortunately, the Observatory was short of
manpower and he was directed to return to Hong Kong to report
for duty right after his training stint. Dr. Chin was promoted to
Scientific Officer in 1955. He completed a post graduate
M. Sc. Course at Imperial College under a scheme sponsored
by the Sino-British Fellowship Trust in 1960. Dr. Chin was
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subsequently promoted to the rank of Senior Scientific Officer in
1966.
In the early days, Dr. Chin took up ‘morning’ forecasting
duties, which started early at 5 a.m. As the transportation at that
time was not as convenient as that of today without any crossharbour tunnel, Dr. Chin had to travel from home at Mid-levels to
Central by taxi, and then take a walla-walla (a kind of motorboat
crossing the Victoria Harbour) to Kowloon and then take another
taxi again from the pier to the Observatory. The early morning
transportation cost him around $7 per journey against a monthly
salary of $300 at that time. It was a six-day week and he had
to spend more than half of his salary on transportation. This
illustrated his strong commitment to working at the Observatory.
Unlike the modern facilities of the Observatory nowadays,
working environment in those days had much to be desired. As
the first Chinese officer working at the Kai Tak airport, Dr. Chin
at one time had to contend with no access to lavatory during his
shift because none had been built for Chinese officers at that
time.
While Dr. Chin was working at the Airport Meteorological
Office at Kai Tak, responsible for the provision of aviation
weather forecast, Mr. Stan Giles of an airline company called
one day and mentioned that two British Overseas Airways
Corporation aircraft would arrive at 4 p.m. and pointed out
that the forecast increase of wind strength at 4 p.m. in the
aerodrome forecast prepared by Dr. Chin could not be accepted
as that implied aircraft diversion would be required. Mr. Giles
then called Mr. Heywood, Director of the Observatory on this
matter directly but Mr. Heywood suggested him to trust the
forecast. The outcome was that the forecast strengthening
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of winds was correct and Mr. Giles, out of respect for his
professionalism, became a friend of Dr. Chin since then.

Dr. P.C. Chin (right) analysing the weather map (Courtesy of
Information Services Department)

When Mr. Heywood left the Observatory in 1956, the
Government announced that Dr. Ian Watts (Director of the Royal
Observatory 1956-1965) from Malaysia Meteorological Service
would succeed him as the Director. Before Dr. Watts reported
for duty at the Observatory, Dr. Chin presented a petition signed
together with other officers to request the Governor to rescind
the appointment of Dr. Watts as he studied geography instead
of meteorology. Dr. Chin was invited to meet the Governor
at that time. The Governor explained to him face-to-face
that the post assignment could not be changed. Despite the
unsuccessful petition, Dr. Chin’s outspoken attitude in voicing
out staff concerns and his direct interaction with the Governor
were pioneering at the time.
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In the 1960s and 1970s, Dr. Chin worked with several
senior staff who subsequently became Director of the
Observatory, including Mr. Gordon Bell (Director of the Royal
Observatory 1965-1981). According to Dr. Chin, Mr. Bell was
a very clever person with great talent in public speaking and
solving problems. Dr. Chin remembered that in a conference
with engineers in which the Observatory was invited to give a
talk on probable maximum precipitation estimation, Mr. Bell was
able to talk eloquently about the importance of the subject for
the engineering community for half an hour, before the arrival
of Dr. Chin (who was late for some reason) in custody of all
technical details.
As regards co-operation with other organizations, Dr. Chin
mentioned that the Observatory and the University of Hong
Kong co-operated during his time to set up a building structure
mounted with anemometers to measure the wind flow around
buildings. This was at the crest of the wave of the latest science
and technology of wind engineering at that time.
Dr. Chin was instrumental in the acquisition of the first
major computer, putting the Observatory amongst the earliest
government departments embarking on computerization. He
prepared the funding proposal and had to face queries about
its justification. Dr. Chin still remembered the questions from
Ms. Anson Chan, an official working on financial matters at that
time, were what would be the expected improvement in forecast
accuracy and the reduction in manpower, with the procurement
of the computer. Dr. Chin explained that the computers would
enhance the speed of the reception of weather messages which
would save time for analysis. Interestingly enough, the same
questions are still being asked nowadays when new computers
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are proposed. The Observatory subsequently established
the Computer Division in April 1973. An IBM computer was
acquired that year to decode meteorological messages,
plot charts for weather forecasts and carry out statistical
computations, modernizing the Observatory’s operations.
Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Chin, firm foundation has been
laid down in a wide range of developments of the Observatory.
Dr. Chin is now enjoying his retirement life in Canada, but will
occasionally come back to Hong Kong. We wish him all the
best and look forward to meeting him again to learn more about
the very interesting past of the Observatory.

Director (C.M. Shun) presented a staff group photo taken in the
1960s to Dr. Chin during his visit to the Observatory in July 2012.
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What Did We Do after Duty?
㈜ૈ
Lxpoh!Xppo.qvj-!Mpvjt
㈜ૈАϠࠎੜЃ۞ᓁጯఙЇĂஎஎᅳົ͇͛έߏ࣎
ٺمٙћࣘͷѣᕩᛳຏ۞߆ܝొعĂТְੵ˞̍ү˯۞ତᛈ
γĂ˭˞ᓁГჸᐝણΐ̙͌ྻજีϫĄ༊ѐᔵˠ˚ѣᕇ
ಏᓠĂТְࣇ۞ဥฤវֈჟৠᆷ˭ዂ۞˘ࢱĂᄃܕѐֽ͇
͛έд̳ચࣶᐹኳڇચረᐽࢍထ̈́ྤੈࡊԫඈᅳાٙᒔረี
̢࠹ዂߍĄ
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I understand that the Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) has
in recent years won quite a lot of honours and awards in various
scientific aspects. It must be a great achievement and pride
for a relatively small government department. It has always
been my opinion that the Observatory does not look like a
typical government department at all – no abuse of power by
the officials or staff, nor any aggressive confrontations with the
general public. On the contrary, there have been cases of verbal
abuse on the staff by some citizens. The Observatory appears
more like a closely knit community with a semper fidelis feeling,
the ‘always faithful’ sentiment with a sense of belonging, as
every member practically knows and co-operates with everyone,
and more importantly maintains some sort of contact with each
other or the office even after duty. In respect of this feeling, I
would therefore like to take this opportunity to mention some
collective achievements not related to meteorology but in sports.
Despite a limited pool of human resources, our colleagues
have in fact done quite well collectively as a team in many
sports. I shall confine my brief account of their activities to
the era from the sixties to the early eighties in the previous
century when the Hong Kong Observatory was then still known
as the Royal Observatory (RO). Football was probably the
most popular sport among our colleagues. Indeed, there were
many good footballers such as Messrs Lo Gun, E. Chan and
in particular Q.T. Lee whose father and brother were both
renowned Hong Kong footballers. There was an official RO
football team which welcomed every staff member to join and
play. Matches with other government departments or other
public institutions were regularly organized, though there had
never been any inter-government football tournaments. Any
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team member not on duty would be given a shirt with RO initials
to wear as well as a chance to play on the field. Unfortunately
I do not have any photograph showing the RO football team in
action.
Apart from football, we also had an official basketball
team which was formed mainly to take part in the annual
tournament which was first held probably in the late sixties or
early seventies by the Credit Union League of Hong Kong.
Limitation of physique and shortage of players had restricted
our achievement. Although we had never been able to get to the
top positions in the tournament, we had managed to grab some
wins over weaker opponents. Perhaps it looks slightly comical
that some of us were wearing glasses. It is fortunate that there
had never been any serious accident. The picture below was
definitely taken before 1975, but I apologize that I have lost
track of its exact date.

Standing first from left: Edmund Chu, front row third from left : W.P.
Kwong
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Ten-pin bowling began to become popular in Hong Kong
in the late sixties. Some of our colleagues began to form a
private team to play in various tournaments sponsored by
the commercial organizations. In 1969, the first commercial
supersonic airliner, Concorde, launched its first trial flight. In the
following year, in order to celebrate the successful test flights
of Concorde even though it had not yet come into commercial
service, Jardine Pacific which was handling all air flight
operations and planning for BOAC (British Overseas Airways
Corporation), now renamed as British Airways (BA), sponsored
a Kai Tak Supersonic Bowling League. The tournament
was open not only to all airline personnel but also to staff of
government departments with offices at the Kai Tak Airport.
Naturally we were interested, but owing to a lack of qualified
players, we had to join forces with colleagues from the Civil
Aviation Department (CAD) as a single team representing two
government departments in order to compete in the team event.
On the whole, we played pretty well and managed to win the
plaque of the First Runners-up as well as a trophy of the Highest
Series. The Supersonic Bowling League was unfortunately, I
believe, discontinued next year.

Third from left: W.P. Kwong with CAD colleagues
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In the early sixties, the tennis facilities of the Hong Kong
Chinese Civil Servants Association (HKCCSA) at Wylie Road,
King’s Park, attracted many colleagues to play tennis there
regularly. In 1973, the HKCCSA, with the sponsorship of Mr
Henry Fok, held its first tennis tournament which then became
an annual event. The singles and doubles matches were
open only to its members, that is, Chinese civil servants who
were also members of the HKCCSA. In the team tournament,
however, the HKCCSA membership of players was not required
– their civil servant identities would suffice. In a team match,
opposing departments had each to name six players to play
a round-robin doubles game for three rounds. There was a
problem with our team as our resources of player were limited.
In addition, many of our players were not only working on shifts,
but also belonged to the same rank. Therefore we often had to
seek the favour and co-operation of other colleagues to swap
duty whenever a match had been scheduled on the day of duty.
Fortunately the semper fidelis spirit would often kick in and most
of the time we were able to swap duty and play the match.
Age has probably got in my way and I have no recollection
of the results of the first three tournaments from 1973 to 1975.
It is unfortunate that the HKCCSA has not kept any record of
the tournament results. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that
we had our luck or perhaps were in peak form in 1976 when
Mr Edmund Chu, representing the Royal Observatory, lifted
the team championship cup from the hands of Mr Henry Fok. It
must be a glamorous moment of joy and pride for all RO team
members.
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From left: W.P. Kwong, Mr & Mrs Edmund Chu

We still played pretty well in the following year but luck
was not on our side this time as we were beaten narrowly in the
final and could only end up as the first runners-up. Despite our
disappointment, we felt much honoured that Mr Gordon Bell,
the then DRO, agreed to receive the trophy on behalf of our
department.

Third from left: HKCCSA representative, Gordon Bell, Henry Fok, W.P.
Kwong
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I am unable to recall what we had achieved in the following
year, though it seems more likely that we failed to go to the
final. In the seventh tournament held in 1979, however, we regrouped ourselves and once more brought home another first
runners-up trophy. This time we had Mr Peter Li Chung Sum
to represent our department to receive the trophy from Mr C.T.
Fok, son of Mr Henry Fok.

Standing : Peter Li (fourth from left) and C.T. Fok (third from Peter Li)
Front row (from left) W.P. Kwong

Thereafter as the sport of tennis gradually became even
more popular in Hong Kong, there was a surge in team entries
into the annual tournaments. It therefore became much tougher
to get to the final rounds. Besides, the RO players were
gradually going downhill with age. As far as my memory goes,
we no longer were able to take home another trophy under
the team name of Royal Observatory, though we might have
achieved something like the second runners-up in 1985.
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Sadly the HKCCSA has ceased organizing any tennis
tournament since 2007. In view of this, it makes us feel even
prouder that we were able to have achieved something for
the department outside meteorology and brought home at
least three trophies for display at the club house. The more
important thing is, of course, the pride and honour felt by our
colleagues to be able to compete under the department’s
banner. I am looking forward to hearing of more successes in
sports by our young colleagues.
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χ 6LU
ʨʼ̎Εਝࣵ࠰ࣩݗɮАؿϢɣࡐ
ంᇉۆ
Npl!Ijoh.zjn
Mr. HY Mok, Senior Scientific Officer, told the stories
of Mr. Chu Wing-kee, Edmund, who retired in 1988. He
recalled that Mr. Chu was his very good mentor when he
was a forecaster at the Central Forecasting Office. More
significantly, Mr. Chu was the first officer of the Observatory
to take up the chairmanship of an expert group of the
World Meteorological Organization back in 1972. Mr. Chu’s
achievement exemplifies the unique role that Hong Kong
could play in the international arena.
When this article was being finalized, we received the
very sad news that Mr. Chu had just passed away in early
December 2012. While many of us will be missing him in
the years to come, we are also hopeful that this article will
help colleagues and friends remember him personally and
recall his contribution to the Observatory. Our very best
wishes for Mrs. Chu and his family.
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 ٺ2:99 ѐੜЃ۞ĶѦ TjsķѦၷૄАϠߏඊ۰Ğంᇉۆğܐ
ˢ͇͛έ༊ಡࣶॡдĶ͇ঈಡ͕̚ķ̍ү۞˘̚Ҝ৺ࡊ
ጯЇĂд۞ᅳ˭ĂഅВТࢬ၆࿅̙͌۞ೋК͇ঈĄኢ͇
ঈтңೋКĂଐڶѣкღާĂΪࢋѣགྷរᖳಱă֗ݭᅾु۞ĶѦ
TjsķӱᗉĶ͇ঈಡ͕̚ķĂ͕྆ҋኼ၁Ă̙ຖ̙ѓܮΞͽᑕ
;࿅ΝĄᔵĶѦ Tjsķ̏ੜЃ˟˩кѐĂᔘ̙ॡĶѦ Tjsķ
༊ѐᗕ͘೪ٺᆵޢࡦ۞ݓĂࢵڀણྎଭдߛ˯۞۩߹ቢဦĂͽ
̈́͘ે࿖ඊᑡфቱିඊ۰൪Ķ961 Ѻ߹۩سቢဦķ۞ଐഀĄ
༊ᔘѣ۞ᐌ̈́ଂ̙ᕚ˯৺ߛ̄۞ّॾĂҌ̫̪።።дϫĄ
ҜϺरϺ̓۞ҁТְ̫ѐ̏ѐ࿅ 91 ˞Ăଂܕഇଣ୕࿅ĶѦ
Tjsķ۞Тְ˾̚ଉĶѦ Tjsķ̪ჟৠઉٻĂྮޥĂ࠹ܫ
̪՟ѣԞд͇͛έഭ࿅۞˟˩к࣎ߋăआăࡌăĂ̈́༊ѐ
࣎ܐࡱᛀ۞̈ူ̄ĄдଣణഇมĂĶѦ Tjsķಶд͇͛έഅ
ણᄃ࿅۞̍ү̈́གྷ።ӮਕтᇴछࠡĂ҃־־ኘĄ͍дጸז
д 2:83.2:92 ѐมాЇࠧ͵بঈ෪ᖐĞXNPğĶঔ߶ঈ෪
ጯ؎ࣶົķ۞Ķঔ߶ঈ࣏̍үķय۞ͪރΫॡĂॎጬ̝ଐԆ
Бঙனд֤ຎே۞ᓚट˯Ċᖙߤ˞˘˭͇͛έ۞።ΫĂֽࣧ
ĶѦ TjsķՀߏࢵҜд XNP ۞छፉЇय۞͇͛έˠࣶĂ
ቁߏࣃຏזҋᄹ۞Ą
д 2:75 ѐΐˢ͇͛έЇᖚࡊጯЇ݈ĂĶѦ TjsķഅАޢд
ΐोֲ̂ұ྿࠷ঈ෪ٙ̍ү̈́дࢶപந̍ጯੰĞࢶപந̍̂ጯ݈
֗ğ༊࿅ᓾरĄΐˢ͇͛έޢĂĶѦ Tjsķܐॡдୁᇇ፟ಞঈ෪ٙ
ፉЇਝ۩ঈ෪̍үĂޢአᖚז༊ॡ۞ঔ߶ঈ෪ొయঔ߶ঈ
෪ڇચĂ֭ፉЇঔപঈ෪ЇĄˢᖚ͇͛έܐഇĂĶѦ Tjsķ̏ܮ
གྷણᄃ˯͇˭ঔ۞̍ү˞Ą
ҋ 2994 ѐјϲͽֽĂࠎᅈ߶௺೩ֻঔ߶ঈ෪ڇચĂ˘ۡ
ౌߏ͇͛έ۞ࢵࢋ̍ү̝˘Ąд 2:5: ѐĂ͇͛έฟؕ٢๒˞˘
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ฤԠᙸ៍ീ௺ฤĂ೩ֻঔ߶˯۞ঈ෪៍ീྤफ़Ąྍֱྤफ़၆̶ژ
͇ঈրăؠטঔ߶ડા͇ঈಡ̈́ॡ൴ᅵࢲᛋӘܧ૱ࢦ
ࢋĄૄ͇͛ٺέдঔ߶ঈ෪ڇચ۞གྷរᚥĂд 2:74 ѐ XNP
Ķঔ߶ঈ෪ጯ؎ࣶົķనϲĶঔ߶ঈ࣏ၡࢋࢍထķॡĂͽ͇͛έ
ࠎܑ۞ࢶപ̏јࠎ XNP ؠБ͵ࠧˣ࣎ќะঔ߶ঈ෪ྤफ़̈́
በᚷĶঔ߶ঈ࣏ၡࢋķјࣶ ) ˘̝̚ιјࣶࠎ઼࡚ăࡻ઼ă
ᇇ઼ă͟ώăܻᘲ )2::3 ѐ݈ࠎᛂᓑ *ăఈᜋ̈́О* ޘĄࢶപ
۞యቑಛߏϤ֔ҌΔቛ 41 ̈́ޘϤڌགྷ 211 ޘҌ 231 ొ۞ޘ
ЊĄд XNPĶঔ߶ঈ࣏ၡࢋࢍထķ۞щଵ˭Ă͇͛έᑭࢶؠപ
Ԡᙸ៍ീ௺௹͇ঈ៍ീಡӘ۞ኳณĂޢдࡻ઼ᇇ઼۞Бྤ
फ़ќะ͕̚םአ˭ᄃЧјࣶϹೱྤफ़ĂྻүҌ̫Ą
д 2:83 ѐĂБ͵ࠧˣ࣎ќะঔ߶ঈ෪ྤफ़̈́በᚷĶঔ߶ঈ
࣏ၡࢋķ۞ XNP јܑࣶдִڌᓝҖ XNPĶঔ߶ঈ෪ጯ؎ࣶົķ
ௐ̱ѨົᛉĄϤٺ༊ॡĶѦ Tjsķయঔ߶ঈ෪ڇચ۞̍үĂЯѩ
జ؎ࠁܑ͇͛έयົᛉĄд൴ॡĂĶѦ TjsķΪߏٱણᄃ
۞͕ၗयົᛉ۞ĂҭඕݒڍˠຍܑĂдົ˯జଯᏴࠎĶঔ߶
ঈ࣏̍үķ۞यĂޢՀాЇ˘بҌ 2:92 ѐĄᔵְк
ѐĂдᄲ࣎ז፟࿃ॡĶѦ TjsķᔘܑனѣֱĂЯࠎலౣ
ౌߏࢵҜд XNP ፉЇ̍үय۞͇͛έˠࣶĊдኘְזଐ
۞ؕϐॡĂĶѦ Tjsķܑϯ࣎ࣧ̚ЯϺ̙ਕؠۺĂҭடຐᑕྍߏ
༊ॡڌҘ͞ҽጼॡഇ۞ӻ઼ᅫ߆ڼᒖဩࢶപ۞পҜཉĂͽ
͇̈́͛έдঔ߶ঈ෪ڇચٙү۞Ӆ˧ѣᙯĄּтѝд 2:71 ѐ
Ă͇͛έ̏ܮࢶപԠᙸ៍ീ௺௹͘ᆷ۞ঈ෪៍ീྤफ़ᄦјͽ
ཝࡍ͋Ιԛёᐼх۞ᇴፂĂ֭ᄃଂࢶപయቑಛ̰Ч઼ঈ෪̚
͕Ϲֽ۞ཝࡍ͋Ι˘׀நĂགྷཝё၆ᇴፂүݡኳᑭؠ
ޢ๗በјঈ࣏ၡࢋĂᄃٙѣ XNP јࣶВֳĄд༊ॡ۞߆ࡦڼഀĂ
Вֳୂຏ۞ܫि̙֭̈́ĂࢶപதАᄃٙѣ XNP јࣶВֳঔ߶
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ঈ࣏ᇴፂĂјࠎ˞͵ࠧቑĄϤѩΞ֍Ăࢶപдг˯ᔵΪߏ
ᇅ˱̝гĂҭдዋ༊۞ॡม̈́ᒖဩ˭ĂΪࢋώ֗ѣ၁˧̈́Ӆ˧Ϻ
Ξͽ൴ܪ൴ЍĂд઼ᅫᄅᄂ˯ፉ༊ᅳጱ۞֎ҒĄĶѦ TjsķజଯᏴ
ࠎ XNPĶঔ߶ঈ࣏̍үķ۞य࣎˘ߏܮрр۞ּ̄Ą
ޢĈඊ۰Ԇјѩ͛ౢͽޢྖᓑඛĶѦ TJSķޢฎ͛ቇ
ኛ೩ຍ֍Ą༊ॡĶѦ TJSķ̪ᓏт߸ᛗĂ̝ޢՀᏐඊаܫගԧĄ
࠻ĶѦ TJSķ۞ඊྫॡĂ͕̚ᔘ࠽୕д͇͛έ 241 ѐᇉ
ΞͽГᄃᔮҾкѐ۞ҁТְჸࢵĂ̙ضĶѦ TJSķ ٺ3123 ѐ 23
͡ܐЯঽΝ͵Ā///! ̙౼ࣾ
ᆞ̝ዶĂΪѣࣄѩ˘֎Ă
ܑ྿၆ĶѦ TJSķ۞ະă
ᘃهĂͽ̈́аᜪ၆͇͛
έٙү۞ᚥĄ
֗ࠎ XNP ঔ߶ঈ࣏̍
ү   य ۞Ķ Ѧ Tjsķ
ĞΠ˘ğົᛉ

ĶѦ TjsķĞν˘ğд̍ዶ
ॡᄃТְВֳࢠྼሄ

έܜԏം̈́ !ځӄநέܜᆒِ͕!ă
ጌчᇇ! ٺ3123 ѐ̚ଣణĶѦ Tjsķ
ĞΠ˟ğ
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Αᚋ
ୖӖჇ
Mfvoh!Lxbo.tifl
Mr. KS Leung, former Principal Experimental Officer
at the Observatory, writes and sings about his career
development starting from the rank of Scientific Assistant to
become the officer-in-charge of the Airport Meteorological
Office (AMO) before his retirement. He was determined to
rush back to the AMO at Chek Lap Kok in the midst of his
duty visit in Guangzhou right after he received a phone call
from the office about the tragic flight landing in 1999 during
a typhoon. He likes weather forecasting and currently his
proficiency comes in handy in advising a down-to-earth
client, his wife, about drying of clothes under the sun.
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д͇͛έЇᖚࡊጯӄந̙֖ѐඕĂᖃ༊͇ᚙଭ!9!ཱིࢲ
ĂϚဩ۞ߏ˘ૻᅵࢲĊߏд˩˘͡બĊᄮৌካࢬĄ༊͇ࣣତ˞
͉͉аछĂᐌӈѣฎमֽ͇͛έ۞ଭཱིܫĞΞਕߏЯԧӘ
˞ğĂߏొ֍ࡗܝѣᙯᏳᏴࡊጯӄநצ઼ࡻـĄޢᏴ˞ԧ
Ω˘Тְ݈ΝĂߏඕ ז̙ޢ4!࣎͡Ąֽ̄ޢϠĂАऽ
ಈԧ۞ˠߏԧ۞Тְᛂॾᜋॾ࣯ٛ፟ಞঈ෪ٙ۞ᖚࣶĄ
# ߑ͇ѣ̦ᆃ൴Ϡĉனдϒд൴Ϡ̦ᆃĉ #! ಶߏдࡻ઼۞ঈ
෪ԊጯੰצഇมĂ˘Ҝጱरିጱԧࣇтңநঈ෪̶̚۞ژ
˘࣎͞ڱĂࣇϺ̙ॡૻአᛋᛇّĂ၆ԧ͟ޢдણᄃ͇ঈಡ
̍ү۞ᑒӄᅲ̂Ąаപޢд͇ঈಡ͕̚၁௫ഇมĂО෪ྵஎג
۞ߏ˘Ҝಡࣶഅಶঈ෪̶͇̈́ژঈົᛉ̚ᖎಡ۞ԫμග̟۞
ጱĂҋ̎Ϻ̙ॡүְژ̶ޢĄ༊ॡ۞͇͛έέܜ၆ಡࣶ۞ᛋᛇ
ّࢋՐࠤĂүࠎ˘࣎າˠֽᄲĂΞͽѣрр۞፟ົᔪᔤҋ̎Ą
ᐌ̍۞ޢүࢋߏүࠎᓁొಡ͕̚ӄநಡࣶણᄃ͇ঈ
ಡ̈́д፟ಞঈ෪ٙ൴ਖ਼ࢳҖঈ෪͛І̟ਝ۩̳ΦĂ͌ొЊॡมд
ొ̚Ă҃ԧ۞Ꮈд݈۰ĂЯࠎд͇ঈಡ̍ү̚Ξͽ
̙ॡᄃಡࣶኢĄࡶ͇ঈಡቁͷநϤ·̶ຏᎸĂ࣐
ಡᄱĂࡶѣٙε̝ዶݒΞᆧҋ̎۞གྷរĄдֱ֤ѐĂԧࣇ
ߏಏ˘ˠд͇ঈീᓁొ༊؆ՀĂυࢋॡΞᄃ፟ಞঈ෪ٙ۞ਝ
۩ಡࣶᓑඛĂтѩटٽ᎕ჸ၁ኹགྷរĄ
˘Ѩࡎޝ۞፟ົԧତצෛέଳణĂѣᙯᅵࢲᇆᜩࢶപ۞
ଐڶĂְ݈ߏ՟ѣ౯ԧΝઇ۞Ą༊ॡෛέᅮࢋགᄬ̈́ࡻᄬଳ
ణĂࡻᄬ͞ࢬϤࡻᖣ͇͛έܜయĂ҃གᄬ͞ࢬĂϤٺ༊ॡ۞
͇ঈಡࣶ̙ܮΝĂಶࡇрᓜॡԱԧആĄޝԣՙؠрĂ˘ிˠ
ඈಶᅁΝົᛉވĂ˘ז྿Ăέܮܜ৭дᙡᐝ݈౯Ă༊ॡԧޝԣ
ࢋՙؠАέܜٙᄲĂГӈॡᛌј͛̚Ăͽ౯̙ॡ̝ᅮĂЯࠎ
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ऻ֨ԧ՟ѣॡมГયྍᄲֱࠤᆃĄڍέܜᓾԆϲגಶזԧĂ
ಶᇹԧགྷ።˞˘˘Ѩ۞ෛଳణĄ
д͇͛έ˩۞ޢѐνΠГ՟ѣۡତଂְ͇ঈಡ۞̍үĄ
҃д̣۞ޢă̱ѐࢋણᄃ፟ಞঈ෪ٙგநඉထ۞̍үĂߏѓ
༨̈́ღૺ۞ॡഇĄѩഇม̰Ăޝԣܮሢ௫˞!# ؼᏵ #!ആ!# ॡ #!
˭ĄࢵАߏ౯፟ಞঈ෪ٙϤୁᇇ፟ಞວዏ֎ ֔ז፟ಞĄᐌ
ӈࢋࢬ၆ቁܲЧրፆү࿅ഭ̳̮˟˼ѐ۞߄ጼĄࢍထјϲ౯ϡ
ଠט۞ᅃӄ፟ಞঈ෪ٙĂ༊ଠט൴Ϡְ߇ॡĂ͇͛έ۞ᖚࣶ
ܮொरҌྍঈ෪ٙᚶᜈྻүĄ!Тְܝᅮॡሢ௫າᒖဩ̈́̂ณ۞າ
ᆇጡĂЯѩд̍ү˯ጐณ̙ឰࣇٚצ࿅̂۞ᑅ˧Ą
፟ಞঈ෪ٙວ˘ࡗ֎ ֔זѐкĂ˘Ѩזᇃэ౯ᄃ઼̚۩
გԊ۞ˠࣶົࢬĂ༊͇˭̾ᔵ̏൴!9!ཱིধࢲཱིܫĂԧࣇ̪ࣧ
ؠщଵࢷ఼ۡͫ֘ـᇃэĄเٯڃ྿ҝ੧݈ܝظĂϒຐซˢॡ
ତז፟ಞঈ෪ֽٙ!;!ĶD!.!S!.!B!.!T!.!I!"!ጐԣܔа֔ ֎Ąķѣࢳ
፟൴ϠຍγĂߏٺϲӈᐝ˵̙аĂдࢷܕܢລ͐̀ᔒᖼܔа፟ಞ
ঈ෪ٙĂٯ྿ॡ̏ߏ̾؆ĂಶѩΓΓඕՁപᒫ˘ྼĄ
дЇ۞˘ޢѐՀࢋૈ৺ጯఙЇĂͽତആᓁጯఙЇ
య፟ಞঈ෪ٙ۞ਝ۩ಡࣶ۞̍үĄॲፂ઼ᅫϔਝᖐд˟
˘ѐ۞ޙᛉĂ͇͛έࢋࠎਝ۩ঈ෪ڇચซҖ JTP ᄮᙋĂೢᏴ˞
გநᜪય̳Φࠎਝ۩ঈ෪ڇચ൴ण˘इݡኳგந۞͛Ї́րĄ
дͽ˯Ѻѓ̚Ăضрѣሤ͕۞ТְккᑒѓĂҭТॡϺѣॡ
дΓѓ̙҃̚གྷຍгฟཋ˞˘ֱТְĂдѩ่୕ࣇ֍ኗĄ
ࣧኗԧ˘Ϡ̙ឬٸᓂຑҋϤĂ˵ົُѣ˘͇ົࣆ
˘͇Ăְ݈՟ѣˠ఼ۢԧĂ˘ҜѐܦˠĂࡍ˞˘֗ඊ॔எҒ
Ҙ྅Ăඕ˞ᅳĂ֕ซԧ۞Ᏹ̳ވĄߏआ͇Ăٙͽԧࡍ۞ߏൺᏌ
ܜᜑĂ୮౯ගᗐ࣎ϒĂԧٸдᏱ̳ޢ۞ވ౯җ˵ڇϡ
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̝ڠгĂѩඈᑌԉಞࢬଂϏ൴Ϡ࿅˵ٺ൴Ϡ˞ "!
ତޝѣᖃᄻгӘ෦ԧߏొܝາኛֽ۞ጯఙЇĂߏజ
щଵдԧ֤྆˯۞Ą

ௐ˩˛Ѩਝ۩ঈ෪ڇચᓑඛົᛉјࣶᝌਖ਼ୖӖჇ ) ̚ *

γᄻѝԼតĂဩౌតĂଐᘃϏត
Ķ྆ߏϔਝ೭έĂኛયனдಞ̂ົܥᜈк˳ @ķ
Ķॲፂ྿ᇆညពϯĂ̂ܥົГᜈࡗ 41 ̶ᛗĂܥޢ
๕ົځពഴऴĄķ
!ੜЃ;!ޢ
Ķҗ߾̏ڇрĂனдѣ͉วĂҗڇଭγഃខӐ!"ķ
͉͉ᄲĄ
Ķ͇͛έ྿ពϯΗ̈ॡޢѣܥĂົᜈࡗ 2 ̈ॡĂൾޢГ
ഃខӐĊķ
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҈Εʨʼ̎̒ؿɊά
ఎ!
Xbo!Cvj
M r. Wa n B u i i s o n e o f t h e l o n g e s t s e r v i n g
colleagues of the Observatory, who recently retired in
July 2012. In this article, he shares his memory of the
changes and advancement in the computer operations
of the Observatory, starting from the early stage of
computerization work in the 1970s. He also provides an
insight of how the Observatory’s staff faced the challenges
arising from the advancement of technology, with the aim
to meeting the increasing demands for weather forecasting
and other new services of the Observatory.
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дԧα˩ѐ۞͇͛έϠ̚Ă࿅ˬ̶̝˘ॡมߏдཝొ
ഭ࿅۞Ąᔵ၆ٺѝഇཝొ۞ጸ̏ฟؕតሀቘĂОည̚Ă
༊ѐ۞ፆүࣶ̍үĂᔘߏ·႕ሄ߄ጼ۞Ą
̂ࡗд 2:88 ѐࡌ͇Ă༊ॡԧᔘдࢳᗵ̋྿Ăઊ֍ז
̰ొ̳͛ᄲཝొᅮࢋࡊጯӄந༊؞ᓜॡ̍Ă྿͇Я፟
ጡჯ࣒۞ᙯܼĂ̙ᅮࢋ̍үĂ࿅౺۞ˠ͘ࢋܮΩడᕩ˞Ą
ٙͽԧдԆБ̙ۢཝߏ̦ᆃڌҘ۞ଐܮ˭ڶಡЩĄ༊ྫྷ
ߏᓜާٱҢཙזဦ३ᐡࣄཝણ҂३Ăԓ୕ࢬྏ۞ॡ࣏̙ົ˾
֏Ąࢬྏ۞ॡ࣏֍ԧ۞ߏዑ͌ځАϠĞ༊ॡߏ৺ጯఙЇĂ
ཌநཝొგğĄԧࣇ۞ኘྖૄώ˯ᄃཝᙯĂҬยྖछ૱
к˘ᕇĄ͕ຐࢬྏඕ̵ߏౌڍкР͌Ăިफ़זĂᇴ͇ܮޢତ఼ז
ۢĂԧࢋдཝొ࿅˞Ą
͇͛۞ܐέཝొळར ٺ2994 ̂ሁ۞ࢬޢሁ )Boofy!
Cvjmejoh*!Ăӈ˟ሁဦ३ᐡय़۞ٗ࣎มĂੵཝొγĂ˟ሁᔘѣ
ͪ͛Ăဦ३ᐡ̈́৺ࡊጯЇ۞Ᏹ̳ވĂҌٺཝొѣࡊጯ
ӄநүࠎፆүࣶдཝ̍ވүĂጯఙЇĞ̂ࡗˬˠాგğү
ࠎёበᆷࣶдΩγ˘࣎ٗม̍үĄੵ˞ፆүࣶγĂТְౌ
ߏഈ˝̣˯۞ĂٙͽдᏱ̳ॡมͽγĂፋळ̂ሁࡇܮѣፆү
ࣶཝĄ
༊ѐ۞ཝߏ JCN!2241  TZTUFN!8Ăֱ֤ཝౌѣ˘࣎প
Ғ!ů!វԛᘀ̂Ąͽ 2241 ࠎּĂѣ˘ૺ็̂ع߆ݭᆷфᕧ۞̂
̈Ă҃ TZTUFN!8! ҫࡗ˘࣎ˢᒒҗᴷ۞វ᎕ĄरΈࣇᄲĂЯࠎ
វݭᘀ̂Ăྻਖ਼ॡࢋજУᓖ֘ཝУ˯˟ሁĂᔘࢋ៩ฟ˟ሁ
֕ು۞˘࣎˾̖ΞͽཝึӀਖ਼ˢཝވĞனдሁ˟ሁ֕
ುႽᐝ۞ᜠĂߏܮ༊ѐྻਖ਼ཝ҃ࢋ៩ฟ۞˾ğĄ
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னॡдሁဦ३ᐡγ֕ು
Ⴝᐝ۞ᜠĂߏ༊ѐϡֽ
ྻਖ਼ཝ۞˾

ᔵཝវ̂ݭĂҭጸវ̈́ჃჄᐼхณĂͧனдಶ̈
ΞᇔĄJCN!2241  TZTUFN!8! Чѣ 75!LC ҃ ۞ֽޢFDMJQTF ಶѣ
2!NCĄჃჄ͞ࢬĂ2241 ѣळჃჄ፟ĂჃჄрညᜠᅷ˘ᇹѣ 1/6!
NCĂҌ ٺFDMJQTF ۞ჃჄ፟Հྒૺ! ę! рည˘έ߾җ፟۞̂̈Ă
༊टณϺ࠹၆̂кĂѣ :7NCĄᏮˢཝߏϡ৽፟
ბ፟˘ֱͧྵࣧؕ۞͞ڱĄχф፟ߏྤफ़ĂΒ߁ཝёϡ
χ͋۞͞ڱᐂд˘ૺ 91!DPMVNO ۞Ι৽˯Ą৽ߏଂ̂ڌ
ಡԊќࠧ͵۞פЧг۞ᐂ৽ĂԧࣇፆүΙ፟৽፟ॡ
ౌᅮࢋ˩̶͕̈̈́ڦĂ̙Ι৽ଫזг˯ٕ৽ᕝ˞̶˩ܮ౫
Ą༊ѐ۞ཝᄬ֏ߏ GPSUSBO!  BTTFNCMFSĂ˘఼࣎۞
ё̂ࡗᅮࢋ˘ѺˬזѺૺΙĂтڍϡ BTTFNCMFS ٕኑᗔ۞ё
۞ྖĂԧࣇߏϡߏ̙҃ޘݓϡૺᇴࢍზ۞Ą

͇͛έд˛ăˣ˩ѐϡֽᐼхྤफ़۞ 91!!DPMVNO ۞Ι৽
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ፆүࣶ۞̍үΒ߁જཝăՀೱჃჄĞЯࠎटณ̈۞ᙯܼĂ
̙Т۞ྤफ़ົᐼд̙Т۞ჃჄ˯ࢬĂдેҖё̝݈Ăԧࣇࢋቁ
ܲٙᅮྤफ़۞ჃჄߏాቢ۞ğăેҖྤफ़౯ЊĂ౯ЊߏϡჃ۞Ă
Ⴣ۞ಶрညֱ֤Οҁᐂࢰ፟˘ᇹĂߏ˘ᅷᅷ۞ćᔘѣٙѣд
Ᏹ̳ॡมϏਕந۞ྤफ़ёĂд˯ેҖĂЯࠎᏮˢёΞ
ਕᅮॡ˩ᇴ̶ᛗזᇴ࣎̈ॡ̙ඈĄٙͽጯఙЇࣇበᆷёॡౌ
˩̶͕̈ĂႽณᔖҺ̙υࢋ۞ᄱĄΞਕЯࠎˠᇴ͌۞ᙯܼĂर
Έࣇ၆ԧ೩ᙯٺፆү˯ёበᆷ۞યᗟĂౌ˩̶ሄຍᄃԧ̶
ֳ͕Ă҃გϺගԧ፟ົበᆷёĄߏٺԧฟؕૈዳ˞၆ཝ
۞ᎸĄд؞ඕՁॡĂࢋܮՐᚶᜈдཝొĄ҃ԧ۞ኛՐ˫
జତৼĂܑԧкݻк۞ܚཝొϠ۞ฟؕĄ
˘ѐ̝ޢĂJCN ႙႙୶Ăೱˢ˞ EBUB!HFOFSBM ۞ FDMJQTF!
T0241 !T0251Ăវ̪ݭᘀ̂Ă̙࿅ᓄኑ۞Ιͯ৽Ϻฟؕ
జ՛ĄЯࠎΐૻ˞ཝਕ˧ĂٙͽޝкາயܮݡుՎฟ൴ϡͽ
͚೯͇ঈീĂ̚Β߁ࢍზ̂ቑಛ۞ঈăঈᑅăᐂЧгঈ
෪৭۞ܥณăࢲШăࢲిăࢍზᅵࢲྮशඈĄٙѣயߏౌݡϡЕ
О፟Оֽ! ę! ϡᕇܑঔثቢĂϡфϓܑඈࣃĂٙͽயߏݡ
˘ુુ۞ᕇфϓĂፆүࣶࢋАঔثቢాֽ̈́࠹Тфϓ
Ğܑඈࣃğ
ϡᗞҒ̺൪
ֽĂ ̖ Ξ ͽ ो
 ז ീ ᓁ ొĄ
࿅ಶညனд
ρ༴̈́̈ጯ
Ϡ૱ా۞ەᕇ
ྼᑚĄ
͇͛έཝፆүࣶϒдፆүᘱဦ፟ᘱ൪͇ঈဦ
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ᐌ͇͛έд 91 ѐฟؕఢထѺฉѐ̂ሁĂཝ̿৺ࢍထ
Ϻдგࣇ͕̚ᔞ឵Ăд 91 ѐ̚ഇࣇՙؠϡ EBUB!HFOFSBM
۞ NW!31111  NW!26111 ͟פ႙ҁ̼˫ਕ˧̙֖ͽᑕ;
Чొֽк۞ཝᑕϡࢋՐĂཝᄬ֏ϺϤ GPSUSBO!JJ ̿৺
Ҍ GPSUSBO!88Ąдາ۞ཝϒёࢋщ྅݈ᇴ࣎͡ĂԧࢋΩ˘
ҜТְĂम̙кՏ͇ౌࢋोᐂё۞ჃĂϤыՒזΔ֎
۞ཝ̳ΦĂϡາ፟ซҖёീྏă࣒ԼĂ̈́າᖞ፟۞ඕ
࠹̢ڍ၆Ăͽቁܲࣧѣ۞ёΞͽдາ፟ϒ૱гྻҖĄ
າ۞ཝొдѺฉѐࡔ̂هງ̣ሁĂፋ࣎ΔᓍߏཝވůΒ
߁፟ٗĂჃᐼхऱ̈́ཝბ፟ވĞ֤྆ٸཉ˞ˬҌαొ
ბ፟ాቢזֻ፟ొֹϡğĄݑᓍҫ˘Ηߏგ̈́ёበ
ᆷࣶᏱ̳ވĄ
ᐌཝᑕϡ۞̈́Ă͇͛έЧొϺฟؕϡёந
ྤफ़ĂᄦүဦܑĂٙͽԧࣇ۞̍үតՀΐᓄѓĂੵ˞ࣧѣ۞ፆ
үࣶ̍үγᔘࢋయჯཝბ፟۞ވ৩ԔĂࠎࣇበଵֹϡ
ॡมĂ̈́நࣇӗ̍۞׳үפࣇ఼ۢа̍үඕڍĄā

ඊ ۰  ٺ2:91 ѐ  ϒ д ֹ ϡ EBUB!HFOFSBM!
ཝბ፟Ꮾˢ΄Ăϯཝ̍ү
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дഇมĂཝొཉ˞ᘱဦ፟Ăͽ݈ЕОֽ۞யݡ
ဦည̼ĂԧࣇГ̙ืࢋాەᕇྼᑚ˞Ąѣ˞າ۞ᘱဦ፟ԧࣇฟ
൴˞າ۞۩ࢲШࢲిဦĂΒ߁۩ۡݬมԔЕဦ )TQBDF!DSPTT!
TFDUJPO*! ̈́ॡมԔЕဦ )UJNF!DSPTT!TFDUJPO*! ඈĂڇચ၆෪ੵ
˞ീᓁొγᔘѣ༊ѐдୁᇇ፟ಞ۞፟ಞঈ෪ٙĄ
91 ѐ̚ഇĂშඛϺฟؕд͇͛έᑕϡĂЧొΞͽдҋ
̎ొܝཉბ፟ϡშඛాቢז፟ĂࣇГ̙ืࢋ̣זሁଵฤ
ϡཝĂᔵࣇ̪ࢋזཝވγפаඕڍĂЯࠎࡇѣ˘έ̚
δχО፟۞ᙯܼĄ
ԧߏд 2:97 ѐᗓฟཝొĂአ۩זঈѳߖঈ෪ࡁտĂۡ
Ҍ 2::4 ѐ̖አаཝĂ̝ޢཝϤጯఙЇგ۞ѐត
ࠎϤࡊጯЇೠ௷۞ొĂ̙࿅Ă֤ߏΩ˘࣎߇ְ˞Ą
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ɮАɾ̔
ᚶᎸ
Zfvoh!Lbj.ijoh
Mr. KH Yeung, retired Assistant Director of the
Observatory, recalls various staff recreational activities
as early as in the 1970s with many memorable photos
reminiscing those happy times and crediting the
harmonious workplace at the Observatory.
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ඊ۰ّ͇ழᘄĂ̙͉ಈᝌ̍үĂ̙࿅дᖚॡــගˠ˘࣎ᅲ
ࠎ๔˧۞О෪Ă၁ߏҋۢᕇĂ۬ږ࿅ϒٙயϠ۞˘࣎෪Ă
̫Ѩᑕᔛᆷ˘ቔຐ༊ѐĂЯࠎ̙ࢨᗟՄĂ߇ѩՙ̙ؠᆷ̍үĂΪ
ᆷ̍үͽγ۞ሄ߿જĂᆷ۞̙ߏώˠ۞߿જĂ˵̙ߏ࣎Ҿ
ࣶ̍۞߿જĂ҃ߏிкࣶ̍ણᄃ۞ะវ߿જĄ
˘˘࣎ѐѐᓝᏱ҃ણᄃ۰ிк۞߿જߏཐኚࠁ၆Ă˘ਠд
ཐኚ݈ٕ̝݈́˘͇ᓝҖĂι۞ԛё ٺ2:95 ѐѣ˘࣎ځព۞
ԼតĄдѩ̝݈Ăέౌܜҝд͇͛έᓁొ̰۞۽Ăཐኚࠁ၆ಶ
дέܜ̰۽ᓝҖĂࠁ၆ॡม˘זТְಶ̍˯͘˭ٸү֕זέܜ
۞۽Σ҃ܝˢĂ҃έܜಶͽ੧ăՠͪࢴ٢ײிˠĂ̢ৡཐ
ኚԣሄ̝ޢĂТְࣇಶˬ̣јཏ۞੧ኘ͇Ăέܜछˠ̙ॡࡍ೧
ˠཏ̝มĂᅍ˯ᓥͯḁ̆ڍഠޞிˠĂঈڤᝌሄᏐ̷Ăᕘ᚛ࡗ˘
࣎̈ॡிˠ˫ౙᜈӘᙜᗓΝĄ2:95 ѐԏߦАϠ̿ЇέܜĂᏴፄ
ҝдപफࣧاٙĂ̙ዏˢ͇͛έᓁొ̰۞۽Ăࣣ҃μѝ˘ѐĺѺ
ฉѐࡔ̂هሁĻརјĂѣ˘࣎̂ົᛉះΞֻкˠჸะĂཐኚࠁ၆
ଂѩಶдົᛉះዐ۩۞ܕгᓝҖĂ༼ϫ˵˘ѐ˘ѐ۞кֽĂ
ܕѐࠁ၆ಶѣέܜᙜăЧЧᇹ۞ረă̾ᐠăྼᑚ٩ረඈ
༼ϫĂ።ॡ࣎к̈ॡĂঈڤᝌሄሤጂĂҭ˵̙ࢋͽࠎͽ݈дέ
ܜछ۞ࠁ၆ಶޝπ୶Ă༊ѐ٢މײˠ۞ߏধ੧Ă࣎Ҿр੧۞Тְ
ಅ˭ړಶଐჰႚĂᓏᓾ̂ᓏ৯Ăঈޝ˵ڤሤጂĄ
ጸٙ̈́Ă͇͛έᖚࣶົΪᏱ࿅˘Ѩࢶപဩγ۞ॠྼĂ2:89
ѐ઼̚غฟؕԼࢭฟٸĂॠྼࢨטᐌ̝ٸᆵĂдѩ̝݈Ă˘ਠࢶ
പˠ̙̰זٽгॠྼĂΝ۞ࢋߏଣᏐĄ͇͛έᖚࣶົࢲঈ̝
АĂ ٺ2:8: ѐᄃၐ౹ᎸᅙҖЪॠҖဥၰྼॳڒăଂ̼ᇃэĂ
˟˩кЩဥ̓ࡗ˘Ηߏ͇͛έᖚࣶĂߏѝڟካ̰זгസЍ̋Ғ
۞˘ԲࢶപˠĂѣͯࠎᙋĄඊ۰༊ॡߏᖚࣶົົܜĂҭ̙ࢋᄱ
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ົඊ۰ѣтѩ౹ຍਕ˧Ă၁ဥ۞ၹֽޥҋڒࡻАϠĞ݈
έܜĂ༊ѐЇ৺ࡊጯЇğĂ۞ޢᓑඛᖐ̍ү˵ߏϤ
ጱĂඊ۰۞ࢍထҖְ҃̏Ą

2:8: ѐॳྼڒ

̙͇͌͛έࣶ̍ሤ
ຑྻજĂ̙࿅ొ۞ܝ
ӀྤѣࢨĂέ̰វֈ
న߉ໂ͌ĂкѐֽಶΪ
ѣ˘ૺϵ϶ᕧĂฺ̾

2:94 ѐ 4 ͡ 34 ͇͛͟έϵ϶̂ᔈ

ॡม̈́˭ޢᓁѣТְχĂБॡഇߏ 91 ѐĂ૱૱χ۞
Тְѣ˩кЩĂᖚࣶົՏѐᓝᏱϵ϶ͧᔈĂԫྵ۞Тְᔘ
ฤણΐ̳ฟᔈĂΞଓјᒻππĂ࠰Я͇͛έฤࣶౌϏצ࿅ϒఢ
ቚĄҌ۞̰ܝొٺѐ̂ޘᔈĂઊѣಞංމણΐĂͯٙϯ
۞ЪᗕχͧᔈĂಶѣଭٮкѐ۞ԏߦέܜĞΠ˘ğણᔈĄ؈َ
۞ߏĂд 91 ѐϐிˠχϵ϶۞ሤଐ˘؆̝มԆБঐεĂˠ
Νᕧ۩Ă˩кѐ̖ޢГѣТְχĂҭೇ༊ѐڶĂმࣧ̚Я
ඊ۰അѣடຐĂҭЯࠎଂϏՐᙋĂ̙ᄲֽ˞Ą
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֖ăᚰҀͨ˵ߏ̙͇͌͛έࣶ̍ಈຑ۞ྻજĂຑр
۰̍ዶ૱࠹ࡗ১ϡγมಞг̷ሿԫĂܕѐᖚࣶົٕᐼᄊ̢ӄۤ
ՀᓝᏱѐͧޘᔈĂឰЧࡊઉ˭ྵ˘Ą
˘ֱྵᙱ˯͘۞ྻજٕ͛ᘹีϫĂтڍѣ֖ૉ۞ТְܑϯᎸ
ĂᖚࣶົົဘྏᔛኛٕདኛЩरฟିĂ࿅ΝഅགྷᏱ࿅۞ጯ
௫ޝкĂОည̝͛̚͟ă͉ໂ̈́३ڱצᝌܓĂ˟ޢ۰
അాᜈᓝᏱкѐĄ
̙͇͌͛έ̚ˠಈຑࢠྼҖ̋Ă࠹ሢ۞Тְ̙ॡ࠹ࡗજĂ
ܕѐᖚࣶົ˵ᖐТְҖ̋Ăкߏᜩᑕ̳ৈܛ፟ၹٕဥវ
൴۞ՎҖ߿જĄࣃ˘೩Ă˘ֱ̏ੜЃ۞͇͛έࣶ͍̍ຑҖ̋Ă
ᖐఢሀ۞ߏ݈ᓁࡊጯӄநӕ̓ሄАϠ̈́ܛڒАϠ۞
Җ̋ฤĂՏ͡Җ̋ˬѨĂ֖ྫ࿆പ˝າࠧĂՏѨણΐ۰˩Ҍ
ˬ˩ˠ̙ඈĂొЊߏੜЃТְ۞छாᏐ̓Ăઊإѣдᖚ͇͛έ
ࣶ̍ણΐĄ
ͽ˯ٙᓾ۞ౌߏጸ̚۞֍ჷĂ႒ઐमᙱͽᔖҺĂҭଂ̚
̙̏ᙱ࠻͇͛זέࣶ̍рજ҃ᎸᇃھĂ̍ү̝ዶ̙ԞऎሄĂ҃
ͷكѩ࠹ᏉࠀĂ͇͛έ၁дߏઉ̍үಞٙ۞ቑĄ

ੜЃТְј۞Җ̋ฤ ٺ3122 ѐ 22 ͡ 3: ͟ϤনᛡҖـ౩ᐚ̚
) ݈৺ࡊጯЇᙌ␐ځ౾̀ᛷğ
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Must be Born that Way
ૺ͛ᚡ౾̀
Es/!Diboh!Xfo.mbn
˟̱ѐ˩͡˩͟Ă৺ࡊጯЇૺ͛ᚡੜ˭˞ͫቢĄ
ᔵੜЃޢઉ˞˘ֱયᗟĂ̪ҋૻ̙िĂдშ
˯ҋԧጯ௫Ă֭д˟˘˘ѐ˝͡Ăڟࢦ͇͛ܔέᓾ˞
˘ኝঈ෪ጯĄ
дᖚॡĂૺ͛ᚡ౾̀ણᄃ˞ീăঈ෪ঈ࣏к͞ࢬ۞
̍үĄࡊጯͽγĂຍ̝үĂߏд˟ˬѐүࠎ็ੈొ
გᄃТְඉထ˞͇͛έαҜঈ෪ຽّ̃۞າჷ൴ҶົĂ
ឰξϔᄮᙊ˞сࣇдঈ෪ᅳા၆ࡊጯ۞ົۤᚥĄ
ҜუཱིĶҁҢķ۞݈ТְĂд۞ൺ͛྆ͽޖᐵă
ᅅᗫ̈́უ۞͛ඊ৯ኘ̍үຏຐĂ̶ֳ˞౹۞Ᏹ
̳˾ވᐝᒪĂͽ̈́៍ീঈ෪۞͕Ą
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With “don’t do today what you can put off till tomorrow ” as
motto, I never doubted that my comeuppance will catch up with
me sooner or later. But I never thought that it would be later!
Why did it not strike when I was on duty, heavy rain all
around ready to pounce like hungry lions and I was wound up
tight as a drum? Someone must have tamed the ferocious
creatures. Who was it in the Sunday school stories I read years
ago? How does Elton John’s song go? It looks like Daniel, he
knows more than I, must be the cloud in my eyes?
Why not when I was lost in the wonderland of hightechnology, a migraine from alarms sounding from advanced
information systems left and right? Fended off not by the many
pain killers I took, but surely a good queen navigating me
through the maze of instructions and warnings!
And in the gentle, hospitable way colleagues prevented this
wobbling lumbering Chang from being an elephant in a China
shop, undoubtedly there was something clearly Thai.
Also, how not to risk reputation and dignity handling the
media? Luckily with four lovely lady colleagues at the point, I in
the lee, it was - how does one say – simple as pie? No, easy as
gin!
Meanwhile, on my own desk there were seasonal forecasts
and climate change to tackle. Thus, vying for attention was the
whole spectrum of time scales from hours and days through
months and a year to decades. Plus hydrometeorology, port
meteorology, dispersion meteorology, tropical cyclone and
consultant reports etc. at one time or another. A number of
colleagues had asked how did I keep the lid down, each more
or less a considerable subject in itself?
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With great difficulty, I replied. And much satisfaction as
fortunately, every Goliath has its David. Perhaps also those
at the top of the hill had sagely given me good feng shui ( ࢲ
ͪ - I suppose it is de-rigeur to mention in this business). So,
with the right blend of the feminine Yin ( ౚ ), the masculine
Yang ( ว ), and fine Chi ( ঈ ) - atmosphere and chemistry in
technical jargon - I could do what I do best. That is, breathe
down everyone’s necks!
No wonder I came down with a heart attack in August 2007,
about 10 months into retirement. Talk about comeuppance!
There is justice in the world after all. Rain is without blame. I am
still kicking today (sorry!) only for the great skills of the doctors,

1

has left the Observatory and joined the Civil Aviation Department
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and the good grace of the Almighty. But for me, romantic is the
notion “Should I fall”, cherished since boyhood. Really can’t ask
for anything more. True to form - even less young, even more
foolish!
I thus can wear my comeuppance gladly and proudly as
a badge of honour. I never leave home without it, my tribute
to colleagues who had kept me out of harm’s way as well as
helped me achieve professional closure in everything I was
instructed to or set out to do. In the way of a draft section
– albeit very small - for the then Director’s input to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s 2007 Fourth
Assessment Report, I can even brag something about an
inconvenient truth. Bliss!
Despite all my huffing and puffing, in a Kelvin-Helmholtzlike moment (of instability), it was let known to me that I was
given the moniker “Old Buddha” or “Lo Fatt Yea”. “Lafayette”?
As in the French general who fought in the American
Revolution? Call me by my moniker anywhere, anytime!
With such a gracious moniker you can appreciate that
there can hardly be any element of truth in I reportedly being the
originator of the following one-liners in intimate tete-a-tetes:
From bosses: “Which part of my instruction do you not
understand?”
To peers: “Colleagues like you, who needs friends? ”
To subordinates: “Why die young? ”
Yes, don’t die young. On the other hand I heard Queen
in the Highlander. Who wants to live forever? So, if it is any
comfort I have begun working on my epitaph. It begins “Here
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Happily Rests the Remains of ……...”, and ends “It has indeed
been a privilege”. Suggestions anyone?
In the remains of my day colleagues had kindly called me
back to duty to keep my adrenalin flowing and help me recover.
It was therefore with great delight that in September 2011 I gave
a talk on micrometeorology in an Observatory forum relating to
Fukushima. Hopefully I was able to tell colleagues what I knew
in the easy cool way that the subject was first taught to me.
Namely, feel the sun (vertical transport and convective
turbulence), catch the wind (horizontal transport and mechanical
turbulence), and see the clouds (rough estimate of mixing height
from cloud base). I still do but still somehow, I really don’t know
clouds, at all. You know the Burt Bacharach song!
With duty answered I could again walk into the sunset.
Like Kermit the Frog I might one day find the rainbow connection
for lovers, dreamers and me. La la la la, Laa Laa Laa Laa….
See, see, I must be born this la-di-dah way. Guess what, I
won’t have it any other way!
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§ੀ߶¨ؿάМ
ᙌ␐ځ౾̀
Es/!Ubn!Difvl.njoh
Tseung Kwan O, known as Junk Bay in the past,
developed from a rural area in the 1980s to currently
a convenient new town. Dr. CM Tam participated in
meteorological studies of Junk Bay by the Observatory’s
Air Pollution Meteorology Research Unit in the 1980s. The
main objective of the study was to assess the air pollution
dispersion potential of Junk Bay and to prepare local
meteorological information necessary for the investigation
of environmental impact of existing and projected industrial
developments within the area. The information also
provided meteorological details essential for various
experiments and air quality studies conducted in Junk Bay.
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֤͇ѣְࢋז፫Ăৌ۞˳࿁˞ĄՎгᜠ৭Ăٶᐝ˘࠻Ă
α۞ሁ̂ງ΄ԧЫ˞˘មĄ
ཝঔ̚Ăˣѐ۞ܐ፫ᔘߏ˘࣎ˠං͌̈́ѣ ̋ܦ
ქͪ۞ঔ៉Ă༊ॡྍˠ˾̙֖˘༱ˠĂ҃̂ొЊاϔౌߏҝд
አഀᑏ۞ᆴޏડĂֽـξડ۞Ϲ఼ໂ̝̙ܮĂˢΪያ˘୧ᘆ̋
ᑏ֛̈́ਫ਼ѡԶ۞щ྿ҊĄ2:93 ѐࢶപ߆عར၁൴णྍડࠎ
າξᗉĂˠ˾ϫᇾࠎα˩༱ͽ˯Ă݈ഇ̍үΒ߁Ԇචາݱξ۞ఢ
ထĂͽഴ͌̍͟ޢຽ၆اϔٙౄј۞ᇆᜩĂቁܲྍડ۞۩ঈኳ
৵Ą҃ࠎ੨Ъ࣎ีϫĂ͇͛έјϲ˞۩ঈѳߖঈ෪ࡁտ!)Bjs!
Qpmmvujpo!Nfufpspmphz!Sftfbsdi!Voju!)BQNSV**Ăࠎར၁፫ડ۞
ܜᅈ൴णಧ˭˞ࢦࢋ۞ૄᖂĂ҃ԧ༊ѐϺѣضΐˢјࠎྍࡁտ
۞˘Њ̄Ą
ԧ۞ࢵีЇચߏઇ͇࣎ঈଣ̄ĞыһğĂχᐝੱฤז
፫ү˘րЕ۞ࡊጯࡁտĂΒ߁ঈ෪ീ̈́ޘќะᇴፂĂϡֽࢍ
ზ፫ડ̰۩ঈ۞ᕖሕ˧Ăͽϡү၆ܕгࢬѳߖ፧ޘүෞ
ҤĄ҃ࢍထϺីז၁ᗁੰ۞͚Ăឰ͇͛έдੰ྆щ྅ࢶപ
ࢵొᓏگ྿̈́̈ݭҋજঈ෪৭ĂՏ͇̙ઃгќะྤफ़ͽү̶
ژĄТॡĂࣶϺᅮࢋՏߐഇдྍડӀϡࢳ௺ณޘঈăᒅޘ
ࢲ۞ۡݬ၏ቢĂͽү˘࣎ˬჯ۩ม۞̶ژĄགྷ࿅ፋፋѐ̙ઃ
۞֙౻ĂٺјΑଯზྍડ۞۩ঈᕖপّĄЊࡁտᓁඕ 2 д
2:95 ѐԆјĂ֭೩Ϲѣᙯ߆ܝొعĂͽү༊ॡ൴ण፫۞ણ
҂Ą
ॡЍࡹਫĂ՟ຐזனд۞፫̏൴णјࠎ˘࣎јሢ۞ҝш
ડĂྮα఼ˣ྿Ąࠎ˞༊гاϔ۞ᅮࢋĂனд͇͛έՏ̈ॡ۞

1 E. Koo, B.Y. Lee, C.M. Tam, “Final Report of Meteorological Studies of the Junk Bay
Air Shed”, Occasional Paper No. 61, Royal Observatory, 1984.
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͇ঈಡӘ˵Β߁˞፫д̰Ą̫͇͇͛έᖞТְĂߤྙѣ
ᙯ֤ঈ෪৭۞ྤफ़Ăڟۢι̪నཉдី၁ᗁੰ ĂϺӈߏ
ԧࣇˬ˩ѐ݈ฟ൴۞֤˘࣎ҜཉĄᔵԧ̏གྷଂ͇͛έ۞̍ү૯
Ҝੜ˭кѐĂҭֽࣧˠ۞ჟৠ̪ົᚶᜈ۞Ă̙ږ༊ѐЧࣶ۞Ӆ
˧ҋ̎ٙ;۞ॡม͕ҕĂࠎ࣎າξᗉ۞൴ण࿅࿅˘
ᕇწ˧ĂᚥۤົĄ

д 2:93 ѐ۩ঈѳߖঈ෪ࡁտ۞ТְࣇĞଂνҌΠĈૺ͛ᚡăΟధᇍ
૽ăӓޙዂăՂЍăᙌ␐ځğ
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щ྅д፫ី၁ᗁੰ
ޏ۞ࢶപࢵ࣎ᓏگ
྿ҋજঈ෪৭

ϡֽณޘঈăᒅۡݬ۞ࢲޘ၏ቢ۞ࡓҒࢳ௺Ăࡦഀߏ൴ण݈۞፫
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Ɂ́̒տ
ᙌ␐ځ౾̀
Es/!Ubn!Difvl.njoh
Dr. CM Tam, retired Senior Scientific Officer,
associates his career at the Observatory with honey-moon
spring, developing summer, harvesting autumn, and his
retirement with a leisure winter. In 2008, he went through a
series of competitions in Stockholm, Sweden, culminating
in winning the prestigious Stockholm Challenge Award for
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)’s World
Weather Information Service website hosted by HKO. He
received the award on behalf of WMO and HKO at the Blue
Hall of Stockholm City Hall with great pleasure and mixed
feelings.
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ࣣ֘̄ઃдࢶപ͇͛έᑓˢ˾݈۞͐̀৭Ăѣ˘ంЩ
۞Ꮠ̷ຏയனĄ߱ྮĂഅҡԧ֕࿅ˬ˩࣎ರഁĂഭ࿅ԧˠϠ۞
α؞Ą
ರ˟˩кѐĂலຽޢ҂ˢ͇͛έĂЇᖚࡊጯЇĂणฟԧ
ˠϠາ۞˘ࢱĄᙱԞௐ˘͇˯۞͕ଐĂጼጼဏဏĂ̰͕ѣဥ፲
ሤ۞ͫĂрညߋ͇۞ฟؕĂ·႕ݏĂශ܂ጯ௫ĂܓତϏֽ
߄ጼĄ༊ॡՏҜາˢᖚ۞ࡊጯЇౌࢋԆј˘࣎ຽ۞ঈ
෪ኝĂ҂ᒔᄮΞྤॾޢĂ̖ΞдࠎĶ͢ˠޒķ۞͇ঈീᓁ
ొ༊ࣃĂӀϡཝăߐ྿ඈАซᆇጡΝീ͇ঈĂሢ
ଉ̙Т༼؞ᇆᜩώപ۞͇ঈրĂଂ҃൴ዋ༊۞ಡĂ߱͟
̄Ă΄ԧஎஎវົࡊͽזጯܲᅪξϔщБ۞ࢦࢋĄаຐ༊͟ԧܐ
ࡱᘁĂᇉضдീᓁొ࿃˘זགྷរᖳಱ۞ТְĂ̓ࣇז
ච۞೩ᕇĂྏϡഇᓁზึӀഭ࿅Ą
ᄘ͡ഇ࿅ΝĂซˢтͫтఊ۞आ؞Ąฟؕࠎְຽ҃χĂӅ
˧ฟ౹ᛳٺҋ̎۞˘ͯᖡ͇Ąଂአࠁז፫៉ֲ̂үАᐝొ
ฤĂࡁտྍડ۞۩ঈᕖሕ˧ĂГזᆇጡొయనཉঈ෪৭̈́г
ዩέშĂགྷរ˘ᕇ˘ႍ۞᎕Ą༊Ăдവᖡ۞आĂѣјΑྋ
ՙ۞࣎९Ă˵ઊѣ࿃˯εୀ۞क़ԶĂညࡎт۞ֽճࢲូܥĄа
ᕩয়઼˳̙ޢĂࢶപ࿃˯ֲ߷ܛᏉࢲᇷĶՒ̀ķࠪাĂ߆ާع
ᅮ಼̂ࢫҲฟ͚Ă̙ҭࢋࣜඕ̳ચࣶᇴϫĂᔘࢋ݇ഴЧొ۞ܝˠ
͘Ă͇͛έ˵ࢋΐˢሴ֗ҖЕĂкЩགྷរᖳಱ۞Тְତ˞צĶ۲
ᗗķĶ֯ᕄķᐠĂ࠹ᚶᗓᖚĂˠְ۞តዏĂ̍үณ۞ᓄႲĂࠪ
া۞ރĂˠಶдࢲࡼ̚ܥӴјܜĄ
གྷ࿅໐͡۞᎐ᔤĂඈ۞͇ࡌޞќјĄੜЃ݈Ăԧయ͇͛έ
̢ᓑშ৭۞ྻүĂ༊ॡ߽၅߹זજ఼ੈ۞֝ి൴णĂߏٺĂඕะ
̚Тְ̈́Ъࡗဌࣶ۞ຽۢᙊĂͽ͇ăгăˠࠎώĂ᎕ໂჸ൏
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ฟ٤߹જπέ۞ྤੈĂ͇͛έາăࢦࢋ۞͇ঈܫिĂᐌॡă
ᐌг൴ਖ਼߹זજϡ͗͘˯۞ംਕྖٕπڕཝĂ݈ٙϏѣг೩
˞͇͛έ၆ξϔ൴ਖ਼͇ঈྤੈڇચ۞ͪπĂՀ಼̂ޘٛك˞ܕ
ѩ۞ᗓĂ΄͇ঈྤੈјࠎࢶപξϔϠ߿۞˘ొЊĄனдो͘
፟ĂӈΞ࠻͇͛זέٙ൴۞າܫिĄ͟ټᇫ˭۞̄Ă̫͇
ٺฟ܅ඕ˞ڍĄ
3119 ѐĂְຽϠܕԍᓏĂЯࠎయ͇͛έ۞̢ᓑშ৭Ă
Тॡࢋࠎ͵ࠧঈ෪ᖐତќ̈́გநϤЧ઼छঈ෪͕̚൴۞͇ঈ
ಡܫिĂགྷ࿅ፋநޢд̢ᓑშ൴ҶĄѣᅮࢋזЧг̳ăॠྼ
ٕାխ۞ˠٕ̀፟ၹĂౌਕ࿅࣎შ৭ᒔ༊г͇۞͞ءঈྤ
फ़Ăͽү൴݈۞౯ٕᚯထĄ༊ॡĂ፟ቡμЪĂಶͽ࣎Ķ͵
͇ࠧঈܫिڇચშķጼЩ۞༄ᇇ࣯Ⴌᇝ߄ጼᔈĂགྷ࿅˘
ಞᓞ֙ኢጪё۞ᚮۋĂޢစࣁזЧෞᆶ۞ாᜪĂᛏี˞פ
઼ᅫ఼ࡊܫԫᔈְĄ༊ԧ৭дᇇ࣯Ⴌᇝξ߆ົૅᅳረ۞˘גĂ
ৌ۞ߏѺຏϹะĄ!
ຏᔁкѐֽ˘ВְТဈ۞םӄᄃΒटĂҡԧ֕࿅ˬ˩࣎ರ
ഁĄॡЍࢳీĂੜЃᗓฟ˞͇͛έ˵ˬܕѐ˞ĂˠϠฟؕՎˢ
ರĄѣˠົऻᛵ͇۞ᚑರĂҭԧ૱ᄲĈĶΪࢋ྅౯ᆅБă͕
ԠјሢĂңᛵ̝ѣĊķĂੜЃޢĂሄଊยҬ࿅Ăͽ݈ࠎϠ
߿҃ѓ༨Ăனдк˞ॡมઇҋ̎ಈᝌ۞ְଐĂᄃҁҡ߹͇Ă
ֳצˠϠĄ۞͟ټТְĂࢲܥТྮĂ̫͟តјگಞ˯۞ņጼ̓ŇĂ
୭࣎൭ԣႌĂยֽ੧ͪ࠹ჸĂᄲְـĄ࿅Ν۞ಈޤा̩Ăౌ
តࢲ͡ځĂГࢦ۞ְଐĂ˵Ϊ̙࿅ߏਮگࢲ۞྆ړĄ̂छ࠹
ࡗ֕̋זሜधᑏĂካ܅ዦਨĂ৯࠻ࢲำĂຏुα؞ˠϠĄ
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ࢶപ࠱छ͇͛έдᑓ۞ˢ˾Ğᛷ ٺ2:91 ѐğ

ࢶപ͇͛έдᑓ۞ˢ˾Ğᛷ ٺ311: ѐğ
!
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ᄃՂώㅤ౾̀ĞΠğд͇ঈീᓁొ˘Т̍үĞᛷ ٺ2:92 ѐğ

ᄃ͇͛έ۞ᖞ̓າۢඕҡࢠྼĞᛷ ٺ3123 ѐĂ࠹ͯϤܘౠᆇ̃̀೩ֻğ
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ᒘΣӵ᳤ޭˋфໃต
ୖၷڠ
Mfvoh!Xjoh.np
Mr. WM Leung, former Assistant Director of the
Observatory who headed the Radiation Monitoring and
Assessment Branch, recollects the challenges he faced in
tackling the aftermath arising from the Fukushima accident
in Japan. On the other hand, this event fully demonstrated
the team spirit and dedication of staff, which gave him and
the team an opportunity to earn commendation from the
Chief Executive for the exemplary performance. Besides
radiation related incidents, Mr. Leung is also concerned
about the impact of climate change and shares what he has
witnessed in the low-lying Pacific nation of Kiribati, which is
running out of time as sea level rises.
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૾ ᔷă ࡌ ͪă! ར ິĂ ౌ ӣ ѣ ˘ ᕇ ᕇ  ඕ   ۞ זຍ קć ҃
3122 ѐ۞ࡌ͇Ăϒߏԧд͇͛έ 3: ѐॠ۞ඕĄᝌਖ਼ົ˯Ă
Ч͞р̓ăາᖞТְౌਖ਼˯ৌᇞ۞ৡĂ֍ߏౌ۞זᒋᜀ۞৯ट!
) ဦ˘ *ĄԧĂᔵ৯ࢬܓˠĂҭ͕̚၁ᙱҺຏརంĄа୕࿅ΝĂ
Ѻਠൄקд͕ᐝĂᓁ۞ֽᄲĂ ۞ᅈкٺጹć҃д͇͛έ
۞ޢೀ࣎ѐᐝĂᇉضѣ፟ົ൴˞́ว۞ዶິĄ
ྖᄲ 311: ѐ 5 ͡έڒܜࡻੜЃĂТ͡Ăԧᒔॢ̿ࠎӄந
έܜĂࢋநᒖဩᏬडႾീ۞̍үĂᖚҜᖎჍ BE)S*!ĄॡĂ
ᗓੜЃ̝̙֖̏͟ 4 ѐĄ˘Ҝ̏ੜЃ۞݈˯ΦΗᄲ৯гᄲĂੜ
Ѓ݈ፉЇ BE)S*!Ăߏ࿅ഭזੜЃϠ߿۞рщଵĂ֏˭̝ຍߏ
BE)S*! ˘ᖚྵࠎᅅᗫĄπ͕҃ኢĂͧˬҜӄநέܜĂߏ
ְ၁ćBE)G*! Տ͇ࢋҁ͇֎˧Ăീ͇ঈĄӈֹ̫͇۞̂ঈ
ࡊጯീԫఙͧԧ༊ಡࣶ۞ѐ̏̂̂ԼซĂҭ၆̙͇͌
ঈ࿅۞ೠ೪̪՟ѣ˩֖ԯ೪ć࿃͇ࢋࢦזঈॡĂᑅ˧ֶޝ
̂ćҌ ٺBE)B*!Ăੵ˞˘ᇹࢋᑕ;͇ঈ۞߄ጼγĂϺࢋநഌ͘
۞፟ಞкઙ྿ćΩ˘Ҝߏ BE)E*!Ăсߏ̰̂ᓁგĂ͇͛έ̰
ְְ̂̈ౌࢋ౻͕౻˧Ą҃ԧĂBE)S*! ۞̍үณᔵ̙ზ͌Ăҭ
̙ߏ˩༱ͫާ۞ְĂ̍ү˯۞ቤާᅅࢦĂटٽщଵĂᑅ˧ҋ
̙͉̂ĄҭߏĂ͵ְ၆Ă3122 ѐ൴Ϡ˞ᖙ͇ᖬг۞ְІĄ
3122 ѐ 4 ͡ 23 ͟ߐഇ̱ѝ˯Ăԧт૱ՎזᏱ̳̍ވүĄ
дߐഇ̱ă͟ฟ̍Ă՟ѣπ͟۞ฟົăྖൄᕘĂߏ˘
ֳצĂϺߏԧ˩кѐֽ۞௫ၚĄछдਤ֎ڑĂזыՒ˘ਠ
ࢋ 56 ̶ᛗĄ̂ࡗ 31 ̶ᛗޢĂ̏ז྿֎ٻॿූ̳ĄॡĂ
͘೩ྖᜩֽĂֽ۞ߏ˘࣎ࢪϠ۞ྖཱིቅĂ͕̙̚༰ৼցĂ
ѣኡдߐഇ̱̂ѝԱԧĉ༊Ăԧޝԣۢܮඍ९ĄֽࣧĂܲ
щԊࢋՐ͇͛έࠁࣶع߆זᓁొฟົĂથѣᙯ͟ώफ८ຍγ
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۞ᑕ၆ඉரĄְᙯࢦ̂ĂԧϲגШέܜՂώㅤ๗ಡĂ֭ޙᛉϤԧ
ᏐҋܲזщԊฟົĄТॡĂཝঔ̚ன˘ాҚયᗟĄ͟ώ༊Ԋд
4 ͡ 22 ͟۞ಡ̚Ă̙ߏᄲ̂гዩ൴ϠޢĂफ८ᇄ̏јΑ
ԆјĶҽઃુķĉߊͅᑕુ८፼फ़۞צ̏ޘଠטĂࠎңົ
ன८ڴ႒ĉफ८ᇄଳϡ̦ᆃᙷͅ۞ݭᑕુĉĀ!ࠎ˞פۋॡ
มĂୢՎᖼࢷ۞̀Ăึܮд֘ೃ̰ޥ҂༊͇۞ᑕާ̍үĄ
ঈ෪ˠ၆ॡม۩ม۞ຏᛇͧྵୂዟĂஎۢ 4-111 к̳֧ͽ
γ۞८ְ߇͌ࢋ 5 Ҍ 6 ͇̖ޢΞਕᇆᜩࢶപĂ҃ͷ̚۞̂ঈ
ᕖංᛖϺົ̂̂ࢫҲࢶപ۞ࢲᐍĄ߇ѩĂ༊ॡϲגຍᙊࢵז
ࢋ۞̍үߏтң࿅ࡊጯ۞̶ژăଯኢᇴፂĂШ̂ிྋᛖࢶപ
۞ဩĂഴҲ̙υࢋ۞ႷᇋĄд 4 ͡ 23 ͟۞ົᛉ̚ĂܲщԊ۞
ࢋࣶءϺТຍ࣎̂͞ШĂ͇҃͛έдϏֽ˘߱ᅲ྆̄͟۞ܜ
ࢋߏܮరၔેҖ͞ࢬ۞̍үĄ
८ຍγ۞ְၗ൴णާᖼۡ˭Ă୰ঈᘕࠓăᇄٗ̂ͫăુᎻᏉ
̼ăᏬडγڴă઼࡚ၣဋඈঐिତᏫֽ҃ć҃ࢶപˠ۞ᙯڦă̙
щͽҌऻ͕ଐϺᄃ࣌͟ᆧĄ
ࢬ၆८ຍγ۞ௐ˘࣎୧Іͅडߏ̶ژ८ຍγгᕇ۞ঈ෪၁
ڶĂ̂ቑಛ͇ঈր۞ൺă̚ഇត̼Ąࣃᇉ!;!ߏ۞ضдˬ͡Ă
͟ώ˘གྷ૱צҘࢲٙᇆᜩĂЇңᏬडଵٸд̂ొЊॡมౌົ
జҘࢲә͉זπ߶˯۩Ă̙ົۡତᇆᜩࢶപĄԧࣇϲגӀϡ̙Т
റĂΒ߁۰٢ົޞăZpvuvcfă͇͛έშࢱĂͽҌ̳ฟᓾळĂ
ԯ࣎ࢦࢋੈि൴ٸĂщؠˠ͕Ą҃ঈ࣏ಡ۞ТְՀԯࣣࣣ
ฟ൴̙˳۞ঈဥྫಡဦ!) ဦ˟ *!ԸˢڇચĂд͇͛έშࢱ̰
णϯϏֽˬ͇ז྿ࢶപ۞ঈ߹۞ᐝĂពϯঈဥֽ֭ܧҋ͟
ώĂӀϡࡊጯᄲְځ၁ĂঐੵᇎᇋĄ
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༊Ăঈ෪۞҂ᇋΪߏ̶ژҿᕝ۞ௐ˘ՎĂՀࢦࢋ۞̪
ߏώгᏬड၁ീᇴፂĄΒ߁ҋજ৭۞၁ॡᒖဩҧ⋔ᗓᏬडͪ
πĂᒖဩᇹώ̚ˠ̍ٸडّۏኳ፧̼۞ޘរඕڍĄТְࣇ̙ಏ
ᆧΐ˞ќะᇹώ۞ᇴณ̼រ۞ిޘĂՀࢋበᆷາშࢱĂԯѣᙯ
ᇴфдௐ˘ॡม̳ҶĄࣇ͟ͽᚶ؆г̍үĂొЊТְՀΐాᜈ
к࣎ߐഇдߐഇ̱ă͟ซҖ̼រژ̶Ă̙ઃᏦĂϫ۞Ϊѣ˘
࣎Ăಶߏឰࡊጯᇴፂᄲְځଐ۞ৌ࠹Ą
͇͛έࣧАࠎᇴ˩̳֧ͽγ۞ֲ̂៉̈́ᑏ፫८৭҃నࢍ۞
ᑕާࢍထన౯Ă՟ѣຐזд 4-111 ̳֧ͽγ۞८ຍγౣΞ̂ࠁ
ϡಞĄϤ˯͵ࡔ 91 ѐฟؕᚯ౯۞̍үĂགྷ࿅ೀ݈ዅ۞Ӆ˧Ă
ࢍထ၁ᅫ˯ߏ࠹༊ԆචБࢬ۞ĄϒЯтѩĂԧࣇந࣎͵
ࡔ̂խᙱ۞ॡ࣏Ă̖ΞͽᓜП̙ใĂд·Њೠ೪ԛ๕̝˭ѣ୧̙
৴гొཌ̍үĄ
ְޢᓁඕĂफְІឰԧࣇࢦາᑭෛ८ຍγᑕާࢍထĂֱ
၁ጼགྷរ˩̶ᙱਕΞෳĄࣃᇉߏ۞ضĂ̂ొЊ̳ி၆͇͛έ
дְІ̚۞ܑன۞ෞᆊߏܧ૱ϒࢬ۞Ą҃ԧҜ৺ࡊጯЇ
ՀజέܜଯᖧĂᒔ 3123 ѐҖ߆̳ءܜВڇચረ ) ဦˬ *Ăԧ
Հΐߏҋ 311: ѐ̝ޢௐ˟ѨᒔТᙷလధĂੵ˞΄ԧࢺຏᓽן
̝γĂՀΐࢋຏᔁԧ˘ТӅ˧;۞ТְćலౣĂЊঅၷĂ
၁ߏᛳٺБវ #S!#!ࡊͽ͚̈́೯ԧࣇ̍ү۞ТְĂԧࣇˬˠ
Ϊ̙࿅ߏܑࣇᅳረ҃̏Ą
ந८ຍγॡѣ˘̈೧ѡĂϤٺԧણᄃ˞ࢶപέঈ࣏ត̼
ࡔᐂͯրЕĮՕ՟۞઼ޘį۞ᄦүĂ҃γഀٮᛷణય݈̏͡щ
ଵд 4 ͡ԍĂӈ͟ώफ८ְ߇൴Ϡ̙˳ޢซҖĂ̙ΞؼഇĄ
༊ॡѣᓜПצĂϤТְࣇ̶ፉ˞Օࢦ۞८ᑕާ̍үĄ҃дݑ
͉π߶फ઼Р֧͐ٮᛷഇมĂҺ̙˞ॡ̙ॡᙯ͕ࢶപ۞ᑕާ̍
үĄϤٺ༊г۞఼ੈన౯˩̶རޢĂТְࣇϡฎᓑրĂ˞ྋ
८ְ߇۞൴णĂ̂˯܅ࢋــณॡมĄҭְ၁ځԧ۞ᙯ͕ፉ
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͕ౌߏкዶ۞Ăࢶപ۞Тְ۞ᑕާਕ˧˩̶˞ĂྻᚯՙඉĂ˘
̷ౌдࣇ۞ೠ೪̝̰Ą࣎˘ځјΑ۞፟ၹдღާ̚۞ྻү
ܑனĂــՙٺؠι۞ޘטăְ݈౯ဥฤ۞ኳ৵Ă࣎ˠ۞
ᇆᜩ˩̶ѣࢨĄ
дР֧͐ٮᛷ֕ణ༊г۞ࣶءˠϔĂѣ፟ົᏐ֗ຏצ
̈̈זफ઼צঈ࣏ត̼ঔπࢬ˯ֽ̿ٙ۞ރĄ҃Тд͉
π߶۞͟ώĂצफ८ຍγ۞ՕࢦχᑝĄܑࢬ࠻ֽĂ۞઼ዎ
࿃Ҭͼࢲͱ̙࠹̈́ĄҭߏĂտॲĂ၁۰ౌͅߍ˞ֹϡ
ਕΞਕࢋ;۞Ωᙷ۞൭ࡴᆊĄफاϔᅮࢋዏᗓ८ѳߖડ
۞ТॡĂР֧͐Ϻฟؕనڱឰ઼ϔொاγ઼Ăᔖజঔͪஂ՟
) ဦα * ۞ྻĄР֧͐ᓁՀЯ֍۞઼ϔјࠎঈ࣏ᙱ
ϔ҃ೖရгᄲ ;!ņJu!xpvme!cf!b!tbe!ebz!xifo!uifsf!xjmm!cf!op!mpohfs!b!
dpvousz-!b!obujpo-!b!qfpqmf!dbmmfe!LjsjcbujŇĄ۞ቁĂࢬ၆઼छϔ۞
ঐεĂ҃ࢍΞ߉Ă֤Њӄ؉۞ຏᛇߏᙱ۞ܑ֏ٺĄ҃Ꮭ
ߏ۞וĂАٚצঈ࣏ត̼۞ೋ۞ڍϒߏଵٸވঈវ͌۞ˠ
ϔĄ
ĮՕ՟۞઼ޘį̏д 3123 ѐдࢶപ۞ҺᐛᇫĂᇫ
̝݈ৌѣᕇፉ͕Ă̙ۢड़ڍр̙рĄҭᇫ̝ޢĂౣќזঔ̰γ
۞Ꮠ̓ăТְĂࠤҌ̚ጯҁर۞៙ካĂ۞ቁߏຍγ۞ќᒔĄࡔ
ᐂͯ۞ᄦүĂ͍ߏγဩٮᛷĂ၁ޝкॡߏࡴ̙ಝ֏۞Ą̙ਕ
̙೩۞ߏᄦүฤ۞̍үˠࣶĂΒ߁ጱႊ BmboĂႾᄦ DmbzĂͽҌሕ
ͪछ Cjcjbo  Tjnpo ౌܧ૱ຽĂ҃ Bmbo дޢഇᄦүٙ̚;
۞͕ޥӅ˧ĂՀజֱ˘צҖ̰ˠᑝ༼ჍካĄ
ĮՕ՟۞઼ޘįᔵ̏Ә˘߱ར ) ̂छ༊Ξд Zpvuvcf ࢦ *Ă
ҭԧࣇࢬ၆۞યᗟ۞ᚑࢦֽّ̏ព҃֍ٽĄ3123 ѐܐለ߷
۞̂ࢲౠઇј̂ใĂ̈́ޢд઼࡚۞ሤă̋ͫăԿխĂ̏΄̂
֑̈́ϜѼᆊॾᇷ̿ĄĶ઼઼࡚छঈ࣏ྤफ़͕̚ķ)ODED*!д 3123
ѐ 8 ͡൴ܑಡӘĂ઼࡚ాᜈ 23 ࣎͡۞ઐঈᐌ፟ன۞
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፟த͌˩ٺ༱Њ̝˘ĂӈߏᄲĂтڍ՟ѣБື̼Ăֱໂბ͇
ঈߏᙱͽ൴Ϡ۞Ą
ˠᙷߏ༱ី̝ۏĂԧ࠹ܫԧࣇѣംᇊдࢬ၆ϤĶঐཌྷķ
ࠎ८͕۞གྷᑻ൴णሀё҃΄ঈ࣏ត̼П̙፟ᕝΐᆐ۞ॡ࣏Ăᄮৌ
ͅޥĂڍᕝгүϒቁ۞ᏴፄĄ
ဦ˘!!3122 ѐ 22 ͡ᝌਖ਼ົޢ
ᄃέܜԏം݈ ) ځଵν̣ * ̈́
˘ி̃ТְЪĄࡌ͟۞
วЍдԧࣇ۞ࢬ˯ĂΪ֍ᒋ
ᜀ۞৯ࢬĂ՟ѣ˘කᗓຓĄᙸ
ԧฟ६۞৯टĂົдТְࣇ
۞͕ӯ྆Ą

ဦ˟!!!ٺ3122!ѐ!4!͡!27!͟д
͇͛έშ৭൴Ҷ۞າშࢱ!.! ٯ
྿ࢶപ̝ঈဥ۞ീྮቢဦ
ဦˬ!!!Җ߆̳ءܜВڇચ
ረېᖃޢඊ۰ ) Π
˘ * ᄃТְЪ
ဦα!!!!Р֧͐ϒࢬ၆ঔπࢬ
˯̿۞ރĄဦ̚гࣧ͞ώ
ߏ˘୧ҝѣѺкˠ۞ՅఄĂЯ
അజ̂ሗͪஂওĂ˿гг˭
ͪזצៃ̼Ăاϔ̙ਕГд
྆Ϡ߿ਆүĂ̏БొၣᗓĄ
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೮݅ؿ෮̔νᏵ
ᅀ͋ጏ
Dijv!Ivoh.zv
Mr. Chiu Hung-yu is our Senior Experimental Officer
responsible for training and education. The Observatory
provides meteorological services based on science and
often receives public enquiries on various topics related
to atmospheric science and phenomena. In analyzing
and answering these questions in the past few years, he
has derived much satisfaction in not only being able to
help others but also enriching his own knowledge. In this
article, he describes his experience and feeling in handling
these enquiries. A few citizens’ enquiries on observing
fantastic atmospheric optical phenomena had drawn his
particular attention. The author’s explanation together with
the wonderful images of these phenomena contributed
by these citizens, constituted useful materials for popular
science education, promoted by the Observatory.
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ࢶപ͇͛έߏ˘࣎ͽࡊጯࠎૄᖂڇચξϔ۞ొܝĂੵ˞೩ֻ
͟૱۞ঈ෪ڇચγĂϺࢦଯᇃࡊጯۢᙊĄ
д࿅ΝೀѐĂϤٺᖚҜᖼೱ˞Ă૱૱ତќזགྷᓁચొ̶൴ٕ
ᔒᖼਖ਼࿅ֽ۞ξϔߤྙĂѣֱՀߏҋ߆ ۞ع2934 ྖ͕̚൴
ਖ਼࿅ֽ۞Ąξϔ۞ߤྙߏυืдఢࢨ۞ؠഇ̰үඍĂޝкયᗟߏ
ຍຐ̙۞זĂ҃ୁࠤߏݒ൴ّĂ፬൴ͽ̙Т۞៍ᕇநهΝޥ
҂ֱયᗟĂ֭ᅮࢋ͕ᏰҾநྋ̖ਕЪநүඍĂ̝˵ޢຏ
ᛇѣٙĄ
˘ֱયᗟ࠻ҬᖎൺĂ၁ኑᗔͽҌᓞஎĊˠࣇԱ̙זඍ९۞
યᗟѣ߄ጼّӛ͔˧Ąੵ˞ЯࠎࢋྋඍξϔγĂр؈͕
р౼͕˵ᜭֹԧࢋ႕֖ҋ̎д͞ࢬ۞Ꮈۢᙊഽ୕Ąԧќ
ྙߤ۞זΒ߁ѣᙯ͇ঈன෪͇۩͉ঈඈયᗟĄд̬྆ᙯٺ
ྋඍ˘ֱ̂ঈЍጯன෪۞ְĄ
ѣೀҜξϔμ࿃˞˘ֱள૱؈পѣ۞͇ঈன෪Ă֭ٮᛷ˞
ͯĞּтဦ 2ğĂϤٺց֍˫̙ۢߏࠤᆃன෪Ăߏٺಶͽ
ฎ͞ёШ͇͛έߤྙĄ

!

ဦ 2 ċдჯкӀֲപ˯۩࠻֍͉วνᙝ۞˘࣎Ķ͑͟ķ
ĞဦͯϤ Ns/!Bmgsfe!Mff ٮᛷ೩ֻğ
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ԧ࠻ֱזͯᇆညޢĂᛇޝჟ૾ࠡޝෳᙱĂ֤ߏ˘
ֱ˩̶ѣ̂۞ّקঈЍጯன෪ĂΒ߁Ķ͑͟ķĶ૾ЍᒖķĞဦ
3ğĄֱன෪ள͟ٺ૱ٙ֍۞ࢆ૾ޢܥĂࢋдপঅ۞͇ঈ୧І
˭Ă̖ົઊனĂீ݈˘ܪĂдͯޢ̝גঐεᖸĄ

ဦ 3 ċඊ۰д͇͛έშ˯Ķିֈྤķበᄦ۞૾ЍᒖϯຍဦĞ૾Ѝᒖࣧ
ဦώ͛ரğ
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˘ֱયᗟٕ͇ঈன෪̙ߏˬ֏ᄬܮΞͽྋᛖĄ˯۞
̂ঈЍጯன෪ĂϤ֤ٺೀҜξϔѣୂዟ۞ࡊጯᛈᛇă̶ֳჟৠ
ଯᇃ̈́ࡊጯ۞ВТຍᙸĂ͔൴ԧᇤᆷ͛ౢĂ࿅̚ԧ˵൴னĂ
дႽ͕ྋඍξϔ۞ߤྙޢĂξϔ˵ሄٺ೩ֱֻ֤ͯᇆညග͇͛
έଳϡĂឰᇃ̂ξϔТጯࣇ˞ྋڟካֱ֤؈ӻ۞̂ҋன
෪Ăܳซଯᇃ̈́ࡊጯĂ˵มତੵ˞ˠࣇֽͽ˳ܜ၆ֱன෪
۞ਜ਼ೊăᄱྋͽҌਜ਼ܫĊ̙გިᇹĂҌ͌˵ྃ˞ྋᛖѣᙯன෪
۞۩ϨొЊĄ
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ො ;!

ѣᙯ۞͛ౢд͇͛έనд̢ᓑშ˯۞Ķିֈྤķშ৭ͽ˭۞ాඕΞͽԱזċ

!
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ࠓଈʹؿˀɥ
ጌчᇇ
Mbj!Tbv.ubl-!Fexjo
After 13 years, a period spanning two No. 10 tropical
cyclone signals, Mr. Edwin Lai, Assistant Director of the
Observatory, picks up the loose end and produces the
eagerly awaited “Days of the Return of Typhoon Signals”, a
satirical piece of work and a sequel to “Days with No More
Typhoon Signals” written in 1999. Given his long-standing
interest in weather forecasting, as well as his psychic (or
some would say “psycho”) eyes and sceptic (or some
would say “septic”) views for the future, he makes some
preposterous very-long-term forecasts about the challenges
in the development works of the Observatory, set against
a futuristic society facing heavy pollution, rising sea level,
political strife, media scrutiny and civic unrest.
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ࡶ̒ѐߙޢѐ!ė ыՒᆜঔ౭൴ன˿͛ۏĂགྷ҂տޢᙋ၁
ࠎ༊ѐࢶപ͇͛έ۞ᖞᛋӘཱིܫրĂΒ߁ሤঈ˘۞ཱིܫă
ˬăˣă˝ࢲཱི˩Ą၆ٺଳϡֱᇴфࡦ۞ޢЯϤĂдӪม
ᄃშા˵͔̙͌ᛉኢĂ࿆ᄮࠎߏࢶപˠѣਜ਼ྻضᇴф
۞ᕻрѣᙯĄዋెࢶപऎሄ౾૾ຽࠧ۞࠳ӀགྷкѐӅ˧ޢࢵٺ
Ѩ፫ܝĂјࠎරݑгડ۞ௐ˘ኯݱĂдӀр۞ڤಛ˭Ăώ
АĶኯķࠎԣ۞هܫĂ˘ਠᄮࠎޭೇࢲրΞͽ೩ֻາ۞౾૾
થ፟ĂѣӀࢶപܜᅈ۞གྷᑻ൴णĄ
ࡶ̒ѐߙޢѐ!,!21! ѐ!ė གྷ࿅˘ాҚᇴѨ۞̳ிᏙྙ
ޢĂЧܑ͞࠰ͽᇆᜩࢲͪࠎநϤͅ၆дડ̰ከϲঁՊᚙଭࢲ
Ą͇͛ޢέјΑࡁᄦ˘इᅌଠ۞ࢲᚙଭրĂ྅ཉдˠ
ցҌ۞ፖᚡफ˯Ă֭щଵдშ˯ෛ͇ঈᐛۡᇫࢲᚙଭ
࿅ĄրୁϡĂࣣрᅁ̈́ࢲ؞࣎˘ޢᗐˢࢶപᛋԦቑಛ۞ᅵ
ࢲĂᔮҾкѐ۞˘ཱིԦ౯ཱིܫषष̿ĄҭϤٺ༊ॡ۩ঈѳߖౄ
ј̂ቑಛ۞ᔷཊᇃثڻڌгડĂਕ֍ָͣޘᇆᜩ˞ᖼᇫ۞ड़
ڍĂ͇͛έέ̳ܜฟႆĄ
ࡶ̒ѐߙޢѐ!,!22! ѐ!ė ᔮҾкѐ۞ˬཱིૻࢲཱིܫषष̿
Ą͇͛έܑϯૻࢲᇾߏૄٺາ൴ण۞ໂ̶Ᏸதߐᅌീ
ᇴፂĂΞͽ၁ॡͅߍဩ̰Чᕇ۞ࢲ˧ঔڶېĂឰξϔΞͽՀ
ቁгೠ೪֗г͞۞ࢲ๕ঔត̼ĄᔵྤੈߊԣͷĂ
ҭϤٺЧડ۞ࢲ̶Ҷ˩̶̙Ӯ̹ĂጱֽـЧफঔݱغડ۞
ঔྮϹ఼̂צᇆᜩĂξϔˢܔـٙዋଂĂީᓏྶĂ͇͛έ
έ̳ܜฟႆĄ
ࡶ̒ѐߙޢѐ!,!24!ѐ!ė ᔮҾкѐ۞ˣཱིধࢲٕᇷࢲཱིܫष
ष̿Ąҁ͇Ҭͼߏࢋឰᇃ̂ξϔ˭எגО෪Ăᇆᜩࢶപ۞
ሤࢲᇷдѯ˾˯۩ଃޟχᖼĂڌΔăݑڌăҘݑᄃҘΔ
α࣎͞Ш۞ˣཱིࢲӮАޢ൴ѨĂˣཱིࢲϠड़ॡมχͽ
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ࡔـᐂĂჯ྿˳̝͇Ąᔵ͇͛έ۞ཝ͇ঈಡሀё
дநтѩ؈প۞ࢲᇷொજྮश̪ਕ൴೭מ۞јड़ĂҭϤࢲٺ
ᖼೱॡมјࠎົາᎸ۞౾૾ีϫĂдءથ̺ඕ۞Ⴗำ˭Ăѣ
ϲົڱᛉࣶኳႷĂᄮࠎѣ၌ޢะဥፆଠ̝Ą͇͛έࠎՐϨ
ͽϯ̳̯ĂٚᏚͽࢲޢ൴ॡมົְ݈ซҖშ˯̳ฟᏙྙĂ֭
Ϥຽ८ᇴरд͇͛έಡ͕̚Ⴞ၅ፋ࣎ຽચྻү࿅Ą၆̫ٺ
ѨְІٙᛈ൴۞ᇃ̳ھிႷᇋĂ͇͛έέ̳ܜฟႆĄ
ࡶ̒ѐߙޢѐ!,!27 ѐ!ė ᔮҾкѐ۞˝ཱིধࢲٕᇷࢲᆧૻܫ
ཱིषष̿ĄϤٺᅵࢲᓜܝཙహഴऴĂ༱ிഇࢲཱི˩۞ޞ
՟ѣனĄ͇͛έྋᛖࢲ˧ᆧૻ۞ෞҤߏૄٺາ൴ण۞ໄத
ಡրٙ೩ֻ۞ࢍზඕڍĂтڍώപனᔻࢲ۞˧ࢲޘΞਕّ
྿˛זјٕͽ˯Ăົܮᚙଭ˝ཱིࢲĂүࠎ˩ཱིࢲ۞ᛋĄ
۰ય˛ј፟ົᑕྍтңநྋĂ͇͛έ۞аᑕߏтڍТᇹଐڶ
ன˩Ѩ۞ྖົѣ˛ѨᑕរĄҭϤٺТᇹଐڶ၁ᅫ˯̙Ξਕࢦኑ൴
Ϡ˩ѨĂٙͽૄώ˯ቁޘᙱͽҿᕝĄၚͽٺઐໄБಡঐि۞
̂ி็ಫĂݒԯ͇͛έ۞аᑕႊᘯࠎ˩Ѩ˝ཱིࢲ̚Ăົѣ˛Ѩ
ᐌޢᚙଭ˩ཱིࢲĄኢтңĂࠎ˞˩Ѩ̚۞ௐ˘Ѩಡጱ̳
ிᇃھε୕Ă͇͛έέ̳ܜฟႆĄ
ࡶ̒ѐߙޢѐ!,!31! ѐ!ė ᔮҾкѐ۞˩ཱིᔻࢲཱིܫषष̿
Ą˘ཏĶࢲķ൴፵̓ᛵࢲĂฟ௺זፖᚡफ֍ᙋ።Ϋॡ
גĄтѩႺճҖशĂ͇͛έ˘ޘ࿅າฟ൴۞შ˯࣎ˠ͇ঈᛋ
ಡᐛ൴পҾ఼ӘۡϋܧĂܳξϔ̙ࢋࡧใϼĂந༊ຕ
ࢦેҖࢲᇷܫिٙ̚ޙᛉ۞֨᎔ନ߉Ăͽቁّܲੑய۞щБĄ
ְޢĶࢲ˘ķүͅᑝĂయ͇͛έ̒ޥຐҋϤĂଯҖĶ߾
ཝёķ۞̳ி֨ࢲିֈĄְІດጂດ̂Ă͇͛έٺజ࢝ၣаࢲ
ᇷܫिٙ̚ѣ֨ࢲᚍᏞĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂགྷ࿅ాᜈˬѨ՟ѣ˩ཱིࢲ
۞˝ཱིࢲޢĂҖעЇ۞͇͛έέܜ၆ٺΞͽјΑ൴˩ཱི
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ࢲܑϯڟᇐĂຏזтᛖࢦĂд۰ົ˯൴֏ॡՀຏᛈརஊĄ
၆ҋ̎༊ிεᆇ۞ᓝନĂ͇͛έέܜүЇ̰˘ޢѨ۞̳ฟ
ႆĄ
\ ඊ۰˘ޢĈͽ˯߇ְˠۏᄃଐ༼Ă৷ᛳၹĂтѣТĂ
၁ᛳܧ૱μЪĄ҃͛ౢ̰ٙѣҬߏ҃֏۞ܧኢĂ̙˘ߍͅؠன၁Ă
Հܑ̙ࢶപ͇͛έ۞ϲಞĄ^!
\ ඊ۰˟ޢĈĮࢲГ۞̄͟į̝݈็ߏĮ՟ѣࢲ۞
̄͟įĂᆷ ٺ2::: ѐĂޢԼበј݈͇͛έέڒܜᕃⳍ౾̀۞Įࢶ
പछ३į)xxx/ilp/hpw/il0eilpwpjdf0mfuufs2317::/iun*Ăдࢶപ
έᇫٸĄ͛ౢ̚೩̈́۞ĶI29O279ķ͵ࡔঽ߲Ăᑚ֏۞ീĂݒ
̙̚֏҃ضĂᇴѐޢౣд 3114 ѐĶՒ̀ķ˘ࠪᑕរĄ^!

݈έڒܜᕃⳍ౾̀ٺ
3112 ѐ    ࣎ ˘ ޢ
Ķଭࢲķ۞ੈཱི৭
ཱིܫ߷ܜ৭ᙯౕᆇёĂ
˩ཱིࢲࢫ˭

\ ඊ۰ˬޢĈ͑ਣኚ۞ീĂ˵ԓ୕ߏ۞ĂͽҺԘ
јৌĄࡊጯ۞ᅳાĂࢦฟ۞ٸၗޘĂ̙ᕝࡁտଣ৶Ă۬ϒٕ
Ԇචѣ۞ຐڱĂՐৌՐາĂ࿅ࡊԫ۞ᑕϡ೩ڇچચĂౄۤ
ົĄ͇͛έགྷ࿅ 241 ѐ۞።ΫĂ˘ۡҡᐌࢶപјܜĄण୕ֽĂ
ഇ࠽ԧࣇ࠻֍۞ᅈഀߏ˘࣎ৌϒጾٱฟ౹જ˧۞ۤົᒖဩĂឰ
ࡊԫႊซֽٙ۞рΞͽѣ·֖۞൴೭۩มĄ^!
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ʨࣩདం́ؿᒨ
ዑځ౾̀
Es/!Difoh!Dip.njoh
Dr. CM Cheng, Assistant Director of the Observatory,
shares the memorable moments during his induction
training in the UK, including his good mentor, as well as the
challenges he faced in the forecasting office.
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̙གྷ̙ᛇĂд͇͛έ̍ү̏གྷ˟˩к࣎ѐᐝĄԧྫྷிкТְ
˘ᇹĂд͇͛έ̍ү۞ܐഇĂυࢋགྷ።͇ঈಡ۞̍үĄಡ̚
͕Ξͽᄲߏԧࣇ۞ņ͢ˠҖŇĄͽـԧഅซಡ͕̚ѨĂ၆
ಡ̍үࠤຏᎸĂ̈́ޢజᔒᖼࠁ̙ـТ۞૯ҜĂܕѐаᕩ
͇ঈಡ۞̍үĂయგந̳ி͇ঈڇચĄ
ԧд̂ጯॡߏۏهந۞Ă၆ঈ෪՟ѣᄮᙊĄࣣซ͇͛έ̙˳
ܮజࠁ̣࣎͡ࡗצ઼ࡻـĂϒёጯ௫ঈ෪ܝኝĄٙጯ۞ࢋ
ߏঈ෪۞ૄώۢᙊĂΒ߁ঈ෪៍ീăঈ෪ᆇጡ۞ྻүࣧநă͇ঈ
ր۞நኢă͇ঈಡ۞͞ڱඈĂֱۢᙊٸኜαঔ࠰ЪϡĄд
ࡻ઼˯ኝĂኝኢ̈́۞͇ঈրಡ͞ࢦڱᕇ༊ٸдቛޘ
ྵ۞гડĞтለ߷ğ۞͇ঈրĄቛޘгડࢋצҽዡ̈́ື
ዡᇆᜩĂ͇ঈត̼˘ਠޝѣఢޠĂീֽྵѣԯ೪ĄдԆјந
ኢኝޢĂԧజщଵ۞઼ࡻזгડঈ෪Ԋ၁௫ˬ࣎ߐഇĂ̝݈ٙጯ
௫۞ಡ͞ڱϒр;ኜ၁ኹĄ
ԧߏдࡻ઼̚ొતၔপξͽ࣎˘ݑЩΨ Tupdlqpsu ۞̈
ᗉ۞ঈ෪Ԋ၁௫Ă༊ॡ۞˘ֱགྷ።ࣃޝаקĄԧд၁௫ഇมߏ
ྫྷ˘Щѣགྷរ۞ಡࣶᙝጯᙝઇ۞Ąѐ˳ᅈĂԧ̏གྷԞ˞
۞ЩфĄҜಡࣶޝѣĂ̙ॡд̍үഇมᄲ৯ĂยֽϺ̙ॡ
ЫͪڍĂৌ۞ЫޝкĂຏᛇ۞̍ү៌ᆷຍĊԧྫྷҜಡ
ࣶ˘Ăд̙Т۞ಡ૯Ҝ̍үĂଂ֗˯ጯ̙͌˞ז၁ϡ
۞ಡԫμĄд̍үॡĂԧࢋдࢨ۞ؠॡม݈Ԇј͇۞ؠঈ
ಡĂගҜņर౮Ň࿅ϫĂ̖ޢ൴ಡĄགྷ̙ᕝ۞ቚĂ
д၁௫۞ޢഇĂૄώౌ̙࠻ĞΞਕдԧࡦ˳ޝ˞࠻ޢğܮ
ԧ൴ಡĂԧ͕ଐ༊ߏጼጼဏဏĂϠُಡѣᄱĄ΄ԧՀᓙ
ᝫ͕ម۞ߏࢋனಞઇέ͇ঈ༼ϫĂᄃέ۞༼ϫˠϹኘĂ
ᛚᛖ͇ঈീ۞ྎ̰टĄᔵд˯நኢኝॡഅགྷд͞ࢬצᖎ
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ಏቚĂҭ၁ᅫઇனಞ༼ϫॡ̪˩̶ღૺĂضрˬߐഇ۞၁௫ഇ
มΪᅮࢋઇѨ༼ϫĂӎُ͕ऻঽ൴Ċ
΄ԧ˩̶ᙱԞ۞ߏд၁௫ഇมĂ༥זˠϠ̚ௐ˘Ѩ˭ౠ۞
ଐഀĄ˭ౠॡдତܕጌځॡ൴ϠĂ༊ॡԧϒ༊؆Ă࠹ܫ༊
Бঈ෪Ԋ۞Ϊѣԧ˘ˠĄߏѨ˭ౠֽѣֱࡎĂঈ෪
ԊТְӮѓٺՀາീĂ҃ņर౮Ň఼ޝଐ྿நĂԧז
͗γͯגΝٮĂϺឰԧௐ˘Ѩຏ˭צౠ۞ൄקĄ༊ॡॡมإ
ѝĂα˭ˠĂ͇ھЍĂౠ܅ᛜᛜĂ႕гዛ˯˘ᆸາౠĂຏᛇ
˩̶ှᐖĄ༊ԧд̈ˬॡ˭ޢॡĂଐ̶̙˩ݒڶТĄ֤ॡ
Tupdlqpsu ̙ಏ˭ౠĂ҃ͷૻזצ၆߹͇ঈᇆᜩĂ˭˘ੱДֽĄ
ֱДܧ૱̈ĂۡशΪѣΗᲔѼĂᗞҒሒϨĂҭ˩̶િർĂ
ԧࣇΨઇņᐷФŇĂརזᐝ˯χѣֱ൭Ċଂԧ˭۞ঈ෪
Ԋ֕˭זၼ۞ॠᐡᅮॡ˟˩̶ᛗ˯˭Ăྮ˯۞˘ֱາౠ̏གྷజҖ
ˠኼҌિർĂᔘޝĂϤٺԧࡍ۞Ϊߏ఼۞ይĂ˘̙࣎ৠ
ၢ˞˘ྲĂضр༊ѐѐࡔᅅĂ՟ࠤᆃְ̂Ăᓁზ࿃࿅ᙱԞ۞གྷ።Ą
Ω˘І΄ԧ˩̶ᙱԞ۞ְĂಶߏд༊гᄮᙊ˞ଂࢶപொϔז
Tupdlqpsu ۞ՂАϠ˘छĄՂАϠߏԧགྷТְ̬Ă݂ߎזд༊
гฟ۞γظᄮᙊ۞ĄՂАϠ̈́Ղ͉˩̶рމĂՏ༊ԧ̙ϡдঈ
෪Ԋ˯၁௫ॡĂкົظ̈۞זĂֳϡ۞઼̚Ąдγгޞ
˞ܜॡมĂѣ፟ົᑀᑀछฏĂຏ̶˩זືĄҋଂаപޢĂԧ
ࣇϺܲՏѐ఼̢ཐኚΙĄ̫ѐՂАϠՀᄃगזപॠྼĂѣ፟
ົᄃГВჸĂຏזໂԣĄனॡᄃ۞̄д Gbdfcppl јࠎ˞
̓ڈĂѣՀк፟ົۢ˘छ۞ଐڶĂᄃछ۞ᓑᘭՀ̷˞Ą
༊ѐצԆјޢаപ̙˳Ăזܮಡ͕̍̚үĂ൴ᛇࢶപ۞
͇ঈᄃࡻ઼۞˘̙ޝᇹĄт݈ٙĂࡻ઼ࢋߏצҽືዡᇆᜩĂ
͇ঈត̼ྵѣఢޠĄ҃ࢶപҜֲٺሤྵҲቛ۞ޘг͞Ăᇆᜩࢶ
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പ۞͇ঈրྵኑᗔĂЯѩࢋӅ˧ጯ௫ಡࢶപгડ͇ঈ۞ԫ
μĄ͇͛έޝк݈ˠдಡࢶപ۞͇ঈ˭˞ޝкΑ͈Ăᕩৼ˞̙
͌۞ಡчĂԧࣇ༊ѐߏܮࢋֱчֽү͇ঈീĄ
༊ѐԧࣇΪಡϏֽˬ͇۞͇ঈĂϤٺ༊ॡࡊԫٙࢨĂүˬ͇
ಡ̏གྷ̙ޝटٽĄ
ࢶപआ͇кனᇷ̂ܥĂܥ๕ត̼̂ĂҡᐌᑝĂ၆ξ
ϔϠ߿ᇆᜩ̂ޝĄ၆ٺಡֽࣶᓾĂ̈́ॡ൴͇ঈᛋӘࢋࢵߏܮ
۞ЇચĂͽഴ͌ೋК͇ঈֽ۞խचᄃຫεĄߏிкಡࣶυ
གྷ።҃యЇࢦ̂۞̍үĂҭдͽ۞ـТְ̚Ăݒѣ˘Ҝؖᘲ۞
Тְ͌ޝ༥זೋК͇ঈ҃ࢋ൴͇ঈᛋӘĂ࠹̙͌ܫТְ̪
с۞পঅགྷ።ĄԧഅᄃсВְ˘߱ൺॡมĂ༊ѐԧдಡ͕̚၁
௫ഇมĂѣ˘ߏྫྷс˘༊Ă֤сߏԧ۞ņर౮ŇĄ༊
ᇃ̰ڌౙгડன˞˘ڌҘ֕Ш҃ᇃᔮ۞ᇷĂШݑ࿀ࢶܕ
പĄ͕ຐаࢶപົᄃᇷ༥࣎ϒĂ൴ᇷᛋӘΞ̙͌˞Ą
ீ֍र౮̙ຖ̙ѓĂৠၗҋࡶĂҬБϏצᇷ۞ක୮ᇆᜩĄᄲ
˵؈َĂᇷொࢶܕപॡ˘̶ࠎ˟Ă̶Ҿдࢶപͽͽڌ
Ҙགྷ࿅Ă҃ࢶപ՟ѣක୮ᇷĂܥϺ̙кĂ༊̙ᅮࢋ൴Їң
ᇷᛋӘĊѨৌ۞֍ᙋ˞с۞পঅགྷ።Ă̙Ϥԧ̙ܫĊ
ੵ˞ܥγĂࢶപआ͇ϺົצሤঈĞ˘ਠкΨᅵࢲğЍ
ᜪĂՏҜ͇ঈಡࣶ࠰അତצᅵࢲ۞߾ᖃĄᅵࢲ˘ֽĂಡࣶܮ
ࢋԪᕛჟৠĂррࢬ၆̂ณ۞̍үĂႽ˧ઇрಡ۞ЇચĄ̍ү
ᑅ˧༊̙͌˞ĂҭಡࣶϺᒔ˞͟ޢएएֽ۞ࠡෳགྷ።Ą
၆ٺಡֽࣶᓾĂࠡෳ۞གྷ።Ξზߏд˩ཱིࢲഇม̍үĄ༊
ވγճࢲޤӠă̂ܥፖବࠤٕᗔۏใࢳॡĂдಡ͕̰̚۞ЧТ
ְࣇࢋБৠర۞ڦႾീᅵࢲ۞જШࢶപ۞͇ঈត̼Ăֱགྷ
።ৌ̙ࠎγˠĄࢶപ˩ཱིࢲ۞፟ົ̙кĂд̫ѐ 8 ͡۞ૻᅵ
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ࢲࢮপͽ݈Ăࢋܮᇴ ז2::: ѐ : ͡ᅵࢲࡗҹॡ۞˩ཱིࢲ ࠹ତ ܕ24 ѐĄԧд͇͛έ̍ү࿅ 31 ѐĂౣଂϏд̍ү̚࿃
ࢲཱི˩זĊ̫ѐ 8 ͡ࢮপ۞˩ཱིࢲഇมĂԧࣣμ˞זγг
ฟົĂᄃ˩ཱིࢲቡ⢦˘ࢬĄԧዶ˭۞̍үϠ̙ ז24 ѐĂϏ
̪ۢӎѣ፟ົд˩ཱིࢲ˭̍үĉ
࠹ͧͽ݈Ăᐌࡊԫ۞൴णĂপҾߏᇴࣃ͇ঈಡሀёԫఙ
۞೩ĂֹԧࣇΞͽ೩ֻՀ۞ܜീĂனॡࢶപ͇͛έ̏೩ֻϏ
ֽ˛͇۞͇ঈീĄ̙࿅Ăࢋ೩ֻՀ͇۞ܜঈീ၁ְٽܧĄᔵ
ᇴࣃ͇ঈಡሀё̏གྷΞͽ೩ֻՀ۞ܜಡĂҭྵ͇۞ܜঈ
ീ۞ܑன၁ᅫ̪̙͉நຐĄிٙۢĂॡมܜᅈĂ͇ঈീ۞
ᄱमܮ̂ĄٙᏜ۞՜நኢĞdibpt!uifpszğĂؕܐॡ۞˘ֱ
̈۞ᄱमĂѣॡΞͽ۞ి֝ޝᆧ̂Ăઇј۞̂ޝಡᄱमĂϺઇ
јಡ۞̙ቁّؠĄޝкˠౌ࿅ņኄኅड़ᑕŇĂᏜ˘ኄኅд
͐Ҙैજਂ჻Ăົдᇇҹᖠ͔ᐷଡࢲĄߏ՜நኢАᜭ F/O/!
Mpsfo{!۞Щ֏Ăϒрԛटീ۞ӧᙱٙдĄϡᖎಏ۞ּֽ̄ᄲĂ
д˘୧̈˯Ăԧࣇ˘˯ٸ୧৽௺Ăឰιึ߹҃˭Ą˘ਠтڍ
ͪ߹જྵึॡĂԧࣇ̙ᙱീϏֽ৽௺۞̂ໄҜཉĄҭߏт̈ڍ
̚Ҷ႕˞̙̂̈˘۞ϮᐝॡĂͪ߹જតگજĄ৽௺Ξਕд
ߙ˘Ϯᐝ۞νᙝ႓࿅ĂϺΞਕдΠᙝ႓࿅Ă҃৽௺дϮᐝ۞ν
ᙝٕΠᙝ႓࿅ົۡତᇆᜩι۞ޢـ႓߹ྮशĂֹቁീ৽௺
۞ޢـҜཉតӧᙱĄ༊Ăঈ෪̙֭ࠧϟ͕˘ଐڶĂ̪ԓ୕
ࡊԫ۞൴णΞͽឰԧࣇҹڇӧᙱĂՀซ˘Վೠ೪Հܜᅈ۞͇ঈ
ಡĄ̫ѐᏚ֓ႬۏநጯረߏගҜณ̄ЍጯछĂࣇࡎّ
۞ϡ၁រᙋځΞͽณޘ៍͵ࠧ̄۞পّĄͽـณ̄ۏந۞ໄ
ߏهĈ៍͵ࠧ̄۞পّߏۡڱତณ۞ޘĂЯࠎдณ۞ޘ࿅
̚ົᗼ˞̄۞পّĄ҃˯Ҝࡊጯछݒχ˞˘
Ăฟ౹˞າ۞ࡔ̮Ăֹณޘ៍͵ࠧ̄۞পّតјΞҖĂϺ
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ֹޙౄņณ̄ཝŇĞͧனд۞ཝΞͽՀՀԣğតࠎѣΞਕĄ
ৌ۞ԓ୕ঈ෪ࠧϺΞͽχ՜நኢ۞ĂឰԧࣇΞͽ೩ֻՀ
ܜᅈ۞̈́Հቁ۞͇ঈീĄ˵ధѣ˘͇ĂԧࣇΞͽӀϡณ̄
ཝֽүᇴࣃ͇ঈಡĂֹ͇ঈಡՀԣՀჟĄ

ˠϠௐ˘Ѩ༥۞זౠഀĄ2::1 ѐ 2 ͡дࡻ઼તၔপ۞ܕܢ
Tupdlqpsu ٮᛷ۞Ă༊ॡϒ˭؆аॠᐡ̚Ą

даॠᐡ̚Ă̙ಏኼౠ҃ҖĂ҃ͷ࠻֍ᅈѣᇷ࠹ᙯ۞ำ
ဥϒ࿀ܕĂ̙˳˭ܮДֽĄ
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ෲdࡼၤɮАͳጪ
ӓౘܛ
Oh!Dibo!Lbn.div-!Njsjoob
Ms. Mirinna KC Chan is the Observatory’s senior
draughtsman, working with great enthusiasm while striking
a balance between work and family. She received the
Secretary for the Civil Service’s Commendation in 2007
for her outstanding performance and active participation in
volunteering and outreaching work. She recalls many fond
memories, unforgettable moments and interesting events
in the past 30 years of work and life in the Observatory’s
family.
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ĶˠϠѣೀк࣎˩ѐĉķ! ॡЍࢳీĂᖼீมԧд߆̍̏ع
ү˞ˬ࣎Ķ˩ѐķĂ҃༊̚ѣ˟˩ˬ࣎ѐᐝՀߏд͇͛έഭ࿅Ą
дႝܜ໐͡Ăԧགྷ።˞̣Ҝέ۞ܜᅳጱĂՀ΄ԧૈዳ၆͇͛
έஎ۞ݓຏଐĂՏ͇˯ಶтаזΩγ˘࣎छĄ྆Тְม࠹
༙ᏉࠀĂ˲ְѣથѣณĂ̢࠹ࢦĂكѩᙯᘃ੨ЪĄ҃ͷ͇
͛έαᒖဩᐹ࡚Ă౧ᄬࢶ܅Ă۩ঈາĂᖎۡߏݱξ̚۞ڒĂ
΄ˠຏᛇනၰĄЯѩĂ̙͌ˠீ̚π୶ͻ̳۞קચࣶϠĂдԧ
͕ϫ̚ߏݒкܚкݻĄ
͇͛έ۞ࢋ̍үߏീ͇ঈĂ͇ঈଐڶΞͽត̼̂ޝĄ
҃ԧд͇͛έ۞̍үд࿅Ν˟˩ѐม˵யϠ˞̂ޝᖼតĄԧᘱ
ဦ۞ވТְ˘ۡӅ˧ԯ೪ॡ፟Ăጴ˘۵ݏĂ̙ᕝҋԧᆧࣃĂ
ᄃॡ֭ซĂጯ௫࡚̍ຽཝԫఙĂኼ˯Ϥ͟૱ᘱဦҌᄦү̂ݭ
णྮ̝ڕĄԯ৷ოᘱ൪͇ঈဦ۞ฤЁᖼ͇͛ࠎݭέ۞࡚ఙొĄд
̍ү࿅̚ĂԧົТְࣇܲ։р఼ᄃ̢જĂͽቁܲڇચჍ
͕ĂТְ႕ຍĄ
ܕѐֽĂ͇͛έдЧડనཉҋજঈ෪৭Ą࡚ఙొืࢋдЧ࣎
ঈ෪৭ୁϡॡࠎฟ၌ົಞనࢍणڕĄЯѩĂԧܮѣ፟ົొ
Тְ݈ޝـк̙Тг̍͞үĂΐஎ˞ԧ၆͇͛έ͗γన߉۞ᄮ
ᙊĄ⚇ـ̚Ҙ߷γ৭నཉ͉วᏬड৭۞ୁϡᖃߏԧО෪எ
˘۞גѨĄᔵгᕇѣᕇઐᅈĂᅮࢋܜঘ̖ז྿Ăҭז྿ޢ
ԧజ֤྆˘̂ͯქ۞ڵڵਨгஎஎӛ͔Ăࢲഀ၁д͉࡚ᚊ˞Ċ
̙࿅ԧ˵՟ѣԞҋ̎۞ЇચĂಶߏࢋд̋๕ᅲ۞࣯Ⴌ͈ಞ
నཉणڕĄ༊ॡϒࣃ˛͡Ă͉วұұܧ૱ᚹீĂሤঈ࿀ˠĂ৭д
֤̍үৌߏĶķខĂԆБ՟ѣዌቹĄᔵԧ̏གྷࡍ˞ܜఞࢊ
ᑛಽ̄Ăҭߏϩቲᔘຏᛇוޝ൭Ăགྷ࿅˘࣎к̈ॡ̍үޢĂ
̙ҭѭ߹টࡦĂБ֗ᒅĂࡎᔘຏᛇѣֱᐝຶϫোĄԧϲӈ֕
ˢᕚ۞ݡۏٸᒰЃिಅͪĂ֗ޞវࢫ̖ޢຏזනֱڇĄৌ
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ᒷᎣĂֽࣧԧमᕇ̚ഁબĊҋѩ̝ޢĂԧՀΐׂڇགྷ૱ࢋд͗
γ̍ү۞ТְĂ၁дߏ৺֙ࡴĊ

˟ˣѐ⚇Ҙ߷γ৭నཉ͉วᏬड৭ୁϡᖃ

д͇͛έ̍үᔵѓ༨Ăҭ༊̚˵ѣ˘ֱ΄ԧО෪পҾஎג
ѣ۞ְଐĄѣ˘Ѩд͇͛έฟ͟ٸĂԧԷႊ͇ঈछ۞
ĶͿͿᜧិᐝķĂξϔЪهĄߏԧௐ˘ѨࡍĶ̳
ͿڇķĂܐѨᏐ֗ຏזצͿ̳ᐝ۞ࢦณĂ̙֭ᖎಏĄ༊ᄃ
έٮܜᛷЪॡĂԧ၁д̙ૉঈ˧ोιĂضр༊ॡ৭дԧ֗य़
۞έڒܜᕃⳍ౾̀
୮̙൘Ꮲгࣄ
۞۷ჾֽٚћιĄ
ன д а ຐ  ֽĂ ̪
ᛇ˩̶ѣĄ
˟˟ѐ͇͛έฟ
͟ٸү۰ᄃТְࣇԷ
ႊ͇ঈछјࣶĂࡍ
˯Ķ̳Ϳڇķ
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ΩγĂԧϺܑ͇͛έણΐ˞Ѩ͉วਕ֘̂ᔈĂᔘፉ༊֘
͘Ąጴ̍ಞă྿፟ୠ࡚ఙొТְ۞Ӆ˧ĂԯܐΪߏ˘
࣎۩۩۞֘ߛĂອ֗តј˘ዃѣݭѣഠ۞ΞГϠਕ֘ǕĶ͉ว
ࢲ˟ཱིķĄጴࡊԫᄃᘹఙ۞ᏉЪĂԧࣇ̳ဳޢฟָ֘
ዃ྅ܛረĂՀវன˞͇͛έТְЪүม۞ჟৠĄ҃ԧߊΞͽ
ֳצዼዺ۞ᝌሄĂϺѣ፟ົᄃТְ˘Т˯έᅳረĂ̶ֳረ۞ಈ
ॆĊ

˟˛ѐ͇͛έͽĶ͉วࢲ˟ཱིķણΐࡊٺጯᓝҖ۞ĶΞГ
Ϡਕ֘ᚮԫ̂ᔈķ

ᔵԧޝಈᝌ̍үĂҭүࠎ˘ّ࣎̃ĂԧᔘѣΩ˘࣎ࢦࢋ֗
Њ

Ҿˠ۞̄؍ϓᏐĄࢋјࠎ˘࣎Ⴭᖚ۞ᗕᖚّ̃Ăߏ˘І

̙टְ۞ٽĄдछल̚˧χநछચĂᜪछˠاγĂᔘࢋ
ࣘᜪ̍үĄдࣣ̃͵۞ॡ࣏Ă˯˭۞ॡมߏᓄ
ѓ۞Ąѝ˯ѓԆᔼηĂ˫ࢋᅁ̃ਖ਼ـηηछ̚Ą˯̍ٸ
෴ ࢋܮޢତ̃аछĂᐌӈᅁઇฺĂԓ୕ˮ͈аֽޢΞͽЫ
˘ז·႕ຑ͕۞ĶҝछฺķĄ͟ͽᚶ؆ă؆ͽᚶ͟г̍үĂᔵ
˩̶֙ࡴĂҭ୕͇̃˘͇˘ઉјܜĂ֤ಈॆឰԧٙ
ѣ֙౻ౌԞଫ˞Ą
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ѝഇд͇͛έ̍үॡĂԧ۞૯Ҝืࢋдߐഇ̳̈́͟ி
ഇ߹˯ćՏ࣎͡ԧΪѣα͇ഇĂٙͽԧܧ૱ࠡଓछˠ࠹
۞ॡมĂϺགྷ૱ણΐ͇͛έᖚࣶົٙᓝᏱ۞Ꮠ̄ॠҖᒉඈ
߿જĄع߆ֽޢ၁Җ̣͇̍үטĂ࣎щଵߏԧഇ࠽̏˳Ă၆ԧ
ࣇཏᗕᖚֽّ̃ᄲৌ۞ߏ͇̂ಈੈ "! аຐд˟̱ѐॡĂ
༊ॡ۞Җ߆ءܜഅቹᝋАϠזణ͇͛έĂ֭ᄃ͇͛έ۞ᖚܑࣶ
ົࢬĄഅАϠᏐ̷гኛԧࣇᐌܮ൴યĂ༊ॡБಞඥᐖĂገᓏĂ
҃ԧৌ۞ޝຐຏᔁར၁̣͇̍үטĂ̰͕ᜭֹԧࢋܑ྿Њ͕
ຍĂ͘ܮҋᓝ˞Ąԧ࠻זέܜăӄநέܜٙѣˠౌ˩̶ᙯ
ڦг୕ԧĄώᑕ୶۞ؠԧĂдБಞϫЍڦෛ˭Ă֤݅มຏܧז
૱चُĄҭߊ̏ᓝ˞͘ĂԧΪрർᐝϩĂጼጼဏဏгᄲĈĶԧ
ඕ˞Ăѣˬ࣎छलࢋᜪĄтڍ၁Җ̣͇̍үĂΞͽගԧՀк
ॡมᙯ͕֗ᙝ۞ˠĂԧޝкᔁপࢵѣ࣎ՙඉĄķضрԧ۞൴֏
՟ѣౄјЇңᑌԉಞࢬĂְޢᔘזέܜჍ៙Ăԧ̖͕˭ٸᐝ̂
ϮĄ

˟̱ѐপࢵഅቹᝋణય͇͛έᄃ͇͛έܑ၆ྖ
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ᐌ̃႙႙̂ܜĂԧдछल۞૯ҜϺតᅅᗫ˞Ăк˞ॡ
มΞͽઇҋ̎ಈᝌ۞ְĂּтཌྷચ̍үĄԧд˟˟ѐΐˢ˞
͇͛έཌྷ̍ฤĂ҃ԧ۞̃˘̚ߏ˵ЩјࣶĂԧс˘ણΐ
ၮĂᕚٸᝊҜཌྷᚯഠĂᏐ͘ᄦү͡ᅷਖ਼ـҁˠੰඈ߿જĂᖣ
ѩឰсځϨӄˠࠎԣሄ̝ώĂᑒӄҾˠॡҋ̎ТᇹຏזಈॆĄ
ѐ݈Ăԧཌྷ̍ฤјࣶд͇͛έᓝᏱ˞˘ѨຎචົۏĂТְࣇ
ౌޝሤ͕ᑒѓ̈́ॕӄĂࠎཌྷ̍ฤᚯ̙͌གྷĄдՏѨଣణ̚Ă
࠻֍Ķҁ̓ķܧەౌ̓ڈ̈૱Ըˢฟ͕ĂϺ΄ԧஎஎវ
ົצͧ߉זՀѣ۞நĄ
֗ࠎ˘Ҝᗕᖚّ̃Ăੵ˞छल̍үγĂ֗វઉ˵ߏࢦޝ
ࢋ۞Ąٙͽԧᔘણΐ˞͇͛έᓝᏱ۞͉ໂྯᄅĂߊΞአ
Ϡ߿Ă˫ΞܲઉĄԧޝຏᔁ͇͛έᖚࣶົᙸຍ܅ॡมޥ͕
ࠎТְᚯ౯ֱ̍ዶ߿જĄ
ԧ۞هܫಶߏઇЇңְĂኢдछलٕ̍ү۞૯ҜĂ˘ࢋؠ
БଐԸˢĂ᎕ໂજĂ၆ҋ̎ѣٙࢋՐĂ၆ᖚయѣٙٚፉĂ̖Ξ
ฟฟ͕͕˯ΝĂᅅᅅᗫᗫаछֽĄԧ၆ҋ̎۞छल͇͛έ
࣎̂छलĂТᇹࢦෛᙯ͕Ă̶̙كѩĂᏉ ˘វĂԓ୕ਕૉԣ
ሄгഭ࿅Տ˘͇Ą

˘˝˝ˣѐඊ۰ᄃ̃Ğ݈ଵνˬăαğણΐ͇͛έཐኚ
ᓑᝌົ
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ȹɺॶʭ 
Ղځ
Mff!Tivl.njoh-!Pmjwjb
The Observatory issued the No.10 hurricane signal
in the early hours of 24 July 2012 for Severe Typhoon
Vicente, the first No.10 signal for 13 years since Typhoon
York in September 1999.
As is well known, the Observatory staff work round the
clock all the year through to fulfil their duties, be it No. 10
signal or black rainstorm.
And as I recently talked to several colleagues on duty
that night during the No.10 signal for Vicente, their fondly
re-told stories reminded me of the name of a movie – “Not
One Less”. Yes, we always would like to dig out the last
piece of observation information available. To achieve that,
the operational staff working tirelessly behind the scene were
certainly all indispensable!
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͇͛έд 3123 ѐ 8 ͡ 35 ࣝ͟ૻᅵࢲࢮপപഇม൴
˩ཱིᔻࢲཱིܫĂߏᚶ 2::: ѐ : ͡ᅵࢲࡗҹപޢĂ24 ѐֽࢵ
࣎Ķ˩ཱིࢲķĄ
ிٙۢĂ͇͛έߏĶѐ̚Ѓķ۞ĂࣹგߏĶ˩ཱིࢲķ
ᔘߏĶโܥķĂ͇͛έ༊ࣃࣶ̍˘ؠિч૯ҜĄ
ܕԧྫྷೀҜдࢮপĶ˩ཱིࢲķॡ༊ࣃ۞Тְ้ኘĂᓾ
˘֤ז؆۞̍үଐڶĂࣇएएֽॡĂдԧཝঔ྆ঙன˞˘᛫
ᇆ۞Щф!

Ķ˘࣎ౌ̙ਕ͌ķĄߏ۞Ă៍ീྤफ़̙ਕ͌Ă

҃ࡦ̍۞ޢүˠࣶՀߏ˘࣎˵̙ਕ͌Ċ
˩ཱིگĂࢋگٸĊ
͇͛έд 2:32 ѐ̏ฟؕӀϡঈү۩ଣീĂТְჍี
̍үࠎĶگٸķĄͽـĶگٸķߏˠ͘ፆү۞Ăҋ 3115 ѐ͇͛
έ͔ˢБҋજ۩ଣീրޢĂĶگٸķܮซˢБҋજ̼ѐĄ
Տ͇˯̾ˣॡ̈́˯ˣॡẰִߦঈ෪৭۞ҋજ۩ଣീր
ົঈ·ঈ̈́ᛖٸĂᚙУдঈ˭ࢬ۞ቢଣ۩ᆇĂ̰ѣ
ঈᑅăޘăᒅޘăHQT ؠҜඈຏᑕጡĂдঈ˯̿࿅̚ົଣ
ീ۩ঈ෪ྤफ़Ă҃гࢬ۞̍үˠࣶӀϡཝତќ̈́ፋநٙ
ᇴፂĂགྷ८၁ޢӈॡ൴ٸҌ͵ࠧЧгঈ෪͕̚Ą
۩ଣീࢲཱིˬٺॡฟؕΐĂд˭̾˟ॡ˵ĶگٸķĂ
ТॡϺົѣ৺ࡊጯӄநٕࡊጯӄநТְдִ̀ߦ༊ࣃĂԧࣇჍ
̝ࠎĶ༊ࢲՀķĄזˣཱིٕͽ˯ሤঈᛋӘੈཱིϠड़ॡĂ۩
ଣീՀซ˘ՎΐĂࣝ˟ॡ˵ົĶگٸķĂТॡՀѣ྿፟ୠ
रΐˢдִ̀ߦĶ༊ࢲՀķĄ
ͽ˭ߏ˩ཱིࢲ༊дִ̀ߦĶ༊ࢲՀķ۞྿፟ୠरܥ
ච̈́ࡊጯӄநཧ૾ฯጸࣇдࢮপĶ˩ཱིگٸگķ۞ו፬ଐ
ڶĄ
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ĈĶ34 ཱིࢮপ࿀ܕĂ˯ˣᕇ֤࣎گԧ̏၅ᛇҋજ
۩ଣീրѣᕇ̙၆ݏĂፉ͕ٺΞਕࢋˠ͘گٸĂΨ
૾ฯࢋѣ͕ந౯Ąķ
ཧĈĶፋ؆ԧ˵ྫྷ͇ঈീᓁొ۞ ئTjs!) ᓁ༛ጱئᐅݱАϠ *
ღ఼Ă ئTjs ГˬឤĂࢵࢋڦຍщБĂдଐڶధ
Ξ˭̖ဘྏˠ͘گٸĄ̾؆ࢲཱི˩ޢଭĂࣝז
ᕇگٸॡĂԧࣇ൴ᛇҋજ۩ଣീրৌ۞̙ҖĂࢲ၁
д͉̂˞Ăঈ൴डጡ۞᜕ܲᄏॲώڱχฟĊķ
ĈĶ၆Ă༊ॡৌ۞ࢲ̂ޝĂ˫˭ܥĂԧӈॡזγࢬᑭ
ߤրĂ൴ன፟ୠ߇ᅪ̙֭ਕ˘ॡ࣒ೇĄᅵࢲࢲீдࢶ
പ۩˯ܕܢགྷ࿅Ă̙ߏՏ˘͇ౌ൴Ϡ۞ְĂтڍ՟ѣ
۩ྤफ़Ăົߏຽ˯۞˘̂ጹְĄٙͽՙؠϲӈᖼ
ࠎˠ͘گٸĂԧయႾ၅ཝତќྤफ़Ă૾ฯయٸঈ
Ąķ
ཧĈĶԧᅮࢋᖼࠎˠ͘۞گٸՙؠШ ئTjs ๗ಡĂ˫Г
Ѩឤࢋ׳ᏊณщБ͞Ξˠ͘گٸĄ֤ॡᔵፖࢲፖܥĂ
ҭ࠹ܫଐ̪ڶధΞˠ͘گٸĂߏٺԧБઘ྅౯Ăܥҗܥ
ಽܥĂٛ·˞ঈ۞ঈ͗זγĂ֤ॡజૻࢲঈ
ٛԵ৭ϲ̙ᘦĊٸௐ˘࣎گॡĂঈॲώ̿˯ڱć
ٸௐ˟࣎گॡĂܠϯຍཝќ̙זЇңྤफ़ćٸௐˬ
࣎گॡĂᇴፂѣᄱćۡҌٸௐα࣎گॡĂࢲрညൾ
ഴऴ˘ᕇĂঈ̖ึӀ̿۩ซҖଣീĂܠϺϯຍཝ
ତќྤफ़ϒ૱Ąķ
ĈĶԧࣇٺᗫ˘˾ঈĂ֤ॡ̏གྷߏम̙кࣝˬᕇĂᔵ
ͧࣧگٸؠॡมᏵ˞ࡗ˘̈ॡĂҭᓁზਕᄓะזᚗෳ
۞۩ঈ෪ྤफ़ ) ဦ˘ *Ă࠹ྤֱܫफ़၆ᅵࢲࡁտ˘
ޝؠѣϡĄķ
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ཧĈĶ֤˘ؠĂ࠻ྤֱ֤זफ़ĂৌѣтᒔҌᚗ̝ຏĊķ
྿ீĂ࠻ࢲீĊ
͇ঈ྿యႾീࢲᇷ۞ࢲ˧ăૻܥऴঈ͕̚ҜཉĂ
Яѩ͇ঈ྿ߏႾീሤঈ̙Ξٕ۞៍ീ߱͘Ą
ࢮপപ༊Ăд̂ಽ̋˯۞྿৭Ķ༊ࢲՀķ۞Ҝ
྿፟ୠरՂজౙလሄϒःᐝࡴĂቁܲ྿րਕᚶᜈĶሉ
ҽঈķĄ
ՂĈĶ྿րྫྷῑᆇጡ˘ᇹĂ̙ਕ࿅ሤĂӎڱ
ϒ૱ྻүĄ˩ཱིࢲ֤؆Ă̂ಽ̋྿৭۞̚δҽঈ൴
Ϡ߇ᅪĂࠎ˞ቁܲ྿̙ົઃͤྻүĂԧလሄܮ৭
̰ٙѣ߹જҽঈ፟ວז྿ᆇጡ̰ވĂБ˧ႾଠޘĂ
ቁܲᆇጡވົ̙ޘ࿅Ąضрፋ؆̂ಽ̋྿ჯϒ
૱ྻүĂኢಡࣶᔘߏξϔ̂ிĂౌΞͽ఼࿅྿ᇆ
ည˘༜ࢮপ۞ࢲீᄃᒖ߹ ) ဦ˟ *Ąķ
֤ᙝೃĂΩγҜ྿፟ୠरᎊઈฯᄃཧϖјд̂ៈঝ۞፟
ಞкઙ͇ঈ྿৭Ķ༊ࢲՀķĄ˯˘Ѩ 2::: ѐ : ͡ᅵࢲࡗҹ
۞Ķ˩ཱིࢲķॡĂᎊઈฯд̂ಽ̋྿৭чˬ͟؆ĂҌ̫
̪О෪ᙱԞĄ˩ˬѐ࿅ΝĂГѨᏐ֗གྷ።Ω˘࣎Ķ˩ཱིࢲķ
۞߇ְĄ
ᎊĈĶ༊፟ಞкઙ͇ঈ྿൴Ϡ߇ᅪĂϤٺдᇷࢲ۞ܥ
˯Ă̪ѣࢳ፟̿ࢫĂкઙ͇ঈ྿Ⴞീ፟ಞ۞
ࢲ̷ត၆ܲᅪਝ۩щБ͍ࢋࢦĄ༊ॡࢲ๕࠹༊̂Ăԧ
ཧϖјᅮࢋЪˠ̝˧Ă̖ਕχฟᆇጡܝ۞ވĂ྆ז
ࢬӅ˧ຬ࣒ĂҌ྿ٺаೇϒ૱ྻүĂԧࣇ̖тᛖࢦ
Ąķ
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֏ᖎຍྪĂШ݈ቢˠࣶະĊ
࿅ೀҜТְኘኢࢮপĶ˩ཱིࢲķॡ۞̍үଐڶĂՀஎ
̷វົࣇᛵᇷࢲ˧ܥჯ͇ঈ៍ീϒ૱ፆү۞િهܫؠĄ
ͽޢኢԧдშࢱᕱᜓঈ෪៍ീྤफ़ĂٕߏӀϡྤफ़ซҖ̶
ࡁژտĂ˵ົځϨፋፋᆅᆅ۞ᇴፂֽ̙ٽĂቁ၁ࢋШႽᖚч
۞݈ቢ̍үˠࣶᄲᓏĶᔁᔁķ"

ဦ˘! 3123 ѐ 8 ͡ 35 ࣝ͟Ϥଣ۩ঈᄓะ۞۩ঈ෪ྤफ़ᘱ
ᄦј۞⭻ဦĂពϯдࢮপࢲீ۩۞ܕܢঈăᜨᕇăࢲШ
̈́ࢲిត̼Ą
213

ဦ˟!!!3123 ѐ 8 ͡ 35 ࣝ͟˟ॡ۞྿ဦညĂΞ࠻֍ࢮপ
۞ĶࢲீķĄ
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҈Εʨʼ̎ࣁؿೡ  ն
Ղᆂሪ
Mff!Gvoh.zjoh!
Miss FY Lee joined the Observatory as a Scientific
Officer in 2011. In this article, Miss Lee describes her
personal feelings when joining the Observatory as a new
staff. She also describes the nature of work of a scientific
officer at the Observatory in this modern age. This article
looks into the work of the Observatory from the angle of
a new staff, which contrasts with other articles which look
from a historical perspective. No matter in the past or
present, all articles illustrate the succession of “passion” of
the Observatory staff from past to present.
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˟˘˘ѐ̣͡Ăԧѣضΐˢ͇͛έĄՏѨа୕࿅ΝĂᓁᛇ
ॡม࿅পҾԣĂֽࣧԧ̙གྷ̙ᛇ̏གྷΐˢ͇͛έ࿅˘࣎ರ
ഁĄ༊Ă࠹ྵ͇͛ٺέ྆˘ிྤ።ࠤஎ۞ТְĂԧ̪ზߏ˘
࣎ĶາˠķĂ̪ѣ˘߱֕ࢋྮ۞ܜޝĄՏ˘࣎າΐˢ͇͛έ۞
ࡊጯЇౌѣ፟ົజࠁזγгତૄצᖂ۞ঈ෪ീቚĂԧ˵՟
ѣּγĄેඊ̝ॡĂԧϒ ٺFyfufs ۞ࡻ઼ঈ෪Ԋତࠎצഇα࣎͡
۞͇ঈീቚኝĄ˘Ѩᇉضਕૉజࠁ઼ࡻזĂдጯ௫ঈ෪
ۢᙊ˞ྋࡻ઼ঈ෪Ԋྻү۞ТॡĂᔘΞͽវរࡻ઼ଊᅈ۞።Ϋ
̼͛Ă၆ԧ҃֏ĂՀѣஎᅈ۞ຍཌྷĄ
ΐˢ͇͛έ̍үߏԧଂ̈۞ԠᙸĄٕధߏЯࠎдᗓफ̂ܜ
۞ᙯܼĂଂ̈ܮஎגຏ̂זצҋ͇ঈត̼၆ԧࣇϠ߿ֽ۞ᇆ
ᜩĂ҃࠻ॡॡגגត̼۞͇ঈՀૈዳ˞ԧ၆ঈ෪۞ᎸĄ͍
ࢬྏࡊጯЇॡజય˘̚۞ז୧યᗟߏĶࠤᆃߏࢲᇷሗ @!ķĄ
ࢲᇷሗߏϤሤঈٕૻধ۞͇ঈր͔۞ঔࢬள૱̿ࢫ
ன෪Ą༊ॡԧಶϲӈຐ̈ॡ࣏छҝঔᙝ -! അགྷ࠻࿅χࢲॡঔπ
ࢬ˯̿Ăঔஂ՟ፋ࣎Ւᝎ̈́ۡତχ˯ྮᙝ۞Ӵ៍൪ࢬĄᔵ༊
ѐԧΪѣαặ໐Ăҭ֤൪ࢬݒឰԧ˭˞எ۞גО෪Ą
ԧд̂ጯ࣒ۏநጯĂҭ͇͛έ̙֭ߏԧலຽ۞ޢௐ˘Њ̍
үĄΐˢ͇͛έ̝݈Ăԧഅགྷд˘ٙົࢍरְચٙ༊ᆶࢍࣶĄ͇
͛έདኛࡊጯЇ۞۩̙кĂ҃ͷ֭ܧՏѐ˵ѣ۩Ą̂ጯல
ຽ֤ѐᔵഅϦኛࡊጯЇ۞ᖚҜ -! Ξߏࢬྏ۞፟ົ˵՟ѣĄ˟
˘˘ѐ፟ົֽٺᓜĂѣضд̠̠ᑕᇈ۰̚జᐂפĂԧϲӈಶତ
̍˞צүĄ֗ᙝధк̓ڈТְౌ၆ԧ۞ᖼតຏޝזមతĂЯ
ࠎࣇᛇᆶࢍᄃ͇͛έ۞̍үߏᛳ࣎ٺၟ̙Т۞ቑᘞĄҭ
၆ԧֽᄲĂߏ˘࣎ഇ۞˳ͽޞ፟ົĂਕΐˢ͇͛έ̍үߏԧ۞
ၷضĂ҃ͷՀਕ႕ԧॡ۞ေຐĄ
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ΐˢ͇͛έ̝݈Ăԧ̶ొ̂ξϔ˘ᇹĂΪߏ࿅͇͛έ۞
შࢱăາჷಡጱĂٕ۰ߏ˘ѐ˘۞ޘฟ͟ٸඈറ˞ྋ͇͛έ۞
ྻүĄΐˢ͇͛έ̝ޢĂԧ൴னࡊጯЇ۞̍үͧԧຐည۞Հΐ
к̮̼߄ጼّĄֽ͇ࣧ͛έ۞ڇચ̈́̍үቑಛޝᇃھĂੵ˞
ૄώ۞͇ঈീăਝ۩ঈ෪ăᏬडႾീඈ͟૱ຽચྻүγĂᔘѣ
ಡயݡฟ൴̈́ࡁտăർІჯ᜕ăЋຽ็ੈăૈ̳̈́ிିֈඈ
̶۞ొܝĄүࠎ˘࣎ࡊጯЇĂੵ˞ᅮࢋ౯ຽ۞ঈ෪ۢᙊ
ͽγĂᔘࢋѣ։р۞გந̈́Җ߆ԫμă็ಫԫμă఼ԫμă
ཝᑕϡԫμăࡊጯࡁտԫμᑕតਕ˧ඈඈĄᔵдࡻ઼۞ቚ
ኝӈඕՁĂҭаപޢԧᔘѣՀкᅮࢋጯ௫ซՎ۞г͞Ą
ޢĂԧຐᖣѩ፟ົĂਾ͕ຏᔁ˘ѐкֽٙѣᑒӄ࿅ԧ۞
˯ΦࣇТְࣇĂ̙ኢߏ̍ү˯۞ጱĂٕ۰ߏยॡ۞གྷរ̶ֳĂ
ౌֹԧᒔৈ։кĄഇ୕аപޢਕᄃ̂छ֭۷˘Ăࠎ͇͛έү˘
̶ᚥĂࠎࢶപξϔڇચ "

˟˘˟ѐࡻ઼ঈ෪Ԋૄᖂঈ෪ീቚኝጱरᄃጯϠЪĄௐ˟ଵ
ΠˬࡊጯЇՂᆂሪĂௐˬଵΠ˟ࡊጯЇѯтࡌĄ
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ณӷᓿ༌
Φवຏा
Tfup!Lbn.zbo-!Dpotubodf
In this article, Ms Seto, Supplies Officer newly posted
to the Observatory, takes a look at the Observatory and the
work of its colleagues in a sentimental manner. She shares
her feelings about the Observatory first as an outsider
when she arrived 13 months ago and up till now when she
has integrated to become part of the family.
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͇͛έĂৡҰϠ͟ԣሄĊ
дҰ˘Ѻˬ˩ѐ۞໐̚͡Ăԧޝၷضਕૉ˭ᕇᕇ֖ྫĄѐ
எ͡˳Ă༊ԧࣇ௫ၚ˞֗ᙝ۞ְۏॡĂ༊ܐкາᔿр؈۞ڌҘĂ
˘̷ౌົ႙႙តπ૱ăπ୶Ąԧ၆Ұ۞р؈͕̪ϏᏋҒ̝ᅫĂ
ឰԧа˭˘קᄃҰ۞࠹࿃ĂҰගԧֱ֤າ؈ѣ۞វົĂр
ĉ
࠹࿃
˟˘˘ѐˣ͡ߙ͇ĂۆวଭĄԧ֕࿅జሤঈཊ۞ᓄѓ
ጂξĂኼ˯ྮĂֽ࣎˘ז˾᜕݈ܩĄᓝϫα࠻Ăซˢீغ
۞Ăߏ˘ഐഐ˫˫̂˫۞ፘ͢Ă֤גĂ̰͕ߊႷͷရĄႷೊ
۰Ăߏտౣҋ̎Ν࣎˘זፘڒĂᔘߏৌ۞ז྿͇͛έᓁొĉមရ
۰Ă˜ߏ݈ޢт࣎ԆБ̙Т۞͵ࠧĂ݈۞ϮތڒĂྫྷ
۞ޢქፘڒቹĂ࠹ߍјĄֽځຍޢĂ᜕ϯຍШ݈֕Ą
࿅᜕ܩĂтኼซΩ˘ ͇гĄ˯҃ྮ̈ڻĂˠᓏ֘ᓏ̏ᅈᗓ҅
ѧĂΪ֍ҋ̎۞ཙՎᓏĄ̈ྮय़ĂፘᇆऊĂ౧ᄬཧࢶĄ
גĂ͕̙྆༰યĈĶԧৌ۞ߏ֗дыՒĉֱፘ͢ѐࡔѣк
̂ĉळ̈̋д˘Ѻкѐ݈۞ࢬᄻߏтңĉķ
Ұԧ࠹࿃Ăؕ࣎˘˫࣎˘ٺયཱིĄ
৯
ᜈШ݈ҖĂ̈ྮႽᐝĂౣ˫ߏΩ˘͇ͯгĄீ݈Ăьϲ˘ळ
ಱതϔгҒ૾۞Οҁ̂ሁĂय़ქ̈۞ڵڵਨгĂਨг˯̙ۢ
Щ۞̈ᆇጡĂт̈̓ڈҡҁλˠਠĂពΟҁ̂ሁ۞ฮᐹ࡚Ą
ଂ݈Ϊдಡ৽ᗔᄫ˯࠻۞זഀ෪Ăனдཉ֗̚Ăౣѣᕇ̙၁д
۞ຏᛇĄҰ֤ှᐖᐹ࡚۞ᒖဩĂΨԧमᕇԞĂᇴ̶ᛗ݈ԧ̖д
፩ಂᛱ֕̚࿅Ąᓂ֗дᓄѓౌξ̚ĂҰֶݒ֤ܲЊްᐖ
ᐹฮĂԧຐĂҰৌѣّ࣎Ċ
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ؠ࿅ৠֽĂ֕ซΟҁ̂ሁय़۞เҒޙۏĂֽˬזሁۏफ़ֻ
ᑕĂ౯Ϲତ̍үĄϹତ࿅ޢĂ߂৺ᗓฟĂ͕྆৯၆ҰᄲĈ
ĶޝᎸᄮᙊҰҰ۞ҁ̓ࣇ!

! ፘ͢ă౧ăਨгΟҁ

̂ሁĄޢـՏ͇ԧౌΞͽྫྷࣇ֍ࢬχ٢ײĂৌрĊķ˘࣎͡ޢĂ
ԧܮ࣎৯Ăฟण˞дҰ྆̍ү۞໐͡Ą
࠹ᙊ
Ҍ̫ĂҰ࠹ᙊ̏˩ˬ࣎͡˞Ąдԧ͕̚ĂҰֶт˘࣎̂
ᚗᖟĂᖟధкѣ۞ڌҘĂѣޞ൴ଧĄЯ̍үّኳᙯܼĂԧᄮ
ᙊ̙͌זТְĂ˵Ķણ៍ķ࿅ЧొᏱ̳ވăঈ෪৭྿৭ඈĄ
၆ٺԧ࣎၆͇͛ঈ෪Бᄮᙊ۞ˠֽᄲĂՏזТְࣇᓾྋᄃ
ঈ෪ăᏬडٕܫिڇચඈѣᙯ۞ᆇጡăրăྻү̈́ЧёЧᇹ۞
ۢᙊॡĂᓁຏזາᔿາ؈Ą༊ԧཉ͇֗ٺঈീᓁొĞDGPğă
Чঈ෪৭྿৭ॡĂಶՀтᆒݿݿˢ̂៍Ă˘̷ឰԧရࠎ៍
ͤĄ
ઊ࿃
ࡶҰયԧĂ΄ԧО෪எ̦ߏ۞גᆃĉԧົᄲĂߏ˘Ѩд
DGP ۞Ķઊ࿃ķĄ֤͇Ăԧնኼซ DGPĂᎏ֍˘ЕЕᏈЍ၌Ă
Тְࣇ˘ઘઘ͕ᚑඥ۞ৠଐॡĂಶрည֕ซ̦ᆃૄгҬ۞Ăຏ
ᛇѣᕇҽДДĄߏٺĂԧӅ˧ຩ৶Дҽͽγ۞ڌҘĄٺĂගԧ
࠻ޘ˘̚זᒒጨĂ˯ࢬଭ˘಼಼͇ঈဦĂтᒒ৽ਠፋᆅг෭
˯ٺĂ֤ዛౘֽ۞ෛᛇड़ڍĂܧ૱ѣĂ˵ᕇყ˞Дҽ۞
DGPĄϏ̈́Ϳڟካ֤ЕĶ͇ঈဦᒒ৽ķĂீ༗̏జΩ˘಼ዛд
ॸ˯ă͎̇Հ̂۞͇ঈဦӛ͔Ąѩ̂ဦ̝পҾĂ˜дٺဦ˯֤
ֱͽˠ͘ᘱ൪ֽ۞ඈᑅቢĂྻඊᄔݏѣ˧Ăᄗ⨂۞ဦቢĂᖼ
ҋтĄ࠻זтѩ˘಼·႕࡚ຏ۞ဦܑĂ͕̚៙ရ̝ዶĂ˵൴˞
˘࣎યཱིĈĶࠎң̙ͽཝᘱቢĉķαଣયĂ̖ۢߏ˘
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࣎ᐹ։็!

! ࿅ዦဦ˯۞ྤफ़ăᏐ͘ᘱቢĂՏҜయ

ಡ͇ঈ۞Тְ၆͇ঈଐ۞ڶೠ೪Հஎגăژ̶ਕՀஎˢăՀ
ၔĄѨઊ࿃Ă΄ԧຐ˘ҜТְഅᄲ࿅Ă͇ঈಡߏ˘ᘹఙĄ
ԧޝр؈Ăտౣߏ˘࣎ިᇹ۞ဩࠧĉ༊Ăԧ̙ົۢĄҭԧ
ߏ۞ؠۺĂ༊ࡊጯᄃᘹఙ֕д˘ॡĂٙயϠ۞ͫؠ܅υ࡚ᚊă
পҾăᛃຍஎᔗ۞Ą
࠹ۢ
ຐ˘˭Ăߏኡࡊጯۢᙊ၁ϡѣड़۞ڇચĂඕЪтѩ
ჟ૾ĉ၆˞Ă̙ಶߏՏ͇дҰ྆Ӆ˧̍ү۞Тְࣇĉֽ྆
̝݈Ăԧ၆Ұ۞ᄮᙊΪࢨٺঈăᒅޘăܥณăᅵࢲֱ˘ཱིܫ
ᛋӘĄֽޢ྆זĂ̖ۢᔘѣధкధкԧ̙ᑖă˫ݒᄃԧࣇϠ
߿िि࠹ᙯ۞ۢᙊĄдҰͽ̰ĂՏ˘࣎̍ү૯ҜĂᒖᒖ࠹љĄϤ
ࡊጯۢᙊតјѣӀ̳ி۞ܫिĂТְࣇৌ۞Α̙Ξ՟Ą҃Ăд
̳ிഇ୕ࢋՐ͟ৈ೩۞ѐĂТְࣇ۞̍үᑅ˧˵࠹ᑕ̙
ᕝᆧΐĂࣇтңᑕ၆ĉࣇѣѷ͕ঈድ۞ॡ࣏ @ ̦ᆃ˧ณଯ
જࣇШ݈֕ĉ
ԧ࠹ܫĂՏҜᏴፄԸ͇֗͛έ۞ТְĂ༊ܐᓁ̙Т۞
ֹຏăٱăநຐăሤྕٕഇ୕Ă֕ซҰ۞ᘃٱĄ̫͇Ăࣇ
ᔘҋ̎༊۞ܐഇ࠽ĉࣇᔘѣિĉࡶѣĂᔘдિ̦
ᆃĉдາᖞְ̝ۏมĂࣇ۞͟ټр؈͕̪дĉࡶ̙ຕεଫ˞
Њр؈͕ĂҰົౖҡࣇΝವԱĉ
ԧ˵ົયĂԧҋ̎ĉԧᑕтңՀѣड़г͚೯ҰҰ۞Т
ְĉԧ՟ѣຽ۞ࡊጯۢᙊĂԧਕૉࠎҰү̦ᆃĉԧ၆Ұ֤Њ
ۢ۞р؈ĂҰົᛇΞ৯ĉҰҋ̎˫тңĉ֗ࡊԫ˘͟˼
֧ăۢᙊྤੈᒠि༱ត۞ѐĂҰтңаᑕĉд̙ᕝՐ൴णᄃ
מĂаᕩૄώᄃҋ̝มĂҰົтңפᄃπᏊĉ
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ຍຐ̙זĂҰԧ࠹ۢĂౣՀк۞યཱིĄ
݈ྮ
ࡶ̒̄͟ޢĂԧ˵ົᗓฟҰĂአЇܝొזĄԧຐညĂז
ॡԧົ̙ҰăҰ۞Тְă˘྆ਨ˘͢Ą̫͇Ăԧࠡޝଓ
дҰ྆۞໐͡ćҾᗓޢĂԧ˵ົᘃ྆هගԧ۞аጸĄ
ࡶ።Ϋߏ˘ळλ̋ĂҰ̏ᘆ࿅˞˘Ѻˬ˩ѐĂٙ᎕۞ۢᙊă
གྷរវົĂܧߏؠۺ૱ᖳಱᚗෳ۞ĄϏֽ۞ྮĂҰᓂົࢬ
၆Հк߄ጼĂԧ˵࠽୕ҰਕܲҰ۞ّ࣎ăሤྕĂ৭Հă୕
ՀᅈĂۧࡊጯࠎϔ۞ჟৠĂࠎۤົүՀк۞ᚥĄ
ৡᙸҰ݈ྮ۞ࢲЍՀ࡚рĊ

р؈ֽ۞̈൴ன! ! ͇͛έ̈ਨг˯۞ᜨĂ൘т̂ҋͪ
ĂሪĄ࡚ᚊ۞ᚗᖟĂಶܕд͎ݥĄੵѩ̝γĂ͇͛έ
ᔘѣధкۢᙊགྷរ۞ᚗᖟĂࣃචϡᄃࠡଓĄ
222
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ʨʼ̎ෲʶຮɮඅ
ౘ᎖ࠞăӓౘܛăၐᇊබăԠિ
Dibo!Xjoh.tibo-!Bohfm-!Oh!Dibo!Lbn.div-!
Mjv!Xbj.qjoh-!Dipx!Dij.ljo
The HKO Team of Volunteers, established in
November 2000, serves as an ambassador linking HKO
with the society. In 2001, they started with a fund raising
campaign through selling cakes in subway stations for the
elderly. Over the years, the activities of the team expanded
to include charity walks, flag selling, visits to people in
need, as well as special events to raise funds for victims
of the tragic 2004 tsunami in south Asia and the severe
Sichuan earthquake in 2008. Recently, our volunteers
visited elderly service centres presenting them with
souvenir of hand-woven woolen caps and well-received
performances such as energetic dancing. The group
received an award at the Civil Service Volunteer Action in
2008.
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тڍય̂छ၆͇͛έ۞О෪Ă࠹ົౌ˝ا˩ܫᓑຐ͇ז
͛έߏࠎξϔ೩ֻЧี͇ঈྤੈ۞߆ܝొعĄ̫ѨপҾࠎ̂छ̬
͇͛έ۞Ω˘ࢬĂᔵ͇ঈ՟ѣۡତᙯܼĂҭТᇹਕૉវன
͇͛έТְڇચۤົ۞ሤྕĂಶߏ͇͛έ۞ຑ͕ဥฤ! Ǖ! ͇͛
έཌྷ̍ฤĄ
͇͛έ۞ཌྷ̍ฤ ٺ3111 ѐ 22 ͡јϲĄܐഇΪѣᇴҜјࣶĂ
ኘ̙˯ࠤᆃ̂ఢሀĂҭҜҜฤࣶౌߏѣ͕ˠĂ̙ᕝШ֗ᙝТ
ְሤধଯ̬Ąགྷ࿅кѨ̈́็ކ٢ឦޢĂཌྷ̍ฤјࣶ۞ᇴϫు႙ᆧ
кĄ3112 ѐ 9 ͡ཌྷ̍ฤࢵѨજĂд૾ࢆгᜠ৭̂ૅ̰ٚΒ˞
˘࣎ᝊҜĂણᄃૄ༛ିី၁ົםᓝᏱ۞Ķሄᅷཌྷᚯഠķ߿જĄ
௩ѐཌྷ̍ฤГତГᆖĂд࡚ᚊරથಞГѨણᄃĶሄᅷཌྷᚯഠķ
߿જĄాᜈѐ߿જјᒻౌܧ૱நຐĂࠎՏҜјࣶχ˭˞˘ૻ
͕੫Ăཌྷ̍ฤາ۞˘ࢱϺϤѩणฟĄ

!ཌྷ̍ฤд 3113 ѐણᄃĶሄᅷཌྷᚯഠķ߿જ
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д̄͟۞ޢـĂཌྷ̍ฤણᄃ۞߿જֽкĂ༊̚Β߁ຎච
ՎҖăၮăങፘăᒖܲ߿જăࠎ͇խĦтֲݑঔᆣăα̌гዩ
ඈħ൴ᚯഠ߿જă็༼͟ᄦүპ̄͡ᅷăጯ௫кᇹ̍͘ᘹă
ଣణѣᅮࢋˠ̀ăᔛኛආੰણ៍͇͛έඈඈĄՏ˘Ѩ߿જĂϤ
ᚯ౯ҌϒёซҖĂౌົ̙͌זТְ۞᎕ໂ͚ĂಶాੜЃ۞Т
ְ˵ּ̙γĂּтੜЃ݈ࠎ˟৺Ⴞ̍۞ЁᕃАϠĦЁर౮ħϺ
̙ॡ٩۩аֽણᄃཌྷ̍ฤ۞߿જĄ

έܜԏംځАϠਖ਼ࡔ̟ݡهੜЃТְЁᕃĂຏᔁЁर౮Һ
ିጱ͇͛έТְᄦү̳ͨ̑Ϳүཌྷ̍߿જ̝ϡ

3121 ѐ 22 ͡Ă͇͛έཌྷ̍ฤ̈́ᖚࣶົ͇ਣᓑЪᓝᏱ˞˘
ѨĶ͇͛έຎචົۏķĄѨ۞ົۏϫ۞Ăࢋߏࠎཌྷ̍ฤ
ᚯะགྷĂүࠎ͟ޢଣణҁˠੰ̈́ཌྷ̍߿જᔉ෴̝ྤۏϡĄ
߿જ̚ѣкഠϤ˘ிཌྷ̍Ꮠ͘ᄦү۞ჟ࡚͟ϡֻݡТְࣇᏴᔉĂ
̚Β߁˾ܛΒăఠăҽᐚ̑ăۏăᘰඕă̳ͨ̑Ϳăක܅
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࠴ॺඈĄົۏ༊͇Ăཌྷ̍ฤฤࣶར˧гШТְ៰ײଯዚĂ̙
ᕝѣ·႕ຑ͕۞Тְֽ݈ᏴᔉఱݡĂϺѣ̙͌චܜˠਃၘೖྋ
ᝃĂனಞঈܧڤ૱ሤধĄޢົۏВᚯ༱к̮චഠĂਕૉд
˘͇̰ᚯ̣Ҝᇴф۞චഠĂ၁дߏ˘І΄ˠ˩̶ခᄅ۞ְĊ

ཌྷ̍ฤᄃᖚࣶົЪᏱĶ͇͛έຎචົۏķ

ѣ˞Тְ۞චഠĂཌྷ̍ฤಶਕૉᓝᏱՀк߿જĄּтܕѐཌྷ
̍ฤдྺፌາѐ۞݈ޢĂӮົщଵ˘Ѩଣణҁˠੰ߿જĂᄃܜ۰
ࣇВᇉָ༼ĄՏѨ߿જ݈˘࣎͡Ăཌྷ̍ฤ̏གྷࢋӀϡ̍ዶॡม
͘౯Ąᓁચొ۞̃̍ѓٺᏐ͘በᖐҽಽҽᐚ̑Ăүࠎଣణ
ॡਖ਼ගܜ۰ࣇ۞ᖃۏĄ҃యભႇྯᄅ۞Ω˘ฤࣶӅ˧гჭଵ
ቚ௫ĂચՐࠎܜ۰ࣇܑႊ˘ಞჟ૾۞ႇᄅĄ߿જ༊͟Ăཌྷ̍Тְ
ᔘົ̬̙Т۞͇ঈᛋӘĂ̳̳ߺߺѣ̝קዶĂՀಈᝌ
ᄃԧࣇ̶ֳᇴ˩ѐ݈ᅵࢲപ۞ฅְĄ࠻̳̳ז۞৯ᓚĂ
۞ࣇזೠᓏĂߏܮග̟ԧࣇ̂۞ؠۺĄ
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3122 ѐ 3 ͡ཌྷ̍ฤᄃ૾ࢆܜ۰ტЪ͕̚˘Ķҁ̓ķᆅᆅᇆ̂Ъ

3123 ѐཌྷ̍ฤдາߋָ༼ഇมଣణึӀ ϛ᜕ዳੰ

͇͛έཌྷ̍ฤણᄃ˞ཌྷચ̍ү˩кѐĂޝฟ͕д 3119 ѐܐ
̳זચְࣶચԊ۞ܑĄдĶ̳ચཌྷ̍็ຑ͕ረᖃķ˯Ă
ཌྷ̍ฤᒔĶ˩ฉѐڇચ̂ረķ̈́Ķሤ͕ણᄃཌྷ̍ڇચຏᔁېķĄ
ᔵણᄃཌྷચ̍ү၆ߏ̙યаಡĂҭֱረี၆ԧࣇֽᄲߏ˘
࣎۞̂ޝခᐽĂଯજԧࣇࢋՀӅ˧ઇрཌྷ̍۞֎ҒĄ
227

!ཌྷ̍ฤд 3119 ѐĶ̳ચཌྷ̍็ຑ͕ረᖃķ̚ᒔረ

ӄˠࠎԣሄ̝ώĂᑒזҾˠĂҋ̎ТᇹຏזಈॆĂңሄ̙҃
ࠎĊ͇͛έཌྷ̍ฤົᚶᜈણᄃ̙Т۞ཌྷચ̳̈́ৈ߿જĂഇ୕Ξͽ
֍זՀкາ˧ΐˢ࣎ຑ͕ဥฤĂ͇͛έ۞ຑ͕˘ۡ็ฟ
ΝĄ
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ɩۂɍڬ
Ķ͇͛έ̝̓ķ;!ᙯ݄රăᆒজăᆒୂ൝
Gsjfoet!pg!uif!Pctfswbupsz!;!Lxbo!Lppo.xbi-!Sphfs-!
Mbv!Ip.ubj-!Fsjd-!Mbv!Nbo.lj-!Qbotz
There are many ways to get to know the Hong Kong
Observatory, say, from TV weather programmes, broadcast
of weather information through radio, public talks, open
days, regular guided tours, etc. But don’t forget the “Friends
of the Observatory”, a volunteer group founded in 1996 to
help promote weather education. Let’s listen to the sharing
of three of the Friends.
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˘Тј!ܜ

!ᙯ݄ර

͒кѐ݈Ă༊ԧฟؕ၆ঈ෪யϠᎸॡĂ̏˩̶ຍ͇͛έ
࣎߆ܝొعĄ༊ॡтຐ˘͇͛έ̰ᄻĂಶΪр࿅ࡊጯЇ
ٺෛ˯۞͇ঈᖎಡٕሤঈಡӘĄ˘ЊΗৠ৪۞ຏ
ᛇֹܳѐᅅॡ۞ԧϲԠјࠎ͇͛έࡊጯЇĄ
͒кѐ͇̫۞ޢĂᔵ՟ѣေຐјৌĂҭ͇͛έ۞ుՎฟٸĂ
ݒឰԧΞᖣΩ˘शјࠎ፟ၹ۞˘Њ̄! ęę! ˘̷ࢋଂĶ͇
͛έ̝̓ķ۞јϲᄲĄ
2::7 ѐ 7 ͡ĂԧдࢶപࡊጯᐡᓝҖ۞Ķঈ෪ᄮᙊķ̚ௐ
˘ॡมಡЩણΐԣјϲ۞Ķ͇͛έ̝̓ķĂ߿۞ޢـજ̙ಏឰ
ԧѣ፟ົགྷ૱זణ͇͛έᓁొĂՀගԧ፟ົણ៍π͟זڱ྿۞
гᕇన߉Ăּт፟ಞঈ෪ٙă̂ಽ̋྿৭ăҋજঈ෪৭ඈĄ
ۡ Ҍ 2::: ѐĂĶ ͇ ͛ έ
̝̓ķᆧనཌྷ̍ڇચฤĂ
ົࣶѣՀк፟ົତᛈ͇͛
έ̝ዶĂϺΞͽ఼࿅˘
࣎πέඕᙊາ̓ڈĂ˘
а㒝ۤົĄ
˩ к ѐ ֽĂ  ࿅ ણ
ΐĶ ͇ ͛ έ ̝ ̓ ķ
۞ ̙ Т ߿ જĂ ਕ ឰ
˘ிĶ͇͛έ̝̓ķ
ኼ֖πॡ̙ਕז྿
۞ ͇ ͛ έ న ߉Ą ༊
ѐ֔ ֎፟ಞ̪Ϗ
ฟ ၌ ॡĂ  ܮᙱ  ѣ
፟ົז፟ಞঈ෪ٙ
ણ៍Ą
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ܕѐֽĂĶ͇͛έ̝̓ķ۞߿જດ֍кܚкݻĂּт҂၅ፖ
ᚡफăᚯᏱঈ෪ᒉăᄃ፫ܝঈ෪ԊซҖϹ߹ĀĀ!Ϥ༊ܐ၆ঈ෪
͇͛έ۞ᎸฟؕĂ̫͇ԧ֗ࣘᖐ۞؎ࣶཌྷ̍ĂΞͽᄲĶ͇
͛έ̝̓ķҡԧ˘јܜĂϺ̂̂ᕖᔮ˞ԧ۞ෛĄ!
ᔵԧ՟ѣјࠎࡊጯЇĂҭ၁д՟ѣ˘ᕇጹĂԧΞͽ
఼࿅Ķ͇͛έ̝̓ķଂΩ˘֎˞ޘྋ͇͛έĂቁߏ˘ЊಈॆĄΪ
ࢋᚶᜈѣĶ͇͛έ̝̓ķ࣎πέĂஎ˘ܫிົ̓၆ঈ෪۞Ꮈ
၆͇͛έ۞ሤྕؠਕܲ˭ΝĄ
͇ঈဦᄲ߇ְ!

!ᆒজ

ԧଂ̈၆ඈᑅቢ͇ঈဦଐѣᔨĂ͇҃ঈဦ၆ٺಡֽࣶ
ᄲϺߏૄޝώ҃ͷྤ۞ࢋࢦޝफ़Ă˯ࢬྶ۞ಶߏ̙Тг͞۞ঈ
ᑅĂԯ࠹Тঈᑅాј̙Т۞ѡቢĂಶјࠎ˘಼ඈᑅቢ͇ঈဦĄ
ඈᑅቢ͇ঈဦ˘ਠౌົϤಡࣶॲፂঈᑅྤफ़Ă੨Ъགྷរҿ
ᕝ˘ඊ˘ඊ۞ᘱ൪ֽĄΩγĂಡࣶՀົॲፂྤफ़д͇ঈဦ̶
ژҲᑅᇿăҽዡăࠤҌሤঈඈ͇ঈրĄ

3123 ѐ 8 ͡ 35 ͟ૻצᅵࢲࢮপәĂࢶപ
͇͛έഅ൴˩ཱིᔻࢲཱིܫĄ
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ࢶപ͇͛έᘱᄦ۞͇ঈဦҌ̫̏གྷ࿅ 211 ѐ።ΫĄϤܐ
ΪߏдࢶപЧቅᐝૺ෭ಏ˘ᗞҒ͇ঈဦĂ͇̫זд̢ᓑშ൴Ҷ૾
Ғ֭ܢѣ͇ঈྤफ़۞͇ঈဦĄՏ˘ૺ͇ঈဦౌ֍ᙋ͇͛έ
ࠎξϔ̶ژീ͇ঈ۞Ӆ˧Ă҃ԧϺ̙ॡԯѣٕѣࢦ̂ຍཌྷ
۞͇ঈဦхᑫĄ
ٕధĂଂ̫͇Ă̂छౌΞͽк˘ᕇ࠻͇ঈဦĂιಶည࠹
ͯ˘ᇹĂࠎԧĂࠎҰĂࠎ̂छᐂࢶപ۞͇ঈڶېĄ

่хд͇͛έ۞ᖞ͇ঈဦ!)2:1: ѐ *
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ᄮᙊ͇͛έĂଂĶ2994ķฟؕ!

!ᆒୂ൝

ࢵѨזణࢶപ͇͛έᓁొĂߏ̚ጯॡ۞ְĂ၆ٺĶ౹έķ
ޙۏĶ2994 ̂ሁķ۞О෪̏ͼܕ˞Ą
3119 ѐĂࠎ˞͇͛έጱካࣶࢬྏࢦᓜᖞгĄቤቤኼ˯఼ـ
͇͛έ۞̈Ăय़႕̂ፘĂ΄ˠުтཉ֗˘ͯ̈ڒ༊̚Ą
གྷ࿅ᇴ̶ᛗྮĂ٫˞˘࣎̂ᝈޢĂீ݈ᔄฟ६Ăय़ߏٸཉ
ঈ෪ᆇጡ۞ܦਨгĂႽᐝߏ˘ळᆸăనࢍࢲॾࣘฮᄃᖎ
ࡗ۞̂ሁǕǕ 2994 ̂ሁĄ
2994 ̂ሁӛ͔ԧ۞ϫЍĂ˵ᕖᔮ˞ԧ۞ீЍĄᄮᙊࢶപ͇
͛έĂ̙ҭΞͽଂ౹ϲ۞ѐЊฟؕĂ˵Ξͽଂгᇾ 2994 ̂ሁฟ
ؕĄ
 ٺ2:95 ѐјࠎؠڱΟᖹ۞ 2994 ̂ሁĂޙࢲॾͅߍതϔ
гޙপёǕǕͽതϔгώ˿ۏफ़ࠎޙՄĂనࢍዋᑕώ˿ঈ࣏Ą
г˭ͽ܅૯جгέ̿ćᆵ۞ ುᜨέ੨ͽԛĂ఼ࢲă
ዌቹăጿܥĂ΄͇צ̙̰ވঈᇆᜩćሁغѣӄ۩̰ވঈ၆߹ඈĂ
Бౌࠎࢶപۆሤăሗᒅк۞ܥঈ࣏҃నĄ2994 ̂ሁٙጾѣ۞ࡊ
ڒߗĞDpsjouijbo!Psefs ǕǕপҒߏߗԛҬ႕܅ਨ۞܅ᚰğ
Հߏࢶപ͌ѣ۞ԓᘷёޙߗёĄ
ыՒ 5 ᆼؠڱΟᖹ̈́кᆼᒔෞ৺።Ϋޙ̚ۏĂˬีౌߏ
͇͛έ࠹ᙯ۞ޙۏĂੵ˞ 2994 ̂ሁγĂᔘѣыՒڱ˯̋
ؠΟᖹ݈ͪᛋᓁొ ) ̫ 2992!Ifsjubhf! ੧۞ * ظॡม )2996.
2:18*Ă̈́โᐝ֎ ) ˫Щ̂ΒѼĂӈன̫ੈཱི̋ * ۞˘৺።Ϋޙ
ཱིੈۏ )2:18.2:44*Ą
͇͛έјϲܐഇĂಡॡᛳี˘̚ࢋڇચĄࠎ˞ឰჯപ௺
˯ਝঔˠࣶ࠻֍ॡมĂॡมυืཉٺĄᐌ ᇃھ
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ᑕϡቢᇃᇫॡมĂॡมѝ̏ЍၷੜԝĂͽ˯ˬี͇͛έ
࠹ᙯ۞ޙۏĂϺᔳᖟٺыՒϮތ̝̚ڒĄ
ԓ୕˘༜ 2994 ̂ሁࢲ̈́ͽܚซ˘Վ˞ྋ͇͛έ̍ү۞̓ڈĂ
ΞͽयՏѐ 4 ͡ᓝҖ۞͇͛έฟ͟ٸĂͽ̈́ણΐՏ͡ᓝᏱ۞Ķ͇
͛έБ͞Ҝྼķă!˫ٕ۰ᄃԧ˘ᇹĂΐˢ͇͛έ̝̓ཌྷ̍ҖЕĂ
ᄃ͇͛έܕᗓତᛈĊ

ধ͟༊۩˭Ă৭д 2994 ̂ሁᆵ۞ྼು˯Ăܧ૱୲ԣĊߗ˯۞྅܅
৳ಶߏࡊڒߗ۞পҒĄ
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Three Tropical Cyclones
& a Rainstorm
ᆒԠธĞέܜĈ2::6.2::7ğ
Mbv!Dij.lxbo-!SpcfsuĞEjsfdupsĈ2::6.2::7ğ
ᆒԠธАϠͽϠજ۞ඊࢦڱன 2:82 ѐ̈ݭăொજቤၙ
̈́ :1 ޘᖼШ۞ᅵࢲᜨකĂ2:8: ѐ൘т˘ዃࢲ۞ڱٛ
Ӏ֘۞ᅵࢲఈ֓Ă2:7: ѐᅇ͘۞ჯऌĂͽ̈́ 2::3 ѐ͔
ᇷܥᛋӘրјϲ۞˘ಞᄹܥĄಡࣶ۞͕ଐĂๆٕڷ
ಉĂፉᇎٕ႕֖Ăҋг߹ᜨٺф྆ҖมĄ
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Typhoon Rose 1971
In 1971, there was a typhoon called Rose, a Number 10
typhoon that wreaked havoc and destruction, sank half of the
Hong Kong-Macau ferry fleet and became our most violent
storm since the infamous Wanda of 1962. Thankfully, casualties
were comparatively light and the Observatory was actually
lauded for perfectly timing the hoisting of the various typhoon
signals. Had the warnings been inadequate, the loss of lives
and damage to properties could easily have been tenfold or
more. Typhoon Rose was a dangerous midget of a storm,
being nearly invisible on the weather charts. It possessed only
a narrow gale band in its northern half, yet packed extensive
storm force winds south of its centre. Having moved west and
reached due south of Hong Kong, it decided to make an abrupt
right-angled turn. For the next 20 hours, Rose stealthily drifted
north at 5 knots and eventually hit the bull’s eye - Hong Kong
Island.
Remember, these were the pre-geostationary satellite days.
In the South China Sea, 6 hourly ship wind reports were the only
available ground truths. Unhappily, with storms around, ships
naturally stayed away. What gave the forecasters a firm inkling
that Rose was continuously approaching was NOT a sharp
atmospheric pressure drop, NOR a significant strengthening of
local winds. It was the unrelenting increases of “microseisms”
recorded by the seismometers. So, since microseisms are
microearthquakes caused by joint pressure and wave actions
around the typhoon centre, it was actually the Observatory’s
earthquake team who triumphed. Who would have thought that
for Rose, the geophysicists would come to the rescue of the
meteorologists!
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Another aspect worth relating about Rose is that both
its track and its main features were not dissimilar to Cyclone
Tracy in Australia in 1974. Tracy also made an abrupt sharp
turn, before hitting Darwin and almost wiping that city off the
map on Christmas Day 1974. So for any aspiring typhoon
expert seeking a research topic, you cannot do better than a
comparative study of Rose & Tracy. You never know, you just
might discover a General Theory of Typhoon Steering applicable
to both the Northern and the Southern Hemispheres.
Typhoon Hope 1979
Compared to Typhoon Rose, Typhoon Hope 1979 was
a supercharged Ferrari. Hope, an August typhoon, moved
at breakneck speed westwards. At one stage, the forward
movement was at an unheard of 28 knots. Necessarily
therefore, in order to provide the minimum of 6 hours’ warning
before gales arrived, the Number 8 Gale Signal had to be
hoisted when Hope was some 150 nautical miles away. That
was exactly what the Observatory did on this momentous
occasion. Up went the Number 8 so early that local winds
were not even fresh. For the Observatory that was without
precedent. And for the forecasters: if Typhoon Rose was a
feather in their caps, Typhoon Hope won them the Gold Medal
for Meteorological Audacity. The decisions of when to, and
whether to, hoist the Number 8 were crucial and agonising.
Going through the forecasters’ minds were so many what-ifs.
What if Hope slowed down a shade? What if Hope tracked
a little north of west? What if Hope dramatically weakened?
To cut a long story short, the science of upper air steering
mercifully worked for the case of Hope. A small low at 300
millibars level was diagnosed to precede but otherwise travel in
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unison with Hope’s surface circulation. That was the scientific
basis, the confidence rationale and the decision clincher. It
worked, it worked gloriously! But will it work again? That’s
another research project.
Typhoon Hope was also a raging success for the
Observatory’s Storm Surge Unit in that it was the first time a
Storm Surge Advisory was issued to the public. Tide gauge
records inside Tolo Harbour afterwards showed a storm surge of
above 3 metres, which was on par with the surges experienced
during Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans decades later and
those from Hurricane Sandy experienced in New York city just
recently.
On the lighter side, this comes to mind. On the charts,
there was a storm named Gordon, before Hope developed.
(Storms were named alphabetically then and H follows
G.) The then Director was on leave during Hope. He was
Director Gordon Bell who had already served for 15 years.
Understandably, the Acting Director (John Peacock) was slightly
impatient, having long to wait in the wings. After the passage
of Typhoon Hope, a naughty phrase surfaced and was often
heard. It was: “After Gordon, there is hope”!
Viola 1969
As in life generally, even the Observatory cannot have only
success stories. How about typhoon signal hoistings being
compromised by a single overstated wind report? That actually
happened during Tropical Storm Viola in 1969.
Viola was not a calamitous storm. Far from it. During
Viola’s nearest approach, more than 60 nautical miles to the
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north, only a few hours of strong winds were experienced.
Otherwise its effects were minimal locally. However the
sequence of typhoon signal hoistings associated with Viola
left a great deal to be desired and brought a fair amount of
public outcry. There were the initial Number 1 and Number 3
hoistings; followed by all signals being lowered; to be followed
later by a re-hoisting of the Number 3; THEN a hoisting of the
Number 6 (equivalent to the present SW Number 8); which
was quickly corrected within half an hour; being replaced by a
Number 3 again. Complicated? Quite. Afterwards, the media
produced an appropriate numeric name for Viola - the “130363
Storm”.
What happened? The track of Viola tells part of the saga.
When Viola moved west-northwest across the southern part
of the Taiwan Strait, the usual Number 1 and then the Number
3 signals were hoisted. When Viola landed (around noon at
some 150 miles east of Hong Kong) and moved inland into
eastern Guangdong, its threat was over, or so it seemed. All
signals were lowered. To everyone’s surprise not only did Viola
maintain its circulation and strong winds but it continued on its
merry way towards Guangzhou, after being overland for half a
day. Thus the Number 3 was re-hoisted to provide warnings of
impending strong winds in Hong Kong in the southern part of
Viola. At the Observatory, it was tense monitoring, hour after
hour, waiting for Viola to pass. And shortly after Viola came
closest (we knew the exact moment, because the barometric
readings kicked sharply up), there was euphoria, a big sigh of
relief, pride and joy. It was proven: the situation with Viola did
not warrant a Gale Signal. We had dealt with Viola adequately
with a Number 3, AS FORECAST.
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In the event, that was not to be. Not long afterwards,
a radio message from Waglan Island reported gale force
winds. The reported figure was checked, double checked and
confirmed. The Observatory had no choice. The Gale Signal
had to be hoisted, albeit operationally, and so it did. Nightmare
followed. No sooner had the Number 6 gone up than it was
discovered that the earlier gale report from Waglan was raw
data. Which meant that after correction for Waglan’s extreme
offshore exposure, there were, after all, no gales. The situation
was corrected quickly and down came the Number 6 in a hurry,
replaced by the Number 3. What a mess.
For the record, Observatory’s prestige came down a few
notches after Viola. But then we have taken Viola in our stride.
Without Viola, we probably would not have appreciated the
great triumphs that were Rose and Hope.

Tracks of Rose, Hope and Viola
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Rainstorm 8 May 1992
Rainstorms are no strangers to Hong Kong. Every year,
the last weak front from the north around late May invariably
lingers and usually brings torrential rain. During the first weeks
of June, the Mei-Yu Trough in the South China Sea crosses the
coast with its seasonal deluge. Hourly rainfall amounts of 100
millimetres or instantaneous rainfall rate of over 500 mm/hour
are not too uncommon.
In the annals, there was a landslip disaster in June 1972
dubbed the “Rainstorm Domino Effect - Hong Kong Style”. An
entire apartment block in Kotewall Road toppled and dominoed
onto another highrise in absolutely blinding rain.
The rainstorm recounted below was rather less spectacular,
but arguably more significant. For it was the “reason-to-be” for
the introduction of the Red & Black Rainstorm Warning System.
May 8 1992 was a classical heavy rain day. Moistureladen airstreams, highly unstable atmosphere – all the
typical rainstorm ingredients were present. Appropriately,
the Thunderstorm Warning, the Landslip Warning and the
Flood Warning were all in force. YET, at 5:15 a.m., the Duty
Forecaster at the Central Forecasting Office could only find
scattered echoes and definitely no organised rainbands on the
radar screen. Over the phone, he was unable, or maybe slightly
disinclined, to persuade the Duty Officer of the Department of
Education to agree to a general school closure announcement
to be broadcast at 6 a.m.
As it happened, rain commenced before 6 a.m. By 6:15
a.m., the radar rain picture was alarming. Heavy rain had
developed suddenly, explosively and ubiquitously. By then
the Observatory was frantically seeking out the Director of
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Education to request for an unscheduled and belated school
closure announcement. It was to no avail.
That morning, peak hour traffic everywhere was gridlocked.
Major arterial roads were like parking lots. It was weather
Armageddon for a million commuters. And when the rain
subsided, the to-be-expected public condemnation came
from every which way. Fingers were pointed directly at the
Observatory and the Department of Education. There were
media roastings, adverse headlines, and Legislative Council
hearings.
The upshot: The Observatory was given two weeks to
devise an effective Rainstorm Warning specifically for Hong
Kong. There you have it. You know the rest. What a historical
rainstorm! What a Red & Black Rainstorm Warning! In its
operational form,
millions of people
are currently being
served. From humble
beginnings, rainstorms
& a Rainstorm Warning
System grow.

A torrent of rain water
rushing down the slopes of
Hong Kong Island during
the heavy rain on 8 May
1992 (photo by South China
Morning Post)
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Typhoon 1874
ӕϖăంᇉۆ
Mvj!Xjoh.ipoh-!Npl!Ijoh.zjn
ࢶപҋฟૂͽֽགྷ።˞̙͌۞ࢲխĂ˘̚ˣ˛αѐ˝
͡۞ϥіࢲխ͔ࢶപ̈́፫ܝѣࢦ๋̂˸ĂϺΞਕֹܳ˞ࢶ
പ͇͛έ˘ٺˣˣˬѐ۞јϲĄώ͛ଂ˘࣎።Ϋ۞֎ޘೡ
˘࣎ᅵࢲдࢶപ͔۞๋˸̈́ᗼĄϥіࢲխ̈́ޢன
۞ࢲխ˞˘࣎ࢦࢋ۞ܫिĂಶߏࢶപݑٺঔΔొĂ࿅
Νഅזצᅵࢲֽ۞ᚑࢦᗼ๋̈́˸Ăण୕ϏֽĂдБঈ
࣏តືѣΞਕֽՀᐛໂბ͇ঈ۞ࡦഀ˭Ăξϔ၆ᅵࢲ۞
әᅮࢋܲޘᛋᛇĄ
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A typhoon struck Hong Kong and Macao during 22 - 23
September 1874, bringing severe damage to these places
during its passage. This typhoon, known as Typhoon 1874,
might have prompted the establishment of the Hong Kong
Observatory (HKO) later in 1883. As Typhoon 1874 occurred
in the year ϥі in the traditional Chinese calendar, the episode
was also known as ϥіࢲխ in Chinese.
Although HKO had not yet been established in 1874,
weather observations by the Police and the Harbour Department
were available in Hong Kong and were published in ‘The Hong
Kong Government Gazette’ of 17 October 1874 (hereafter
referred to as the Gazette). It was reported that local winds
suddenly shifted to the northeast and then to east-northeast
and blew with terrible violence in the morning on 23 September.
A minimum pressure of 978.0 hPa (28.88 inches of mercury)
was recorded in the Hong Kong harbour at 2 a.m. whereas the
Central Station of the Police reported a minimum pressure of
972.9 hPa (28.73 inches of mercury) at 2:03 a.m.
As described in a Chinese book [ ᇃ۞ڌҋխच ] [1] on the
natural disasters in Guangdong, Typhoon 1874 affected many
places in the coastal region in Guangdong. Several thousand
people were killed in Hong Kong. The damage in Guangdong
is described in detailed in another Chinese book [ ઼̚ঈ෪խच
̂Ĉᇃ] סڌ

[2]

on a collection of meteorological disasters in

China (Guangdong Chapter):
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Ķ): ͡ 3234 ͟ *Ăᔻࢲ֭ሗ̂үĂࢲଂঔ˯ĂגሗˮĂ
፩ࡶڪ໗Ą๕ճᇷࠎШֽٙϏ֍Ă٥͢໑๋ޏቈĂڻঔϰజխ߰
ႽĄ፫̈ܝៈТॡͫխĂͪͫࢲϹႨĂᗼ௺˼ዶĂѪ༱ˠĂፇ
ގ۰˛˼ĂࢶപѪ۰ᇴ˼Ă໑ϔϡᗁੰ̈́ཐࡗ༃ૅĂռ௺ϺᗼĂ
ҋણͽ˭ڠςѪ۰˩ዶˠĂ֔ۡᔴះπгͪஎα͎ĂͫЍ࿆
гĂᗼះཌăڌҘᔔمݱ̈́ܝঢ়Ăஂ՟ϣᘁăˠহზĄಛ
ՙĂڻঔϔజஂ๋צࢦĄڌăາົăາщѨ̝Ăݑঔă൫ࡉ˫
Ѩ̝ĄࢲϤ˯ݑڌҘΔĂҌჹᇉͤĄķ

Damage inflicted in Hong Kong is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 (a) The Aberdeen
Dock destroyed by the
passage of Typhoon 1874

Figure 1 (b) The Praya,
Government Wharf and
Boat house on Hong
Kong Island destroyed by
Typhoon 1874
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Damage and casualties in Hong Kong during the passage
of Typhoon 1874 were tremendous. ‘Hong Kong Typhoons’,
published by HKO in 1950 [3] , recorded that ‘the typhoon
demolished the Civil Hospital and St. Joseph’s Church [same as
the above record in Chinese]. A warship dragged her moorings
and was thrown into V.R.C. boathouse’. As described in the
report by the Captain Superintendent of Police published in the
Gazette, the Police had recovered the bodies of 621 people,
but this number probably represented only one third of the
actual figure. Furthermore, over 200 houses were destroyed
or rendered uninhabitable. Two steamers sank in the harbour
and another steamer was on shore near Aberdeen, and eight
ships were supposed to have been lost. It was impossible to
estimate the destruction of junks and small boats. Telegraph
posts were blown down in different parts of the Hong Kong
Island, interrupting communications. The roads were almost
impassable from the obstruction caused by the fallen trees. The
China Mail of 23 September 1874 also reported that ‘A typhoon,
though of very short duration, has probably proved the most
destructive witnessed since 1862 – if not exceeding it in that
respect – swept over the island between the hours of 6 p.m. and
6 a.m.’.
Like many other historical typhoons which caused
significant casualties, the deadliest impact of Typhoon 1874 was
its associated storm surge. In a report by the Harbour Master
published in the Gazette, it was recorded that ‘The strength of
the wind brought an immense volume of water into the harbour,
not a tidal wave, but a rapid rise which continued for about an
hour, flooding the Praya and ground floors of houses to a height
of 4 and 5 feet for some distance in shore······By three, the water
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had risen to five to six feet above its high water level, or a rise
of about ten feet had taken place.’
Typhoon 1874 caused severe damage to Macao as well. In
Macao, the Portuguese Navy started to carry out meteorological
observations since 1861, before the establishment of the Macao
Meteorological and Geophysical Bureau in 1952. According
to the analysis of Macao Meteorological and Geophysical
Bureau [4] , Typhoon 1874 was one of the strongest typhoon
ever known to hit Macao during the 19th Century, with a
maximum wind of about 170 km/h and a minimum pressure of
935 hPa near its centre. The passage of Typhoon 1874 was
accompanied by storm surge which caused severe flooding
of up to 2.5 metres above the road level. The total number of
fatalities and people missing amounted to about 5,000 with
an economic loss of up to two million Macao dollars. Figure 2
shows the inner harbour of Macao after being hit by Typhoon
1874.
Applying the Observatory’s operational storm surge model
to Typhoon 1874, whose track has been re-constructed from
the analyses of historical weather observations recorded by

Figure 2 Inner harbour
of Macao after being
hit by the typhoon of
22-23 September 1874
(Courtesy of Macao
Meteorological and
Geophysical Bureau)
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the Police and the Harbour Department in Hong Kong, the
Portuguese Navy in Macao and the Manila Observatory in the
Philippines, Typhoon 1874 is estimated to have brought a storm
surge of around 3.0 m (4.4 m) and sea level of around 5.2 m (6.5
m) at Quarry Bay (Tai Po Kau) during its passage, comparable
to those observed by the Harbour Master in Hong Kong Island.
Following the establishment of the HKO in 1883, a number
of typhoons have brought significant casualties and inflicted
severe damage to Hong Kong, including the typhoon of 18
September 1906, typhoon of 1-2 September 1937, Typhoon
Wanda of 1 September 1962 and Typhoon Rose of 16-17
August 1971. Facing the South China Sea, Hong Kong has
been exposed to the onslaught of significant typhoons in the
past and has experienced severe flooding due to storm surges.
As more frequent extreme weather events are expected in the
future as global warming progresses, people in Hong Kong
should be aware of these threats to them and should always be
on the alert during the close passage of severe typhoons.

Sfgfsfodft;
\2^!!ᇃ۞ڌҋխचĂୖυ㉞በĂཧᐅߌઘበĂᇃڌˠϔۤۍĂ2::4
\3^!઼̚ঈ෪խच̂ĈᇃסڌĂበҹࣣĂώסበԇᚊఆĂঈ෪ۤۍĂ
3117
\4^!Ipoh!Lpoh!Uzqippot-!H/T/!Q/!Ifzxppe-!N/B/-!N/!Td/-!2:61
\5^!33034!Tfqufncfs!2985!uzqippo!ė!sfdpotusvdujpo-!Boupojp!Wjtfv-!Tbv!Xb!Diboh-!Jo!
Ubj!Mff-!Nbdbp!Nfufpspmphjdbm!boe!Hfpqiztjdbm!Cvsfbv!
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ࠓᅘᅸi1874-2100
เϖᇇ౾̀
Es/!Xpoh!Xjoh.ubl
Storm surge associated with tropical cyclones can
devastate communities over coastal regions. Dr. Wong
recounts historical storm surge events which wreaked havoc
in Hong Kong. He uses recent examples, local and abroad, to
illustrate that storm surge continues to be a threat to modern
cities, particularly when global warming is taking place. He
asks for increased awareness in natural disaster prevention
and proper measures to protect life and property.
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ᅵࢲߏᇆᜩࢶപ۞ࢦࢋҋխचĂ።Ϋ˯അౄјໂࠎᚑࢦ
۞ˠ˸๋ੑۏຫεĂࢋࣧЯߏࢲәᖙ௺ĂѨߏҡᐌ
ᅵࢲ۞ͪႚౄјঔͪϙᑿஂ՟ثڻҲгડĄޢ۰࿅ΝഅజჍࠎ
Ķঈ෪ঔᆣķĂͽડ̶Ϥгዩᛈ൴۞гዩঔᆣĂֽޢజ݄ͽՀࠎ
෭̷۞ЩфĂჍࠎĶࢲᇷሗķĄ
ࢶപώߏ˘࣎ႢപĂੵ˞Ⴂ௺ઃڿγĂ˵ѣ̙͌̈ཟࡍୣჯ
кӀֲപثдപ̰ઃ۞ڿᅈ߶௺Ă೩ֻྻਖ਼ఱۏˠࣶඈ
ତᅺڇચĄՏ༊ᅵࢲәࢶപॡĂႢ௺̈ཟצߏــխᚑࢦ
۞˘ཏĄ˘̚Ѩࠎၝধ۞ࢲխ൴Ϡд˘˝̱ѐĂҤࢍᅵࢲ
͔к྿˘༱ˠಉϠĂ̂ొ̶дঔ˯ĄܕΗ࣎͵ࡔᐌۤົᖼ
តૄᖂޙన۞ԼචĂдႢ௺̈ཟاҝ۞ˠౌ̏ொ˯ثاĂͽ
௺ࠎϠ۞ˠᇴ಼̂ഴ͌˞Ă҃௺ࣶ௺Ϻົдᅵࢲॡԯ௺
ઃڿдᔖࢲĂЯѩܕѐᅵࢲౄј۞ঔ˯๋˸̏̂ࠎࢫҲĄኢ
тңĂᅵࢲॡ௺ਕૉ̈́ॡᔖࢲ̪ߏ֨խഴխ̚ࢦࢋ۞̚
˘ᒖĄ
ྶ̚ᇆᜩჯкӀֲപᚑࢦ۞ࢲᇷሗΞਕߏ˘ˣ˛αѐΫ
ჍĶϥіࢲխķ۞ᅵࢲٙౄјĄፂಡ༊ॡՅăᐝಛՅă˿
ϝ៉Յăᐝ֎ՅᐝঝՅٙѣٗޏజ໑ĂଐԛΞਕಶည˟
˘˘ѐ۞ঔᆣ՞໑͟ώڌΔثڻгડ۞ሀᇹćТॡ̚ᒖ˵ዎͪצ
ওĂͪஎᇴࡻ͎Ą
˘˝ˬ˛ѐ۞ᅵࢲдࢶപౄјΩγ˘Ѩࠎၝধ۞ࢲխĂࠎ
Фᜨപֽྶ̚ᗼྍડᚑࢦ۞ࢲᇷሗĂሗͪ՞໑˞˝ᇃᜠ
ྮՒϣҌ̂ं߱۞˘ၟྮĂၨ໑˞̂ंᆦѺ̶̝ˣ˩۞ٗޏĂ
֭д̂ंăՒᐝ֎ඈгડౄјˬѺкˠѪ˸Ăѣϫᑝ۰ԛटሗͪ
യ˯˯ثॡ྿̣Ҍ˛ࡻ͎ĄдჯкӀֲപĂঔͪയ˯ыՒᑓ
Ă̙͌ξϔдූ˯ᇢפႢᒔĄ
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ᅵࢲĶᕊķĞXboebğ˟̱˝˘ٺѐәࢶപĂჯкӀֲ
പФᜨപౌᐂௐ˟Ѩ͵ࠧ̂ጼ̝ޢ۞ͪҜĂ˵ߏѣҋજ
រሗᐂͽֽ۞ͪҜĄ༊ॡ۞ࢲᇷሗдՒϣஂѪ˞ѺкˠĂ
ߏጼޢᚑࢦ۞ঔͪஂওְІĄ˘˝˛˝ѐᅵࢲĶఈ֓ķĞIpqfğ
әࢶപॡ۞ࢲᇷሗ˵ޝĂҭ̙ٺಟثĂΞߏঔͪଂ̂ंڒ
Յ˾ګയˢګڻ໖˯ĂဳΝˬˠّĄᅵࢲĶຑࣖķĞFmmfoğٺ
˘˝ˣˬѐәࢶപॡĂ࡚ԄາՅഅனͪওĂҭࢲᇷሗ՟ѣౄ
ј๋˸Ą
˘˝ˣѐͽޢĂϒࢬәࢶപ۞ᅵࢲᇴϫ̙кĂᚑࢦࢲ
ᇷሗ˵Яѩྵ͌னĄ˟ˣѐᅵࢲĶโॾͧķĞIbhvqjuğд
ࢶപҘݑઐݑଟ࿅Ăᗓࢶപѣ˘Ѻˣ˩̳֧̝ᅌĂҭࢲᇷሗ
̪ࠎჯкӀֲപֽĶᕊķͽֽ۞ͪҜĄࢲᇷሗд̂፫ౄ
јͪওĂѣاϔᅮࢋღާၣᗓć̂ሗͪ˵ᑝ៉ڌ߷ܜĂܬ
ᄞ˞˘ଵᓜঔٗ۞ޏгૄĂౄјгέ˭ౝĞ֍ܢဦğĄтĶโ
ॾͧķ۞ொજྮशՀያࢶܕപĂ͔۞ࢲᇷሗົՀĂٕົ
ౄјΞͧᑢ˟̣ѐᔻࢲĶΙপ֧ऌķĞLbusjobğ۞ࢲᇷሗ၆
઼࡚າႬ։ξٙౄј۞ᗼĄ
ซˢ˟˩˘͵ࡔĂˠౄވঈវ͔۞Бື̼̪д̙ᕝೋ
̼Ą˟˘˟ѐ˛͡Ă઼࡚͉۩ᓁཌ۞ߐࢵѨ៍ീॾזᜋД
ࣧम̙кፋ࣎ДࢬౌពϯᏉ̼ன෪Ăͧـѐआ͇Ϊѣൾк˘ٺΗ
ࢬ᎕۞ДࢬᏉ̼ՀࠎᇃھĄгື̼ጱБπӮঔπࢬ˯̿Ă
ົΐᆐࢲᇷሗ۞ᇆᜩĂ΄ᅵࢲәॡՀटٽனঔͪϙᑿ֭ͷ
ͪҜՀĄ˘˟˞זѐĂᙷҬᅵࢲĶโॾͧķ͔۞ࢲᇷሗ
ΞਕົᐛனĂՀ̙ਕଵੵࢦன൘т˘˝ˬ˛ѐٕ˘ˣ˛αѐ
۞প̂ࢲᇷሗĄ
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࠹ͧѺкѐ݈Ăࢶപᓜঔ̏͌ѣटצٽঔͪଯࣆ۞ᖞёٗ
ٕޏᆴޏĂፋ୧Յརజлπ۞ଐ˵ڶధ̙ົГனĂΞߏгࢬన
߉гࢬͽ˭۞ૄּޙтᜠྮᐋඈ̪Ξਕјࠎঔͪϙᑿ۞խ
ડĄ˟˘˟ѐ˩͡ᔻࢲĶॹ࢚ķĞTboezğә઼࡚ثڌгડĂ
ࢲᇷሗ͔৸ࡗξгᜠͪওĂ൴ᇄЯజͪஂও҃൴ϠͫխĂБ
ξЯѩ҃ឨႼĂξϔϠ߿̂צᇆᜩĄ
ĶโॾͧķăĶΙ
প֧ऌķĶॹ࢚ķ
ٙౄј۞ࢲᇷሗͽ̈́
ॾᜋᏉДΞਕౌߏ
ᛋཱིĂӘ෦ԧࣇࢲᇷ
ሗ၆னۤົ̪ົၹ
јރĂТॡБື
̼ົ΄ރ͟ৈᆧ
ΐĄ߇ѩ၆ᑕࢲᇷሗ
۞ഴխ֨խନ߉̙ਕ
ᗫጻĂܜᅈ҃֏ࢶപ
Ξਕѣᅮࢋෛͼ၁ᅫ
ଐڶ೩̿ঔപ᜕֨ޙ
నĂ̖ਕৌϒᔌРᔖ
̵ĂҺצঔͪϙᑿ۞
ПᐍĄ
˟ˣѐᅵࢲĶโॾͧķ͔۞ࢲᇷሗдܜ
߷ܬ៉ڌᄞ˞ᓜঔٗ۞ޏгૄĞඊ۰ᛷğ
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Hong Kong Weather
Reflections of an Old Timer
රᇇ౾̀
Es/!Ebo!Xbufst
̏གྷ˝˩к໐۞රᇇ౾̀ߏିֈछ̈́ࢶപ።ΫጯछĂ
˯͵ࡔ̣˩ѐଂࡻ઼ொࢶاപĂڇચع߆ٺĄ၆ࢶപ
͛ ̼ ܲ ֈ  ᚥ ։ кĂ  ٺ2::9 ѐ ᒔ  ᅚ  ਥ ߐ ౢ (Bronze
Bauhinia Star)Ąனॡߏ࠱छֲ߷ጯົࢶപ̶ົၷົࣶć
̙ҭ߿ٺέ༼ϫĂϺߏঘᕷᗟՄᇃ۞ھүछĄ၆ࢶ
പ۞͇ঈăϔϠăϔଐĂтᇴछࠡĄҜࡻࣖ̀ຑ˯྆
α؞Ă͙ॲࢶപĂΞಝჍԧࣇ۞߿фĄ
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(Uijt!jt!uif!xfbuifs!uif!dvdlpp!mjlft-!boe!tp!ep!J/(
ęęUipnbt!Ibsez
In the autumn of 1954, my future Hong Kong boss drove
into my yard in England. He had decided to look me up and give
me a briefing.
‘There’s water rationing in Hong Kong!’ the late SJG Burt
exclaimed. When I told him I had served in the legendary British
Eighth Army in the deserts of North Africa in World War Two, it
seemed to reassure him. He continued: ‘We have a bad typhoon
every seven years’. My only defence was that while I had not
personally experienced any of the ‘Great Winds of southern
Europe’, such as the Bora in the Adriatic, the Mistral in the south
of France, the Sirocco in southern Europe or the Foehn on the
slopes of the Alps, I had lain in bed and wondered if the roof
would stay on in a good old English north-easterly gale.
The conversation with Sydney Burt reminded me of the
saying by Samuel Johnson: ‘When two Englishmen meet their
first talk is of the weather’! It gives a lead in to other subjects.
The sea journey from England to sub-tropical Hong
Kong, for my family and me, took 31 days. With largely rural
conditions still existing in the New Territories and over the
border, in China, I was immediately struck by the clarity of the
winter atmosphere. It seemed from North Point you could almost
reach out and touch the Kowloon Foothills. A few years later,
on 16 January 1959, a record was set with a relative humidity
of only 10 per cent. The conditions then contrasted markedly
with the horrid pollution we know today, especially in places like
Causeway Bay, Central District and Mong Kok.
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In the 1950s there was little air-conditioning. In Statue
Square Queen’s Building (where the Mandarin Oriental Hotel
now stands) and Prince’s Building were two lovely old colonial
style structures with high ceilings and balconies, and they were
designed so a ‘through draught’ kept the buildings relatively cool
in summer. If a building faced south the breeze from the southwest monsoon helped to keep it cool in the summer and it was
protected from the cold of the north-east monsoon in the winter.
Similarly, there were the Chartered Bank of India, Australia
and China (as it was then called), the Supreme Court and the
old Hong Kong Club. None of these had air-conditioning. The
only fully air-conditioned building in Statue Square, in those
days, was the third Hong Kong and Shanghai Bank (now HSBC)
Headquarters which was completed in 1935.

Old Prince’s Building (Courtesy of Information Services Department)
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The splendid old Prince’s Building was completed in 1904
and demolished in 1965. It was replaced by the present airconditioned Prince’s Building. Colonial style buildings depended
on high ceilings, wide verandahs and a through current of air, if
possible catching the south-west monsoon. The Chinese saying
has it that, ‘Even with a thousand taels of gold it is difficult to
buy a building facing south’ ) ˼ܛᙱ෴Шݑሁ */!

Statue Square in the early 1960s. (Courtesy of FormAsia Books)

The picture of Statue Square was taken in the early
1960s. It shows the Hong Kong Bank, completed in 1935,
which was the first air-conditioned building in the territory, way
ahead of its time. Alongside is the Chartered Bank of India,
Australia and China, completed in 1957 (the previous building
had no air-conditioning). One of the colonial style buildings is
Prince’s building and the other was the Supreme Court which
was officially opened in 1912. Later, it became the Legislative
Council Chambers. The building still stands today.
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As government servants, we ‘went into whites’ on or about
1 May, and most of us wore shorts, open-necked short-sleeve
shirts and knee-length socks. For civil servants, except for black
shoes, everything was white. Our attention was sometimes
drawn to the Chinese saying, Ϗ ࢴ ̣ ͡ პĂ ರ җ ࣳ р ˢ  ,
meaning, ‘Do not store your winter clothing until you have eaten
“Fifth Moon (Dragon Boat) Dumplings”.’ Incidentally, this is
similar to the old English saying, ‘Don’t cast a clout till May be
out’.
On the 1st November, or thereabouts, we changed back
into winter clothes.
Ipoh!Lpoh!jo!uif!Ojofuffo.Tjyujft
The 1960s has sometimes been described as, ‘The One
Damn Thing After Another Decade’. There was the cholera
outbreak in 1961; the runs on the Hang Seng and the Kwong
On Banks in 1965; and the 1966 and the 1967 Riots. It was also
an eventful decade as far as the weather went.
Typhoon Wanda, which struck on 1 September 1962, was
the last devastating typhoon from which lessons were learned
on how to batten down. Over in Kowloon I recall our concrete–
framed, multi-storey building swaying. I beavered away mopping
up water driven in around the edges of windows. Objects, ‘flying
in the wind’, frequently broke glass in windows of neighbouring
apartments. But once a bad storm gets ‘inside a building’ you
are in deep trouble.
Severe flooding, as the ‘eye’ of Wanda passed over the
Colony, coincided with high tide. But fortunately due warning,
particularly regarding Tolo Harbour, was given, unlike with the
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1937 Typhoon which was one of Hong Kong’s worst typhoons
on record. On that occasion it was estimated 11,000 souls
perished. Hong Kong’s population at the time was slightly less
than one million so somewhere in the region of one per cent
perished in that storm. They were mostly boat-people. This
figure is appreciably greater than the eight-and-a-half thousand
or so in the Allied Army, the Japanese Army and civilians
who were killed or died of wounds in the brutal attack by the
Japanese on Hong Kong in December 1941.
The death toll from Wanda was 1301, with an estimated
2,000 craft sunk or damaged. In addition to the death and
destruction in September 1962, there was a direct effect on the
Royal Observatory. A 154 knot gust (From Time Ball To Atomic

Clock, by Anthony Dyson) wrecked the weather radar at Tate’s
Cairn. In today’s language this amounts to 284 km/hour.
The 1906 Typhoon was also extremely severe. With a
population then of approximately 320,000 it has been estimated
there were 10,000 fatalities amounting to something like three
per cent of the population. Anglican Bishop Hoare had gone
boating near Castle Peak with eight young curates when the
storm blew up. Their small craft was driven on to rocks and only
two curates survived. Today, there is a monument to Bishop
Hoare in the grounds of Bishop’s House. During the same storm
five Petty Offices from the French Navy torpedo ship ‘La Fronde’
lost their lives while helping the local population. A monument
1 The death toll from Wanda was subsequently estimated to be 183 by Ho Pui-yin in
“Weathering the Storm: Hong Kong Observatory and Social Development".
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was erected in their memory at the junction of Gascoigne and
Jordan Roads. To alleviate traffic congestion the monument
was moved into the Hong Kong Cemetery (the old Colonial
Cemetery) in Happy Valley in the late 1960s.
Following on from Typhoon Wanda, in 1962, 1964 was to
become known as the ‘Year of Gales’. Five typhoons occurred in
the one year, while another four typhoons passed close enough
to cause strong winds and to disrupt shipping. The Observatory
tracked a total of 44 storms in that year.
Although I am not able to record here every tropical
cyclone in recent decades, few severe tropical typhoons have
approached Hong Kong twice as did Agnes from 24 to 30 July
1978. Although not particularly powerful, it was a wet storm
bringing 519 mm of rain.
Another severe typhoon, Ellen, struck on the 8 and 9 of
September, 1983. This caused havoc among shipping and
destroyed much of Hong Kong’s vegetation. There were 22
dead or missing, about 400 ships sunk, driven ashore or
damaged and widespread damage elsewhere.
In the 80 years between 1884 and 1963 some 100
typhoons, accompanied by flooding and landslides, vented
their wrath on Hong Kong. That is a little more than one tropical
storm a year. Yet how is it people today can have lived in Hong
Kong for the past 30 years without ever having experienced
a really bad typhoon? One can only ponder why the weather
pattern seems to have changed?
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Xbufs!tvqqmz
Rainfall diminished in the wake of Wanda and Hong Kong’s
worst drought in history commenced in the autumn of 1962. The
following year, 1963, was on average the hottest, sunniest, and
least humid year since records began in 1884. Water shortage
was the main topic of conversation for most of the year. The
Chinese saying, χ ࢲ ̙ ј ˬ ͟  ܥ, means, ‘if a typhoon does
not strike directly it will bring three days of rain’. Such a typhoon
would have been welcomed in 1963.
I felt sorry for the folk in resettlement estates where there
were long queues at standpipes. However for most of us the
water was turned on for only four hours once every four days.
The Governor, Sir Robert Brown Black, insisted the same
restrictions also apply to government house. Although wells
in the urban areas, long disused, were reopened and water
was shipped in by tanker, the additional amount obtained was
obviously limited. Sheet-metal workers did a roaring trade
making water containers for storage. That was before the
introduction of plastic water containers a few years later. In
1963 people even stole water and priests and clerics of all
denominations prayed for rain.
The night the water was turned on children were the
first to bathe; then mother, using the same water; followed by
father who was the grubbiest. But the water remaining was too
valuable to waste and was used for scrubbing the floor and
finally for watering the plants. There were no ‘damp (hand)
towels’ in restaurants, plastic table cloths were used, and
barbers did not shampoo hair. Of course swimming pools were
closed.
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Water was turned on in different districts at different times
and on different days. A small advertisement appeared in the
English press:
‘Gentleman living in Mid-Levels with water supply on
Monday, seeks lady living in Tsim Sha Tsui with water
supply on Tuesday. Purpose: sharing bath water!’
There was also a severe water shortage in 1967, when, for
a period, the rationing was again four hours of water once every
four days. But the drought was not so prolonged nor so severe
as in 1963. In the mid 1960s Hong Kong started to receive
water piped in from the Dong Jiang (East River) in China and,
later, Plover Cove Reservoir and High Island Reservoir were
constructed. A desalination plant was built out at Castle Peak
but this was little used and proved to be something of a white
elephant.
Although the 1960s was a dry decade, the 12 June 1966,
brought a rainstorm with 157 mm of rain falling on Aberdeen
between 6:30 a.m. and 7:30 a.m. and, in the 24 hours to noon
on 12 June, 401 mm was recorded with floods and landslides
killing more than 60 people. I was reading the newspaper early
in the morning in my flat on King’s Park Rise. After it started
to rain, the intensity just seemed to keep on increasing. I don’t
recall having seen it rain like that since.
Nevertheless, the Hong Kong Observatory gives the
following ‘rainfall records’: Maximum hourly, 145.5 mm, on 7
June 2008: Maximum daily, 534.1 mm, on 19 July 1926: and
Maximum monthly, 1346.1 mm, in June 2008.
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Dpme!tqfmmt
Having lived in sub-tropical Hong Kong since the mid1950s, the lowest temperature I recall was about five degrees. It
must have been colder in the good old days of the 19th century.
Colonial style buildings had open fireplaces and chimney stacks
at that time.

The former Kowloon British School (Courtesy of KY Shum)

There was extremely cold weather at times during the
19th century and the lowest temperature on record was 0.0
degrees Celsius taken on 18 January 1893 at the Hong Kong
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Observatory. Colonial buildings were often constructed with
open fireplaces for burning solid fuel. This photograph shows
the former Kowloon British School, officially opened in 1902 at
136 Nathan Road, Kowloon. The building is now occupied by
the Antiquities and Monuments Office. The chimney stack has
two chimney pots and two flues to discharge the smoke from
the fireplaces below.
In that splendid book by GAC Herklots, The Hong Kong

Countryside Throughout the Seasons, first published in 1951
but long out of print, a temperature of 32 degrees Fahrenheit (0.0
Celsius) was recorded on 18 January 1893, 103 feet above sea
level at the Royal Observatory in Kowloon. Herklots mentions
an icicle on Mount Kellet between 15 and 30 cm long.
During the same cold spell, which lasted several days,
after it had rained during the night, two members of the legal
profession were spotted (illegally) making a long ‘ice-slide,’ just
as I used to do in England in my youth. At the same time the
Hong Kong hills were covered with hoar frost. On information
supplied by the Royal Observatory the lowest temperature ever
recorded was 0.0 degrees. Of course colder temperatures have
been recorded on high ground, such as on Tai Mo Shan or
elsewhere in the New Territories.
So, the cold is not really a problem in Hong Kong where we
have our share of winter sunshine. Nevertheless February can
bring a nasty, damp cold. On the 24 February, 2012, as I write
this, the humidity is 100 per cent.
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I remember shortly after I arrived in the British Crown
Colony, in the winter of 1954-55, sitting in the unheated staff
room of the college where I taught. A Chinese colleague asked
what I had done over the weekend. I told him I had been
swimming at Repulse Bay. He looked bewildered as he stood
there in his overcoat. ‘Chinese don’t like heaters', he proceeded
to inform me by way of reply. ‘They make the air too dry. If it’s
cold we put on an extra layer of clothing.’
I must admit that, although I went swimming during the
first winter when I arrived in Hong Kong, I have not swum in the
winter since.
Ipu!xfbuifs
So much for the cold weather. But what about summer?
The highest temperature of 36.1 degrees Celsius was recorded
on both 19 August 1900 and again on the 18 August 1990.
But, believe it or not, higher temperatures have been recorded
in England! In Faversham in Kent, on 10 August 2003, a
temperature of 38.5 degrees Celsius was recorded. But,
compared to world-wide temperatures these are nothing really. I
recall in the summer of 1943, in Tripoli in Libya, after the Desert
War was over and we as soldiers were waiting to embark for
the invasion at Salerno, in Italy in September, the mid-day
temperatures were in the mid 40s Celsius.
When newly recruited expatriates came to Hong Kong, in
early post-war years, we came by ship, and, as civil servants,
we served four-year tours. Some well-meaning old timers
used to tell newcomers that, with no air-conditioning, the
‘third summer’ invariably seemed the worst. Expatriate wives
appeared to suffer more than their husbands from being ‘under
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the weather’ as they looked forward to home leave, to ‘get out
of the heat’.
But is the Hong Kong weather all that bad? Life expectancy
at birth here is 78.4 years for males - just 1.8 years below Swiss
men who are in the top position. Yet life expectancy is 86.7
years for females which is the world's record Hong Kong having
overtaken Japan. We Hongkongers now live, on average, onethird longer than in 1950. The climatic conditions must be a
contributing factor. There are many of us in Hong Kong who
have reached our nineties or are even older.
As a child in England I looked forward to the first snowfall
of the winter and I enjoyed hearing my father talk about the ‘Great
Cold’, in 1860. On that occasion a whole ox was roasted on the
River Thames, in London, although how this was done without
melting the ice has always been a mystery to me.
Many decades later, I have chosen to stay in Hong Kong
after retirement from Government service and one of the
reasons is that, in spite of the present day heavy pollution, I
prefer the weather here to the English weather. Even today I
live at home without air-conditioning, although my wife has her
air-conditioned room in which she spends much of her time. For
my part I am more contented to be in touch with nature and the
‘seasonal changes’ rather than living in an artificial atmosphere.
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Historical Weather
Observations in Hong Kong
ӕϖ
Mvj!Xjoh.ipoh
ᓁጯఙЇӕϖĂΐˢ˞͇͛έ̍ү࿅ˬ˩ѐ -!གྷ።
˞͇͛έ̙͌۞ត̼Ăώ͛˞͇͛έҋ˘ˣˣαѐ
ۍѣᙯঈ෪៍ീ۞ΏۏĂ̈́ᄃঈ෪៍ീѣᙯ۞።ΫซĄॲ
ፂྶĂᔵѝഇ͇͛έࢋдыՒᓁొү͇ঈ៍ീĂ҃
ࢶപгᕇٙనϲ۞៍ീέ৭̙кĂҭ༊ॡ៍۞ۍീᐂ
ྤफ़ᅲࠎᖳಱĂՀѣΒ߁ֲݑڌгડ۞ྤफ़Ą͛̚Ϻୃ˞
˘ֱ៍ീࡦഀ۞ត̼Ăּт៍ീᇴፂٙଳϡ۞ಏҜ̈́гᕇ۞
ᖼតĄώ͛Ϻ̬˞͇͛έд͟૱ຽચٙ̚ќะ௺۞ז௹͇
ঈಡӘĄд՟ѣனన߉Ğּт྿̈́ঈ෪ߐğ۞ॡഇĂ
ֱಡӘᔵ࠹༊ѣࢨĂҭ၆༊ॡ͇͛έ۞͇ঈᛋڇચ̏
ߏܧ૱ࢦࢋĄ˘˝̱ѐ˝͡ࠎࢶപֽࢦ๋̂˸۞ᅵࢲϒ
р˞࣎ࢦᕇĄੵ˞።ΫᆊࣃͽγĂֱ።Ϋঈ෪ྤफ़
၆ࡁտঈ࣏ត̼۞̍үϺߏ̙Ξٕ۞Ą
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With the increasing concern on climate change, researchers
have been studying the past changes in the weather conditions
throughout the world. There are not too many historical
weather observations in southeast Asia in the past century
or so. The Hong Kong Observatory was established in 1883
and started making comprehensive weather observations at
its headquarters in Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon since 1 January
1884. These historical records constitute a valuable source of
information for the study of climate change in the region. Before
1884, the Hong Kong government had begun to make weather
observations, but no unified approach was adopted and the data
collected are of reference value only[1]. In fact, very few of these
weather records before 1884 exist today. In addition to weather
observations in Hong Kong, the Observatory had also collected
weather observations made by ships over the seas in the
vicinity of Hong Kong. Details on these weather observations
are provided in the following paragraphs.
Starting from January 1884, observations were made on
pressure, temperature, wind direction and speed, cloud type,
cloud amount, direction of cloud motion, rainfall and sunshine
duration at the Hong Kong Observatory’s Headquarters [2].
Observations for selected hours were made at first and it
was not until 1 January 1916 that hourly observations of the
main weather elements round the clock commenced. These
observations, as frequent as hourly, were published regularly
although the title of the publication had changed several times
over the years. For example, the first publication of such a
series was known as “Observations and researches made at
the Hong Kong Observatory in the year 1884” (Figure 1). These
publications were later grouped under the series “Meteorological
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Results Part I”, covering the years 1884 – 1939 and 1947 –
1986. The publication was re-titled as “Surface observations
in Hong Kong” for the years 1987 – 1992. During the Second
World War, no weather observations for the Observatory were
available from 1940 to 1946[3]. Full weather observations at
the Observatory resumed in the latter half of 1946 after new
equipment were obtained to replace those removed or damaged
during the war. While most of the observations in the series
“Meteorological Results Part I” were taken at the Observatory’s
Headquarters, observations at other locations in Hong Kong
were also provided, such as Victoria Peak and Cape D’Aguilar
in the 1880s, although the number of weather stations at those
times was significantly less than that of today. From 1993
onwards, the Observatory publishes the daily and monthly
meteorological summaries annually, presenting observations in
a condensed format to improve readability.
Another source of historical
weather observations kept at
the Observatory was the China
Coast Register. The Register
was compiled daily based on
weather information received from
telegraph companies. Information
now available at the Observatory
includes those for the years 1897
– 1916, consisting of daily weather
observations at the Observatory
Figure 1 Cover of the first publication of
the official weather observations for 1884
in Hong Kong.
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Headquarters, Gap Rock (a small island some 40 km to the
southwest of Hong Kong, now known as Wenweizhou Dao ( ਵ
ԍ ߷ फ )[4], as shown in Figures 2 and 3), Victoria Peak and
cities in southeast Asia (known as the Far East then) such
as Amoy (now known as Xiamen), Canton (now known as
Guangzhou) and Manila. The Register provides a valuable
record of daily observations of pressure, temperature, humidity,
wind direction and speed as well as the weather conditions
at those locations. Information from Gap Rock are particular
useful in studying tropical cyclones, passing close to Hong Kong
in those days. Brief description of the pressure distribution in
the region and forecast for Hong Kong were also included in
the Register. The records were integrated into the “Monthly
Meteorological Bulletin” during the years 1917-1932 and listed
on the Observatory’s Weather Maps for the years 1934-1941.

Figure 2
A recent photograph of Wenweizhou Dao where a lighthouse
operated by the Guangdong Maritime Safety Administration is located.
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Figure 3 Map of the location of Gap Rock. (In 1985, the first automatic
weather station jointly built by the Observatory and the Guangdong
Meteorological Bureau commenced operation at Huangmao ZhouĞ เ ࡱ߷ ğ
just to the northeast of Gap Rock.)

While studying these historical publications or records, we
could easily see the changes in the history of meteorological
observations in Hong Kong, such as the changes in the units of
measurement of various weather parameters, the instruments
employed and the monitoring stations. British units were
mainly adopted in the measurements before the Second World
War and metric units were gradually used after the war. For
example, pressure and rainfall were provided in inches of
mercury and inches respectively in the early publications and
were later changed to millibar (hectoPascal) and millimeters
respectively since 1947. Temperatures were provided in
degrees Fahrenheit in the early days and changed to degrees
Celsius since 1961. Due to the effect of urbanization around the
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Observatory Headquarters, measurements of sunshine duration
were moved to King’s Park Meteorological Station with better
exposure in 1961.
From records of observation made over land, we now turn
to those over the sea. The Observatory started to collect ship
weather reports as early as the 1890s. However, only limited
records from that period exist today. These ship reports were
plotted on the Observatory’s historical weather maps starting
from 1909[5]. Some of the reports were listed out on the back
of the weather map or published in the Observatory’s annual
report. The parameters available in the ship’s weather report
normally included pressure, temperature, wind direction and
speed as well as weather conditions, etc. Figure 4 shows an
example of such a historical weather map. It is evident that
there were not too many observations in the region at the time
and the plotting of the weather observations was also slightly
different from that of today. More comprehensive ship weather
observations were available at the Observatory from 1949
onwards.
Apart from providing information on the historical weather
events, we could also find the first tropical cyclone name
adopted by the Observatory and published on its weather maps
of 5 September 1952, known as Nona. These maps provide a
very useful source of information for studying historical tropical
cyclones in the northwestern Pacific.
During the early 20th century, facilities such as radar,
satellite or aircraft observations and automatic weather
stations were not yet available. Thus, land and ship weather
observations, even though they were rather limited, were
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Figure 4 A historical weather chart prepared by the Observatory for 6 a.m.
on 16 August 1936. The inset near the top left shows the blow-up area
around Hong Kong, with the plotted observations for Hong Kong and Gap
Rock shown.

already invaluable to the warning services provided by the
Observatory, especially during the passage of tropical cyclones.
The severe loss of life and damage incurred during the passage
of a typhoon in September 1906 clearly demonstrated this fact.
Very little weather information was received at the Observatory
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as the typhoon approached the territory. The sudden arrival of
the typhoon resulted in more than 10,000 deaths in Hong Kong,
and substantial property losses and damages amounting to
millions of dollars at the time[6]. Dr. William Doberck, the then
Director of the Hong Kong Observatory, made this remark in
the Director’s Report for 1906[7]: “Could earlier warning have
been given it would doubtless have contributed to the saving of
life and property as far as the boat population in the harbour is
concerned”.
As these historical records are invaluable to the studies
of climate change, the Observatory strives to preserve its
historical records of observations. The Observatory has also
started converting these records into electronic form for ease of
archival, processing and application. Similar efforts are being
conducted in other parts of the world as well, such as a project
on digitizing weather records from historical ship logbooks in
the United States[8] to facilitate the studies on global climatic
change.

References:
1. Weathering the Storm, Ho Pui-yin, Hong Kong University Press
2. From Timeball to Atomic Clock, Anthony Dyson
3. Meteorological Results Part I, 1947
4. http://www.gdmsa.gov.cn/gzhbc/ShowArticle.asp?ArticleID=535
5. A century old weather map, Director’s Blog of 17 November 2009
(http://www.hko.gov.hk/blog/en/archives/00000042.htm)
6. The Calamitous typhoon at Hong Kong 18th September, 1906
7. Director’s Report for 1906, Hong Kong Observatory
8. Old ship logs fill in weather history of past 250 years
(http://www.usatoday.com/weather/forecast/2010-11-26-oldweather26_ST_N.htm)
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“Hong Kong Had Turned
to Ice” : Record of Lowest
Temperature in January 1893
ӕϖ
Mvj!Xjoh.ipoh
ώ͛ଂ˘࣎ࡊጯ።Ϋ۞֎ޘĂୃ˞ࢶപҋѣࡔᐂͽ
ֽҲঈ ۞ּ࣎Ą͛̚༼ᐂ˞ࢶപ͇͛έ۞።Ϋঈ෪ࡔᐂĂ
֭ણ҂˞༊ॡ۞ಡౢ̈́Ώۏѣᙯರҽ͇ঈ۞ಡጱĄΞͽ࠻זĂ
֤˘Ѩರҽ͇ঈ۞࿅၆༊ॡ۞ϔϠѣᅲ̂۞ᇆᜩĂ઼҃̚
̰гϺĄᐌ Бື̼۞ᇆᜩĂࢶപ͟ޢனᇹರҽ͇ঈ
۞ଐٕڶధྵࠎցѣĄҭࣃڦຍ۞ߏĂᔵঈ ᓁ߁ֽᄲߏ
ົซ˘Վ˯̿Ăҭ؞ॡܧ૱ರҽ۞Ҳ ଐڶϺ̪ົม̚
னĄ
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Cold weather is not unusual in Hong Kong during winter,
but the cold weather on 18 January 1893 should worth special
attention as it set the record for the lowest temperature of 0°C
recorded at the Hong Kong Observatory’s Headquarters in Tsim
Sha Tsui, since instrumental observations began in Hong Kong
in 1884.
In Hong Kong, the Observatory uses the description term
“cold” and “very cold” in its weather bulletins for temperatures
in the range of “8 to 12°C” and “less than 8°C” respectively.
The cold event of 18 January 1893 occurred amidst a spell of
cold weather in the territory. The minimum temperatures were
in the “cold” or “very cold” category for nine consecutive days
from 14 to 22 January (Fig.1). It was also wet with rain and
there was practically no sunshine during the onset of the cold
spell (between 13 and 17 January, Table 1), with northerlies
prevailing between 14 and 19 January. A closer look (Fig. 2)
showed that the minimum temperature of 0.0°C occurred at
around 7 a.m. on 18 January and temperatures were below 5°C
throughout the previous day. The sun eventually came out on
18 January after the 0.0°C was reached and temperatures rose
to a maximum of 7.7°C that day.
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Minimum temperature (deg C)
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Fig. 1
Daily minimum temperatures recorded at the Hong Kong
Observatory Headquarters during 13 - 23 January 1893

Table 1 A selection of meteorological parameters recorded at
the Hong Kong Observatory Headquarters in January 1893
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Date

Minimum
temperature (°C)

Total Rainfall
(mm)

Total Bright
Sunshine (hours)

24
25
26
27
28
29
2:
31
32
33
34

26/2
5/8
3/3
1/9
1/4
1/1
4/2
9/8
21/9
22/9
23/5

4/7
3/5
23/5
25/7
1/4
Ojm
Ojm
Ojm
Ojm
Ojm
Ojm

Ojm
Ojm
Ojm
Ojm
1/2
21/3
6/8
9/4
21/2
:/9
:/5
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12

Air temperature (°C)
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18 Jan 1893
Hong Kong Time

Fig. 2 Hourly air temperatures (blue) recorded at the Hong Kong Observatory
on 17 – 18 January 1893. The lowest hourly temperature reading was 0.4°C
recorded at 7 a.m. on 18 January. The minimum of 0.0°C should have
occurred around this time. The mean minimum air temperature for January
1893 is shown in red.

The weather map for 17 January 1893 (Fig. 3), reconstructed based on the limited weather observations
available, shows an intense anticyclone covered China, bringing
temperatures in the range of 4 to 7°C to the coast of southern
China.
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Fig. 3 Weather map for 4 p.m. on 17 January 1893, re-constructed based on
information extracted from the China Coast Meteorological Register published
by the Observatory. Shown alongside each station are the wind direction and
speed and the temperature in degrees Celsius.

The China Mail of 17 January 1893 reported that
“Peak residents speak of the accumulation of ice in the Hill
(Victoria Peak) district as having largely increased, and in
many parts of the roads were positively dangerous, their
surface being covered with a coating of ice on which it was
almost impossible to get a firm foothold”. It also reported
that the telegraph wires in the hill district “suffered greatly”
with “ice upon the long stretches of wire”. According to
the newspaper, snow was reported in many places over
China, such as Shanghai ( ˯ ঔ ), Taiyuan ( ͉ ࣧ ), Kaifeng ( ฟ
) ދ, Tianjin ( ͇ߺ )! and cities in Shangdong ( ̋!) ڌprovince
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during the past week or so. In an earlier Observatory’s
publication[1], it was recorded that “Hong Kong had turned to ice,
and that description was no exaggeration. Icicles formed on
the rigging of sailing ships in the harbour…”. On the following
day, China Mail reported slight improvement in the weather
conditions and “The Peak roads cleared of ice last night,
although the wind was as biting as ever”.
Mr. Charles Ford, Superintendent, Botanical and
Afforestation Department in the old days, submitted a special
report [2] on the cold event to the Acting Colonial Secretary at
the time. He reported that the temperature fell to a minimum
of -0.6°C in the Botanical Gardens on 17 January. He also
estimated that, based on private observers in the hill district, the
temperature at the summit of Victoria Peak was in the region
of -4°C. In another report for 1893[3], Mr. Ford remarked that
“Within the Gardens the most regrettable losses by cold were
many valuable orchids. Many inside houses were killed, and all
the plants growing on a tree of Fiscus retusa were killed”.
Mr. L. Gibbs wrote an article for the Hong Kong Naturalist [4]
describing that “The rain froze as it fell and I well remember that
by the time I reached Magazine Gap a heavy ulster I wore was
frozen stiff in front of me”.
The Medical Report of Shanghai [5] for the year ending
30 September 1893 also reported that the cold event was
noticeable in China. Dr. Alexandar Jamieson pointed out that
“The year 1893 began with great severity. Snow fell heavily,
and from the middle to the end of the month snow storms
occurred frequently along the entire coast, extending as far
south as the tropic of Cancer”. He also reported that the
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minimum temperature at Zikawei Observatory in Shanghai
fell to -12°C, the lowest ever recorded there. A more recent
Chinese publication on the history of meteorology in Shanghai,
China[6] also reported that very cold weather affected Shanghai
during the winter of 1892-1893 with temperatures of below
-5°C being recorded for 17 days. It also confirmed that a
minimum temperature of -12.1°C were recorded there. There
was another report[7] by Mr. Tail, an expatriate gentleman in
Hong Kong that the cold event in 1893 was historic in intensity.
“It seems to be one of the only recorded instances anywhere,
anytime, of freezing temperatures at sea level in the tropics”.
It should be noted that very cold weather was not
uncommon in the early days of the Observatory. Table 2
shows occasions with minimum temperatures of 4.5°C or below
recorded at the Observatory’s Headquarters since 1884. There
were 26 of such occasions since 1884 with half of them before
and half of them after the war years, but only three cases after
1970. The minimum temperature at the Observatory after the
war years was 2.4°C, which was recorded on 11 February 1957.
This was only about 2°C higher than the lowest minimum before
the war years.
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Table 2.
Occasions with daily minimum temperature of 4.5°C or below
recorded at the Hong Kong Observatory’s Headquarters since 1884

Number

Rank

Minimum
temperature (°C)

Date of record

2

2

1/1

29:4/12/29

3

3

1/4

29:4/12/28

4

4

1/9

29:4/12/27

5

5

3/3

29:4/12/26

6

6

3/5

2:68/13/22

7

7

4/2

29:4/12/2:

8

7

4/2

2:11/12/1:

9

7

4/2

2:66/12/22

:

:

4/7

2:12/13/16

21

21

4/9

2:28/12/1:

22

21

4/9

2:59/12/37

23

21

4/9

2:68/13/21

24

21

4/9

2:83/13/1:

25

25

4/:

2:12/13/15

26

25

4/:

2:28/12/19

27

25

4/:

2:67/12/1:

28

28

5/1

2:7:/13/16

29

29

5/2

2:27/12/15

2:

29

5/2

2:2:/13/15

31

31

5/3

2:68/13/23

32

31

5/3

2:85/13/37

33

33

5/4

2:36/13/12

34

33

5/4

2:59/12/38

35

33

5/4

2:63/13/2:

36

33

5/4

2:86/23/25

37

37

5/5

2:63/13/29
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With the rising temperature trend under global warming,
minimum temperatures of such a low value had not recurred
since the 1980s. Nevertheless, despite the general trend
for global warming, we should pay attention to the low
temperatures experienced in the past few winters, for example,
minimum temperatures of 5.8°C and 7.2°C were recorded at
the Observatory on 17 December 2010 and 12 January 2011
respectively, indicating that there would still be an occasional
chance for rather low temperatures in winter. Nevertheless, the
record of 0.0°C at the Hong Kong Observatory might continue
to be an historical record for many years to come!
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Broadcasting Tropical
Cyclone Warnings in Hong
Kong - a Historical Perspective
ѯӖޜ
Lpoh!Lxbo.zjo
ѯӖޜАϠߏ઼઼࡚छঔ߶̈́̂ঈგநԊͪ͛ಡ̚
͕۞ঈ෪ጯछĄѐܦॡдࢶപاҝĂ၆͇ঈপҾߏᅵࢲ˘
ۡౌޝѣᎸĂΞͽზߏѝഇ۞Ķ͇ঈ൴፵̓ķĄՏ༊ሤ
ঈәࢶപĂѯАϠౌ̙ᕝຍ̈́ќᐂέᇫ۞ሤঈ
ᛋӘĄொޢ઼࡚اଂְঈ෪ຽĂ၆ࢶപ͇ঈ۞ᙯ͕Ϗ
ഴĂ֭ᚶᜈќᐂέᇫ۞ࢶപሤঈᛋӘĂ֭ΐ˯ঈ෪
ߐă྿ဦညඈྤफ़Ăᄦүൺͯд̢ᓑშВֳĄд͛̚
পҾ̶ֳ˞ᅵࢲຑࣖപॡ۞ࠡෳέᇃᇫᐂࢰĂ̈́ࢦ࿅
ΝΗ࣎͵ࡔέᇫֱࢦࢋܫि۞።ΫĄ
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From 1961 up to 2010, an average of 6 tropical cyclones
affect Hong Kong every year (Reference 1). Whenever a
tropical cyclone brings gale force or stronger winds to Hong
Kong, the Hong Kong Observatory would issue frequent tropical
cyclone bulletins, typically once every hour, to warn the public
of the imminent dangers of the approaching storm. Nowadays,
the public can view these bulletins at the Observatory’s web site
through the Internet. However, it was not too long ago that the
public could only rely on more traditional media outlets such as
TV and radio stations for the latest tropical cyclone warnings
issued by the Observatory. These broadcasts, which are known
as “Typhoon Bulletins” ( ࢲᇷঐि ), are made available every 15
minutes1 on the two major Cantonese-speaking radio stations in
Hong Kong.
The two major Cantonese-speaking radio stations in Hong
Kong, Radio Television Hong Kong (RTHK) and Commercial
Radio Hong Kong (CRHK), now broadcast these tropical
cyclone warnings in their own studios. However, from 1963
until 1999, the studio was actually located inside the Hong Kong
Observatory headquarters in Tsim Sha Tsui. The Observatory’s
annual report for 1963-64 mentioned that “a direct broadcast in
Chinese was made by Radio Hong Kong [now RTHK] from a
booth at the Royal Observatory. The booth was connected by
landline with the Continuity Room at Radio Hong Kong. A V.H.F.
link was maintained at these times to avoid disruption of the

1 The tropical cyclone bulletins were broadcasted at exactly 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 45
minutes, and 58 minutes from each hour. The practice of broadcasting the last bulletin
at 58 minutes of the hour was probably to accommodate the commercial messages of
CRHK. As the joint broadcast efforts ended, RTHK began the practice of broadcasting
the bulletins right on the hour since Severe Tropical Storm Goni in 2009.
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service due to failure of the landline”. Back then, the Typhoon
Bulletins were a joint effort of RTHK and CRHK. Each station
would delegate staff members to be sent to the Observatory
as soon as they were notified that the No. 8 signal would soon
be hoisted. The team included some well-known broadcasters
from both radio stations. These all male broadcasters would
rush to the Observatory to station there round-the-clock and
broadcast the Typhoon Bulletins directly received from the
Observatory’s Central Forecasting Office. Well-known voices
including sports commentators and radio drama team members
could be heard in these bulletins. These were just about the
only instances where a voice of CRHK could be heard on RTHK
and vice versa. As an example, radio recordings of tropical
cyclone warnings during Typhoon Ellen in 1983 broadcast
through RTHK have been posted on the Observatory web site
(Reference 2) where Chan Sum ( ౘ ) and Yeung Kwong-pui
(  ᇃ ૈ ) were members in the CRHK drama team whereas
Ben Lee ( Ղ ጯ ⎒ ) and Tsang Wing-keung ( അ ϖ ૻ ) were in
the RTHK drama team. The RTHK football commentator Ho
Kam-kong ( ңᝥѯ ) appeared during the No.8 Signal. The late
RTHK broadcaster Chung Wai-ming ( ᔨ ઈ  ) ځwas also heard
in many of the Typhoon Bulletins in earlier years.
Over the years, radio stations in Hong Kong have worked
closely with the Observatory on broadcasting tropical cyclone
warnings to the public. These Typhoon Bulletins have survived
the test of time over the decades and have become part
of the collective memories of Hong Kong people who have
experienced the wrath of historical strong typhoons first hand.
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Broadcasting equipment located at
the Observatory in the past.

HKO staff notifying radio station staff
to come to the Observatory for the
broadcast of Typhoon Bulletins.

References:
1. http://www.weather.gov.hk/informtc/tcStatTable4b.htm
2. http://www.weather.gov.hk/informtc/historical_tc/ellen_broadcast_uc.htm
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ፍࢂဟಡၤါࢌ࣏ԑܨ
ઈϔ
Nb!Xbj.nbo
Mr. WM Ma is a senior scientific officer of the Hong Kong
Observatory, responsible for Emergency Preparedness and
Assessment in radiation monitoring work. In this article, Mr.
Ma looks back to the history of radiation monitoring work
of the Observatory and shares his experience on how the
Observatory’s staff tackled the sudden event of the radiation
incident in Fukushima, Japan in March 2011, in an effort to
providing the most up-to-date information to the public. To him,
team spirit and dedication of staff are the most memorable part
of the incident.
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͇͛έдᏬडႾീ۞̍үѝд˯͵ࡔ̱˩ѐ̏ܐགྷणฟĂ
༊ॡ઼ᅫۤົٺҽጼपഇĂЧૻ઼ซҖкี۞८ڠീྏĄጐ
გ८ڠീྏгᕇઐᅈĂҭயϠ۞ˠ̍ٸडّ८৵ϺᐌࢲᕖҌ
БЧгĄᏬडႾീ۞ඕڍ၆ᒢྋ८ڠീྏ۞ᇆᜩѣ˘۞ؠү
ϡĄ
ˣ ˩ ѐ  ̚ ᇃ  ࠷ ڌฟ ؕ ᚯ ౯  ޙϲ ̂ ֲ ៉ ८  ৭Ă ΐ ˯
˘˝ˣ̱ѐα݈͡ᛂᓑၔႬᏚ֓Ⴌ८ᇄ൴Ϡ˞ᚑࢦ۞८ְ߇Ă
͔̂̂˞ξϔ၆८щБ۞ᙯڦĄ͇͛έϺд˘˝ˣ˛ѐ಼̂ᕖ
णᏬडႾീ۞̍үĂฟणĶώغᏬडႾീࢍထķᐌ۞ޢĶᒖ
ဩᏬडႾീࢍထķĄࢍထ၁߉Ҍ̫̏ѣ˟˩кѐĂႾീඕڍពϯ
ࢶപ۞ᒖဩᏬडͪπ֭՟ѣពត̼Ą
͇͛έ۞ᏬडႾീෞҤࡊ˝ٺѐܐјϲĂᏬडႾീ̍
үᖬᄏቑಛซ˘Վᕖ̂ĂТॡϺฟؕޙϲຽဥฤĂనϲႾീ
̈́ෞᆊ͕̚Ă͔ˢְ߇ڍޢෞᆊրĂ൴णᏬडᇴፂგநրĂ
ซҖ८ְ߇ᑕާႊ௫ૈඈඈĂͽ੨Ъֲ̂៉ᑕតࢍထ۞ે
ҖĄ
˟˘˘ѐˬ͡˩˘͟͟ώͽ͉۞ڌπ߶൴Ϡধгዩঔ
ᆣĂ͔͟ώफௐ˘८ᇄ൴Ϡᚑࢦ८ְ߇Ą८ְ߇ዩមБ
ĂᏬडѳߖјࠎ͵ࠧЧг۞ᙯڦᕇĄனॡܫिࡊԫ൴྿Ă̙ኢ
၁ٕڶᔀ֏Ӯਕԣిгᇃ็ھᇫĂΐ˯ѝഇְၗ൴णត̼֝ిĂ
ξϔ၆ᙯྵڦၔႬᏚ֓Ⴌ८ְ߇ॡѣ࿅̝̙҃̈́Ąࢋᑕ၆
Ԋࢬᅮࢋࡋဳ̶ۋĂ̙גटቤĄ
༥˯ଂ՟ѣ֍۞ଐڶĂ͇͛έ֝ిજࣶĂᏬडႾീෞ
Ҥࡊ۞ຽဥฤࢵѨ۩ཏ҃ĂдТְ͚೯˭Ă˟˩α̈ॡ
̙ઃႾീ͟ژ̶ώ͞ࢬ۞າᏬडᇴፂĂТॡΐૻࢶപώг۞
ᒖဩᏬडႾീ̍үĂΒ߁ᆧΐ۩ঈᇹώ۞ଳะᑭീĂซ
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Җᗝγ۞۩̚Ꮼड֟ീඈඈĄѩγĂ͇͛έՏ͇ྻϡ̂ঈᕖሀ
ёĂሀᑢᏬडࠈ႒дϏֽ۞͇ˬҶଐڶĂચՐೠ೪ְၗາ
൴णĂШЧొܝ೩ֻຽຍ֍͚೯Ą

फ८ְ߇ഇม͇͛έТְ̙ᕝႾീ͟ژ̶ώ۞
Ꮼडᇴፂ

͇͛έᓑТ߆ࢳعҖڇચฤдࢶപဩ̰ซҖᗝγ۞۩
̚Ꮼड֟ീ
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д८ְ߇൴Ϡ˩۞ޢᇴ͇ĂĶᏬडܥപķĶЫៃ֨Ꮼडķ
ඈᔀ֏̙ॡனĂξϔ͕ଐϠ߿ϺזצᇆᜩĄ͇͛έ۞छՏ
͇Ӯ࿅έĂෛέ̈́റШξϔྎྋᛖࢶപ۞ᒖဩᏬ
डͪπෞҤາଐڶĂͽᛖੵ̳ிႷᇋĄధкξϔ࿅ฎٕ
ۡତχྖ͇͛זέྙયᏬड۞ᇆᜩĂТְࣇ̙ዶ˧гᄲځ၁
ᅫଐڶĂឰξϔщ͕Ą
͇͛έ۞࠹ᙯహІฟ൴̈Ϻ̙ઃᏦĂ൴Ϡ८ְ߇ి֝ޢ
ᄦү֭ଯ८ְ߇Ⴞ၅পҾშࢱĂາႾീሀᑢඕڍ࿅͇
͛έშ৭̳ҶĂ͞ܮξϔᒔ࠹ᙯ۞າܫिĄଯܐഇࠎܲᙋ
Ꮼडᇴፂਕ̙ᕝՀາĂయրჯ᜕۞ТְՀഅ˘ޘፋчд
Ⴞീ̈́ෞᆊ͕̚Ăᑭീቢྮͽቁܲᇴፂ็ਖ਼ჯϒ૱Ą
फ८ְ߇д˟˘˘ѐ̣͡ฟؕᘦֽ˭ؠĂ͇͛έ۞Ꮼड
Ⴞീ̍үϺు႙ޭೇϒ૱Ą८ְ߇ഇมԧ·̶វរᑕާଐڶဥฤ
Ъү۞ࢦࢋّĄѣֱТְࠤҌాᜈᇴߐഇՏ͇ౌࢋநᗝγ۞ᑕ
ާ̍үĂະຽሄຽ۞ჟৠ˩̶ΞလĄд֙౻۞̍үࡦޢĂќז
ξϔฎܑϯ៙ካĂಶߏ၆ԧࣇ۞ָခᐽĄ
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ˀতȹڬ
ࡧԈܷ
Xpp!Xboh.divo
Mr. WC Woo, scientific officer, recollects his
unforgettable experience of tsunami training in Bangkok in
2009 as well as participation in the monitoring of possible
local tsunami, following the Japanese earthquake event on
11 March 2011. Although the tsunami threat to Hong Kong
was not that significant during the event, he and other HKO
staff worked together to closely monitor the situation and
took appropriate measures to alert the public.
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˘࣎π˲۞ߐഇ̣Ąำ̚Ă̙ҽ̙ሤĂঈ࣏آˠĂݒЯ
˯ߐഇߖ˯˞ຏ݂̪҃֗ຏ̙ዋĂЫ˞рೀ͇ᘽᔘ՟ѣஸႻĄض
҃ѝְ݈۞͇̫˞פĂࣣ҃рώֽࢋᏱ۞ְ˫ගפঐ˞Ăϒ
р͇ഇррЃिĂڇᘽ˵ਕႽଐ˘ᕇĂ̙ϡᜪᇋઘүϡĄ
˵ధߏߑ˭ࢦᘽ۞ඕڍĂԖॡ̏ߏ͟˯ˬࡏĂݒᔘѣᕇ
ᐝڃཝණĄ࠻࿅ಡ৽ĂЫ࿅ฺ̾ĂϒχზкჂΗಞ۞ॡ࣏Ă͉ळ
نֽĂᄬຖૺ۞Ә෦ԧ͟ώ൴Ϡ˞ঔᆣĂયԧࢋ̙ࢋа͇
͛έᑒѓĄ֤ॡĂԧᔘ՟ѣຍᙊְזၗ۞ᚑࢦĂͽࠎс˫ᖞჷ༊
າჷĂӘ෦ԧ݈͇д͟ώ൴Ϡ۞ᅅঔᆣĂߏٺщᇐсᄲĂߏ
ѣঔᆣĂҭ݈͇̏ந˞Ąсღૺ۞аᑕĂ̙ߏબĊߏࣣࣣ൴
Ϡ۞Ăෛາჷౌಡጱ˞Ąॡԧ̖͕ຏ̙ӻĂଭ˯ྖޢϲӈ
ߤ࠻፟͘ĂڍĂ̏ќ͉זπ߶ঔᆣᛋಡ͕̚൴۞ൺܫĂშ˯
າჷ˵ү˞࠹ᙯ۞ᖎಡĄ఼࿅ྖᄃТְ˞ྋଐޢڶĂԧܮϲ
ӈᅁа͇͛έםӄநĄ
˘ਠˠଉ͟ώ̂ঔᆣঐिĂΞਕົຏזዩមĂ˵ధົ
ॠ͟اώ۞Ꮠ̓ᇐય˘˭Ą҃Ă͇͛έ۞ТְдዩមϏԆ̝
ᅫĂࢋܮӈॡநᆊࣃѺ༱۞યᗟĈѨঔᆣົᇆᜩࢶപĉԧ
ࣇߏӎᅮࢋ൴ঔᆣᛋӘٕঔᆣಡӘĉԧࣇᑕྍࠎ̳ி೩ֻ̦ᆃ
ੈिĉ
ࢶപҜ઼̚ثڻݑڌĂ઼̚ݑߏࢬݑঔĄଂࢲᐍ҃֏Ăд
හޠᄼͽҘ۞κٛঔߏѣΞਕயϠពঔᆣ҃ᇆᜩࢶപ۞
гડĄ҃Ă઼̚ݑঔ఼࿅ӕԇঔदᄃ͉π߶࠹ాĂࢶപ˵ѣΞ
ਕ͉זצπ߶۞ঔᆣᇆᜩĄଐڶд࿅Ν̱˩ѐன࿅αѨĂ
ᐂ۞ঔᆣౌ̙࿅ˬ˩ᲔѼ 2Ąᔵᄲ࿅ΝଂϏ൴ϠĂҭࡶߙ͇
2!2:71 ѐ 6 ͡ 34 ͟ംӀ൴Ϡѣᆇጡᐂͽֽఢሀ̂۞гዩĂૻޘ྿ :/6 ৺Ą
ྍгዩ͔൴ྭ͉π߶۞ঔᆣĂдᅈҌआރлă͟ώහޠᄼඈгౄј๋˸
ᗼĄ༊ॡĂࢶപᐂˬ˩ᲔѼͪҜள૱Ą
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͉π߶னঔᆣĂז྿ࢶപॡ̪྿ΗѼٕͽ˯۞ྖĂ۞͔ঔ
ͪ˯̿˵߹ާѣΞਕдࢶപဩ̰ౄјᗼĄЯѩĂдࢶപঔᆣ
ᛋಡր̚ĂੵপҾݑ۞ࢦڦঔгዩγĂϺΒ߁˞၆͉π߶гዩ
۞ᑕ၆Ą
а͇͛זέޢĂТְࣇ̏൴гዩಡӘĂ֭ฟण˞ঔᆣᇾ
үຽԔࢎ˭۞̍үĂΒ߁Ⴞ၅ঔᆣگଂгዩᐝᕖ۞ଐڶă
ዦᜓ͉π߶ঔᆣᛋಡ͕̚͟ώঈ෪ះ൴۞ঔᆣᛋಡгዩੈ
िă̶ژរሗ৭̶Ҷд͉π߶˯۞ঔᆣঙᇾ۞ᇴፂăͽ̈́Ӏϡ
ঔᆣ֕ॡሀёଯზঔᆣٯപ۞ॡมඈඈĄགྷኢޢĂԧࣇᄮࠎᔵ
ពঔᆣᇆᜩࢶപ۞፟ົ̙̂Ăҭ˵ѣΞਕдࢶപன̙זΗ
Ѽ۞ঔᆣĂ҃ͷְІ̏ᇃ̳צிᙯڦĂߏٺԔ൴ঔᆣಡӘĂ
֭ᚶᜈღႾ၅Ăॲፂ༊ॡଐڶዋॡՀາಡӘ̰टĄ
ᅵࢲ۞ֽᓜ఼૱ົѣ˘۞͇౯Ăӈֹ͔ᇷ͇۞ܥঈԛ
๕˵ــѣྫΞವĂгዩঔᆣݒдЇңॡ࣏ౌΞͽ൴ϠĂ̙ົ
ѣЇңᛋĂЯѩĂְ݈۞౯Α͈͍ࢋࢦĂᇾүຽԔ
ᛋಡቑώౌυืА౯ԁ༊Ăޢдְ߇ֽᓜॡĶᆐଐķ൴
णĂᐌ፟ᑕតĄ
ˬѐ݈Ăѣ͇͛זضέ۞೩ЩĂણΐᓑЪ઼ିࡊ͛ᖐঔ
߶ጯ؎ࣶົдતᓝᏱ۞˘ฉኝĂጯ௫тңેؠטҖঔᆣᇾ
ԔĄኝ̚Ăੵ˞ጯזѣᙯঔᆣ۞ԫఙۢᙊણᄃႊ௫γĂ
Հѣ፟ົᄃ઼छ۞ঔᆣ̍ү۰ϹೱགྷរĄᔵঔᆣΞͽౄј
ໂ̂խचĂҭ൴Ϡ፟ົޝݒҲĂЧ઼యྻүঔᆣᛋӘ۞ˠࣶ̙
кĂਕᄃࣇ̶ֳ͕۞ࣇפᚗෳགྷរĂ၁дߏᙱਕΞෳ
۞ְଐĄጯࣶม˵פۋॡมĂቁܲঔᆣछ็۞ۢᙊԫఙ
זҋ̎۞፟ၹ̰ĄኢߏᄃֽҘֲТጯ˘ТྏҖঔᆣ֕ॡሀ
ё۞၁រăᄃ̰гາΐТጯฺٺॡಶঔᆣᛋӘྻү༼˯
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۞Ϲ߹ăٕᄃզОκТጯдѝᐠॡಶгዩ৭ޙన۞ኢĂౌ
ߏ΄ˠᙱԞ۞វរĄ

ඊ۰ĞΠˬğдঔ߶ጯ؎ࣶົኝ̚ણᄃॸ˯ႊ௫۞ଐڶĄ

ኝഇมĂࣣμ࿃˯Ķ̣˘˟ķα̌гዩĂಫវ็ֽгዩ
ౄј۞ࢦ̂խଐĂ΄ˠৠ๋Ąԧдኝϐ۞̶ֳົ˯ܑϯĈϠ
ីࠒĂՀֹˠຏזЇࢦᅈĄᔵ͵˯՟ѣਕؠॡؠᕇቁ
ಡгዩ۞ԫఙĂҭԧࣇݒਕдгዩ൴ϠޢĂӀϡঔᆣᇴࣃሀ
ёăঔᆣঙᇾរሗ৭ඈ̍Ăଯზঔᆣٯ྿۞ॡมޘĄ
̈́ॡ۞ঔᆣᛋӘΞͽഴ͌ˠੑயຫεĂЯѩĂԧࣇ
ౌ۷ͽࡊጯܲᅪ̳ிщБ۞ࢦЇĄ
࿅ΝᇴѐมĂ͇͛έгዩొ۞̍ү˞ࠎߏ˵̶ొ̂ޝႾീ
̈́ᑕ၆гዩঔᆣĈঔᆣᇴࣃሀё۞ᑕϡăঔᆣᇾүຽԔ
۞ᑭՀາăͽ̈́ঔᆣᛋӘঔᆣಡӘቑώ۞በᄦĂᄃ
ঔᆣۡତѣᙯĄӈֹߏࢶപᚗࠞᆵᐛгዩ৭۞ޙϲࠎΐˢ
Бгዩέშ۞ϦኛĂ˵ߏࠎ˞ΐૻ၆ݑঔгዩ۞ႾീĄ҃ฟ
൴ҋજгዩྤੈր۞ี˘̚ࢋϫᇾĂϺߏࠎ˞ႾീΞਕ
யϠঔᆣ۞гዩĄ
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͟ώˬ˘˘ঔᆣ็ᇫҌࢶപᅮࡗ˛࣎к̈ॡĄᔵд͟ώ۞
ঔᆣޘមˠĂд͉π߶˘ֱफᑎ˵ᐂˬѼ۞ঔᆣĂҭঔ
ᆣ͞گШّĂдলཏफăέ៉හޠᄼඈг۞ঔᆣ࠹ޘ၆
ྵҲĄЯѩĂдќז༊г۞ಡӘޢĂԧࣇ̏ᅲѣ͕ܫдࢶപ۞ঔ
ᆣົ̙ޘ࿅ΗѼĂ՟ѣᅮࢋͽঔᆣᛋӘפঔᆣಡӘĄ
ۡ˝˯זॡధĂঔᆣĶॡķז྿Ąԧࣇ࠻ፖᚡफăϮ
ጨă ౦ঝඈរሗ৭࠹ᚶனͪҜត̼Ă಼ޘд˟˩ᲔѼνΠĂ
ᛳഇ̝̰Ăؕਕ͕˭ٸᐝ̂ϮĂᗫ˘˾ঈĄ˘࣎к̈ॡޢĂቁ
˞ؠᐌ۞ޢঔᆣ˵گ՟ѣயϠՀ̂۞ͪҜ಼گĂԧࣇ̖͞൴
ޢঔᆣಡӘĂྋੵԦ౯Ą

4 ͡ 22 ͟д

౦ঝᐂ۞ͪҜள૱Ą
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ဧऄརؠĂԧࣇிˠಛд˘៍࠻ෛາჷಡĂލ၌˯Ⴝ
ߏঔᆣᏩ០͟ώ۞ᐦˠᇆညĂ͕྆ຏזໂ̙ޘщĂѣᐵᐵШ༊
гխϔਖ਼˯Ҍྕ۞ৡĄ̂ҋ۞λ̂˧ރăˠᙷ۞ി̈Ăౌд
ಞঔᆣխᙱܑ̚ᜨĄ
даछ۞ྮ̚Ă۞̀Φ፟ާѓࠎԧಡጱঔᆣ۞າଐڶĂ
ᔘᘱԛᘱᓏ۞Ә෦ԧĂঔᆣಶည˘಼λ̂ͪᒒፖବ͉π߶Ăऻُ
ԯ̙ۢк͌୧௺χՕ˞Ąԧ՟рঈ۞Ә෦Ăд͉π߶˯۞ঔᆣ
̙Ăᅈ߶௺̖̙ົజঔᆣӌጥĂΪѣд۞ͪثܕг͞Ăঔ
ᆣ̖ົ΄ঔπࢬާႚ҃ౄјխचĄᄲ३ώۢᙊĂ̖͞ຐፋ࣎
˭̾ౌ՟Ы࿅ᘽĂຏ݂ݒдღૺ۞̍ү̚ঐε˞Ą
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ুᔙᆅࠓᅘҧᘣ᮶
ڒ㈜ڸቷ
Mbn!Lxpoh!Tj.mjo-!Ijmeb
Mrs. Hilda Lam, Assistant Director of the Observatory,
gives an account of the monitoring and the passage of a rather
special and untimely storm, Tropical Storm Doksuri, which
threatened the territory just prior to the 15th Anniversary of
the establishment of the Hong Kong Special Administrative
Region at the end of June 2012. Doksuri is one of the many
storms with which she has close encounter while working in
the forecasting office. In her last typhoon season after over 30
years of service at the Observatory, she is appreciative of the
opportunity of leading the forecast and warning operations in
respect of Doksuri, and being the first woman meteorologist,
as the Acting Director, to personally sign off the Tropical
Cyclone Warning Signal No. 8 in the 130-year history of the
Observatory.
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ซˢ 3123 ѐ 7 ͡˭џĂᇴࣃሀё̏ീົѣ˘࣎ሤঈ
ٕҲᑅડ ٺ7 ͡ 41 ݈͟ޢĂொܧ֭ܕ૱ତࢶܕപĄبॡࢶപ
аᕩ 26 ѐĂѣкีᇉৡ߿જΒ߁઼छयזణĂྋྯٸ
ܑႊඈĂΩγາᖞ߆عϹତĂϲͽ͟ົڱᚶ؆ᆶԲᛉ९ĄϤٺሤ
ঈ۞൴णĂΞਕᇆᜩۤົЧࠧ۞߿જĂࠎѩĂ͇͛έ۞ಡ
ฤЁĂপҾΐࢺຍĂܓତቁಡሤঈ۞߄ጼĄ

7 ͡ 39 ͟Ă͇͛έТְдჯкӀֲ̳ซҖ۩ঈ෪៍ീĂࠎ͚೯
ྋٸซҖྯܑႊү౯

ሤҲঈᑅՆᛂ᱕ ٺ7 ͡ 37 ͟дҘΔ͉π߶˯ԛјШҘΔ
ઐҘ͞ொજĂ௩͟ᆧૻࠎሤࢲᇷĂ֭ ٺ39 ͟ፖ࿅ӕԇঔदĂ
˯ซˢݑঔĂͽҘΔઐҘ۞ྮश̈́࠹༊ԣ۞ి ) ޘՏ̈ॡ 38
̳֧ * ொШѯ˾˘Ą
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Նᛂ᱕ѣ࣎পᕇĂௐ˘ߏொજిޘԣĂௐ˟ߏૻޘઐऴĄ
дፋ࣎Ϡ࿅ĂౌΪߏჯдሤࢲᇷ۞৺ᇴ ) ӈ͕̚ࢲ˧ࠎ
Տ̈ॡ 74.98 ̳֧ *Ă҃ࢋࣧЯߏϤٺι̷ࢲۡݬ࣎˘ٺត
ྵ̂Ğӈ۩ࢲШٕࢲిᄃҲᆸࢲШٕࢲిனځពमҾĂ̙Ӏ
ሤঈ۞൴णğ۞̂ঈଐڶĄдߐำဦ˯ĂՆᛂ᱕ঔπࢬ̚
͕ــពᜨ࠹ٺᙯ۞၆߹ำဥͽγĂ࠹Ξ྿ 211 ̳֧ĄϒЯ
тѩĂӀϡߐဦည˯۞ำဥ͕̚Ă͍ߏд˯ֽࢎؠՆᛂ᱕
۞ঔπࢬ͕̚ҜཉĂೀͼߏ̙ΞਕĄТᇹгĂ྿ဦည˯ĂԆБ
Ա̙˘זਠᒖᖒሤঈ۞ᓲܥĄЯѩĂдᖸՆᛂ᱕۞Ҝ
ཉ̈́ෞҤࢬ͞ޘૻĂಡࣶԜقа˛ࡔ͵˯זăˣ˩ѐĂ՟
ѣჟ྿̈́ߐྤफ़۞ᑒӄĂΪਕࣅያгࢬঈ෪৭̈́ঔ˯௺௹
̈́ঙᇾ۞ঈ෪ಡӘĄ၆ٺາ˘۞ಡࣶĂΞͽᄲߏ̙Ξк
۞གྷរĄ
дಡሤঈྮश͞ࢬĂனॡࢋߏࣅያк࣎ᇴࣃሀёЪ
ј͞ڱĂૄώ˯ߏӀϡЧ࣎ሀё۞ಡྮशĂͽΐᝋπӮؠڱ
ಡྮशĂ̙֭ॡЯᑕ၁៍ڶീྤफ़ĂአፋಡྮशĄ
д 7 ͡ 39 ͟˯Ă༊Նᛂ᱕ፖ࿅ӕԇঔदॡĂCbtdp फ˯
̈́௺ܕܢ௹۞ಡӘᙋ၁ιѣሤࢲᇷ۞ࢲ˧Ą҂ᇋזՆᛂ᱕ொ
જԣిĂ͇͛έ༊ٺιซˢώപ 911 ̳֧ቑಛ̰̙˳Ăӈ൴
˘ཱིԦ౯ཱིܫĄڌޢՒफ۞ಡӘ͚Նᛂ᱕۞ಡྮशૄώϒ
ቁĂ֭ᑒӄᙊҾдߐำဦ˯Նᛂ᱕۞ᖼ͕̚Ą͇͛έॲፂ
ಡྮशд 3: ͟˭̾Լ൴ 4 ཱིૻࢲཱིܫĄд༊͟˭̾Ăώгࢲ˧
ฟؕᆧૻĄՆᛂ᱕ព̏ซˢώപ 367 ̳֧྿ቑಛĂҭϤٺ
ܥழᗫĂԧࣇڱд྿ဦ෪˯ᖸՆᛂ᱕ĄТְࣇஎຏ؉Ă
ΪѣӅ˧ᑕ;˘ಞ # ᅪᘣᔈ #Ăͽثܕঙᇾăঔफ˯ঈ෪৭̈́
ొЊдݑঔΔొ۞២ڵέ˯۞ಡӘֽᚶᜈႾീՆᛂ᱕۞ྮश̈́ૻ
ޘĂҭΞᔖҺĂՆᛂ᱕۞ؠҜ̈́ಡ۞̙ቁ࠹ّؠᑕᆧΐĄ
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7 ͡ 3: ઼͟छयٯപдࢶപ઼ᅫ፟ಞ۞ଐڶĂ༊ॡ͇͛
έ̏൴˘ཱིԦ౯˯ ) ཱིܫĈ͛๗ಡဦͯć˭Ĉ߆عາჷ
ဦͯ *
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ᐌՆᛂ᱕ொܕᇃڌঔثĂ͇͛έ۞ҋજঈ෪৭̈́۞ثڻঈ
෪৭ฟؕ൴೭үϡĄତܕเڃॡĂүࠎࢶപ۞݈࣪৭۞ፖᚡफฟ
ؕәૻࢲĄώг࿆әૻࢲ۞ଐڶĂϺफ़ޝԣົனĂЯ҃ߏ
ዋ༊ॡ࣏᎕ໂ҂ᇋГ˘৺۞ཱིܫů 9 ཱཱིིܫĄ
Ϥ ٺ9 ֹཱིܳົཱིܫБപЧҖЧຽૄώઃ˭ֽĂ߇ѩĂࢋ
ӎ൴ 9 ཱཱིིܫĂଂֽౌ̙ߏट۞ٽՙؠĄξϔ۞щБ༊ߏࢵ
ࢋ۞҂ᇋĂҭ̙υࢋгӸᘣξϔ۞߿જĂϺืᔖҺĄಶՆᛂ᱕۞
ྮशăૻޘăࢲ˧̶Ҷ̈́ώപࢲ˧ଐڶүෞҤޢĂ͇͛έٺ
˯ : ॡధ൴ 9 ཱིᛋĂܑϯдϏֽ̈ॡ̰Լ൴ 9 ཱཱིིܫĄՆ
ᛂ᱕ซ˘ՎତࢶܕപĂ֭д௩͇ࣝ͛͟ٺέ۞Ҙ ݑ81 ̳֧ν
Πଟ࿅Ăޢд፫ͽܝҘ˘൳ౙĂ֭֝ిഴऴĄώപࢲ˧Ϻ࠹
ᑕ˭ࢫĂ͇͛έ ٺ4 ॡధੵ˭ 9 ཱཱིིܫĂ֭ٺѝ˯ : ॡ݈פ
ঐٙѣሤঈᛋӘཱིܫĄ
Նᛂ᱕പഇมĂώപѣճࢲូܥĂొЊгડĂ͍ߏᗓ
̈́ثгәধࢲĄضрώപ۞זצຫ໑إზᅅĄ3:.41 ͟۞̂
ొ̶߿જਕૉтഇᓝҖĄ͇͛έᛋՆᛂ᱕۞ЇચϺͽ႕Ԇ
јĂ̂छтᛖࢦĄ
ඊ۰д͇͛έ̍ү 41 кѐĂ ܕ21 ѐֽĂܜഇણᄃಡ͕̚
̍үĄ̫ѨٺੜЃ݈۞ޢᅵࢲ ༼؞Ăѣ፟ົдՆᛂ᱕പഇ
มĂͽཌநέ֗۞ܜЊĂᄃಡฤЁ˘Тநሤঈ۞Ӛ́
ᛋӘຽચĂ֭јࠎࢶപ͇͛έޙϲ 241 ѐֽĂࢵҜّ̃ঈ෪ˠࣶ
ᘪ൴ 9 ཱིሤঈᛋӘĂৌߏ፟࿃ᙱెĂϺஎຏၷضĄ
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7 ͡ 3: ͟˯͇͛έдშࢱ˯൴Ҷົ൴ˣཱིሤঈཱིܫ
۞ঐि
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ѿɺȿࠏؿऋ
ԏಱே
Tibn!Gv.difvoh
Mr. FC Sham is the Chief Experimental Officer responsible
for organizing airport weather forecast and warning services.
He recalled an unforgettable night during the passage of
Severe Typhoon Vicente in July 2012. Vicente brought
windshear, low level severe turbulence and microbursts to
the Hong Kong International Airport. Monitoring the weather
condition at the airport very closely, FC Sham and the aviation
forecaster provided up-to-date weather information and
issued warnings to the staff of the Civil Aviation Department,
Airport Authority and airlines to support their operations and
contingency planning. The team led by FC Sham experienced
the ferocious winds at the airport control tower and treasured
the opportunity in providing weather forecast and warning
services to safeguard the airport under the No. 10 signal.
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؆எ˞Ăԧᔘд፟ಞଠט఼̰ञ྿όг̍үĂഭ࿅˞˘࣎
̙˘ᇹ۞˯ĊБЯࠎૻᅵࢲůࢮপĄ
ࢮপซˢ઼̚ݑঔޢĂА྅ШઐҘொજĂያࢶܕപགྷޘ
ॡĂిၙٸޘĂ̈ޢ༤ՎᖼĂдືሗᒅ۞ঔࢬ˯ሹĂӛ
ќ˞̂ณ۞ͪঈĂ˧ރᆧૻޢĂ̖ШઐΔொજĂుՎያࢶܕപĄ
ˣཱིࢲϠड़ॡĂԧТְд้࠴̂˭ܥĂࢷӱώέ
֘ଂڌঝгᜠ৭ซˢ፟ಞଠטĂᐌӈᒢྋ͇ঈଐྫྷ̈́ڶซְ
ีĂܮϲגฟؕࣃ؆۞ਝ۩͇ঈಡ̍үĄ̾؆݈Ăࢮপు
႙ያܕĂࢲ˧̈́ܥ๕ᆧૻĂ፟ಞቑಛனࢲ̷តҲ۩ૻধാ߹Ă
ΐ˯ன˭ᑝᇷ߹ᛋӘĂ፟ಞਝ፟̿ࢫณזצᚑࢦᇆᜩĄ፟ಞ
ಡࣶࢋࢦี˘̚ЇચĂಶߏՀາ፟ಞ͇ঈಡШ፟ಞ̰̍
үˠࣶ൴͇ঈᛋӘĄ༊ෞҤາᅵࢲྤफ़ĂШ፟ಞঈ෪ٙგ
๗ಡޢĂܮϲӈՀາ፟ಞ͇ঈಡĂԯീࢲ˧አćତ ԯ
າᅵࢲྤफ़఼ۢϔਝă፟ಞგநԊਝ۩̳ΦĂឰࣇѣ
ᙯྤफ़үᑕតĄ
ࢮপ۞͕̚ᗓࢶപᔵѣ 211 ̳֧ĂҭϤٺᇷࢲᘀ̂Ă
̾؆ޢĂొЊгડ̏྿ҌᇷࢲޘĄࢶപ͇͛έ˟ٺ˘˟ѐ˛
͡˟˩α͟ॡα˩̶̣൴ҋ˘˝˝˝ѐֽௐ˘࣎˩ཱིࢲĊ
፟ಞଠטγĂճࢲ् ̂ܥདྷࢅĂ˘̷ౌតᕟ̙ĄϤٺ
ࢲ˧̂មˠĂрည˘၆ᜲೠԯଠטອֽອΝĂ̰֗΄ˠ
ຏຶੱ˘זোĄଠט۞నࢍߏΞͽٯጿᇷࢲĂщБ̙ߏયᗟĂ
҃ͅԧѣᕇፉ͕дγ৭̍ү۞ТְĄᇷࢲ˭ܥĂѣТְдִ̀
ߦ̋ϡˠ͘൴ٸঈĂͽീณᅵࢲ۩۞ܕܢঈ෪ྤफ़ćд̂ಽ
̋Ăѣ྿፟ୠ۞ТְчĂቁ͇ܲঈ྿ϒ૱ྻүĂࣇ
֗۞̍ү૯ҜĂͧ፟ಞଠטПᐍкĄࢮপ۞ᇷࢲ˞܅म
̙кˬ̈ॡ̖ବ࿅ࢶപĊഇมĂ΄ˠϼтཉ֗ٺโ߽Ăॡม۩
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มౌԮѡ˞Ă̙ፉ͕ົӎѣຍγٕຫ๋Ă̂छౌღч૯ҜĂ
ᐵ̙үᓏг̍үĂΪ࠽୕ࢲᇷԣֱ࿅ΝĄ
ѣֱˠᄮࠎ˩ཱིࢲ˭̪ᅮ̍үĂৌߏ̙ضĄ̙࿅ְଐᓁѣ
ࢬĂΩ˘֎࠻ޘĂγ৭̍ү۞Тְಶрညᇆ̚Ķࠃ؈ķ۞
֎Ă̙ᄮă̙ڇᏮĂ᎕ໂࢬ၆ӧᙱĄ়ࢲۢݏਨĂԧࣇᑕ༊Ш
˘ཏᐵᐵ̍ү۰ᄲ˘ᓏĈĶкᔁķĊ

Ϥٺਕૉд˩ཱིࢲ˭༊ࣃĂ၆͇͛έˠֽࣶᄲߏޝᙱ۞፟࿃Ą፟ಞ
ঈ෪ٙ۞̍үˠࣶд˩ཱིࢲღч૯ҜĂ೩ֻ፟ಞঈ෪ڇચĂҭϺ̙Ԟ
٩ͯٮגهĄ
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